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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Prima La Musica o Prima La Parola? 

Textual and Musical Intermedialities in Italian Literature and Film 

 

by 

 

Erika Marina Nadir 

Doctor of Philosophy in Italian 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2017 

Professor Luigi Ballerini, Chair 

 

 

This dissertation is a comparative study of Italian opera, literature, and film, and traces the 

textual and musical intermedialities among the art forms. Using the analytical prisms of Elio 

Vittorini’s linguaggio unitario del musicista and Giuseppe Verdi’s notion of verità, I examine 

the myriad ways that literature, film, and music interact and the effects on the respective arts. 

Chapter 1 focuses on literature that is written in such a way as to evoke music. I analyze three 

texts and their musical components: Vittorini’s Italian Resistance novel, Uomini e no; the 

postmodern novel Passavamo sulla terra leggeri by Sergio Atzeni—a soundscape of text that 

mimics contemporary opera structure; and Manzoni’s I promessi sposi, which was the inspiration 

for Giuseppe Verdi’s notion of verità in art. Chapter 2 focuses on literature that becomes the text 

for opera. I examine Verga’s metamorphosis of Cavalleria rusticana from novella and play, and 
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then subsequent libretto for Pietro Mascagni’s opera. I contrast this with Italo Calvino’s Invisible 

Cities, which is the text for the 21st-century eponymous opera composed by Christopher 

Cerrone. Chapter 3 analyses four Italian films that use the same opera—Verdi’s La traviata 

(1853)—in varying degrees for effects ranging from the tragic to the ludic. 

As traditional structures of text, film, and opera change and evolve, there is more opportunity for 

the art forms to coalesce, thus forming a deeper and richer experience. The study of the 

symbiosis of word and music has only recently received scholarly attention. This dissertation 

focuses on the literary and filmic aspects of the musical and textual intermedialities and 

researches the commingling of the arts to address and examine how texts and films are affected 

by their musical components.  
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Introduction 

The verses which the librettist writes […] are really a private letter to the composer […] 
They must efface themselves and cease to care what happens to them. 

–W.H. Auden1 

Everything is such a tangle – Words are singing, music speaks! 
–Richard Strauss2 

Because of its power to evoke emotional responses in its listeners, music has often been 

compared with language and, in addition, music has been called “the language of emotion.”3 

Conversely, language has been described using words such as “lyrical” that imply music. 

Language and music have been inextricably linked since the beginning of time, and, moreover, 

literature and music are structurally similar: they are auditory, temporal, and dynamic art forms; 

and they imply the realization of an action. As Steven Paul Scher explains: “they [ … ] create [ 

… ] things to be done (a score to be performed or a book to be read) i.e. processes that still need 

to be decoded.4 This dissertation follows in the wake of Scher’s evaluation and examines the 

intermedialities among Italian narratives, film, and opera. What occurs at the decoded interstitial 

points as opera coincides with literature and film?  

Although music, and specifically Italian opera, is used as a comparison in these analyses, 

                                                
1 W. H. Auden, The Dyer’s Hand, and Other Essays (New York: Random House, 1962), 473. 

2 Richard Strauss, Capriccio: ein Konversationsstück für Musik in Einem Aufzug, op. 85 (Wien: 
Boosey & Hawkes, 1994), Act I, Scene 7. 

3 Michaelis, Christian Friedrich, Ueber den Geist der Tonkunst (second essay), 1800, 29. 

4 Steven Paul Scher, “Literature and Music,” in Word and Music Studies: Essays on Literature 
and Music (1976-2004), ed. Walter Bernhart and Werner Wolf (Amsterdam-New York, NY: 
Rodopi, 2004), 38. 
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this not a musicological dissertation. This dissertation deals specifically with literary texts and 

films with opera used as a modus legendi; that is, the literary art forms are filtered through the 

operatic experience and vice versa. Analyzing this interplay is an act of criticism—not meant to 

annihilate the text but to re-energize it—scrutinizing patterns through the prism of opera. 

Creating a homology between opera and narrative, and opera and film, promotes a deeper 

aesthetic appreciation of each art form. Both the literary and cinematic experience are enhanced.  

The intersection of words and music has been long studied. The trope: prima la musica, 

poi le parole (first the music, then the words) o prima le parole, poi la musica (first the words, 

then the music) is a long-standing textual/musical argument that has its beginnings in the birth of 

opera in the late Renaissance. The existential question has always been—what is more important: 

the words or the music? At least two operas have addressed the discussion in their plot: Prima la 

musica e poi le parole composed by Antonio Salieri and libretto by Giovanni Battista Casti in 

1786, and a much more recent piece, Capriccio, a Conversation Piece for Music, composed by 

Richard Strauss with a libretto by Strauss and Clemens Krauss in 1941.5   

In the Salieri opera, a poet and composer must complete an opera within four days. The 

Poet is obliged to write his verses to music already composed by the Maestro, who cares nothing 

about expressing the words in the music. Despite its title, the Salieri is a one-act opera buffa that 

takes as its theme a slightly different philosophical dichotomy: the meshing, not of word and 

music, but of opera seria and opera buffa.6 In the raucous finale of this light-hearted one-act 

work, the diva of the opera seria and the diva of the opera buffa both insist on singing the 

                                                
5 For a plot synopsis, please see the Appendix. 

6 For a definition and explanation of opera seria and opera buffa please see the Appendix. 
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opening aria for the new opera. They end up singing their respective arias simultaneously and 

ultimately the composer and librettist (who had been suffering from writer’s block) decide to 

juxtapose and reconcile the styles.  

In Strauss’ Capriccio, however, the polemic is directly specific to our purposes—that is, 

which is the greater art, the poetry or the music—and the plot is infinitely more nuanced 

(although the comedy is just as entertaining). It is a metatheatrical piece with the composer and 

librettist sparring in the first scene:  

FLAMAND: First the words, then the music!”  
OLIVIER: First the music, then the words!7 
  
Historically, in 1755 there was still some symbiosis between the words and the music. In 

his Saggio sopra l’opera in musica, early opera reformist Francesco Algarotti looks back at a 

sweeter time when “poets were themselves musicians” and music and poetry were “twin 

siblings.”8 However since that time, as each art form progressed, there has been conflict, tension, 

and artistic chafing. 

This dissertation begins with this fundamental question: What happens at the intersection 

of music and words? Scholars have been intrigued by this notion for centuries. In the 13th 

century, both music and poetry were a passion for the father of Italian literature, Dante Alighieri, 

as Giuseppe Mazzotta explains: 

Combined with rhetoric, music produces poetry and, because of this link, poetry 
reflects and share in the ultimate ground of cosmic harmony [ … ] Music and 
words, so Casella thinks in perpetuating the Provencal lyrical heritage of yoking 
them, are two aspects of the same heartbeat and not, as the modern poetic fashion 

                                                
7 Strauss, Capriccio, Act 1, Scene 1. 

8 Francesco Algarotti, Saggio sopra l’opera in musica: Venezia (1755) e Livorno (1763), ed. 
Annalisa Bini, Musurgiana 6 (Lucca: Libreria musicale italiana, 1989), 25. 
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has it, mutually exclusive alternatives in the delivery of a song [ … ] Dante 
exposes the limitations of polyphonic music, in which each part is opposed to the 
other and the unity of differences, the many strings attuned together, is erased. In 
reality, harmony stems from the steady opposition of different sounds and is 
inconceivable without it.9 

Dante, in his theory of cosmic harmony, hearkens back to Plato and Pythagoras and the concept 

of the “music of the spheres.” Although inspired by Dante, the Greeks, and the notion of order 

and harmony, this dissertation has a more limited and modest focus: that is, how does opera 

influence literature and film? Does something unusual happen to the reader when literature 

“mimics” opera? Can literature achieve the ineffable quality that seems to occur while 

experiencing an opera? What happens when literature, already expressing a mood, tone, and 

story is removed and set into the seemingly unfamiliar framework of an opera? What happens 

when opera is “dropped” into a film? Which art form dominates? What occurs at that 

intersection? What is lost and what is gained in the transference?  

 As previously stated, this dissertation will focus on the literary and filmic aspects of this 

question. Musicology has only recently broadened its research to include this type of criticism. In 

her 2004 article “Drastic or Gnostic,” Carolyn Abbate reported: 

In the 1980s, Joseph Kerman argued for a disciplinary revolution in musicology, 
urging a focus on musical works and their meaning. Kerman’s aim was to divert 
musicology towards criticism and hermeneutics and away from composer bio, 
archival history, and strict formalism.10 

The earliest scholarship relating to word and music studies dates from 1948 and the eminence 

                                                
9 Giuseppe Mazzotta, “Music and History (Paradiso XV-XVII),” in “Legato Con Amore in Un 
Volume”: Essays in Honour of John A. Scott, ed. John J. Kinder and Diana Glenn (Firenze: L. S. 
Olschki, 2013), 224. 

10 Carolyn Abbate, “Music—Drastic or Gnostic?,” Critical Inquiry 30, no. 3 (2004): 506, 
doi:10.1086/421160. 
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grise of musicology, Calvin S. Brown. However, his book, Music and Literature: a comparison 

of the arts, shows no overarching interest in surveying the field as a whole. It was Steven Paul 

Scher, a scholar of German literature, who spearheaded word and music studies as a distinct 

discipline, and defined it by a systematic inner structure to examine the relations between media.  

Since then there has been a profusion of scholarship dealing with precisely this 

intersection of these arts: Werner Wolf looms quite large in this pantheon. In his 1999 book, The 

Musicalization of Fiction, Wolf explains how the notions of romanticism, modernism, and 

postmodernism have positioned music and language and how that has created differing kinds of 

musical literature. His analyses, however, focus primarily on Anglo-American fiction. In 2001 

Brad Bucknell wrote on the musical aesthetics in Joyce and Stein, and Alan Shockley’s 2009 

study concentrated on Joyce and Burgess.11 Also the International Association for Word and 

Music Studies was formed in 1997 to “promote transdisciplinary scholarly inquiry devoted to the 

relations among literature, verbal texts, language, and music” but since its inception it has 

extended its interest to the world of opera and other vocal music.12 However, as of yet there has 

been scant scholarship studying opera specifically as a modus legendi in intermedial functions. 

Having established these considerations as the background for the musicological and 

general information, it is time to turn to the literary and musical voices that pertain directly to the 

Italian point of view and that have inspired this dissertation and underpin the analyses used 

herein. 

                                                
11 See Brad Bucknell, Literary Modernism and Musical Aesthetics: Pater, Pound, Joyce, and 
Stein (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001); Alan Frederick Shockley, Music in the 
Words: Musical Form and Counterpoint in the Twentieth Century Novel (Farnham, England: 
Ashgate, 2009). 

12 Quoted from the association's home page: http://wordmusicstudies.org.  
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Specifically, this work takes the notions of writer Elio Vittorini and composer Giuseppe 

Verdi and applies them to a myriad of texts and films. In trying to describe the analogies and 

homologies among all these disparate works of art, the techniques of Leo Spitzer have also 

proven invaluable. All of these investigative tools, Vittorini, Verdi, and Spitzer will be used in 

varying degrees to discover the intermedialities at the various intersections of the texts, films, 

and operas. As Vittorini and Verdi are not usual critics, below is an explanation of their ideas 

and how their respective viewpoints figure into the analysis. 

ELIO VITTORINI AND IL LINGUAGGIO UNITARIO DEL MUSICISTA 

 Elio Vittorini (1908–1966) was an Italian novelist, translator, and literary critic and his 

neo-realistic novels reflect his political experiences. Passionate about his writing, Vittorini 

attended the opera in Milan and the experience was seismic for him. What he saw and heard at 

La Scala literally resonated with his emotional and technical sensibilities. The year was 1936 and 

the passion onstage re-ignited a dormant notion Vittorini had been trying to express regarding the 

lack of poetry and ineffability in his contemporary literature. He explains this notion in the 

Prefazione to his novel Il garofano rosso that had been previously published only as installments 

in a magazine. He called this notion: Il linguaggio unitario del musicista (“the musician’s 

unifying language”).  

The Prefazione was the introduction to the finished book that was finally published in 

1948 and, in it, Vittorini puts forth his ideas regarding music and literature. Simply put, Vittorini 

was searching for the ineffable sense that one can experience at an opera performance. He was 

convinced that it could be re-created in literature. Using Vittorini’s theory of linguaggio unitario 

as a parameter, this dissertation will examine the texts and point out aspects that achieve 
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Vittorini’s holy grail and, thereon, the intermediality with the attendant music that the linguaggio 

elicits. 

VERDI AND VERITÀ 

The second pivotal critical instrument is Giuseppe Verdi (1813–1901), the best-known Italian 

composer of the 19th century. Verdi came to dominate the Italian opera scene after the bel canto 

era whose leading composers were Bellini, Donizetti, and Rossini. These composers’ works 

significantly influenced him, and subsequently, Verdi became one of the pre-eminent opera 

composers in history. Verdi’s most popular opera, La traviata (written in 1853) has consistently 

been the most-performed opera, and as mentioned previously, features in Chapter 1 and 3 of this 

dissertation. Another of Verdi’s famous works, Nabucco, specifically the chorus entitled: Va 

pensiero, is used to contrast with Alessandro Manzoni’s text I promessi sposi in Chapter 1.  

Vittorini was emotionally shaken by La traviata and its composer, Verdi, was irrevocably 

moved by reading Alessandro Manzoni. In a letter to the Countess Maffei, Verdi yearned for 

authenticity in all art—he called it his verità. This notion relies on the fact that if a work of art is 

well done it is timeless: it belongs neither to the past nor the future. The implication is that it is 

authentic and therefore, classic.  

Vittorini’s linguaggio unitario is a narratological concern and Verdi’s notion of verità is 

an aspiration; they are ideological and not technical tools. In order to enter into the text, a critical 

approach is needed. Although his work may be considered by some scholars as out of fashion, 

Leo Spitzer’s critical approach has been crucial in examining the intermedialities of the quite 

divergent narrative and musical texts in this dissertation. For those who are familiar with literary 

criticism Leo Spitzer needs no introduction, but as this is an interdisciplinary text, I would like to 
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explain how useful Spitzer has been in the initial analysis of all the pieces of art examined in the 

dissertation. 

LEO SPITZER 

In his collection of essays “Linguistics and Literary History” the literary critic Leo 

Spitzer says about text: “two unsolved problems […] when brought together, shed light on each 

other, thereby enabling us to see the common solution.”13 Spitzer gleans information about a 

text, underlining expressions that strike him as aberrant from general usage, and these passages, 

taken together, seem to offer a consistency. Spitzer analyzes these lacunae working from the 

surface to the: 

inward life center of the work of art: first observing details about the superficial 
appearance of the particular work then grouping these details and seeking to 
integrate them into a creative principle which may have been present in the soul 
of the artist; and finally, making the return trip to all the other groups of 
observations in order to find whether the ‘inward form’ one has tentatively 
constructed gives an account of the whole.14  

Spitzer calls the process, this back and forth from outward details to the center and back a 

“philological circle.”15 

Where Spitzer is speaking of lacunae or inconsistencies within a text or work of art, it is 

reasonable and helpful to apply this “philological circle” technique in examining the literary 

texts used in this dissertation, as well as their musical counterparts. As Spitzer states: 

To overcome the impression of an arbitrary association in the work of art, the 
                                                
13 Leo Spitzer, Linguistics and Literary History: Essays in Stylistics (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1967), 9. 

14 Ibid., 19. 

15 Ibid., 20. 
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reader must seek to place himself in the creative center of the artist himself—and 
re-create the artistic organism. A metaphor, an anaphora, a staccato rhythm may 
be found anywhere in literature; they may or may not be significant. What tells us 
that they are important is only the feeling, which we must have already acquired, 
for the whole of the particular work of art.16 

Perusing the texts and identifying the different uses of rhetoric will yield much information, 

especially in Chapter 1 where pieces of literature that contain analogous or homologous 

comparisons to music will be examined. This explanation of Spitzer dovetails with my other two 

parameters, the notion of Vittorini’s linguaggio unitario and Verdi’s notion of artistic verità. 

LA TRAVIATA 

One leitmotif of this dissertation is itself an opera: Giuseppe Verdi’s La traviata.17 Not only the 

best-loved of Verdi’s 28 operas, La traviata is also the most popular in all of the entire operatic 

repertory.18 Even the most recent operatic season (2015–2016) had 4190 performances over 869 

runs—a full 163 years after its debut.19 It was Verdi’s favorite opera as well: when asked which 

of his operas he considered his best, he has been known to reply: “Speaking as a professional 

Rigoletto; speaking as an amateur La traviata.”20   

This opera informs all four films discussed in Chapter 3. Musically compelling and 

dramatically satisfying, La traviata’s musical and textual themes lend themselves to tragedy, 

                                                
16 Ibid., 29. 

17 For a comprehensive study of Verdi and La traviata, see Julian Budden, Verdi, 3rd. ed (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2008). 

18 Julian Budden, “The Two Traviatas,” Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association Vol. 99 
(January 1, 1972): 43. 

19 “Statistics: Works by Verdi,” Operabase.com. 

20 Gino Monaldi, Verdi, 1839-1898, 2. ed (Torino: Fratelli Bocca, 1926), 152. 
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comedy, and much nuance in between. Based on the Dumas play La Dame aux Camélias, which 

itself was adapted from Dumas’ novel of the same title, published in the summer of 1848, it is 

the combination of the librettist, Piave’s, excellent dramatic sense and Verdi’s impeccable 

romanticism. A detailed history of the permutation from novella to opera libretto follows in 

Chapter 1. Suffice it to say here that this opera, itself, is the embodiment of Vittorini’s 

linguaggio unitario and Verdi’s verità, and will be analyzed as to how and why it has been used 

for so many intermedial purposes. 

Of the three chapters that comprise this study, Chapter 1—the analysis of literature that is 

similar to music or has operatic components—has the potential to be the most problematic. In 

Chapter 2—the comparison of texts with music that has been created specifically to fit those 

texts—the analysis is straight-forward: scrutinize the texts, parse the music, and compare what 

happens when they are counterpoised. In Chapter 3, a similar study is done with film and the 

accompanying music. In those chapters, there are tangible art forms from which to glean 

information for our prima la parola o prima la musica paradigm. 

CHAPTER SUMMARIES 

Chapter 1: Literature and Music 

Studying prose fiction, and extracting opera-like qualities from those attributes, is the 

least scientific and most subjective work. The theories of musicologists Calvin Brown, Werner 

Wolf, Steven Paul Scher, and Rose Rosengard Subotnik, among others, have informed my study, 

although I do not apply their musicologically-based theories to these pieces of literature. The 

texts in this chapter were chosen for their specific literary characteristics that are readily able to 

be studied primarily in two ways: using the lens of a writer inspired by opera (Vittorini inspired 
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by La traviata) and an opera composer inspired by a writer (Verdi inspired by I promessi sposi). 

The first section of this chapter introduces the Prefazione of Vittorini’s novel Il garofano 

rosso. This preface sets out Vittorini’s background and explains the sentiments and history 

behind his notion of linguaggio unitario. Ironically, the outcome of this notion is not to be seen 

in Il garofano rosso, the book for which the Prefazione was written. It is a subsequent work, 

Uomini e no, a neorealist novel with oneiric layering that contains a goldmine of synthetic 

language and ultimately soars with artistic ineffability. 

Passavamo sulla terra leggeri, Sergio Atzeni’s 1996 novel is postmodern prose; that is, 

there is no conventional structure to the book (such as chapters) so structurally it already breaks 

and uncouples the traditional ideas of reading words. Tracing the sounds, the music, and 

conversely, the significant lack of music in parts, leads to a deeper and more authentic sense of 

the story. A sort of literary harmonic overtone that is comparable to some contemporary operas 

connects what is sometimes a loose plot line and, further, renders more amply the authentic 

dramatic truth of the story. 

 The third example returns us to the traditional 19th century, both in literature and in 

music. Although the different arts would seem to be similar in style and structure (in that they 

hew to their respective historical traditions), the juxtaposition of Verdi and Manzoni embodies 

homologies that eventually become obvious, and also exemplifies Spitzer’s ideas of aberrances 

and lacunae. For example, Giuseppe Verdi was an avowed atheist, yet had great admiration for 

the very Catholic writer Alessandro Manzoni. So much so, that Verdi dedicated a Catholic 

Requiem Mass to the author upon his death. Manzoni, a writer who defined himself as someone 

who was not terribly interested in music, was a major inspiration for Verdi, one of the most 

famous musicians in Italian history. The background informing this chiasmus will be explored 
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through a textual analysis of I promessi sposi and two of Verdi’s choruses I lombardi and 

Nabucco.  

Chapter 2: Italian Literature that Serves as the Libretto for Italian Opera 

How do two separate and distinct art forms—literature and music—combine in order to create a 

new, hugely successful hybrid work, namely an opera? The first part of Chapter 2 of this 

dissertation analyzes a novella, Giovanni Verga’s 1880 Cavalleria rusticana, that was made into 

a play by the author and debuted in 1884, and subsequently became the libretto for Pietro 

Mascagni’s 1890 opera. The second part of Chapter 2 focuses on Italo Calvino’s 1972 work, 

Invisible Cities that becomes the libretto for the eponymous 21th century opera by Christopher 

Cerrone and directed in the 2013 production by Yuval Sharon.21 

In adapting a successful free-standing text to another art form, what are the literal textual 

changes that occur? What is lost in the morphing from one modality to another? What is 

preserved? How do the art forms accentuate each other? And, conversely, what gets subsumed as 

a result of the different vicissitudes and needs of each particular form?  

Looking at the permutations through the lenses of Spitzer, Vittorini, and Verdi, I will 

examine what the textual intricacies are that represent and emblematize the novella and the play, 

and how those intricacies translate into the opera. And, conversely, how the analysis of the texts, 

used in the analysis of the operas, yield unexpected and serendipitous results.  

Chapter 3: Opera Used Intermedially in Italian Cinema 

Giuseppe Verdi’s 1853 opera, La traviata is used intermedially in: Mimì metallurgico 1972 

                                                
21 The English translation is by William Weaver.  
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(directed by Lina Wertmuller, music by Piero Piccioni); I pugni in tasca 1965 (directed by 

Marco Bellocchio, music by Enzo Morricone); Divorzio all’italiana 1961 (directed by Pietro 

Germi, music by Carlo Rustichelli) and  La ricotta 1963 (directed by Pier Paolo Pasolini, music 

by Carlo Rustichelli).  

 Although the themes, leitmotifs, musical references, and melodies of La traviata 

underscore all of the films in varying degrees, the ways in which the characteristics of the opera 

are used, and the tone of each film, are very different. In two of the films, Divorzio all’italiana 

and La ricotta, the tone is light and jocular, and, in terms of La ricotta, even to the point of being 

reductive and trivial. In I pugni in tasca, however, the most dramatic intensity of the opera is 

employed to heighten and extend an already dark and tragic film. And in Mimì metallurgico, the 

drama in the plot of the film and the drama and plot of the opera are almost in sync.
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Chapter 1: Literature and Music 

Everything that can be spoken can be written,  
and everything that can be written can be made into song. Therefore what can be spoken 

can be sung. 
–Guido d’Arezzo22 

 
Understanding a sentence is much more akin to understanding a theme in music than one 

may think. 
–Ludwig Wittgenstein23 

INTRODUCTION 

In the winter of 1936, Elio Vittorini attended a performance of Giuseppe Verdi’s opera La 

traviata. It changed his life. While attending the performance, he was inspired by the idea that 

listening to Verdi’s music had sustained the supporters of the Risorgimento, just as, in 1936, the 

music was similarly inspiring him during his own political travails.  

 Vittorini began writing Il garofano rosso in 1933 as a series of installments for the Italian 

magazine Solaria. He then reworked the book in 1938 to publish it in one volume and submitted 

it to Mondadori in Rome. It was refused. In 1942, after the publication of his book 

Conversazione in Sicilia, Vittorini was called in by the government for questioning and was 

imprisoned. After his release, he joined the Italian Communist Party and began taking an active 

role in the Resistance, which provided the basis for his 1945 novel Uomini e no. 

Il garofano rosso was finally published in book form in 1948. Looking back on his work, 

Vittorini had regrets. In his Prefazione for the publication of the novel, Vittorini observes that 

                                                
22 Guido d’Arezzo and Ambrosii Amelli O.S.B., Micrologus (Roma: American Institute of 
Musicology, 1904), 40. 

23 Ludwig Wittgenstein and G. E. M. Anscombe, Philosophical Investigations: The German 
Text, with a Revised English Translation, 3rd ed (Oxford; Malden, Mass: Blackwell, 2001), frag. 
527. 
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the book and more broadly, the literature of his time, had a prosaic and flat quality. Referring 

back to his first night in the opera house, he noticed that opera has a striking quality that is not 

apparent in fiction; that is, due to the amalgam of the music, the production, and the libretto, the 

opera exudes a great general sentiment that is not necessarily tied to the literal plot nor 

production, but allows the sentiments of the opera to soar and become more than the sum of the 

physical components.24 After attending that performance in Milan, and having such a visceral 

reaction, Vittorini begins to question the art of writing and he compares the opera and the novel: 

the opera (composed of music) can poetically resolve all the plot points through the music, but 

the novel (composed of poetic prose) is not able to poetically resolve its representations. The 

opera can express the psychic reactions of the characters through the music, and, since opera 

disconnects from the usual points of communication it is then allowed to elicit a greater 

emotion.25 For Vittorini, literature had lost its poetry and his Il garofano rosso, he laments, does 

not achieve his literary goals. Ironically, however, the reader can already perceive in the 

Prefazione iself the beginnings of the language that Vittorini was lauding and aspiring to reach. 

 This total technical effect of the music, production, and the libretto of an opera resulting 

in a greater end product is what Vittorini labels the linguaggio unitario del musicista—the 

physical production, characters, and plot plus the music–that propels the experience to a higher 

plane. In his elucidation of the term, Vittorini uses as an example the anecdote of choruses in an 

opera that repeat words indicating movement, yet the singers never leave the stage. If taken 

                                                
24 For a musicological argument concerning the undefinable nature of operatic music see: 
Vladimir Jankélévitch, Music and the Ineffable (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 
2003). 

25 Elio Vittorini, Il garofano rosso (Milano: A. Mondadori, 1948), 20. 
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literally, this can be a comic event; however, in actuality it is usually quite the opposite. It works 

dramatically because, as Vittorini observes, the linguaggio unitario is able to suspend the 

disbelief and, counter-intuitively, while the singers are not moving, the linguaggio unitario leads 

the audience to see the rapidity of the partenza. Moreover, this linguaggio unitario expresses the 

precipitation of the leave-taking precisely in that specific musical delay.26 It was Vittorini’s 

belief that opera reveals what is occurring beyond what is occuring on the stage, and in removing 

the reality and suspending disbelief, opera is free to carry the audience to a greater emotional 

plane.  

 Vittorini wished for this end-result of linguaggio unitario for his own writing. He wanted 

to have pattern and rhythm and have the emotion-provoking effect that dramatically succeeds in 

the opera.27 He believed that the language of the operatic art could express without outright 

declaring. In other words, a sentiment could be communicated without obvious delineation. 

Vittorini rhetorically asks: why does opera have this quality and novels do not? He observes that 

opera is made of music the way a novel ought to be made of poetry. Furthermore, opera takes 

everything that wasn’t already music and assimilates, absorbs, and re-expresses it all in music. 

Why don’t novels reabsorb in poetry and re-express in poetry all the components that aren’t 

already poetry? He notes: “Il primo ha unificato e il secondo ha separato” meaning that opera is 

successful in this assimilating, absorbing, and re-expressing, but that literature is not.28 

                                                
26 According to musicologist Carolyn Abbate: “words […] supply the basic story then gives that 
story added impact and aura. Carolyn Abbate, A History of Opera, 1st ed (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Co, 2012), 2. 

27 Donald Heiney and MacDonald Harris, Three Italian Novelists: Moravia, Pavese, Vittorini 
(University of Michigan Press, 1968), 168–83. 

28 Vittorini, Il garofano rosso, 22. 
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Vittorini felt that opera, and specifically, Verdi’s operas, had this ineffable quality 

intrinsically. Similarly, Verdi, as will be seen below, was following a parallel course of artistic 

authenticity and it is clear that the linguaggio unitario in Verdi’s operas literally resonated with 

Vittorini’s sensibilities, and that Vittorini was inspired to adopt and create this linguaggio 

unitario in his narratives. In so doing, he felt that the poetic quality of the prose writing would 

extend into the ineffable world that operatic music embodies.29 

 On a par with Vittorini’s notion and almost a century earlier, the composer Giuseppe 

Verdi found inspiration in the writer Alessandro Manzoni’s work I promessi sposi. In that work, 

Verdi read and heard the poetry and music in the prose that Vittorini was searching for, and it 

influenced him for the balance of his life. In an 1867 letter to the Countess Maffei, the composer 

extolled the virtues of his idol, Manzoni. In this letter, Verdi describes to the Countess how I 

promessi sposi affected him when he read it as a sixteen-year-old, and that his enthusiasm had 

not lagged through the years. More importantly for our purposes however, Verdi then goes on to 

explain more specifically what struck him about the book: 

Egli è che quello è un libro vero; vero quanto la verità. Oh, se gli artisti potessero 
capire una volta questo vero, non vi sarebbero più musicisti dell’avvenire e del 
passato; nè pittori puristi, realisti, idealisti; nè poeti classici e romantici; ma poeti 
veri, pittori veri, musicisti veri […]30 

                                                
29 T.S. Eliot came to a slightly different conclusion upon the same observation: “It seems to be 
that beyond the namable, classifiable emotions and motives of our conscious […] the part of life 
which prose drama is wholly adequate to express—there is a fringe of indefinite extent, of 
feeling which we can only detect […] out of the corner of the eye and can never completely 
focus […] This […] can be expressed by dramatic poetry […] At such moments, we touch the 
border of those feelings which only music can express. We can never emulate music, because to 
arrive at the condition of music would be the annihilation of poetry, and especially of dramatic 
poetry.” T. S. Eliot, Poetry And Drama (Faber And Faber Limited., 1950), 34. 

30 Alessandro Luzio, Studi e bozzetti di storia letteraria e politica. (Milano, 1910), 421. 
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In his wishful expression of verità: “Oh, se gli artisti potessero capire” Verdi, similarly to 

Vittorini, yearns for an authenticity of experience that ultimately surfaces in his work.  

PREFAZIONE TO IL GAROFANO ROSSO  

Vittorini ironically begins the Prefazione to his novel by claiming: “Io non ho mai creduto alle 

prefazioni.”31 He then pens a long discourse that proceeds for twenty-one chapters, three of 

which are dedicated to opera, and specifically, La traviata. Seemingly, he is adhering to his own 

anecdote regarding the converse nature of opera choruses: that is, in many operas there is a 

concertato of voices who sing, for example: “partiam, partiamo” and yet no one actually leaves 

the stage. Similarly, Vittorini writes that he doesn’t believe in prefaces, but then writes an 

inordinately long one. This may seem counter-intuitive and ridiculous; however, because of the 

urgency of the music (in opera), because of the musicality of the language (in Vittorini), the 

leave-taking (in the opera) and the sentiments of the Prefazione (in the book) are more deeply 

felt, more meaningful, and ultimately more deeply communicative. In his declaring that he “does 

not believe in prefaces” and then, consequently developing a substantive preview to his book that 

expresses in quasi poetic language all of his reservations, Vittorini is already on the way to 

achieving his goal. That is, even in his Prefazione, while lamenting that there isn’t any of his 

heightened language, he already uses linguaggio unitario. 

For example, in the first chapter of the Prefazione he makes the analogy of reading of 

some books as “staying in a dwelling place.” Yet other books, he says, are literarily light and 

constructed of prefaces; that is, instead of a long-term stay, this light type of book (literarily 

                                                
31 Vittorini, Il garofano rosso, 7. 
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speaking) is “merely a place to hang at the threshold” and made up of only prefaces. It is clear 

that Vittorini preferred the former type of literature because he later informs his readers that the 

book he wrote “Fu costruito, tredici anni fa, per essere abitato.”32 Just as an opera is an all-

encompassing experience, so too, is the literary experience that Vittorini is moving towards 

writing. 

Vittorini lingers on the image of the reader of books that are “only-prefaces,” 

characterizing the spirit of this casual reader as someone who would: “posare il suo capo, come 

un vagabondo, contro uno stipite, contro uno scalino.”33 These descriptive phrases are almost 

disdainful, and place even the spirits of the readers reading his Prefazione in an uncomfortable 

emotional cast. Vittorini is clearly communicating his ambivalence towards his novel Il garofano 

rosso and emotionally inviting his readers to experience this along with him. 

Vittorini gears up towards his opera references extolling the virtues of language:  

È in ogni uomo […] che forse la parola, una parola, possa trasformare la sostanza 
di una cosa. Ed è nello scrittore di crederlo con assiduità e fermezza. È ormai nel 
nostro mestiere, nel nostro compito. È fede in una magia: che un aggettivo possa 
giungere dove non giunse, cercando la verità, la ragione; o che un avverbio possa 
recuperare il segreto che si è sottratto a ogni indagine.”34 

This paragraph, with its overtones to Verdi’s verità and with its reference to magic couched in 

the center of explaining locution, is an example of the linguaggio unitario that Vittorini was 

searching for. The paragraph has a movement and lightness about it. It is an example of 

Vittorini’s yearning for a single word to communicate the special extra quality that gets closer to 

                                                
32 Ibid., 8. 

33 Ibid. 

34 Ibid., 8–9. 
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the ineffability of literature.  

The idea of verità is also introduced here—the concept that hews to Verdi’s vision of 

great art. This concept of verità continues throughout Vittorini’s Prefazione: “Io non ho mai 

aspirato “ai” libri; aspiro “al” libro; scrivo perché credo in “una” verità da dire.”35  

 As each chapter of the Prefazione progresses, Vittorini becomes less ambivalent and 

more passionate about his work. The following is a description of writing as an art that appears 

in Chapter VI of the Prefazione. In this passage, the evoking of life and death, the invoking of 

verità, the repetition of “delle nostre” and the final “addio” is operatic in its entirety: 

C’è una questione di vita o morte nel giro del nostro mestiere. Si tratta di non 
lasciare che la verità appaia morta. Essa è presente tra noi per la continuità delle 
nostre correzioni, delle nostre aggiunte, delle nostre ripetizioni, e il giorno in cui 
ci si fermasse, anche solo il tempo di una generazione, addio: non la poesia o la 
filosofia sarebbero morte, ma la verità stessa non avrebbe più posto nella nostra 
vita.36 

Vittorini continues the leitmotif of this paragraph in the next chapter (Prefazione VII) when he 

introduces the notion of passion: “a poco a poco verso ogni aspetto del mondo esterno, e ormai 

potevo ‘appassionarmi’ anche agli avvenimenti politici.”37 As Vittorini’s argument strengthens, 

his language becomes the poetry that he strives for in his linguaggio unitario.  

However, one of the most cohesive exponents of Vittorini’s linguaggio unitario is his 

1944 novel, Uomini e no, which ironically predates the Prefazione of Il garofano rosso by four 

years. 

                                                
35 Ibid., 13. 

36 Ibid., 14. 

37 Ibid., 15. 
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UOMINI E NO 

Uomini e no is considered one of the first novels of the Italian Resistance and even though the 

subject matter deals with the Italian resistance and Nazi killings in Milan over the course of 

several days, the diction, rhetoric, tone, and locution are narrative yet musical, precisely the 

precepts that Vittorini put forth in his Prefazione. The musicality is not found in direct language; 

that is, there are no outward references to music per se, but the music occurs in the structure of 

the lexicon. 

The plot of Uomini e no takes place in the winter of 1944 and the book consists of 136 

chapters. Although the story of the novel is realistic and brutal, Vittorini layers in an oneiric 

quality in 23 of the 136 chapters that are visually as well as textually different: they are printed in 

cursive. Those chapters signal an emotional story that is contemporary to that of the driving 

narrative. These chapters have a distinctly other-worldly quality and also introduce the character 

of the Spettro, who is the protagonist’s emotional double. 

 The protagonist is Enne 2, captain of the Gruppi di Azione Patriottica in Milan and the 

novel is his story: he and his group of men fighting against the German soldiers, and Enne 2’s 

complicated love for a married woman, Berta. In the novel, it is his love for Berta that propels 

the reader into the cursive chapters that are dreamy in the style of magic realism. In some of 

these chapters, Enne 2 envisions Berta’s childhood and joins here there. In other chapters, they 

also travel to Enne 2’s ancestral home in Sicily and encounter his family. 

 These cursive chapters break through the gut-crushing drama of the GAP fighting against 

the Germans that is described throughout the rest of the text. Dramatically, the cursive chapters 

work similarly to the way an orchestral interlude works in an opera: the Intermezzo in 

Mascagni’s Cavalleria rusticana for instance, or the second act Fisherman’s chorus of Puccini’s 
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Madama Butterfly. In the operas, there are interludes written in for a variety of practical and 

dramatic reasons. Often there is an emotional necessity for a dramatic reset. The practical 

reasons may include giving the singers a much-needed rest. The dramatic reasons include the 

fact that there would be much plot to cover in the subsequent acts of the operas and these 

interludes provide a temporary relief for the audience. Similarly, in Uomini e no, the cursive 

chapters are filled with soft images, flashbacks to events that may have occurred (and also cannot 

have occurred) and observances by the Spettro, a character that does not exist in reality. They 

also provide an emotional contrast to the stark goings-on of the main plot. Literarily they also 

give the sensation of a shutting-down of the emotions of the characters; that is, after a 

particularly realistic chapter, it is almost as if the characters themselves turn away from the 

banality and horrors of their lives and take a moment to live in some other reality. This magical 

realism functions as yet another method by which Vittorini takes his reader further in the sense 

of going beyond the diction: the prose in the book becomes quasi poetic and Vittorini is closer to 

achieving his desire of reabsorbing and re-expressing in poetry all the components that aren’t 

already poetry as he expressed in the Prefazione to Il garofano rosso. 

 These cursive interludes are only one way in which Vittorini achieves his linguaggio 

unitario and the ineffable quality that he strives for in the Prefazione. The majority of the 

chapters of the novel are made up of dialogues, but there are significant interruptions that are 

fashioned like narrative operatic choruses and function similarly. The narrative chorus device has 

its roots in the Greek theatre: the chorus operated as a character in itself and was composed of a 

group of performers within a play who comment on the action. Here in the novel, there are few 

descriptive breaks, however they can be read closely for literary flow and also parsed for musical 

lyricism. The passage below follows a brisk conversation among the resistance fighters who are 
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preparing for a siege. Their dialogue is basic and banal: they discuss the pros and cons of food to 

the point of discussing the Chinese people who dine on silkworms. The quotidian aspects of 

these dialogues contrast sharply with the characters’ knowledge that they are going shortly to a 

battle in which they may die. But instead of a proper battle when countries are at war, Vittorini 

makes the point that these were resistance fighters: “Ma i bravi soldati vanno a una battaglia 

dove la morte è a somiglianza di loro, brava come loro, ed essi invece andavano a una battaglia 

dove la morte non era affatto brava.”38 This cold acknowledgement that the fighting that Enne 

2’s men would be doing was not “brava” seems to give Vittorini pause. He follows that 

observation with a lyrical passage that seems to be filled with longing and romanticism for the 

kind of fighting these soldiers will never have:  

I bravi soldati hanno davanti altri bravi soldati. Combattono contro uomini che 
sono anch’essi uomini, anch’essi pacifici e semplici. Possono darsi prigionieri. 
Possono sorridere se sono catturati. E poi, i bravi soldati hanno dietro tutto il loro 
paese, con tutta la gente e tutte le cose, le città, le ferrovie, i fiumi le montagne, il 
foraggio tagliato e il foraggio da tagliere; e se essi non tornano indietro, se vanno 
avanti, se uccidono, se si lasciano uccidere, è il loro paese che li costringe a farlo, 
non sono proprio essi a farlo, lo fa il loro paese, e a loro è possibile, molto 
naturalmente, senza sforzo, restare semplici e pacifici anche durante una battaglia, 
e prima della battaglia parlare di bachi da seta e cinematografo.39 

The paragraph begins with “I bravi soldati” which is repeated in the same sentence and then 

again four lines later. The word “uomini” is repeated twice in the second sentence. The word 

“possono” is repeated twice, at the beginning the third sentence and also the fourth. After the 

third repetition of “i bravi soldati” in the fifth sentence, the focus of the paragraph opens out 

from the “soldati” to their country, their people, the cities, the trains, the rivers, the mountains, 

                                                
38 Vittorini, Elio, Uomini e no (Milano: Mondadori, 1965), 46. 

39 Ibid. 
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etc. This establishes the connection between the soldiers and the reason for which they are 

fighting. This connection introduces the idea of the country as a character and the subsequent 

lines of the paragraph turn the country into a protagonist: “se essi non tornano indietro [ … ] è il 

loro paese che li costringe a farlo [ … ] lo fa il loro paese.” The phrase “semplici e pacifici” 

returns at the end of the paragraph, bookending the reference from the second sentence. The lofty 

ideas of dying for one’s country and killing for one’s country are dialed back once again and the 

paragraph ends with the prosaic reference to the previous conversation of the dialogue that 

preceded this passage that involved silkworms and the cinema. 

 Vittorini also employs choral lyricism when he describes the death scenes in a few 

chapters directly in the middle of the book. This is one example of a choral passage in which the 

locution and the rhetoric is basic, but the repetition, in a subtle way, organizes all the 

observances so as to bring the reader to an organic understand of the final sentence: 

[ … ] vedeva i morti al sole su un marciapiede, i morti all’ombra su un altro 
marciapiede, poi i morti sul corso, i morti sotto il monumento, e non aveva 
bisogno di saper altro. Guardava le facce morte, i piedi ignudi, i piedi nelle 
scarpe, guardava le parole dei cartelli, guardava i teschi con le tibie incrociate sui 
berretti degli uomini di guardia, e sembrava che comprendesse ogni cosa.40 

The word “morti” is subtly placed in the middle of the first sentence, then at the beginning of the 

second sentence and both sentences are already linked with their words: “marciapiede.” The 

word “morti” continues so that we the readers know that there were dead people everywhere. 

Then you saw “le facce” and “i piedi,” first bare feet, and then feet in shoes. “Guardava” begins 

this last observation and “guardava” takes the readers’ gaze to the skull designs on the guards’ 

hats. Through this small paragraph, just a part of some three chapters devoted to people recently-

                                                
40 Ibid., 84. 
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deceased,  Vittorini specifies for the reader the details of the dead, and through his lexicon and 

sense of rhythm, weaves the words so that the ending phrase: “sembrava che comprendesse ogni 

cosa” is both fantastical and, simultaneously, textually logical. 

However, probably the most striking lexical characteristic of this work is Vittorini’s use 

of repetition in the dialogue portions of the book. In the first chapter of Uomini e no, there is a 

dialogue that sets the pattern for the dialogues throughout the novel: 

“Buongiorno” il libraio gli disse. 
“Buongiorno” 
“Che inverno, eh! 
“È l’inverno più mite che abbiamo avuto da un quarto di secolo” 
“Da un quarto di secolo” disse. “O dal 1908?” 
“Dal 1908” disse il libraio. “Dal 1908.” 

To repeat is not to replicate. Examining this pattern of repetition adhering to the etymology of 

the word repetition (“to ask again”), these repetitions can be read as the speakers asking and 

searching for a truth. This tight repetition of words and searching for truth is the underpinning of 

the entire novel. Vittorini uses this repetitive rhythm almost as a rhythmic through-line or a 

percussive scansion. Musically speaking, this repetitive language device works in three different 

and effective ways: The first is the scansion and rhythm for the novel; the second involves the 

indication of bonding among the characters; and the third exemplifies the underlying dramatic 

truth of the scene. 

The events that unfold in the book are simultaneously banal and horrific, and the 

repetition within the dialogues maintains the drumbeat to the inevitable conclusion of the story. 

It helps propel the drama forward while grounding the scene in the quotidian, not unlike 

Vittorini’s example of the operatic chorus that exhorts “partiam partiamo.” His characters repeat 

and repeat and circle the argument, but never resolve or leave the scene. 

An example of bonding through the language occurs in Chapter XXXVII. Enne 2’s men 
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are waiting to begin an ambush and they are chatting to pass the time and to quell their anxiety. 

They are congregated in the house of a female compatriot who was feeding them. Their language 

and repetition, of which this is just one example, is a signal of their verbally becoming cohesive. 

Even though they all had differing backgrounds and tastes, their discussions took on the 

repetition; that is, they finding common ground:  

“Anche aringa arrostita?” 
“Anche aringa arrostita.” 
“Anche formaggio gorgonzola?” 
“Anche formaggio gorgonzola?” 
Disse Scipione: “Hai gusti strani” 
“No” il Foppa disse, “Io scelgo quello che è più nutritivo.” 

 
Although the speakers in this particular dialogue have differing ideas about food: “hai gusti 

strani,” the mere repeating of the same words forms a linguistic unity among the men. 

 A seemingly light example of this repetition are the many instances of this exchange: “in 

gamba” egli le disse. “In gamba” gli disse lei.”41 The first exchange is between Enne 2 and an 

unnamed woman who passes him a gun from her purse. In these synthetic and succinct two lines, 

it is communicated to the reader that these two people are in sync. They are together and ready to 

fight. Quite shortly thereafter, the exchange is repeated, this time between Enne 2 and three of 

his compatriots who are described as young and ready. Again, the dialogue is set off on the page 

almost as a declaration of their preparedness to fight. Two chapters later, there is the same 

dialogue with his female compatriot, Lorena: “In gamba, Lorena” le disse. “In gamba” Lorena 

gli rispose.42 

This bonding with Lorena continues further in the novel. In Chapter XXV Enne 2 

                                                
41 Ibid., 17. 

42 Ibid., 20. 
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questions his manhood and queries Lorena who we learn is a female resistance fighter in his 

group: 

“Oh Lorena!” esclamò. “Io voglio sapere se sono ancora un uomo” [ … ] 
“Lo sei” disse Lorena. 
“Ma io non ti amo! Io non ti amo!” 
“E che cosa importa?” 
“Amo un’altra donna, Lorena.” 
“Che cosa importa?” 
“Non importa, Lorena?” 
“Non importa.”43  
 

Note the repetition within each character’s lines: Enne 2 declares “io non ti amo! Io non ti amo” 

and Lorena replies: “che cosa importa? [ … ] Che cosa importa?” before they come to a 

resolution and repeat each others’ words:  

“Non importa, Lorena?” 
“Non importa.” 

The truth implicit in this dialogue is that it is of little importance to Lorena that Enne 2 loves 

another woman and has made love to Lorena. It is of little importance to Lorena, but Enne 2’s 

conscience rattles him. In this example, the repetition of “importa” is to soothe Enne 2, but it 

merely serves to show the reader that it has exacerbated his guilt. 

 Tracking repetition in the novel also yields unexpected truths regarding relationships. For 

instance, in the previous dialogue, the final two lines: “Non importa, Lorena?” “Non importa” 

echo a previous conversation between Lorena and Enne 2: “‘Tu credi che io lo sia?’ ‘Credo che 

tu lo sia’ disse Lorena,” showing that with Lorena, Enne 2 has verbal accordance. They literally 

mimicked each other’s language in the repetition. There was a shared reality in the moment. His 

relationship with Lorena is textually clear and direct. 

                                                
43 Ibid., 29. 
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This is quite different from Enne 2’s complicated love story. In this example from 

Chapter III, Enne 2 has re-encountered a woman whom we discover later is his yet-unnamed and 

sometime-lover, Berta: 

“È allora” egli le disse. “Sei contenta che ti abbia ritrovata” 
“Sì” lei rispose. [ … ] 
“Ma che intendi dire?” 
“Non so. Era un pezzo che non mi accadeva.” 
“Era da un pezzo? Era da quando?” 
“Non dall’ultima volta che ti ho visto.” 
“Tu chiami questo sentirsi a quel modo?” 
“No. No. Tutto lo scorso inverno ci siamo visti, e mai lo sentivo. E tutto l’anno 
prima ci siamo visti, e mai l’ho sentito” 
“Pure l’hai sentito qualche altra volta.” 
“Una volta tre anni fa. E sette anni fa un’altra volta.” 
“È stato tre anni fa l’ultima volta?” 
“Tre anni fa.” 
“Non puoi dirmi com’è stato?” 
“Com’è stato tre anni fa? Non posso.” 
“Non puoi?” egli disse. “E ora è lo stesso?” 
“Ora è di più” gli disse lei. “Non è mai stato com’è ora.” 
Abbassò la voce. “Vuoi prendermi?” gli chiese. “Prendimi e facciamola finita.” 
“È di questo che hai voglia? Di farla finita?” 
“Non so. Ho voglia che tu mi prenda.” 
“Di questo ho voglia anch’io.” 
“Allora portami in qualche posto e prendimi” disse lei.44 

Contrasted with the simple literal repeating of phrases in his relationship with Lorena, in this first 

dialogue between Enne2 and Berta there are missed words and not-quite-repetitions. The flow is 

stilted and jerky. Even when they arrive at the point where they agree to make love, the words 

are harsh: “Ho voglia che tu mi prenda.” 

And although these two characters do physically travel after this tight exchange, this 

emotional tension continues through to Chapter XI. In this later dialogue, however, the 

repetitious recitativo-like dialogue ends in a narrative lyrical flow that mimics the construction of 

                                                
44 Ibid., 3. 
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a recitativo and aria construction in an opera: 

“Non voglio soltanto che tu mi prenda. Voglio di più” 
“Tutti e due vogliamo di più” [ … ] 
“Hai detto che volevi farla finita. Con che cosa volevi farla finita?” 
“Ho detto questo?” 
“Così hai detto. Facciamola finita.” 
“Facciamola finita?” 
“Facciamola finita!” 
“Mah!” disse Berta. “Io non so. Non sapevo quello che dicevo” [ … ] 
“Io ti volevo e basta. Volevo che tu mi prendessi, e basta. Mi pareva di poter 
essere anche di tutti gli uomini, pur di essere tua. Per questo ho detto che mi 
sentivo a quel modo” […]  
“Ah!” esclamò piano. “Non credevo che intendessi dire questo.” 
“Che cosa credevi che intendessi dire? Venire con te?”45 

In this dialogue there is a much closer bond—so much so that “Facciamola finita” is said three 

times for emphasis. However, immediately after, Berta verbally escapes once again: “Mah! [ … ] 

io non so. Non sapevo quello che dicevo.” 

The short monologue that interrupts this love duet is: “Io ti volevo e basta […] through to 

“Per questo ho detto […].” This particular extended bit of dialogue is structured as an aria is 

structured in an opera. In an aria, after a duet, one of the protagonists breaks off and sings alone 

to express their innermost feelings. In this example, Berta amplifies her response to Enne 2 and 

tries to explain her inner complicated reflections to him. Also, her complicated thoughts are 

belied by the clarity of the word usage: “[…] e basta.”  

So around and around in this repetitive circular pattern the almost-lovers verbally thrust 

and parry and never consummate their love, yet the yearning and anticipation brings the reader 

along on their emotional roller-coaster and makes the poignancy of their missed connections all 

the greater. The repetition in the lyrical phrase: “Io ti volevo e basta. Volevo che tu mi prendessi, 
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e basta” echoes back to the language and cadence of the first dialogue between Enne 2 and Berta: 

“Correvo, ed era come sei stata. Correva il tram, ed era come sei stata.” 

Not only, but the usage of the phrase “fare finita” has a resonant meaning in these 

dialogues. Enne 2, when not chasing Berta, is the captain of the local Italian resistance and it is 

his mission to kill—“fare fuori”—as many Germans as possible. It is difficult not to note the 

iconic love/death connotations heard here that resonate throughout literary and musical history 

and in language.46 The connotations are more than implicit in this story with the love plot and 

resistance plot being told simultaneously and concurrently. 

Their unfortunate love story continues in Chapter LXXIX wherein Enne 2 invokes 

magical realism to explain to Berta his love for her: 

“Sai” egli le disse “che cosa sembra?” 
“Che cosa?” disse Berta. 
“Che io abbia un incantesimo in te.” 
“E io in te. Non l’ho anch’io in te?” 
“Questa è la nostra cosa.” 
“C’è altro fra noi?” 
“Pure sembra che ci sia altro.” 
“Che altro?” 
“Che io debba vederti quando sono al limite.” 
“Come, al limite?” 
“Quando ho voglia di perdermi” [ … ] 
“Tu hai voglia di perderti?” 
“Ora?” disse Enne 2. “Ora è il contrario. E questo dico che sembra un 
incantesimo. Che appena ho raggiunto il limite debba ritrovarti e avere il 
contrario.” [ … ] 
“E perché non mi cerchi?” Berta esclamò. “Perché non vuoi mai cercarmi? Perché 
tutti questi giorni non mi hai cercato? Perché puoi non cercarmi?” 
“Tu volevi che ti cercassi?” 
“Sono venuta tutti i giorni a Milano.” 
“Ad aspettare che ti cercassi?” 
“Che mi cercassi. Che mi telefonassi. Io ti ho cercato.” 
“Mi hai cercato?” 

                                                
46 For example, “la petite mort” being a euphemism for orgasm in French. 
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“Anche ora ti cercavo. Che cosa credi che facessi qui? Ti cercavo.”47 
 
In this dialogue the lovers are slowly re-approaching each other and it is reflected in their 

language. In fact, Berta has a lyrical outburst of emotion: “E perché non mi cerchi?” Berta 

esclamò. “Perché non vuoi mai cercarmi? Perché tutti questi giorni non mi hai cercato? Perché 

puoi non cercarmi?” and Enne 2, apparently surprised by this, responds: “Tu volevi che ti 

cercassi?” Once introduced, “cercare” becomes the pivotal word in their rapprochement: 

“Ad aspettare che ti cercassi?” 
“Che mi cercassi. Che mi telefonassi. Io ti ho cercato” 
“Mi hai cercato?” 
“Anche ora ti cercavo. Che cosa credi che facessi qui? Ti cercavo.” 

 
Here both lovers are in the same key, musically speaking, and connecting passionately. They 

stay together long enough for the following exchange: 

“Non dovremo più aspettare?” 
“Non dovremo più aspettare.” 
“Sei mia moglie, allora?” 
“Lo sono se mi vuoi. Mi vuoi?” 
“Oh! Lo sei sempre stata.” 
“Lo sono soltanto da stamattina.” 
“Oh! Lo sei sempre stata.” 
“Lo sono soltanto da stamattina.” 
“Lo sei da sempre. Lo sei sempre stata.” 
“Solo da oggi. Da ora.”48 

 
They are so close to being bonded: the words are repeated by both the lovers and Enne 2 even 

reinforces his declaration twice: “Lo sei da sempre. Lo sei sempre stata,” but once again Berta 

swerves away: “Solo da oggi.” 

Their love dialogues reach a climax in Chapter LXXXII: 

“Sembra che si vedano le montagne” 

                                                
47 Vittorini, Elio, Uomini e no, 107–8. 

48 Ibid., 110. 
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“Sembra? Si vedono. Sono le montagne.” 
“Si vedono le montagne da Milano?” 
“Non le vedi? Si vedono.” 
“Non sapevo che si vedessero.” 
“Sapevi di essere mia moglie? Non lo sapevi. E invece lo sei.” 
“Quando non lo sapevo non lo ero.” 
“E invece lo eri” [ … ] 
“Lo sei sempre stata” egli le disse. 
La baciò [ …] 
“Non lo sei sempre stata?” [ … ] “Lo sei sempre stata.” 
Tolse giù il vestito di donna ch’era dietro la porta. 
“Non vedi il tuo vestito? Non vedi che lo sei sempre stata?” 
E le montagne?” Berta chiese. “Le hai sempre vedute?” 
“Le ho sempre vedute.” 
“E i morti?” 
“Ci sono sempre stati” [ … ] 
“Sei stata ogni mia cosa, e lo sei.” 
“Lo sono?” 
“Sei ogni cosa che è stata e che è.” 
“E tua moglie?” 
“Mia moglie. Mia nonna e mia moglie. Mia madre e mia moglie. La mia bambina 
e mia moglie. Le montagne e mia moglie […]” 
“E con quell’uomo?” disse Berta. “Che cosa sono stata con quell’uomo?” 
“Perché devi essere stata qualcosa con quell’uomo?” 
“Qualcosa lo sono stata. Perché sono stata con lui? Che cosa sono stata?” 
“Allora prepariamoci da mangiare.”49 

 
Enne 2’s lyrical declaration defining the connection between them: “Mia moglie. Mia nonna e 

mia moglie. Mia madre e mia moglie. La mia bambina e mia moglie. Le montagne e mia moglie” 

is worthy of any operatic lyric phrase. In fact, there are many examples from the opera, La 

traviata—the catalyst for Vittorini’s inspiration—wherein this repetition within love duets 

accentuates the lovers’ affinity and, also, examples wherein one or another of the lovers is 

clearly not in sync with the other. 

 In the first act of the opera, the protagonist, Violetta is introduced to Alfredo who 

subsequently becomes her lover, and just as in Uomini e no, there is some dialogical singing 
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before they find common textual and musical affinity. Alfredo sings his declaration of love: “Un 

dì felice, eterea, mi balenaste innante, e da quel dì tremante vissi d’ingnoto amor [ … ] 

misterioso croce e delizia a cor” and Violetta flippantly responds with “Ah se ciò è ver, 

fuggitemi.” They sing back and forth, their own phrases, yet at the end of this exchange, 

although Alfredo is still singing “croce e delizia” and Violette is urging him to “dimenticarmi 

allora,” they are singing in harmony, with a long united cadenza. They finish the duet together 

signaling a rapprochement that leads to Violetta allowing Alfredo to come to see her again the 

next day, and therefore commence their affair.50  

In Uomini e no, Berta is always a bit reserved and skittish with respect to Enne 2 and 

their dialogues reflect her reticence and his ardor. Immediately following the cited exchange, 

Berta changes the discourse and mentions her husband: “E con quell’uomo [ … ]”. The last line 

of this dialogue that started out so promising ends quite poignantly and sadly in “Allora 

prepariamoci da mangiare.” In the opera, there is an analogous section, when the lovers first 

meet, and the soon-to-be-lover, Alfredo sings the Brindisi or “Drinking Song” extolling love. 

Violetta, sings the same melody but instead extols the virtues of a life free from any 

entanglements. The chorus joins the lovers in a tumultuous concertato, at the end of which, 

Violetta instead of inviting her guests to eat (as Berta does), brusquely invites her guests to dance 

in the next room: “Non gradireste ora le danze?”51 

 The tragic quality of the dialogues between Berta and Enne 2 is continued in their last 

exchange. Although the final lines seem to have verbal accord, the idea of the “morti” is 

                                                
50 Giuseppe Verdi and Francesco Maria Piave, La Traviata: opera in three acts (New York: 
Schirmer, 1961), 39–42. 

51 Ibid., 29. 
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introduced: 

“Non pensare che sia come le altre volte.” 
“È come le altre volte.” 
“È diverso. Non volermi male.” 
“È come le altre volte, e hai visto i morti.” 
“Ma è diverso” Berta disse. “Tornerò subito.” 
“Tornerai sempre e sarà sempre la stessa cosa” disse Enne 2. 
“No” disse Berta. Non è la stessa cosa.” 
“Hai visto i morti, ma è la stessa cosa” disse Enne 2. 

 
Now, in this final love dialogue, a truth is revealed through the repetition: Enne 2 now knows 

that Berta will never leave her husband and that she will never consummate her love with 

Enne 2. The lovers are in sync in that they are repeating similar words: “Non è la stessa cosa” 

and “ma è la stessa cosa” but they are emotionally separate. Similarly, in La traviata, in the last 

act when Violetta is literally facing her death, she and Alfredo, sing a duet consisting of exactly 

the same words as each other, accompanied by exactly the same music: “Parigi o caro/a noi 

lasceremo, la vita uniti trascorreremo [ … ] sospiro e luce tu mi sarai tutto il futuro ne arriderà,” 

but the underlying reality is that Alfredo returned too late. Although the sung sentiments seem to 

be in accordance, Violetta knows that she is dying, and, in fact, shortly after singing this duet 

together, she falls dead.52 

Even though it is used quite extensively, especially in the operas of Verdi, the revelation 

of truth through repetition is also one of the fundamental functions of a professional acting 

exercise simply called the “Repetition Exercise” invented by the acting guru, Sanford Meisner. 

Meisner, along with Lee Strasberg, Cheryl Crawford, Robert Lewis, Elia Kazan, and Stella 

Adler, was one of the founding members of perhaps the most influential movements in American 

acting training—New York’s 1930’s Group Theater. The Repetition Exercise begins with 
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statements which are then repeated by the other actor until there is an authentic connection 

between the two actors based on the truth of the moment. The words are deemed insignificant 

compared to the underlying emotion. Here is the description from Robert Epstein’s Acting 

Studio, one of the extant studios who inherited the teacher mantle from Mr. Meisner: 

In this exercise, two actors sit across from each other and respond to each other 
through a repeated phrase. The phrase is about each other’s behavior, and reflects 
what is going on between them in the moment, such as “You look unhappy with 
me right now.” The way this phrase is said as it is repeated changes in meaning, 
tone and intensity to correspond with the behavior that each actor produces 
towards the other. Through this device, the actor stops thinking of what to say and 
do, and responds more freely and spontaneously, both physically and vocally. The 
exercise also eliminates line readings, since the way the actor speaks becomes 
coordinated with his behavioral response.53 

Perhaps the most obvious usage of repetition for underlying truth is in one of the final chapters 

of the book. When Enne 2 realizes that he has been identified and that he would soon be hunted 

and killed, he has a conversation with the young working man who was brave enough to come to 

Enne 2 to warn him: 

“Sei furbo, compagno. L’hai capito.” 
“Davvero vuol farlo? Questo vuoi fare?” 
“È bene che uno lo faccia. Grazie, amico.” 
“Mi dici grazie? Perché mi dici grazie?” 
“Perché l’hai capito.” 
“Tutti lo capiranno.” 
“Lo capiranno dopo. Tu l’hai capito prima.” 
“Come, prima?” 
“Prima di tutti, e di me anche.” 
“Di te anche?” 
“Forse di lui anche. Sapeva lui che voleva far questo?” 
“Forse di me anche.” 
“In che modo di te anche?” 
“Forse io non sapevo che volevo farlo.” 
“Tu vuoi anche scherzare, ho capito.” 
“Forse è questo, tu capisci tutto” disse Enne 2. “Ma è ora” soggiunse “che tu 
vada.” 
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“Vado” disse l’operaio. 
Diceva di andare e non se ne andava. 
“Ciao Enne 2 gli disse.” 
“Ciao disse l’operaio.” 
Ma non se ne andava. “Vorrei far qualcosa” disse. “Che cosa posso fare?”54 

The young man offers Enne 2 a cigarette and in a light moment in this repetitive march to the 

end of the novel, the young man realizes he spoke too soon and doesn’t have a cigarette. Instead 

he gives Enne 2 a pistol and tells him that he (the young man) wants to join the Resistance. This 

dialogue is the last in which we hear Enne 2 speaking and it is important to note that it is in this 

dialogue that Vittorini uses his language conceit of  “Diceva di andare e non se andava” twice: 

just as when this conceit is used in the opera (the characters say they are leaving and then 

remain), the drama of the scene holds and the tension is extended and lengthened. In this scene 

Enne 2 verbally processes his inner thoughts out loud—that he will kill the Germans who are 

coming after him (probably Cane Nero), and he also mentally processes that he is certain to die. 

Howver, in the young man’s lingering and not leaving, Enne 2 realizes that his work will go on 

through young men like this one and, in fact, the following Chapters 129-131 are in cursive and 

deal with Enne 2’s childhood and a vision of Berta as a young girl. Chapters 132-136, the final 

chapters, are not in cursive but return to the main narrative and deal with the young man and his 

effort to be a resistance fighter.  

PASSAVAMO SULLA TERRA LEGGERI  

The fifty years that separate Uomini e no and Passavamo sulla terra leggeri are obvious in the 

changes extant in literature and opera. Vittorini was inspired by a 1853 opera and his 1944 novel 
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follows a relatively conventional literary format. Sergio Atzeni’s 1996 postmodern prose novel 

Passavamo sulla terra leggeri, however, has an overall musical soundscape rather than a literary 

structure. And, fifty years later, opera, too, as an art form has undergone not only musical 

changes but production upheavals as well.55 

 Opera in the 20th century saw many experiments with modern styles, such as atonality 

and serialism (composers such as Arnold Schoenberg and Alban Berg), neoclassicism 

(composers such as Igor Stravinsky), and minimalism (composers such as Philip Glass and John 

Adams). These changes are also reflected homologously in Atzeni’s work, however, this is not to 

say that there are not some traditional adherents still extant in the novel. In fact, there are 

sections of the text that are structured like traditional opera arias and choruses. A comparison 

between Atzeni’s novel and the composing style of Philip Glass will be analyzed further in this 

chapter. 

Unlike Vittorini’s Uomini e no whose lexicon was inspired by Vittorini’s observations 

about the artistic unity of opera, the musical intermedialities in Atzeni’s Passavamo sulla terra 

leggeri are more complex. Not only are there literal musical references in the text, the text itself 

is loosely structured as a piece of music. Layered into this structure is a homologous comparison 

to an operatic performance. That is, the narratology itself is similar to the mise-en-scène of a 

staged opera. There are syntactical arrangements in the text that lead to aria and chorus-like 

pieces and white spaces in the book that are analogous to act breaks and intermissions. 

Due to its contemporary structure, the novel is difficult to characterize concisely. It is not 

written with any traditional literary structure, i.e. chapters or designated sections, and it is a 
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magically-realistic, story-like, and peripatetic accounting of the history of the peoples of 

Sardegna.56 The story uses actual geographic locations mixed with mythic fables and Atzeni also 

uses invented words and weaves them into both the sounds and narration of the story. 

The novel begins as an oral history. Human beings arrived in Sardegna from an 

undisclosed place and the loosely-narrative plot (recounting their lives on the island) uses real, 

invented, and fable-like characters.  

The story is transmitted from giudice to giudice; that is, the custodians of their temple. 

These giudici are more than spiritual leaders of the community. They are the oral historians and 

human repositories of the dancing, singing, and counting that define the civilization. The story of 

the novel encompasses the beginning of their recorded time up to the Battle of Sanluri and the 

occupation of the island by the Aragonese in 1409. During that time, the island is invaded by 

Phoenicians, Etruscans, Romans, Ligurians, Genovesi, Pisans, Piemontesi, and the Aragonese 

and the oral history is concerned with the autonomy and independence of the S’ard (as they call 

themselves). 

The oral history stops at the occupation of the Aragonese, it is explained by the giudice, 

because it is the last time the people of the island, the S’ard, were free and occupied by other 

rulers. Although the events are mostly fictional, the language is loosely connected to the current 

Sardinian language, and the geographical locations and names are also loosely based on reality. 

                                                
56 As late as 1996, Passavamo sulla terra leggeri still contains elements of the “magical realism” 
school of literature. Magic realism, although usually associated with South American writers 
such as Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Jorge Luis Borges, also includes some Italian exponents as 
well. For instance: Antonio Delfini, Grazia Deledda, Anna Maria Ortese, and Massimo 
Bontempelli. It was Bontempelli who believed that literature could create a collective 
consciousness by putting an other-worldly spin on reality. Atzeni seems to be hearkening back to 
the tradition in this novel. 
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The novel achieves the authenticity or truth of the civilization in such a way that it has, in the 

twenty years since its publication, already become a touchstone and point of reference for the 

Sardinian people. 

In one of the only thematic structures of the book, the penultimate giudice, Antonio 

Setzu, is telling the story to a little boy, who will be the most current giudice. This framing 

device is one of the few structures in the novel, and, as we will see, functions as a commentary as 

well as a respite from the narration. In eschewing the traditional separations of chapters, instead, 

great swaths of the descriptive history are bracketed by this textual framing conceit.57 The 

structure of the novel begins with this frame in the style that hearkens back to Boccaccio and the 

Decamerone, but unlike Boccaccio’s story, here there is only one narrator. This giudice, Antonio 

Setzu, tells the story to the young boy who, as an adult, is the actual narrator of the novel. 

Setzu’s story takes the form of musical arias, duets, chorus pieces, and also interstices of silence. 

Not only is the structure traceably musical, but the creative and unique way of manipulating the 

language is also musical. The overall meaning or underlying truth of this novel is clear when we 

trace the musical elements: both structural and linguistic.  

In this book, although the story is told chronologically, the fable-like quality already 

places it in a “other than” realistic cast. As pointed out by Giovanna Cerina in the Prefazione, the 

story is narrated at the hours of 3 p.m. through the magical “tredicesimo rintocco di mezzanotte.” 

She recounts that it is quite a propitiously vague time to encourage the memories of the ancestors 

of the S’ard. With the text introducing the idea of magic and the ineffable, the narrative truth of 

                                                
57 It is noted by Giovanna Cerina in the Prefazione that the title Passavamo sulla terra leggeri is 
itself an endecasillabo and she ties this to the lightness that is characteristic also of Italo 
Calvino’s works. 
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the story is further evidenced when we trace the mentions of music that carry through the text. 

Not only mentions of music that are integral to the plot, but also the actual makeup of the text 

that mimic musical structures. In fact, also in her Prefazione, Cerina describes the work as: “una 

chanson o una canta corale di antiche memorie.”58 I will trace the patterns to show that without 

attention to these references, much of the soul of the story can be glossed-over by the rhythm of 

the text, and that with attention to the whole ensemble or “coralità,” the emotional truth of the 

story has a deeper revelation. 

As to the linguistic, Cerina explains in the Prefazione: 

[…] l’aspetto più innovativo nel linguaggio del romanzo è la confluenza di 
“linguaggi liberi,” di “linguaggi folli,” di un linguaggio visivo, quasi filmico, che 
“riprende” cose e fatti, e di un linguaggio di atmosfere, di suggestioni di 
sentimenti inespressi. Il movimento rapsodico del romanzo trova sostegno nel 
continuo mutare di linguaggi, da quello religioso-rituale a quello evangelico, dal 
linguaggio di un mondo contadino a quello dei pescatori, dei naviganti, dei 
mercanti e dei pirati; al linguaggio del rituali, delle leggende.59 

It can be argued that instead of the text lending itself to a musical sense, the text itself, the 

locution and the words are themselves the music of the novel. This notion becomes a meta-idea 

as the civilization of the S’ard is based on counting, singing, and dancing: “cantando 

danzavamo.”60 However, there are also set pieces (monologues, duets) that mimic the traditional 

formats of traditional operas as well. 

                                                
58 Sergio Atzeni, Passavamo sulla terra leggeri (Milano: A. Mondadori, 1996), 27. 

59 Ibid., 26. 

60 There are historical references for this notion: In Virgil’s Aeneid VI verse 644: “Pars pedibus 
plaudunt choreas, et carmina dicunt” and Horace’s Odes 1, 37, 12: “Nunc est bibendum, Nunc 
pede libero pulsanda tellus.” Horace’s quote evokes a mood of celebration: “now it is time to 
drink and stamp the ground”; Virgil’s reference is “strike the ground with their feet in the dance 
and sing hymns.” 
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All musical pieces begin in silence and so does this novel. Then, word by word, beat by 

beat, the plot unfolds and the story is told, as mentioned previously, not by conventional chapters 

but by words and spaces. The musical key is given to his readers by Atzeni himself in the first 

line of the story: “non sapeva nulla della vita […] Ora ricordo, parola per parola.”61 The 

establishment of the aural base line, “Ora ricordo, parola per parola” launches the musical 

similarities that will trace through the entire novel. 

 The seminal paragraph that explains the physical philosophy that underlies the S’ard is 

this:  

Ogni notte qualcuno leggeva la parola del creatore, all’alba comunicava i nomi 
delle sillabe luminose e le distanze all’assemblea che in coro ripeteva sillabe e 
misure. Cantando danzavamo.62 

Here Atzeni introduces the overriding leitmotif of the book: “cantando danzavamo.” This is the 

ur phrase that incorporates all the leitmotifs we will see introduced in the first paragraphs: the 

use of the “we” that unites all the denizens of the ancient land; the love for music; the fascination 

of the physical world through the fascination of numbers; and the love of movement.63   

                                                
61 Atzeni, Passavamo sulla terra leggeri, 39. 

62 Ibid., 41. 

63 There is a ludic echo of this trope in Pier Paolo Pasolini’s 1966 film Uccellacci e uccellini. In 
a flashback to the medieval, the character played by Totò the great Italian comic actor is a monk 
charged by St. Francis to evangelize to the birds. Totò’s monk spends a year on his knees 
meditating and praying and watching the falcons. He learns their squawking language in order to 
instruct them in the word of god. The following year he tries the same process to sermonize to 
the sparrows but to no success. He realizes that in order to communicate with the sparrows, 
sound was not needed but movement was the key. He proceeds to “hop” the word of god and has 
a meaningful dialogue with the sparrows concerning food and sacrifice. In yet another 
connection to opera, Morricone was instructed by Pasolini to use the Pamina/Papageno duet from 
Mozart’s The Magic Flute “Bei Männern, welche Liebe fühlen” to underscore these medieval 
scenes. See Angela Felice, “La musica di Ennio Morricone e il cinema di PPP | Centro Studi Pier 
Paolo Pasolini Casarsa della Delizia,” February 23, 2016, 
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Numbers and counting, another over-arching theme or leitmotif, is introduced in the third 

sentence of the novel: “Dimenticai per trentaquattro anni. Ora ricordo, parola per parola.”64 The 

use of numbers throughout the narrative does not only record time and occurrences, but also 

provides a rhythm. The S’ard are a people based on the spiritual confluence of movement with 

music and numbers. 

The run-on sentence that follows “e quel che seppi era troppo, era pesante, immaginarlo e 

pensarlo mi metteva paura dell’uomo, del mondo e della morte” is filled with alliteration of the 

letter “p”: (troppo/pesante/pensarlo/paura), repetition (dell’uomo/del mondo/della morte), 

sequential ideas, and is concise and compressed. In this second sentence of the novel, Atzeni 

introduces all the literary themes: humankind, the world, and death, and the litero-musical 

structures that will limn the entire story are already couched within.65 The rhetoric of the 

language itself is beginning the overture for the aural patina of the novel.  

As numbers, music, and language are intrinsically connected throughout the novel, Mir, 

one of the earliest giudici declares: “Le stelle sono sillabe del creatore, Is è parola intera. L’acqua 

feconda la terra dei danzatori.”66 The S’ard, the “danzatori” of the novel base their belief system 

on the counting of the stars: “Preghiamo elencando le sillabe del creatore e le loro distanze.”67 

The following is a textual analysis evidencing the musical and arithmetical references 

                                                
http://www.centrostudipierpaolopasolinicasarsa.it/molteniblog/la-musica-di-ennio-morricone-e-
il-cinema-di-ppp/. 

64 Atzeni, Passavamo sulla terra leggeri, 39. 

65 Ibid. 

66 Ibid., 50. 

67 Ibid., 143. 
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that make up the text and how these references create a holistic framework of linguaggio 

unitario that cuts to the heart of the essence of the book. As in any other piece of orchestral 

music where the opening sets the aural scene for the listener, Atzeni, in these three opening 

paragraphs, sets a textual and visual, as well as aural outset for the book. These linguistic 

observations of the opening paragraphs are important in evidencing the textual overture of 

Passavamo sulla terra leggeri. Only through lexical analysis as well as musical analysis will we 

be able to trace the function of the music in the ultimate meanings in Passavamo sulla terra 

leggeri. 

To begin, the narration from the first and second paragraphs switches from singular (io) 

to plural (noi) opening out the story. This shift is the converse of the conceit used by Dante in the 

first lines of the Divina Commedia that begins with “noi” and focuses down to “mi”: “Nel mezzo 

del cammin di nostra vita, mi ritrovai per una selva oscura.”68 The distinction between the 

grammatical “we” and the rhetorical “we” that we witness at the beginning of the Divina 

Commedia is clear here: in the Atzeni, the “we” is definitely a reference to the plural. The 

purpose of the pronoun shift in this text, which also occurs every time the framing device is used, 

is to be specific about to whom the story is being told, and yet general about the fact that the 

story is the story of all of the peoples of Sardinia. Not only, but the binary push-pull of the focus 

of the pronoun contributes to the rhythmic musicality of the piece. The lexical connection to 

Dante is historically important because it loosely ties this Sardinian story to the Italian heritage. 

  The word “Nulla” in the first line of the first paragraph of the novel, and the “Nulla” that 

begins the third paragraph are visually and aurally linked by the second paragraph’s first word 

                                                
68 Dante Alighieri, La Commedia di Dante Alighieri, ed. Robert Hollander and Simone Marchesi 
(Firenze: L.S. Olschki, 2011), 2. 
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“Nella.” This “nella” begins a phrase with no verb. The second sentence of this paragraph also 

has no verb—just statements of geographic fact, but the third sentence begins with a phrase that 

becomes one of the leitmotifs of the book: “cento e cento.” Atzeni uses the phrase “cento e 

cento” as a rounding placeholder throughout the book to replace actual numbers. Adding to the 

mythical quality of the novel, it also invokes a fable-like remove for the meaning of  “so many 

that we cannot even count.” By contrast, in this paragraph there is also mention of 

“trecentotrentatré scalini,” of which the “trecentotrentatré” is a quite precise number.69  The 

mixture of grand rounded numbers counterpoised with specific numbers unmoors the story from 

any grounding and further accentuates the fable-like quality and tone of the book. 

Here, still in the second paragraph, in the interim between the use of the first person 

singular and first person plural, there is a textually quiet space of expansive geographic 

description before the onslaught of activity where: “leggevamo […] interrogavamo […] 

pronunciavamo oracoli.”70 This situates the denizens of the terra and continues with the plural, 

linguistically settling everyone into the story both geographically and existentially. 

 In the third paragraph, the “nulla” introduces “è tanto ordinato e perfetto quanto 

immotivato e misterioso come il cielo e la volta stellata che studiavamo ogni notte immersi in 

calcoli sulle distanze, le orbite, i cicli.”71 Analogous to the way the novel begins, that is, in 

silence, the usage of the word “nulla” textually introduces an anchoring in an amorphous past. 

Although Atzeni is using it as an introduction to indicate that “nothing is as ordered and perfect,” 

                                                
69 Atzeni, Passavamo sulla terra leggeri, 39. 

70 Ibid. 

71 Ibid. 
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the mere use of the word, “nulla,” evokes however briefly, the notion of “nothingness.” The use 

of “nulla” evokes the lack of beginning and provides the contrast to the rich tapestry of story that 

follows. Just like the origins of the first exiles to the island are lost to memory, so too, is the 

memory of how the history begins. Here, the “nulla” sets off the wonder and perfection of the 

celestial world, in contrast to the geographic world that is described in the second paragraph. The 

theme of counting the stars and calculating the orbits is also established. 

 There follows on a description of how the giudici proclaimed oracles; this is a busy and 

discursive dialogue that is followed by a line-by-line duet of question and answer from 

interrogator to oracle. These exchanges are back-stopped by this pronouncement: “Il disegno e il 

moto delle stelle parola del creatore ignoto, decifrarla massima sapienza. Solo strumento il 

numero. Il numero, sacro.”72 Here we have a declaration from the author explaining the spiritual 

connection of the S’ard to numbers. 

 Herein begins the narration of the history of the S’ard. In the beginning of this 

recounting, there were, on this land, barbarians that used words of certainty: “Rg era dio.”73 Yet 

to describe Rg, the narrator is disdainful; for the S’ard, a society that values numbers and 

counting, Rg was “un fanatico uccisore incapace di contare fino a tre.”74 The insult is that these 

people can’t really count. In order to propitiate Rg, “N’a la bella danzò sul ventre del dio antiche 

danze d’amore, cantavamo,” so although it seemed like propitiation and capitulation, in dancing 

and singing, (ironically, the reverse of “cantando danzavamo),” the S’ard were still 

                                                
72 Ibid., 41. 

73 Ibid. 

74 Ibid. 
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acknowledging their own independence from Rg and their own existence.75 They were at least, 

dancing and singing if not dancing while singing (“cantando danzavamo”). They felt strong,  and 

promptly poisoned Rg. The S’ard ran for their lives in boats owned by the sea people. These 

tribes then captured the S’ard in order to sell them as slaves. As they approached a coast, a 

frightening god named Gr asked for news about the “sacerdoti danzatori lettori del cielo, uccisori 

del padre.”76 Here among this new tribe, the giudici (S’ard) were already well known as 

“danzatori” and in the phrase “lettori del cielo” circles back to include the actual word “readers” 

of the sky. This sums up the book: The worlds of an oral story are narrated and written in a book 

that is structured like music and includes mention of “readers” of the stars that the S’ard count as 

a sacrament: walking the distances, singing the numbers. 

 The next paragraph is structured like a narrative operatic choral piece. It is a long 

paragraph but it has a rhythmic beginning and a defined ending. It is one entire discrete story: the 

story of S’u. The text begins with a repetition of numbers: “Dopo tre giorni e tre notti.”77 In the 

middle of the text there is a repetition of verbs that push forward the action: “La nave saltava, 

volava, ricadeva, batteva.”78 Shortly thereafter there is a call-back to the defining phrase 

“cantando danzavamo” with “Volando, saltando.” The text winds down with these phrases: 

“Molti furono uccisi dal nemico. Molti finirono in mare.”79 The repetition “Molti furono […] 

                                                
75 Ibid. 

76 Ibid., 42. 

77 Ibid. 

78 Ibid. 

79 Ibid. 
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Molti finirono has a gentle cantilena quality that indicates the end of the piece. 

 Getting the narration back on track, the subsequent paragraph begins with “Per tre 

giorni,” again using the number three as a lead and using numbers as the tracking to keep the 

movement flowing.80 This paragraph finishes the story of the S’ard at sea. 

 The counting strategy is explained in the subsequent paragraph:  

Il vento calò. La nave si fermò, il mare era immobile. Non sapendo che fare 
guardammo M’u il saggio. Disse: ‘Preghiamo elencando le sillabe del creatore e 
le loro distanze. Er, ottopiedi celesti da Uh. Uh, sedici piedi celesti da Is. Is, nove 
piedi celesti da Om. Om, nove piedi celesti da Is, da El, da Un, da Se, da Af, da 
En, da Mi, da Uf, da Ja.’ Cantando danzavamo.81 

Atzeni sets up the counting song with silence just as the beginning of the book: “Il vento calò. La 

nave si fermò, il mare era immobile.”82 For the S’ard, the syllables were not just prayers; the 

repetition of the syllables were a spiritual way of conjuring and reiterating their lives.83 The 

S’ard sang and danced themselves into existence. This counting repetition literally is their 

                                                
80 Ibid., 43. 

81 Ibid. These utterances bear a striking resemblance to the syllables used in solfeggio: ut (do), 
re, mi, fa, sol, la. This hexachoral system was invented circa 1032 by the Italian Benedictine 
monk, Guido d’Arezzo (995-1050). The medieval music scholar, teacher, and writer’s intention 
was to familiarize singers with written pitches. The singers would associate the notes with the 
syllables that would, subsequently refer to the correct intervals to be sung. The method was 
invented to assist in the chanting of plainsong. For a deeper analysis of d’Arezzo and the 
hexachoral system, see: Anna Reisenweaver, “Guido of Arezzo and His Influence on Music 
Learning,” Musical Offerings 3, no. 1 (January 1, 2012), doi:10.15385/jmo.2012.3.1.4. 

82 Atzeni, Passavamo sulla terra leggeri, 43. 

83 There is a thematic connection to Stéphane Mallarmé’s poem, Le Démon de l’analogie also 
known as La Pénultième. In the poem, the descending scale-like analogy of sound in ordered 
steps that precede the phrase: “La Pénultième est morte” match the downward steps of a diatonic 
scale and skip the penultimate syllable. Mallarmé was aware of the musical aspect of this poem. 
For a comprehensive explanation of this observation see Heath Lees, Mallarmé and Wagner: 
Music and Poetic Language (Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2007), 190–93. 
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existence. 

Linguistically and therefore narratively, because of the intertwining of the plot and the 

locution, the S’ard had lost their way and were looking to their leader for guidance. Solace was 

evident from the tenses of the lexicon: “Non sapendo” is a gerund looking for another gerund 

and finds it in the grounding phrase of the S’ard: “Cantando danzavamo.” Just the verb tense 

alone evoking the grounding phrase orients the S’ard. It is an indication of the sophistication of 

this text that the words, even separate from their place in their respective sentences, have 

meaning and resonance. The fact that the counting song is made up of mere syllables unhooks 

the listener/reader from the need to make the usual sense out of the printed word. 

There is an analogy to be made with 20th century opera, specifically that of the composer 

Philip Glass. Glass made his fame creating what he describes as “music with repetitive 

structures.84 Most people know his music as “minimalism.” Similar to Atzeni’s use of obscure 

Sardinian words created just for his novel, Glass’ opera Akhnaten (1982–1983, premiered in 

1984), is a vocal and orchestral composition sung in Akkadian, Biblical Hebrew, and Ancient 

Egyptian that are so removed from contemporary language that they might as well be 

fictional. The story of the opera is a historical narrative, as is Atzeni’s story: In ancient Egypt, 

Akhnaten ascends to the throne along with his bride Nefertiti. He has a vision for his people, a 

vision that abandons the worship of many gods for just one: the Sun God who reigns supreme. 

Akhnaten’s bold attempt to alter the course of history with a single revolutionary idea ultimately 

leads to his violent overthrow. The concept is reminiscent of Atzeni’s through-line for 

Passavamo, that is, a drama based in a historical yet fabled past. Not only, but Glass’ minimalist 

                                                
84 “Biography – Philip Glass,” accessed March 31, 2017, http://philipglass.com/biography/. 
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structures break the music of the opera into sound bites that are repeated in different, 

mesmerizing sequences, very like the way the S’ard use their counting song. It is similar to these 

types of contemporary operas that we can compare Atzeni’s novel. 

As we continue the plot analysis through the language, the next section continues with 

the S’ard still trying to navigate in their boats. Suddenly, S’u, one of the young women on the 

boats slips into the water and drowns. She becomes the protagonist of the aria, “Una donna 

cantò: ‘S’u, giovane, bella e di coraggio, fresca di vita, l’astuta.’”85 The leaping cadence of this 

phrase is reminiscent of the topos of the troubadoric plazer poetry and is apt for operatic ends as 

its cadence is musical in the extreme.86 This use of older tropes is also seen in Glass. His operatic 

collaboration with Robert Wilson, the CIVIL warS (1983, premièred in 1984) includes musical 

settings of Latin texts by the 1st-century-Roman playwright Seneca and allusions to the music of 

Giuseppe Verdi.  

At this point in the text, M’u, il saggio stressed by the death of S’u, “Cominciò: ‘Er, otto 

piedi celesti da Uh’” and once again, the people are calmed down by their ancestral chant. In the 

denouement of this ship interlude, the boat crashes and the S’ard arrive at the shore which still 

bears the ancient name: 

Le correnti furono dolci e nominando tutte le sillabe nominammo Fe, stella del 
mattino, prima stella della notte, favorevole alla fecondità e vedemmo le scogliere 
rosse avvicinarsi. Nessuno di noi aveva mai governato un approdo. M’u disse, 

                                                
85 Atzeni, Passavamo sulla terra leggeri, 44. 

86 The “plazer” or pleasure poems of the troubadours had their ultimate expression in the sonnets 
of Dante Alighieri, Guido Cavalcanti, and Lapo Gianni. Their exchange that Dante begins:  
“Guido, i’ vorrei che tu e Lapo ed io/fossimo presi per incantamento/e messi in un vasel, ch’ad 
ogni vento/per mare andasse al voler vostro e mio” explores Dante’s wish that he, Cavalcanti, 
and Lapo and their three respective ladies—Monna Vanna, Monna Lagia and Beatrice would be 
in a vessel in an enchantment. 
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nell’antica lingua: ‘M’ag o m’ad as.’ Così chiamammo quel luogo e il nome 
rimase nei millenni fino a oggi. Il mare gettò la nave contro le rocce. Ventuno 
volte, finché la ridusse in cento e cento pezzi. M’u il saggio scomparve fra le 
onde, l’acqua gli consumò le ossa. Ventuno sopravvivemmo.87  

At this juncture of the novel, there is a 3/4 page of white space where there is no text. In the 

entire book, instead of chapter breaks, there are pages of text and then white negative-text 

spaces. After this first white space the novel re-sets with the reappearance of the frame and we 

once again have a respite from the roiling of the textual events.88 Here, Atzeni re-orients his 

readers by literally fixing a date and time: “Ascoltai la storia il 12 agosto 1960 nella cucina […] 

fra le tre del pomeriggio e il tredicesimo rintocco di mezzanotte.”89 There is also a mention of the 

weather, “il maestrale cantava” invoking the idea that the narrator of the story had autochthonous 

support—as the weather itself was singing as he was telling the story.90  

After the protagonists have settled in, there is a narrative monologue that is homologous 

to an operatic aria that is bookended by time: “Avevo otto anni, non sapevo nulla della vita” 

ending with “Alle quattro del pomeriggio.”91 This text brings to mind a myriad of operatic aria 

set-pieces that begin with the expression of youth.92  

                                                
87 Atzeni, Passavamo sulla terra leggeri, 44. 

88 Giovanna Cerina in the Prefazione of the book remarks upon these white spaces: that they 
have “la funzione più che di segnalare stacchi semantici o tematici, o passaggi di tonalità 
narrative, di conferire al movimento del racconto una modulazione musicale […]” Ibid., 16. 

89 Ibid., 46. 

90 Ibid. 

91 Ibid. 

92 For instance, Falstaff  of Verdi in Act II sc. 2: “Quand’ero paggio del Duca di Norfolk.” 
Giuseppe Verdi, “Falstaff: Act 2,” 1893, 
http://opera.stanford.edu/Verdi/Falstaff/atto2.html#parte2. 
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The story continues with the numbered theme in the next paragraph “Ventuno 

sopravvivemmo” but the population is diminished: 

La notte eravamo stanchi, avevamo poco tempo per le stelle. Non dimenticammo i 
nomi. Non dimenticammo i numeri. Confondemmo le distanze, forse. La 
conoscenza si fermò. Smettemmo d’essere sacerdoti.93 

The S’ard were holding onto their talismans. They didn’t forget the names and they didn’t forget 

the numbers; but the distances, the “danzavamo” portion of the chant was diminishing. They 

knew that their power was attenuating and they no longer had the spirituality that sustained them: 

“Smettemmo d’essere sacerdoti.” 

This diminishment is further evidenced by the description of the villages. Instead of 

counting planets and celestial orbs of their ancestral chant, the newly-demoted S’ard are reduced 

to elemental and practical counting of their earthly communities: “il primo villaggio sorse il 

secondo […] e il terzo. Sorse il quarto villaggio, poi il quinto.”94 

The next textually homologous choral piece,  “Gli uomini uccelli gridavano” is 

introduced by the description of Sul di Mu, a six year-old girl who through her astuteness 

regarding the terrain of the island, saves her civilization.95 Ultimately Sul becomes “il giudice 

migliore nella lunga storia dei giudici danzatori, cominciata con Mir e continuata per seicenti 

secoli.”96 She is introduced along with her brothers: “Air, Zte e Lus, di sette, nove e undici 

                                                
93 Atzeni, Passavamo sulla terra leggeri, 47. 

94 Ibid. 

95 Ibid., 48. 

96 Ibid., 50. 
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anni.”97 Again, the specificity of their ages continues on the theme of counting in order to fix 

their existence in the world. 

The man-birds (“uomini uccelli”) were less civilized than the S’ard as exemplifed in the 

text by their lack of singing. Ironically, instead of emitting bird-like singing sounds, they 

screamed: “gridavano […] urlavano ‘ik, ik’.”98 The expansive fable quality of the choral text is 

continued in the previously-set phrase: “cento e cento” used in describing the attacked boats. The 

attack is measured by time: “Arrivarono in quattro ore” and “In due notti e tre giorni tutti i 

villaggi.”99 As the denouement of the chorus approaches we hear the repetition of the number 

ten: “Dieci genti guidate da Ur El decisero di combattere. Dieci, guidate da Mir decisero di 

fuggire.”100 The choral piece ends with: “Gli ik erano innumerevoli come mosche sul sangue se 

macelli la capra, il sangue era la terra dei danzatori delle stelle.”101 In other words, the very 

essence of the S’ard, their “sangue” was being invaded, run over, possessed by their very own 

strengths, that is, by numbers.  

Luckily, thanks to Sul di Mu’s quick thinking, most of the S’ard population escapes the 

ik by fleeing to the center of the caves where they find safety and they proceed re-orient 

themselves within themselves with music and drums.  

Mir disse nell’antica lingua ‘t’Is kal’I.’ La frase diventò nome del luogo. Mir 
disse ‘tr im pa n’us.’ Suonammo e danzammo per meritare la benedizione di Is e 

                                                
97 Ibid., 47. 

98 Ibid., 48. 

99 Ibid. 

100 Ibid. 

101 Ibid. 
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per nascondere la paura. Gli ik attraversavano la foresta buia e sentirono i tamburi 
sotto i piedi, suonati nelle viscere della terra. Assieme ai tamburi udirono canti, 
credettero alla presenza di demoni e fuggirono.102 

Filled with relief at evading the marauding ik, Mir, the giudice, consecrates the mountains where 

the S’ard were saved. Mir constructs stilts to make his people seem larger and “con quelli 

imparammo a camminare, a saltare, a danzare.”103 The addition of height builds confidence, and 

with that the S’ard learn to re-live the joy of dancing, one of their defining traits. The joy of 

living returns to the S’ard as they learned to protect themselves against influxes of conquering 

tribes:  

Fu come un gioco di bambini, cadevamo, ridevamo […] Quando al largo apparve 
una nave salimmo sulle scogliere e danzammo sulle gambe di legno agitando le 
braccia di legno […] Battemmo sui trimpanus, i tamburi di pelle di cane.104 

In fact, they were so successful that they became known as the “uomini cornuti danzanti sulle 

scogliere.”105 

After the death of Mir, however, there was a setback. The next choral-type textual piece 

“Apparvero tre navi al largo”106 tells of another assail of the ik. At the outset the S’ard 

“danzammo” and “suonammo i trimpanus.”107 When the ships refused to retreat, “Smettemmo di 

danzare, continuammo a suonare i trimpanus dei canti di morti” and then, “Continuammo a 

                                                
102 Ibid., 49. 

103 Ibid. 
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105 Ibid., 50. 
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suonare, ricominciammo a danzare” then further, “Continuammo a suonare e danzare, 

esausti.”108 The S’ard were fighting for the physical and existential lives. There is an interlude at 

this point of the choral piece in which Sul consults with Mir’s ashes for counsel. The choral 

piece morphs into an aria as it is designated as Sul singing: “Sul cantò: ‘Sono belle le stelle, gli 

uomini sono nati per combattere e morire’.”109 The S’ard are described as strong and attractive 

people: “Cantarono”—their expression of their essence selves. 

The S’ard tried to fight against the ik:  

I difensori cantarono e suonarono la notte intera. Il battito dei trimpanus volò 
nel silenzio accompagnato dagli strilli di civette spaventate, salì sui monti, si 
infilò nel bosco, danzò fra gli alberi, svegliò gli scoiattoli, raggiunse i vecchi e I 
bambini, ci rincuorò: correte […] ma senza paura, la notte è vostra […]’ […] gli 
ik attaccarono. Ma erano stanchi, i canti e i tamburi non avevano permesso di 
dormire, li avevano torturati.110  

Then, as in a cabaletta in an aria, where the initial theme is repeated for dramatic effect, the text 

repeats: 

Gli ik ritirarono. I difensori cantarono e suonarono per la notte intera, il 
battito cupo dei trimpanus raggiunse vecchi e bambini alle pendici del monte.111  

In the first instance of the highlighted phrase, Atzeni has the sound flying in the silence, rising to 

the mountains, flying through the forest, dancing through the trees, awakening squirrels before 

the sound reached the old and the young. In the second instance, after the S’ard were getting 

tired of fighting, there was no flying and rising of sound. The physicality is accentuated by the 
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contrast to the first phrase. 

In the following narrative description shaped as an operatic choral piece: “Vedemmo i 

corpi degli ik,” there is no singing by the S’ard.112 There is a reference to the fable feeling “cento 

e cento ik uccisi” and disdain for the ik themselves, once again an insult against the ik by their 

lack of counting: “Non sapevano [… ] contare oltre undici,” but the only music comes from the 

ik themselves—a giving over by the S’ard to the ik of the S’ard musical powers: 113 

Rszr una delle donne straniere, aveva un oggetto: la scorza dura e bucata di un 
frutto sconosciuto unita a un bastone grazie a un’erba collante. Dalla scorza al 
bastone un giunco fine infilato agli estremi in due piccoli cerchi lignei rotanti 
grazie ai quali si tendeva o diventava molle. Battendo e strisciando sul giunco teso 
un giunco più fine, Rszr traeva suoni […] Rszr cantava con le poche parole della 
sua lingua ed era sorprendente trovare tanta dolcezza in una straniera tanto rozza, 
un voca tanto pura e melodiosa in un corpo coperto di cerchi di bronzo e penne 
d’uccelli. Aveva occhi colore del cielo incapaci di contare le stelle.114 

There is such a wistful quality to this choral text wherein the S’ard have to separate out the 

confusion of hearing such beautiful singing emanating from an enemy invader. The wistfulness 

continues through to the description of Rszr’s eyes; they are said to be the color of the sky, and 

yet, those beautiful eyes are unable to count the stars, which is one of the defining characteristics 

of being S’ard. 

Life continues on after the invasion of the ik, measured as always by the numbers: “Di 

padre in figlio in padre dopo il primo villaggio risorse anche il secondo e riscendemmo alla 
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costa, a Mu.”115 They learn to defend themselves against the sea-faring marauders and under the 

giudice Umur di Mu they build the first n’ur a gh e. Then “per cento e cento anni,” once again 

using the place-holder mythological “cento e cento,” they mix with the ik and there are few 

invasions from the sea.116 We are still early in the civilization of the S’ard and Atzeni casually 

mentions their homicidal tendencies: “Per dimostrare il valore ogni gente uccideva la genti dei 

villaggi vicini almeno una volta l’anno,” and the only mention of music as this section of the 

story slowly closes onto white space is a description of the women of Is that “vivevano dei doni 

delle genti […] Nella stagione del caldo danzavano per invocare pioggia.” 117 Gone are the 

connections from earth to the celestial; gone is the singing and dancing to keep time with the 

spheres. What is left are beggar women who only danced to bring on the rains. 

The break here makes for the shift in focus. Atzeni calls attention to his reader to notice 

the next textual section. It is structured as an aria is in the first-person singular, changing the 

narration to a specific narrator. This narrator is not the narrator of the story, Antonio Setzu, but a 

direct address to the readers: “Non so definire la parola felicità” and this short breaking-the-

fourth-wall song is the introduction to the seminal aria which begins with the title of the book:  

Passavamo sulla terra leggeri come acqua, disse Antonio Setzu, come acqua che 
scorre, salta, giù dalla conca piena della fonte, scivola e serpeggia fra  muschi e 
felci, fino alle radici delle sughere e dei mandorli o scende scivolando sulle pietre, 
per i monti e i colli fino al piano, dai torrenti al fiume, a farsi lunga verso le paludi 
e il mare, chiamata in vapore dal sole a diventare numbe dominata dai venti e 
pioggia benedetta […] mangiavamo, bevevamo, cantavamo e danzavamo in onore 
di Is. Cantare, suonare, danzare, coltivare, raccogliere, mungere, intagliare, 
fondere, uccidere, morire, cantare, suonare, danzare era la nostra vita. Eravamo 
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felici, a parte la follia di ucciderci l’un l’altro per motivi irrilevanti.118 

Immediately following this seminal aria is a choral piece: the story of Umur and Eloi. This is the 

story of coming-of-age rites. During these rites “I prescelti non potevano dire o cantare parole 

oltre i nomi delle stelle dell’antico elenco.”119 In other words, to rise to maturity the young S’ard 

needed to be able to do the singing-listing of the stars that emblemized their culture. It is this one 

defining characteristic that marks them as adults in their community.  

Those undergoing the rite were fed bread made by all the other women, except for the 

ones undergoing the rite who were singing-listing the star names. The recipe of this bread has 

remained a secret among the women: “Le donne conservano il segreto di quel pane.”120 At this 

point the past narrative stops and the frame is inserted. To connect the past to the present, Atzeni 

re-inserts the scene of the narrative being told to the young boy: “Antonio Setzu guardò la 

moglie. Anch’io la guardai. Era piccola, avvolta nel nero antico, aveva occhi grigi e buoni.”121 

Implicit in this description is the idea that the secret of the bread, the “staff of life” of the S’ard 

people continues on. Setzu’s wife (who is never named) is described as: “avvolta nel nero 

antico” the metaphoric meaning of which is plain: she is the embodiment of the immersion in the 

shadows of their collective past.122 The overarching legato of this “woman-centered” choral 

piece continues with the subsequent paragraph: “Le femmine stavano a una estremità del campo 
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[…] vestite di teli neri.”123 

 The next section “I prescelti si conoscevano bene” explains how well the novitiants were 

acquainted with each other and are sexually mature, but do not engage in copulation until the 

ritual occurs.124 The choral piece “Umur e Eloi” sets up the dramatic structure for this section of 

the book. The chorus explains how sexually mature they were: “Si erano isolati sui monti per 

non mostrare i segni della voglia.”125 They needed to go through the ritual first. 

A young woman, Sula, is described in the subsequent aria “Era bella come mendula 

marigosa.”126 She is reluctant to undergo the ritual because she didn’t want to be chosen—

neither by Umur nor Eloi—because she could see that they were too aggressive and competitive 

and her antipathy is underscored by the repetition in the phrases: C’era nel loro sguardo un buio, 

nel loro corpo una furia che li deturpava. Sula li temeva, sapeva che l’odio li aveva resi i più 

forti, i più resistenti, i più determinati del villaggio.”127 In this aria, used as a narrative device, 

she devises a plan whereby she would not be recognized by her unusual color eyes, and in so 

doing would not be chosen as a mate by either of these two men. Umur deduces that out of the 

eleven open eyes he saw no green eyes and therefore, the woman with closed eyes was Sula. He 

chooses her. 

The following year, the ritual feast continued with the singing-prayer as the civilization 
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always recreates itself: “Is, Er, Fe, J, Om, El.” Then: “mangiavamo, bevevamo e dormivamo. Il 

giorno successivo pregavamo a digiuno fino al buio, cantavamo e danzavamo fino all’alba.”128 

At this point in the story, we understand that a scapegoat is designated. There is a horse race and 

the winner begins the singing for the fifth day of the feast: “Il vincitore intonava per primo il 

canto della sera del quinto giorno” and then is held accountable at the next year’s feast for the 

success or failure of the year.129 There is one last mention of music: “La settima notte li 

seppellivamo e cantavamo augurando un’annata migliore […] la festa era finita.”130 

The story picks back up as Eloi, who won the race, is realizing that the year is not going 

well. He begins training by running up and down hills in order to withstand the stoning that is the 

culmination of the scapegoat bearing the brunt of the bad year: “la corsa del linciato.”131 There 

are no musical references during these pages of his training. No one historically survives this 

scapegoat ritual. Astonishingly Eloi endures, only to be killed by the long-standing animosity 

between him and Umur. These descriptions are populated and scanned by numbers: “Il settimo 

giorno,” “Al terzo passo,” “Al tredicesimo passo,” “uccise sedici uomini e trentadue li ferì;” 

“settantadue pietre,” “uccise dodici uomini, tretuno li ferì,” “Eloi dormì per tre giorni e tre notti,” 

and finally as the family feud comes to an end: “Quattro morti in trent’anni.”132 There is no joy 

and no music as one S’ard is pitched against another, and yet the numbers keep scanning; the 
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celestial tracking is unending. 

This section is bookended by a version of the first sentence of the seminal paragraph (and 

also part of the title of the book): “Passavamo sulla terra leggeri come acqua.”133 In leading up to 

this denouement, Atzeni writes the repetition of the leitmotif “cantavamo, danzavamo” with a 

poignant addition: “morivamo:” “Cantavamo, morivamo, danzavamo di padre in figlio, 

crescendo di numero e di esperienza dell’isola. Eravamo felici.”134 Here is the first mention of 

the people identifying themselves: “Chiamavamo noi stessi s’ard, che nell’antica lingua significa 

danzatori delle stelle.”135  

After this introduction of the people, the Phoenicians arrive at their shores and here is the 

beginning of the degradation in terms of music being mentioned in the text. The Phoenicians are 

described as animalistic and: “La danza, chiama Koi, mimava l’atto sessuale in ogni forma 

possibile” and “Cantavano con voci ossessive accompagnate da trecento tamburi di Barbaria […] 

raccontava la storia del dio […] danzavano come invasati, uomini e donne.”136 The dances are no 

longer spiritual and artistic; they are just brutal and vulgar imitations of sexual acts. 

To interrupt the description of this degradation, there is an interlude that is the story of 

Aràr and Eloe. The introductory paragraph of this section is written as an operatic recitativo 

wherein the father of Aràr informs her that he has sold her “per dieci pezzi d’oro” to a man who 
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would sell her to another.137 The text shaped as an aria begins: “Udì un suono lontano, dolce e 

suadente come il canto di un jin […] Aràr pensò: ‘Le sirene.’ […] nulla in quel suono emanava 

minaccia o malvagità […] Il musico suonò tutta la notte […] La musica tacque, Aràr aprì gli 

occhi e vide Eloe di Lo.”138 Eloi “suonava tre canne di misura e suoni diversi, tutte e tre assieme, 

traendo concerti che facevano danzare le scie delle stelle in mare, le piume delle canne in riva, i 

granchi sugli scogli e i pesci sott’acqua.”139 Eloe, in his playing that connected him to the stars, 

the basis of the S’ard culture, attracted the attention of Aràr and she asked for his help. Eloe had 

constructed a little boat and would travel around the island, sometimes stopping for food and 

drink. The people who saw him smiled because “sapeva che a sera avrebbe danzato alla musica 

della canne. Eloe creò il ballo tondo […] lui suonava [Aràr] cantava con parole fenicie e con 

voce melodiosa, tutti ascoltavano e piangevano di gioia.140 The people whom they entertained 

responded with joy because the music was being returned to them. It was in their genetic 

memory and it elicited happiness. With Eloe and Aràr the music was returned to the S’ard. Not 

only, but their legacy continues on: “Dicono che ancora, una volta ogni trent’anni, Aràr e Eloe 

costeggino l’isola in una canoa di giunco cantando e suonando launeddas.141 Chi ha la fortuna di 

sentirli trova un tesoro.”142  
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An insertion of the framing conceit finishes this lovely interlude and literally underscores 

the beauty and importance of the preceding text: “La moglie di Antonio Setzu tenne gli occhi 

chiusi e sorrise.”143 Here again Atzeni connects the past to the historical present by having 

Setzu’s wife smile as did the people who heard the singing and playing of the happy lovers. Joy 

is once again introduced into the story and is now linked to finding a treasure that is the essence 

of being S’ard. 

Dark times follow, unaccompanied by music or joy. A tidal wave wipes out Chia (one of 

the towns) and all of the Phoenicians that lived there perished. Finally, math and geometry 

begins to be taught by Greeks and Syrians in Karale. The Romans invade. This occasions a need 

for a complete 3/4 page of white blank paper (functioning as an act break would in an opera 

production) before the story continues.  

The presiding giudice, Urak, is called upon. He has been living in seclusion: “Da anni più 

nessuno gli chiedeva di ascoltare e giudicare” with three grandchildren, two girls and a boy.144 

When the elders query him, Urak who is no longer accustomed to being questioned begins, 

awkwardly at first, to dance and count the stars:  

li guardò e seguendo le leggi del rito cominciò a danzare. Prima passi timidi, 
come avesse dimenticato l’uso del corpo, levò le mani al cielo, cantò tutte le stelle 
che conosceva, poi le gambe saltarono con forza, il vecchio corpo di Urak parve 
volare, piedi sapienti, piedi elastici e forti pietra animata.145  

Although Urak was out of practice as a giudice, he connected organically into the singing-
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dancing-counting practice of his ancestors and thus was reconnected to his powers. Urak, 

deciding that his days as giudice were over, recommends his granddaughter Ursa. Ursa is 

approved by the elders and became the new giudice: “Ursa danzò cantando storie che inventava, 

di formiche e lepri, cani e jin […] Ursa interrogò le stelle e le stelle forse risposero.”146 

Ursa opens up the world of the giudice by including stories that she created, signaling a 

forward-motion of the philosophy of the S’ard. To respond to the questions of the elders 

regarding the invasion of the Romans, Ursa “cantò le stelle, danzò e disse.”147 Ursa, too, 

reconnects to the practice of her forbears, sings the stars and dances in order to reach a 

conclusion to answer the queries. 

The Romans attack the S’ard and the numerical descriptions provide the scansing. The 

invasion has gone beyond the previous canonical “cento e cento;” and the Romans are described 

in arriving “migliaia e migliaia.”148 The Romans execute people by quartering: tying people to 

four horses who then take off in the four cardinal directions. Upon seeing this occur in their 

community, one of the elders, Itzor di Ar, wonders ironically and poignantly: “A questo serve 

conoscere i punti cardinali?”149 Numbers have always been literally a touchstone for the S’ard. 

This use of numbers by the Romans seems somewhat less virtuous. 

After these momentous occurrences, the frame returns and introduces an entire 1/2 page 

of white space for a bit of a respite and another homologous connection to an act break in an 
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opera. Subsequent to the turbulent, tumultuous descriptions of the Romans, Atzeni balances the 

frame with single verbs: “sospirò […] guardò […] Taque […]  masticò […] bevve.”150 Sonically 

these one-verb descriptions provide a contrast to the preceding grand scenes and allow the reader 

to rest and recoup. As in previous examples, Antonio Setzu (the narrator)’s wife provides visual 

description of underlying emotions: “La donna ascoltava i rumori in silenzio a occhi chiusi o 

dormiva.”151 We, too, are listening to all the sounds in silence as we read. Indeed, at this point of 

the story, the nameless young boy to whom the story is being told has a small epiphany: 

“Cominciavo a intuire che la storia narrata era la storia delle donne e degli uomini che hanno 

vissuto prima di noi nell’isola dei danzatori, madri e padri forse a noi simili per dolcezza e sorrisi 

o per la follia che non sappiamo dove nasca.”152 

In the ensuing years of the Roman invasion, there are set pieces of descriptions that are 

configured as arias. There are also set pieces that are configured as choral pieces. There is a 

plethora of numbers as the scansion of S’ard history continues. But there is no mention of music. 

The frame interrupts this section with the ground mention of numbers: “Mille anni di guerra, 

disse Antonio Setzu.”153 

The music does re-appear in the life of the S’ard but it is ironically, at the funeral cortege 

of the most recent giudice of the time, Aleni: “Tutta la città […] accompagnarono in corteo la 
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salma, cantando, danzando e ridendo come Aleni aveva chiesto.”154 Here again music and 

dancing is tied to the spiritual life of the S’ard. 

Music disappears again for a period of time during which an imposter giudice by the 

name of Lucifer has his place in history. The only mention of music comes in the form of Nubian 

slaves who arrive at the shores of the island and have their own religious musical practice: “una 

nave […] carica di schiavi nubiani che conoscevano una danza sacra, accompagnata dal suono di 

molti tamburi, per parlare con la dea delle conchiglie torte.”155 The Nubians have at least one 

dance accompanied by many drums to communicate with their goddess.  

In order to thwart the Piemontesi who have arrived at the island to occupy the S’ard, the 

giudice during this time recounts the story of a the son of Costantino Yspanu whose nickname 

was Ischina. This boy embodies the reawaking of the S’ard spirit and single-handedly helps the 

giudice outwit the Piemontese army. The collective cultural history of the S’ard is rekindled. The 

young boy “Correva senza rumore come danzasse;” he is running “as if” dancing, but not 

dancing.156 Overhearing the plot of the Piemontesi, the boy began running to warn the giudice: “i 

muscoli caldi cantavano una canzone: ‘Vai, guarda, ascolta, vai.’”157 Here again, he is not 

singing but his muscles were “singing.” This short succinct cadence can be contrasted to the 

genetic memory embodied in his legs; the now-attenuated cadence of his ancestors’ singing-

counting-dance: “Er, ottopiedi celesti da Uh. Uh, sedici piedi celesti da Is. Is, nove piedi celesti 
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da Om. Om, nove piedi celesti da Is, da El, da Un, da Se, da Af, da En, da Mi, da Uf, da Ja.’ 

Cantando danzavamo.”158  

There is a magnificent textual aria that precedes the finding of the giudice by the young 

boy that builds up the momentum and it, too, bears the glimmer of music coming alive once 

again in the S’ard culture. In his aria, the young boy is “guidato dal canto del vento che entra da 

Sa bogh’e is canis.”159 The music of the wind draws the young boy closer to his intended goal, 

but it is magic-realism, that is, metaphoric music and not literal music. Not only, but to further 

evidence how far away from music the culture has drifted, there is a description of the entrance 

to the cave that the young boy needs to find. That entrance is described as being “dodici passi di 

uomo adulto dalla pietra dove Antonio Murru è morto novantenne suonando il flauto.”160 In 

invoking the long-dead Murru, it is as if the aural memories of the flute are attracting the young 

boy—not only to the entrance of the cave where the giudice was hiding—but also back to his 

ancestral aural roots. 

It is important to examine the afore-mentioned aria because it is among the most musical 

in its cadences and word choices. First of all, the verb tense throughout is the imperfect. In 

employing the imperfect, especially in this time-intense section of the book, Atzeni broadens out 

the past. In other words, all of the narrative thus far has been in the past perfect. These are 

actions and occurrences that are not only finished. but long-time in the past. Here, in this section, 

the action shifts into a more active mode. Not only, but Atzeni uses the rhetorical conceit of 
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anaphora throughout; the first half has the repetition of the start of the aria and the word ‘mentre’ 

is repeated with a different verb in the imperfect: “Mentre correva […] pensava […] Mentre 

scivolava […] pensava […] Mentre saliva […] cadeva […] si graffiava […] si ammaccava, 

pensava […] mentre saltava […] pensava […] mentre si arrampicava […] pensava.”161 The 

repeats produce a moving cadence that is amplified by the repetition of the verb “pensava.” The 

aria shifts suddenly to: “Sapeva dai racconti dei vecchi […] Sapeva dai racconti dei vecchi […] 

Sapeva dai racconti dei vecchi” with each of the verbs beginning a sentence further strengthen 

the forward-motion of the text, driving the textual aria forward. It is in the midst of the “Sapeva” 

section that the young boy is: “guidato dal canto del vento” further pushing him towards the 

opening of the cave where he would find the giudice (and connect to his ancestral roots). His 

ongoing “knowing,” his faith in the stories of the elders pushed him to where he needed to be, 

helped along by the pulsating word choices.  

 The spirit of Antonio Murru returns after the young boy is discovered and rescued by the 

giudice hidden in the caves. The giudice has been telling the story of the S’ard to the young boy 

and so music returns as well: “Rimase seduto sulla pietra dove Antonio Murru aveva suonato il 

flauto per tutta la vita (e ancora oggi, se passi nel mese delle ginestre fiorite, di notte in buona 

compagnia, lo senti che suona balli tondi e fughe di Mozart).”162 Atzeni accentuates the 

importance and symbolism of the music in the following description:  

Il colonello [who was trying to capture and kill the giudice] mangiò e bevve. 
Antonio Murru a quel tempo era morto da poco, neppure da cent’anni e suonava 
molto più di oggi, ma non suonò. Non suona nel mese della neve e mai per i 
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colonnelli.”163  

In declaring that Antonio Murru would never play his flute for the colonel, Atzeni is providing 

the inverse of the argument; that is, Antonio Murru plays his flute for his people, the S’ard. In so 

doing, the flute song is guiding the young boy to save the S’ard. Murru’s playing is specifically 

for the S’ard and it is implied that the S’ard would know not to expect to hear him when it 

snowed since Murru didn’t play his flute during the months in which it snows. 

 The frame that ends this section that includes the aria of the young boy, is also 

punctuated by the music that has now returned to the S’ard. Even in the present telling of the 

story, Antonio Setzu and the young boy are eating in silence listening to: “una donna, invisibile 

nel giardino accanto, che cantava la canzone antica di un bandito ucciso e della madre che lo 

piange, la cantava a anninnia, forse aveva un bimbo in grembo e lo addormentava.”164 The 

woman was singing an old song, and even though the song was about an assassinated bandit and 

his grieving mother, the woman was singing it as a lullaby. The woman may have had a baby in 

her lap and may have been trying to get it to sleep, but in our novel, this lullaby evidenced a 

civilization that was re-awakening and reconnecting to its origins. 

 Music once again goes quiet as the S’ard civilization grows. There is a mention of 

dissonance during the time of the giudice Barisone: “in coro o dissonanza […] i cori discordi” 

and “con un ritmo a cantilena […] un coro incomprensibile di dissonanze” but it is described as 

choral “coro” and implies that there is a unity even in the scarcity of the musical elements.165 
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We hear attenuated voices in two references. One is literal music attending a burial: “voci 

cantarono attitidus calando la salma” with the ‘attitidus’ being the mourning song for the 

S’ard.166 The second is figurative music during a period of relative abundance for the S’ard: “le 

spighe sussurravano canzoni di buono pane in abbondanza.”167 But both these references are soft: 

the first, a quiet elegy to accompany the corpse and the second, the sheaves of wheat whispering 

songs of good bread.  

There is a glimmer of music as one of the giudice, Sinna is pregnant: “Mangiava […] 

Beveva. Cantava” but the music goes underground once more until the S’ard culturally re-

awaken, but are out of practice: “Più che suono umano i suoi bandi parevano rumori striduli di 

corno prodotti da musico alle prime armi” and, shortly thereafter, “I vecchi danzavano 

improbabili imitazioni dei passi dei giudici nel monte degli antichi.”168 Singing is mentioned as 

one of the characters babbles nursery rhymes: “rosa che danzi ai venti cantando” but this is a 

paltry imitation of music, especially reduced to a mention of singing in a children’s ditty.169 This 

contrasts sharply with an entry very shortly thereafter wherein: “I canti di Eleonora per 

mascherare gridi di piacere.”170 This reference immediately connects music to the sexual act, an 

act of life affirmation.  

As the novel approaches its denouement, music once again becomes part of the fabric of 
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the lives of the S’ard albeit crudely. The twin giudici, Martina and Mariano embrace after a long 

absence and, instead of the counting ritual of their ancestors, the twin sing together the words 

that describe their intertwined lives: “I cuori cantarono assieme: ‘Giorni, notti, male, bene, 

coraggio, paura, rabbia, gioia, tutto ho vissuto per te’.”171 Instead of the cadence of their early 

ancestral songs [Er, ottopiedi celesti da Uh. Uh, sedici piedi celesti da Is. Is, nove piedi celesti da 

Om. Om, nove piedi celesti da Is, da El, da Un, da Se, da Af, da En, da Mi, da Uf, da Ja.’ 

Cantando danzavamo] is the cadence of the words that sum up their shared lives.172 It is as if the 

rhythmic vestiges of the ritual singing remained with them, but they expressed it with the lexicon 

of their years together. 

As the music has now been re-introduced, we see the trickling in of references: “Martina 

nelle grotte cantò un attittidu che Eleonora ascoltò” and immediately after, “Mariano vecchia 

capra danzò sul crinale de monte cavo” culminating in a longer song, albeit by the falcons: 

“Trecento falchi […] lungo il viaggio cantarono un lungo canto che soltanto chi capiva la lingua 

dei falchi comprese” but underlying this is the fact that only the people who understood the 

language of falcons could understand the song. 173 

The rhythm returns as the story winds down: “Per tredici anni suonarono i trimpanus 

nella piana sotto le mura di Caglié, suonarono ogni giorno e ogni notte per dare coraggio al 

prigioniero” and “uomini e donne sedevano in silenzio e suonavano notte e giorno i tamburi.”174 

                                                
171 Ibid., 195. 

172 Ibid., 43. 

173 Ibid., 196. 

174 Ibid., 199. 
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Finally, “i tamburi tacquero” and the last reference to singing is coarse and repugnant: “Su un 

carro trainato da due buoi viaggiava un monaco crociate in piedi che mostrava la cassa 

minacciosa e cantava giaculatorie in francese.”175  

No doubt but that Atzeni was a master at Vittorini’s linguaggio unitario. The entire novel 

is a verbal soundscape that encourages the reader to not only witness the history of the S’ard but, 

due to the nature of the minimalist words and dreamy quality of the lexicon, the reader is 

involved in the story in a way that goes beyond merely reading words. The reader can’t help but 

hear the music. The reader can’t help hear the rhythm. The book sings through the words, the 

patterns, and the structure that Atzeni used to craft his story. In reading, we, the readers, are not 

merely spectators but enter the full life of the story. This quality of “living” the experience will 

be further explored in the next chapter when we analyze Calvino’s text and eponymous opera 

Invisible Cities. The quality of prose using poetry to reach the ineffable is palpable in Atzeni’s 

work. It is an example of Vittorini’s linguaggio unitario par excellence. 

Not only, but Atzeni’s narrator Setzu himself observes: “La storia talvolta non è il campo 

della verità” meaning that the emotional truth of history is not always revealed through the 

physical facts.176 Clearly, Atzeni’s story is not the literal fact of Sardegna’s history but the 

dramatic authenticity of its civilization is revealed through the linguaggio unitario. Atzeni, using 

Vittorini’s linguaggio finds the emotional truth of the story: Verdi’s verità. 

                                                
175 Ibid., 201, 203. 

176 Ibid., 128. 
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I PROMESSI SPOSI 

After examining a traditional 20th century novel (Vittorini) that evokes and is inspired by a 

traditional 19th century opera, and a 20th century novel written as a soundscape (Atzeni) that has 

analogous features to 20th century opera, the next analysis pairs a 19th century text with a 19th 

century opera. Although the text is the least overtly musical of the texts explored in this study, it 

has arguably the closest connection to the opera that it homologously evokes. 

Notwithstanding that Alessandro Manzoni is probably the least musical of the writers 

represented here, his masterpiece I promessi sposi inspired Giuseppe Verdi to write one of the 

most iconic pieces of Western music and one of his few religious compositions, his Messa da 

Requiem. Unlike the passionately Roman Catholic Manzoni, Verdi was an avowed atheist and 

Manzoni was allegedly not terribly interested in music. 

Alessandro Manzoni (1785–1873) and Giuseppe Verdi (1813–1901) were quasi 

contemporaries with varying degrees of similarities and differences. Superficially, the men could 

not have been more different. Verdi was a populist, the son of an innkeeper, while Manzoni was 

a landowner and an aristocrat. Manzoni was the son of Giovanni Verri, the brother of economist 

Piero Verri and novelist Alessandro Verri, and he was a grandson on his mother’s side of Cesare 

Beccaria who wrote most notably on penal law. In matters of health, Verdi was by all accounts a 

robust, healthy individual. Manzoni was for the most part, an invalid, unable to go out alone and 

not able to be left in a room alone. Unlike Verdi who loved the theatre, Manzoni was rather 

distant from the stage. Although he authored two literarily relevant plays, they were difficult to 

stage. Even though they are beautifully written, none of his plays achieved much success. 

As for their similarities, both men loved country life and were gentleman farmers—Verdi 

at his estate at Sant’Agata and Manzoni at his estate in Brusuglio. Both were modest men, both 
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were made senators of the Italian kingdom, and both preferred not to participate in affairs of the 

government. 

Verdi was beloved for his operas. Manzoni was well-known as a result of the fact that I 

promessi sposi was compulsory reading in school and is now treasured as the foundational epic 

of modern Italian literature. They were not only known for their respective arts—the mature 

Manzoni was also revered as a religious man and Verdi as a patriot.177 Meanwhile, Manzoni 

himself became a cultural hero during Italy’s protracted struggle for national unification and 

some of Verdi’s operas, in retrospect, were linked to the Risorgimento. In this respect, 

Manzoni’s life suggests uncanny parallels with Verdi’s own. 

Upon first inspection, there are not many literal mentions of music in I promessi sposi; 

what is musical is the language and the structure, and there is clearly a homologous coordination 

between Manzoni’s writing and Verdi’s operas. The opening scene of I promessi sposi is written 

in such a way that sets the tone for the entire book, much the way an overture sets the aural tone 

of a concert or opera. Many critics have described the opening optics of Manzoni’s work as from 

a bird’s-eye view, Umberto Eco among others. In the book, Manzoni sets our literary eyes on the 

surrounding geography of the physical location of the story and slowly whittles down to the 

particulars of the area: the little streets and alleyways.  

A similar viewpoint works to correlate Manzoni and Verdi and analyze the homologous 

connections between the text I promessi sposi and Verdi’s music. This portion of Chapter 1 

begins with an overview of the two artists and will zero down into their respective language and 

                                                
177 The young Manzoni, raised by a free-thinking mother, was an early Illuminista. However, he 
married Henriette Blondel, a converted Catholic, and subsequently converted to an austere form 
of Catholicism. There is some discussion as to whether Verdi’s patriotism was pre-conceived or 
whether it was ascribed to him by historians after the fact of the Risorgimento.  
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music. In so doing, we will have a key for examining the text. 

By all accounts, Manzoni himself was not musical. When Rossini died, Manzoni was 

asked to collaborate in the publication of a commemorative album. He refused, saying that he 

knew nothing of music. Cesare Cantù in his "Reminiscenze di Alessandro Manzoni" said that 

Manzoni knew nothing about music and took very little pleasure in it."178 Enrico Fondi, in the 

"Rivista Musical Italiana" makes the assumption that a poet and a musician are fundamentally 

the same, yet these citations seem to indicate that Manzoni, although he had an ear for language, 

clearly had little interest in music per se.  

Despite the fact that Manzoni himself says he was "non intendente di musica” this text 

proves him wrong. In I promessi sposi there are many lyrical passages that could be placed 

directly into a Verdi opera. However, in the book, there are a paucity of technical musical 

references. 179 The one actual mention of music in the book is used ironically in Chapter V and is 

the generally discordant sound of an orchestra that is tuning up before playing:     

Chi, passando per una fiera, s’è trovato a goder l’armonia che fa una compagnia 
di cantambanchi, quando, tra una sonata e l’altra, ognuno accorda il suo 
stromento, facendolo stridere quanto più può, affine di sentirlo distintamente, in 
mezzo al rumore degli altri, s’immagini che tale fosse la consonanza di quei, se si 
può dire, discorsi.180 

Along the lines of noise that can be construed as music, there is one mention of bells being rung 

in Chapter VIII to sound the alarm for Don Abbondio, and although bells could be associated 

with melody in other texts, here the ringing is meant to accentuate the cacophony and confusion 

                                                
178 Barbara Reynolds, “Verdi and Manzoni: An Attempted Explanation,” Music & Letters 29, 
no. 1 (1948): 34. 

179 Ibid. 

180 Alessandro Manzoni, I promessi sposi, ed. Enrico Ghidetti (Milano: Feltrinelli, 2003), 63. 
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taking place in the story. 

Manzoni’s apparent lack of musical awareness did not extend to other composers using 

his texts for musical adaptions. Verdi composed settings for Manzoni’s plays, Il Conte di 

Carmagnola and Adelchi and an opera based on Adelchi was produced in 1852 with music by 

Giuseppe Apolloni. At least six operas have been written based on I promessi sposi: 1833 opera 

by Pietro Bresciani; 1834 opera by Luigi Gervasi; a 1849 Danish work by Franz Glaser to a 

libretto by Hans Christian Andersen; 1856 and 1872 by Amilcare Ponchielli; an opera by Andrea 

Traveati in 1859 and in 1869 the opera by Errico Petrella. As recently as 2010, an opera moderna 

version by Michele Guardì, with the librettist and composer Pippo Flora was premiered in Rome. 

In 1847, Verdi’s librettist F.M. Piave proposed Verdi to write a version of the text, but Verdi did 

not acquiesce to the idea.181 

I promessi sposi: Text and Music 

As mentioned, the musical components of the book are mostly not literal mentions of 

music but textual elements that function as music. There are however, a few literal mentions of 

music. The word “musica” has only two mentions and both mentions appear in one very late 

chapter of the novel: Chapter XXXIV: “Il pericolo d’un momento prima aveva resa più che 

tollerabile a Renzo la compagnia di que’ morti e di que’ vivi; e ora fu a’ suoi orecchi una musica, 

sto per dire, gradita, quella che lo levava dall’impiccio d’una tale conversazione,” and “In quel 

punto, veniva incontro ai carri un commissario gridando a’ monatti di fermare, e non so che 

altro: il fatto è che il convoglio si fermò, e la musica si cambiò in un diverbio rumoroso.182 

                                                
181 Julian Budden, The Operas of Verdi, Rev. ed (Oxford ; New York: Clarendon Press, 1992), 
43. 

182 Manzoni, I promessi sposi, 424. 
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There are only two deictic mentions of the word “canzone.” The first is in Chapter XV: 

“E non crediate che la giustizia abbia perduta la sua forza. Io? per carità! Io no credo nulla: 

abbado a far l’oste. La solita canzone: non avete mai altro da fare [between the tavern owner and 

notary].183 The second is in Chapter XXXVIII: “A forza di sentire ripetere la stessa canzone, e di 

pensarci sopra ogni volta.”184 In these examples, the words are not used in their usual positive 

connotation and the “canzone” is not a literal song, but a way of describing an habitual complaint 

or an unpleasant utterance. The only strictly literal mention of the word is in Chapter XXXIV: 

“una canzone contadinesca d’amore gaia e scherzevole, di quelle che chiamavan villanelle.”185 

The verb “cantare” is referenced five times: Chapter XV: “Ecco; mi viene alle mani uno 

che, si vede, non vorrebbe altro che cantare;” Chapter XVI: “I micheletti avevan la casa del 

vicario da guardare: non si può cantare, e portar la croce;” Chapter XXVII: “Stava assidua al 

lavoro, cercava d’occuparsi tutta in quello: quando l’immagine di Renzo le si presentava, e lei a 

dire o a cantare orazioni a mente;” Chapter XXXIV: “Ma la specie più strana e più rumorosa 

d’una tal trista allegrezza, era un cantare alto e continuo; and Chapter XXXV: “E la villana, 

appando nel campo, smette di cantare, senza avvedersene.”186 

Manzoni uses rhetorical devices that mimic or parallel the uses of musical sounds and 

themes. The rhetorical figures analyzed below are chosen for their phonetic relevance that 

examined in isolation may not seem to have any musical component. Analyzed as a whole 

                                                
183 Ibid., 188. 

184 Ibid., 471. 

185 Ibid., 425. 

186 Ibid., 190, 203, 329, 425, 427. 
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throughout the novel, however, the underlying musical attributes contribute to the musical 

entirety of the work. Anaphora-like rhythms are the obvious rhythmical mimicking of heartbeat 

and the repetition increases the dramatic intensity. A good example is in Chapter VI: “Ah Renzo! 

non abbiam cominciato così. Io voglio esser vostra moglie […] io voglio esser vostra moglie ma 

per la strada diritta, col timor di Dio all’altare.”187 Also in Chapter VIII there is a repetition of the 

word “addio”:  Addio […] addio […] addio […] addio […] and, finally in  Chapter XXV: “v’ha 

essa fatto […] v’ha detto.”188  

There are at least two examples of asyndeton in Chapter XII: “dimenare infornare 

sfornare” and again later in the paragraph, the same but “rimanare, infornare, sfornare.”189 This 

structure is often also seen in music because the melodic line itself often provides the 

continuation. 

Assonance is used to an even greater degree in sung music. Often the text is such that the 

assonances are also matched with either repetitive or deliberately atonal pitches to accentuate the 

dramatic effect or intention, an example appears in Chapter XIII: “scalcinavano sgretolavano 

s’ingegnavano.”190 

There is one example of a chiasmus in Chapter XIX: “sopire, troncare, padre molto 

reverendo […] troncare sopire” and there are also rather obscure rhetorical uses, such as 

hendiadys, that express an idea through two coordinated terms (i.e. “to look with eyes and 

                                                
187 Ibid., 74. 

188 Ibid., 103, 311. 

189 Ibid., 151–52. 

190 Ibid., 161. 
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envy”).191 In Chapter 1: “esser posto alla corda e al tormento” instead of saying “al tormento 

della corda.” 192  

Repeated conjunctions (polysyndeton) (i.e. “here and there and everywhere”) are seen in 

Chapter XIV: “bisogna andar domattina da Ferrer […] e oggi si è potuto vedere com’era 

contento […] e come cercava […] e rispondeva.”193 All of these mechanical linguistic devices 

serve to musicalize the language to nudge it closer to Vittorini’s linguaggio unitario. 

As might be expected, I promessi sposi has a few lexical leitmotifs. One significant 

example, il camminare di Renzo (Chapters XVII–XXXVII) is quite prominent—the language of 

walking for Renzo. These walking references have a heightened quality in the text that verges on 

the lyrical, and could be mistaken for poetry. These references contrast with the prose that 

precedes and follows each example. It is as if the language itself is moving as well as the 

meaning of the words: “Verso Milano non vo di certo; dunque vo verso l’Adda. Cammina, 

cammina, o presto o tardi ci arriverò” “Cammina, cammina; arrivò” “Renzo [ … ] seguitò la sua 

strada, più contristato [ … ] Renzo gli andò incontro, allungando il passo” “camminando fino a 

mezza gamba” “Mise piede sulla soglia” “Renzo, lontano dall’immaginarsi [ … ] pensava, 

camminando, a quell’accoglienza” “Aveva già fatto non so quanta strada” and “Le gambe 

provavano come una smania, un impulso di corsa, e nello stesso tempo pareva che durassero 

fatica a regger la persona. 194 

                                                
191 Ibid., 233. 

192 Ibid., 10. 

193 Ibid., 173. 

194 Ibid., 207, 209, 404, 407, 413, 439 
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Conversely, and oddly at counterpoint to the preceding discussion, the character of Lucia 

is delineated by a paucity of language:  

Reverenda signora [ … ] quanto le ha detto mia madre è la pura verità. Il giovine 
che mi discorreva [ … ] lo prendevo io di mia volontà. Mi scusi se parla da 
sfacciata, ma è per non lasciar pensar male di mia madre. E in quanto a quel 
signore (Dio gli perdoni!) vorrei piuttosto morire, che cader nelle sue mani. E se 
lei fa questa carità di metterci al sicuro, giacché siam ridotte a far questa faccia di 
chieder ricovero, e ad incomodare le persone dabbene; ma sia fatta la volontà di 
Dio; sia certa, signore, che nessuno potrà pregare per lei più di cuore che noi 
povere donne.195 

This technique incises the idea that Lucia’s speech is spare, careful, and measured; she speaks 

little, but when she does, it is the simple truth. 

In a picaresque book such as I promessi sposi there are many climactic moments, for 

example, Chapter VIII: "si spaventò, si stupì, si’infuriò, pensò, prese una risoluzione."196 

Obviously music, especially Romantic opera of the 19th century was replete with climax.197 It is 

enough to check the ends of any act of any operas by Giuseppe Verdi. In the convention of 

operas of the time, each act was finished with a culminating musical flourish. In fact, operatic 

climax can also border on the detrimental. Because they feared the emotion that opera could 

elicit from the spectator public, the Italian authorities of the time forced Verdi to change the 

locale of his 1859 opera Un ballo in maschera (whose plot line involves a proposed regal 

assassination) to 17th century Boston from Stockholm where the king actually had been murdered 

                                                
195 Ibid., 110. 

196 Ibid., 92. 

197 Although Giuseppe Verdi may have arguably been a political revolutionary, musically he 
hewed to the Rossinian mold. Verdi did, however, rein in his singers and did restrict the vocal 
elaboration in order to accentuate the dramatic action. For a substantive discourse regarding 
Verdi’s music and politics see Budden, Verdi, and. Abbate, A History of Opera. 
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50 years previously. 

Through contrasts between the expressive tone and timbres and the judicious use of 

rhetorical devices, Manzoni also underscores dramatically or ironically the contrast between the 

ideal and the real; the truth and the lie. Examples of this abound in Chapter 6 in the dialogue 

between Don Rodrigo and Fra Cristoforo:  

In che posso ubbidirla? disse don Rodrigo, piantandosi in piedi nel mezzo della 
sala. Il suono delle parole era totale; ma il modo con cui eran proferite, voleva dir 
chiaramente: bada a chi sei davanti, pesa le parole, e sbrigati.198 

and in Chapters 25-26 in the dialogues between Don Abbondio and the Cardinale: 

In quanto alla giovine [ … ] pare anche a voi che possa ora venir sicuramente a 
dimorare in casa sua? 

Per ora [ … ] può venire e stare [ … ] ma bisognerebbe che vossignoria 
illustrissima fosse sempre qui, o almeno vicino.  

Il Signore è sempre vicino [ … ] del resto, penserò io a metterla al sicuro. 

Don Abbondio uscì di lì tutto contento che il cardinale avesse parlato de’ due 
giovani, senza chiedergli conto del suo rifiuto di maritarli. [ … ] E non sapeva, il 
pover’uomo, che Federigo non era entrato in quell’argomento, appunto perché 
intendeva di parlargliene a lungo, in tempo più libero [ … ] Ma i pensieri del buon 
prelato per metter Lucia al sicuro eran divenuti inutili; dopo che l’aveva lasciata, 
eran nate delle cose, che dobbiamo raccontare.199 

In Romantic operas of the 19th century, and especially in Verdi’s works, there was a set order for 

the musical flow: overture, chorus, duet, aria, etc. Although some of the rhetorical locution can 

be inferred as musical, due to its narrative structure and picaresque story line, much of I promessi 

sposi does not readily compare to the structure of opera. There are exceptions, however, and one 

is the Scendeva dalla soglia narration in Chapter XXXIV. Another is the Addio, monti sorgenti 

                                                
198 Manzoni, I promessi sposi, 64. 

199 Ibid., 305–6. 
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narrative of Chapter VIII that homologously compares to a chorus in Giuseppe Verdi’s opera 

Nabucco.200 

The Scendeva dalla soglia section comes toward the end of the chapter after an 

increasingly anxious Renzo, who is finally in Milan searching for Lucia, is walking through the 

city, finding more and more emotional roadblocks and uncomfortable physical encounters. He is 

losing his hope that he will find Lucia alive:  

In mezzo a questa desolazione aveva Renzo fatto già una buona parte del suo 
cammino, quando, distante ancor molti passi da una strada in cui doveva voltare, 
sentì venir da quella un vario frastono, nel quale si faceva distinguere quel solito 
orribile tintinnio.”201  

Poor Renzo is beset by confusion, noise, and unpleasant interactions. He enters into a street and 

is concentrating mightily to make sure he doesn’t bump into anything or anybody. Suddenly, his 

eye falls on “un oggetto singolare di pietà che invogliava l’animo a contemplarlo; di maniera che 

si fermò, quasi senza volerlo.”202 The subsequent narration aria stops the unquiet Renzo with an 

interlude of lyricism: “Scendeva dalla soglia […] una donna.”203 The narration describes a 

young-ish woman “una giovinezza avanzata, ma non trascorsa” who was walking slowly, and 

whose eyes showed signs of crying. She had a child of about nine years of age in her arms, 

dressed in white party dress. She carried the child as if she were still alive against her breast. 

Here Manzoni quiets the action in his use of assonances: “Scendeva […] soglia […] uscì […] 

                                                
200 There is a third narrative, La notte dell’innominato in Chapter XXI that is not part of this 
dissertation. 

201 Manzoni, I promessi sposi, 418. 

202 Ibid. 

203 Ibid., 419. 
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passione […] indicasse […] ravvivasse […] essa […] bianchissimo […] l’avessero […] 

contribute to the sibilant tone that calls to mind a lullaby. The sentences are long and 

uninterrupted, allowing for a long legato sweep of sound. Manzoni lingers on the notion that the 

child could be sleeping instead of dead save for some tell-tale signs: “se non che una manina 

bianca a guisa di cera spenzolava da una parte, con una certa inanimata gravezza, e il capo 

posava sull’omero della madre, con un abbandono più forte del sonno.”204 Not only long and 

lyrical, these descriptions have a softness and whisper-like quality that focuses the attention on 

what could be a sleeping child. The lyrical quality is quickly dispatched by the mention of the 

turpe monatto who was waiting for the body. Manzoni’s diction here turns harsh and brusque: 

“con una specie però d’insolito rispetto, con un’esitazione involontaria.” Lots of propulsive p’s 

and t’ in this phrase that sharply contrast with the previous lyricism. The grieving mother 

reclaims the overall rhetoric quickly: “No! disse: non me la toccate per ora; devo metterla io su 

quel carro: prendete.” In this phrase that mixes the softness of the mother’s diction with some of 

the monatto’s explosive sounds, turns the agency back to the mother: “Così dicendo [ … ] 

promettetemi di non levarle un filo d’intorno, né di lasciar che altri ardisca di farlo, e di metterla 

sotto terra così.” This last phrase returns the quiet to the child: many ‘s’ sounds for softness, ‘l’ 

sounds for lightness, and double-consonants for security. It is as if this phrase is a begins a final 

lullaby for the child. In fact, the piece continues:  

La madre, dato a questa un bacio in fronte, la mise lì come sur un letto, ce 
l’accomodò, le stese sopra un panno bianco, e disse l’ultime parole: –addio, 
Cecilia! Riposa in pace! Stasera verremo anche noi, per restar sempre insieme. 
Prega intanto per noi; ch’io pregherò per te e per gli altri.205 

                                                
204 Ibid. 
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The mother mentions praying during the text, but it is the text itself that is fashioned as a 

prayer. This small respite in the middle of a cacophonous and busy chapter functions precisely as 

an intermezzo, stopping the action for a moment of reflection and emotion. 

Also, the literal invoking of addio in this tale-within-the-tale hearkens back to Lucia’s 

need to bid goodbye to her homeland in the other operatic-like text found in Chapter 8, the 

Addio, monti sorgenti. In a meta-sense, Manzoni is reminding his readers not to forget the main 

storyline of the book, the displacement of Renzo and Lucia, and the fear that Lucia, herself, may 

not still be alive.  

In the Scendeva dalla soglia section, the addio is literally final as the child is placed on 

the death wagon and the mother predicts that she, too, will die later that night. The earlier addio 

of Lucia, however, is full of hope—in Lucia’s mind there is the possibility of return. In the Addio 

monte sorgenti section Lucia calls and names all the familiar sights that define her life. Manzoni 

curiously describes the passengers on the boat as “I passeggieri silenziosi, con la testa voltata 

indietro.”206 Curious because it draws attention to the fact that although the boat is moving 

forward along the river’s course, the people are looking backward, reflecting on what they are 

leaving. Although Lucia has hope for her life, the fact that Manzoni places her in a boat on the 

Adda while she reflects on that life, symbolically ties to the later textual intermezzo, the 

Scendeva dalla soglia. In that previously-discussed section there is literal death. Lucia’s addio 

(wherein, we shall see below, the word Addio is repeated significantly) ties linguistically with the 

sound of the name of the river, the Adda; this section doesn’t obviously elicit the notion of death, 

but does implicitly evoke a redemption: a river only runs in one direction, so the stillness and 
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sadness of the Addio monti sorgenti text is a death of sorts. However, there is no redemption 

without an occurrence of death.  

Further using this concept, I will analyze this section in contrast to Verdi’s Va pensiero 

chorus from the opera Nabucco. 

I promessi sposi: Manzoni and Verdi 

As an example of life imitating art, various plot points also converge on the confluence of Verdi 

and Manzoni’s life as well as work. 

In 1843 Verdi wrote an opera entitled I lombardi alla prima crociata that used a libretto 

written by one of Verdi’s usual librettists, Temistocle Solera. Solera based his libretto on an epic 

poem by the same name written by a dear friend of Manzoni, Tommaso Grossi. Manzoni had 

already written I promessi sposi and both Manzoni’s and Grossi’s works were equally lauded at 

that time.207 Manzoni noted Grossi’s work in Chapter XI of I promessi sposi:  

Del rimanente, quel bel verso, chi volesse saper donde venga, è tratto da una 
diavoleria inedita di crociate e di lombardi, che presto non sarà più inedita, a farà 
un bel rumore; e io l’ho preso, perché mi veniva in taglio; e dico dove, per non 
farmi bello della roba altrui: che qualcheduno non pensasse che sia una mia 
astuzia per far sapere che l’autore di quella diavoleria ed io siamo come fratelli, e 
ch’io frugo a piacer mil ne’ suoi manoscritti.208 

Grossi, in turn, returned the favor when he dedicated his novel Marco Visconti to Manzoni. 

 The plot is furthered in the Giuseppe Giusti poem, Sant’Ambrogio, when the narrator 

                                                
207 Manzoni’s I promessi sposi was published in three volumes in 1825–26; the complete edition 
was issued in 1827. The first version was entitled Fermo e Lucia and was written between April 
1821 and September 1823. In the early 19th century, there was still some controversy as to what 
form the standard literary language of Italy should take. Manzoni was firmly in favor of the 
dialect of Florence and, after he declared that he wanted to “risciaquare i panni in Arno,” that is, 
steep his lexicon in Florentine, he revised the novel’s language for its republication in 1842. 

208 Manzoni, I promessi sposi, 144. 
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addresses the Austrian administrator of the Emperor obliquely mentioning his friend “Sandro” 

the author of a little novel about a betrothed couple, meaning Alessandro Manzoni and I 

promessi sposi: 

M’era compagno il figlio giovinetto 
d’un di que’ capi un po’ pericolosi, 
di quel tal Sandro, autor 
d’un romanzetto 
ove si tratta di promessi sposi… 
Che fa il nesci, Eccellenza? o non l’ha letto? 
Ah, intendo: il suo cervel, Dio lo riposi, 
in tutt’altre faccende affaccendato, 
a questa roba è morto e sotterrato.209 

As the scholar Barbara Reynolds rightly points out, this poetic scene is set as if from an opera or 

perhaps from the novel I promessi sposi itself. In the poem, the church of Sant’Ambrogio is full 

of Austrian soldiers and the chorus entitled O Signore dal tetto natio from Verdi’s new opera, I 

lombardi is playing. Reynolds observes: 

In this poem Giusti gathers together several of the most important threads of 
Italian romanticism: Manzoni’s novel, especially the emotional, almost 
symbolical significance many Italian patriots were beginning to attach to it; 
Verdi’s opera, based on Grossi’s epic, which had stirred such great emotion, 
particularly by the very chorus which Giusti quotes; and the romantic focus 
brought to bear upon the Austrian army, revealing them as individuals, victims 
themselves of tyranny.210 

The soldiers in the poem, after hearing the Verdi chorus, begin singing one of their own native 

German hymns. This native German song in counterpoint to the Verdi chorus elicits in the poet 

the compassion for people driven from their native terra and who are displaced.  

Although in this example the nostalgia for the homeland is musically exemplified by O 

                                                
209 Giuseppe Giusti, “Sant’Ambrogio,” PoesieRacconti, 1846, 
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210 Reynolds, “Verdi and Manzoni,” 39. 
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Signore dal tetto natio, of Verdi’s 1843 opera I lombardi, there is a more direct textual and 

musical correlation to the chorus Va pensiero from Verdi’s 1841 opera Nabucco. Although there 

is no record of whether Manzoni was familiar with this opera, if we analyze and compare the 

texts we will see how Manzoni’s text and Verdi’s chorus are patterned similarly.  

I promessi sposi: Manzoni 

The overriding sentiment in the Addio, monti sorgenti narration of the novel is a nostalgia for the 

homeland. This Manzoni text opens with “Non tirava un alito di vento,” thereby immediately 

setting the tone of silence and stillness.211 Manzoni describes the lake as “liscio e piano” and it 

stays placid until the gentle interference of the “gg” sounds in “l’ondeggiar leggiero” that 

immediately calms down with the lovely “l” sounds in “della luna.”212 The rhythm of the 

following phrases: “il fiotto morto e lento […] il gorgoglio più lontano […] e il tonfo misurato” 

literally echo the end of the phrase “di que’ due remi, che tagliavano la superficie azzurra del 

lago, uscivano […] grondanti, e si rituffavano.”213 The passengers on the boat, “I passaggieri 

silenziosi” are united into one entity by the use of the singular: “con la testa voltata indietro.”214 

They are unified in their gaze and the reader is therefore also invited to gaze at “i monti, e il 

paese rischiarato dalla luna.”215 

Here Manzoni has the travelers gaze at the mountains and describes the town lit by 

moonlight thereby keeping the readers’ attention upwards. He then describes the houses, the 
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villages, the sheds, and Don Rodrigo’s palace with its flat tower. This description evokes and 

mimics the very beginning of the book wherein Manzoni takes the reader on an elevated view of 

the geography where his story will take place. Instead of a fading-in the way the novel begins, 

here, Manzoni essentially covers the same geography except from the opposite angle, fading-out. 

This callback to the first page marks this section as a resting place, a hearkening back, a form of 

leitmotif recalling the beginning of the story.  

The verb tense in this section is the imperfect: giving the idea of an ongoing occurrence 

in the past that further connects this section to the beginning of the story. The text continues in 

the same vein, however the verb tense abruptly shifts:  

Lucia lo vide, e rabbrividì; scese con l’occhio giù giù per la china, fino al suo 
paesello, guardò fisso all’estremità, scoprì la sua casetta, scoprì la finestra della 
sua camera; e, seduta, com’era, nel fondo della barca, posò il braccio sulla 
sponda, posò sul braccio la fronte […] e pianse segretamente.216  

Here, the passato remoto is used. The past is finished and no longer ongoing. Not only but the 

shift is fairly abrupt and brings attention to the fact that it is Lucia upon whom we should be 

focusing. 

 And, in shifting our focus to Lucia, Manzoni also focuses our attention on the specific. 

No longer the general geography of the houses, the villages, and the sheds, here we are exposed 

to Lucia’s village, Lucia’s house, and Lucia’s bedroom window. 

The repetition of the words “giù giù” and  “scoprì [ … ] scoprì ” serve to add anxiety to 

the simplicity Lucia’s thoughts. Lucia is not a wordy character so in her repeating her words, she 

shows she is worried about leaving all that she holds dear. The verb tense adds to that anxiety. 

No longer is the past an ongoing recurring memory. The passato remoto have given a hard stop 
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to all that has come before.  

This preparatory paragraph sets the aural tone for the textual chorus that follows: Addio, 

monti sorgenti. Just like choral pieces in countless operas, in this novel it begins with the 

dramatic declaration Addio, and the narrator, through Lucia’s thoughts, bids adieu to the familiar 

geography that is her home: “cime inuguali, note a chi è cresciuto tra voi.”217 

The text for Verdi’s musical chorus, similarly, begins with a bird’s-eye perspective: “Va’ 

pensiero sull’ali dorate; va, ti posa sui clivi, sui colli.”218 Not only but the time signature for this 

chorus is 4/4 which is a regular metric, but because the accompaniment is all triplets, the piece 

feels more like 12/8 time. That is, the 4/4 meter is insisting on moving forward in a quasi 

                                                
217 Ibid. 

218 Giuseppe Verdi, “Nabucco,” 1841, 2, http://www.cafe-puccini.dk/verdi.aspx. The full text of 
the chorus is here:  

Va, pensiero, sull’ali dorate; 
va, ti posa sui clivi, sui colli, 
ove olezzano tepide e molli 
l’aure dolci del suolo natal! 
 
Del Giordano le rive saluta, 
di Sionne le torri atterrate... 
O, mia patria, sì bella e perduta! 
O, membranza, sì cara e fatal! 
 
Arpa d’or dei fatidici vati, 
perché muta dal salice pendi? 
Le memorie nel petto raccendi, 
ci favella del tempo che fu! 
 
O simile di Sòlima ai fati 
traggi un suono di crudo lamento, 
o t’ispiri il Signore un concento 
che ne infonda al patire virtù. 
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marching fashion, while the accompaniment is signaling a disturbing undercurrent. The melody 

for these two lines of poetry is legato and quiet. The “Va” is on the downbeat, so it obtains the 

force, and the “sui clivi sui colli” are in the triplet feeling. The triplet feeling against the 4/4 

suggests more movement and it interferes with the straight-forward nature of the 4/4, so it gives 

the sensation that the description of the native land is agitating to those expressing the words.  

In Manzoni, the addio is repeated in the first paragraph. After Lucia ruminates further on 

all that she will miss from her homeland, there are further repetitions of the addio hastening her 

anxiety and nostalgia: “Addio, casa natìa […] Addio, casa ancora straniera […] Addio, chiesa 

[…] addio.”219 Similarly, in Verdi, there is a reference to the homeland, “ove olezzano tepide e 

molli l’aure dolci del suolo natal” that is a lyric line that melodically repeats the music of the 

previous line. It is aurally very like what Manzoni is doing with the “Addio” in the repetition of 

all of the touchstones that Lucia observes and addresses.  

Usually choruses are sung in four-part harmonies. In this instance in the Verdi, the chorus 

is mostly sung in unison; that is, the musical pitches are the same for all the voices, which aurally 

gives the feeling of unanimity. When the simple harmonies do break out, they are merely in 

thirds, mimicking most Italian folk songs, furthering the connection to a populist sentiment, as in 

I promessi sposi. 

In Manzoni, the six repeated addio in the Addio monti sorgenti section are examples not 

only of anaphora, but also of a climax. The repetition holds the rhythmical aspect of these four 

evocative paragraphs in place while it increases the intensity of emotion.   

The last line of this section of the text also gives us a clear example of Manzoni’s 
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dexterity in the language. Just the sound of the letters in the following phrases: “diversi i pensieri 

degli altri due pellegrini,” the repetition of the "diversi […] pensieri" and then the “i” sounds: 

degli altri […] pellegrini verbally lightens the mood, and is joined by the repeated “a” sounds in 

the ultimate phrase, functioning as a lullaby to keep the boat moving peacefully through the 

water: "la barcA glI AndAvA AvvIcInAndo AllA rIvA destrA dell’AddA."220 Overall there is 

also the connection of the word addio and the name of the river, Adda. In all of this preceding 

section, Manzoni is using the words homologously as if they were musical notes resonating back 

and forth creating harmonic convergences to evoke the poetry of the text. 

Similarly, in the Verdi, the melodic line for the phrase “l’aure dolci del suolo natal” has 

an upward and downward movement musically suggesting a soft breeze flowing.221 The music 

takes on more intensity for the following phrase: “Del Giordano le rive saluta, Di Sionne le torri 

atterrate” that culminates in a crescendo outpouring in a no-holds barred unison singing of “Oh 

mia patria sì bella e perduta o membranza sì cara e fatal!” that is a departure from the previous 

tranquil descriptions.222 This outpouring of both language and music is immediately quelled and 

resorts back into the previous melodic line, strongly signifying the resignation of the people: “oh 

membranza sì cara e fatal” although it concludes with a hope: “t’ispiri il Signore un concento che 

ne infonda al patire virtù!” that echos one of the concluding lines in the Manzoni: “Chi dava a 

voi tanta giocondità è per tutto; e non turba mai la gioia di’ suoi figli, se non per prepararne loro 
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una più certa e più grande.”223 

Another similarity worth analyzing is the fact that the Addio takes place on the river 

Adda. The Va pensiero takes place on the shore yet the denizens are exhorting their thoughts to 

fly to the banks of the Jordan river. The river as a metaphor is a historically portentous image. 

Keeping in mind the philosophy of Heraclitus, as one example, “on those who enter the same 

rivers, ever different waters flow,” the idea of people reflecting and yearning while they are 

physically on a river, traveling, or on a shore with their spirits yearning, brings a greater breadth 

of scope.224 The nostalgia that pervades both works, I promessi sposi and Nabucco, is one of the 

poignant characteristics of being alive on this planet. Although human beings yearn for home, 

familiarity, and comfort, the fact remains that life is always moving forward regardless of 

peoples’ sentiments. Both Manzoni’s language and Verdi’s text and music, convey the 

dichotomy of the tension of the loss and the simultaneous forward movement of life. 

The sound of the language in the Manzoni section is noted by Arcangelo Leone de 

Castris who also spoke of the musicality and sheen and the restful inherent innocence: 

L’Addio è il culmine, in tutti i sensi del complesso capitolo, l’approdo musicale, 
cromatico, sentimentale, delle sue trame numerose e delle sue intrecciate tensioni: 
un resolversi di colori e passioni e brividi morali nella lucentezza pacificante e 
sospesa d’un lungo canto d’innocenza e di restauro interiore.225 

Not only, but he is correct that this section, as we observed, is so similar in structure to a chorus 

in an opera and brings together a resolution of the disparate themes and plotlines. It is a peaceful 
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resting place for the characters and for the readers, a sense of redemption after great loss and 

brings the audience back to the natural sweetness that is inherent in the character of Lucia, in 

whose voice the section is recounted. 

 In the analysis of these literary masterpieces, whether they be works of movement like 

Atzeni’s Passavamo sulla terra leggeri and Manzoni’s I promessi sposi, or a work wherein the 

author would like you to rest for a while, as Vittorini in Uomini e no, the function of the 

language as music is clear. In each of the case studies, the interplay of words and music differ, 

but the overarching theme holds. Each piece of literature is informed to a greater or lesser degree 

by the musicality or lack of musicality therein. However, for all of these works, the notion of the 

linguaggio unitario is attempted and I think we can agree, achieved. The language and the music 

are intrinsic to the linguaggio unitario of the works and to their ultimate dramatic verità.
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Chapter 2: Italian Literature that Serves as the Libretto for Italian Opera 

Music immediately charges the proceedings with a sensuality and an atmosphere which 
is much stronger and more electric than the spoken word [ … ] I think that’s why people 

applaud for half an hour at opera, and almost never applaud for half an hour at plays 
—Sir Peter Hall226 

Thanks to the pre-established harmony which exists between fully realized drama and its 
music, drama achieves a supreme degree of visual intensity which is unattainable by 

spoken drama. 
—Nietzsche227 

INTRODUCTION  

 This chapter will deal with Italian texts—a novella, a play, and a novel—that are turned 

into libretti for Italian operas, and the analysis of the literary and musical characteristics 

throughout the process, tracking the ideas of Vittorini and Verdi as guidelines. The goal will be 

to seek Vittorini’s linguaggio unitario and Verdi’s verità within the literature and the subsequent 

musical outcome. What will also be explored (besides the operatic influences in the novellas and 

novels) is how the text informs and drives the operas. 

 The first example is Giovanni Verga’s novella Cavalleria rusticana. This is an iconic 

exponent of the Italian verismo literary movement, as the subsequent Mascagni opera is for 

operatic verismo. However, the defined characteristics of the two art forms—literature and 

opera—differ significantly, and moreover, are seemingly incongruent. That is, the attributes that 

identify the novella and the play as veristic are the very qualities that are subsumed in a 
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melodramatic form such as the opera. Both works of art, however, succeed despite each other.  

Verga was one of the earliest proponents of verismo. He devoted his writing to 

expressing the emotions and thoughts of his non-heroic, peasant characters in a seemingly 

natural and artless fashion. In a letter to fellow writer Salvatore Farino that is included in the 

preface to Verga’s novella, L’amante di Gramigna, Verga explains that in the novel “la mano 

dell’artista rimarrà assolutamente invisibile […] avrà l’impronta dell’avvenimento reale, l’opera 

d’arte sembrerà essersi fatta da sè.”228 Verga strove to represent the society and community of 

which he writes. This quality is transcribed into the opera in a particular way: the use of the 

chorus. The chorus in the opera embodies the characteristics of the overarching societal norms 

and constrictions, not only by appearing many times during the musical action, but by literally 

keeping the meter that maintains the order in the community. 

The second example is Italo Calvino’s short novel Le città invisibili that was adapted to 

music in 2013 by Italo-American composer Christopher Cerrone.  

 Verga and Mascagni belong to an older, traditional world than Calvino and Cerrone. The 

culture of the late 19th century–early 20th century still labored under a vertical paradigm 

structure. Vestiges of the notion of auctoritas can be seen in the traditional structure of Verga’s 

novella and play, and Mascagni’s opera. A version of the heart and soul of Verga’s story remain 

extant in Mascagni’s opera, but dressed in the trappings of 19th century melodramma. 

 On the other hand, Cerrone’s adaption of Calvino’s text, belongs in the 21st century. To 

begin with, the production does not take place in an opera house. The physical characteristics of 

the opera immediately provide an uncomfortable and alien sensation to the modern opera 
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audience. Cerrone’s characters are vague and the singers play different parts. The music 

addresses not only what is literally said in Calvino’s text, but also, and perhaps more 

importantly, the music addresses themes and silences implied by the text. The result is a sensory 

experience that embodies Calvino’s notions regarding the reading of his literature. 

 Through the use of these drastically differing examples, we will see that despite the 

discrepancies of the tone, rhetoric, and musical styles of each piece, the qualities of linguaggio 

unitario and verità are inherent in all in varying degrees and characteristics. 

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA, THE BACKGROUND 

Giovanni Verga’s short story Cavalleria Rusticana is just one of his works that reflect his views 

on radical changes of the role of art in society and is an emblematic work of the notion of 

verismo in Italy. Although he eventually moved to Florence and then to Milan, Verga was born 

in Catania in 1840 and it is the essence of sicilianità that informs his work. Termed verismo 

because of the “reality” of the characters and situations, Verga’s works are in stark contrast to 

the epic romanticism of Gabrielle D’Annunzio. The quality of an “avvenimento reale” put forth 

by Verga in his letter to Farina is evident in the diction and rhetoric of his novella Cavalleria 

rusticana. The novella was first published in Fanfulla in Rome, on March 1, 1880 and then 

became part of a collection entitled Vita dei campi. 

 The play of the same name had its debut in Torino at the Teatro Carignano, on 

January 14, 1884, starring famed actress Eleonora Duse.229 The characteristics that constitute the 
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verismo of the Verga novella are somewhat dissipated in the theatrical version of Cavalleria 

rusticana adapted by the author himself. Mascagni and his librettists Targioni-Tozzetti and 

Menasci adapted the play into a libretto for the opera. The one-act opera Cavalleria rusticana 

was written as a result of a musical competition and premièred in 1889. It was the first opera 

composed by Mascagni and is the most famous among the sixteen operas composed by this 

Livornese composer. Besides Cavalleria rusticana, Mascagni’s operas, Iris and L’Amico Fritz 

are still in the operatic repertoire today. Cavalleria rusticana was successful from the first 

performance at the Teatro Costanzi of Rome, May 17, 1890 and remains successful today. 

 The focus of this part of the chapter is to examine each text to identify the salient verismo 

elements, what makes each iteration achieve artistic authenticity, and how those characteristics 

are enhanced or inhibited by music. 

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA, THE NOVELLA: TEXTUAL ANALYSIS 

In the analysis of the text of Cavalleria rusticana as it morphs from novella to play to opera 

libretto, it is important to set forth what the salient qualities are that constitute each work. That is, 

what is in the original novella that makes it specifically “sicilian” and what are the attributes that 

make it ring true (literally) and a satisfying artistic experience. Also, what are the changes as the 

piece evolves and what are the remains? 

 The first paragraph of the novella acts as an overture would in a musical piece. The main 

protagonists are introduced along with their (verbal) leitmotifs. The tone of the novella is set and 

the diction gives us textual clues as to what follows. 

 The paragraph begins with the name: “Turiddu Macca,” who is identified immediately 
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with family ties: “il figlio della gnà Nunzia.”230  There is no doubt that the novella will be 

concentrated on this character and we have established his lineage. In this first run-on sentence 

we hear about his family and the fact that he had just returned from soldiering; we know what he 

is wearing and the effect this apparel has on his world. There are two bird references in this 

sentence, “pavoneggiava” and “canarini.” There are other animal references throughout the text 

that serve to underscore the passions that occur in the novella. This first reference comparing 

Turiddu to birds gives an earthly insight into his grandstanding personality. The character, Alfio 

is always mentioned with his mules, animals that have the connotation of stubbornness and 

baseness. Alfio is also always mentioned along with his money and identified with violence with 

the fact that he is from Licordia, where it was said, that people are quarrelsome. The other male 

character, Massaro Cola, Santa’s father, is described as a pig. Much has been written about 

Verga’s use of direct discourse, and it is curious to note that Turiddu uses the verb “volere” with 

frequency, another clue as to the intensity of his character: “Voglio fargliela proprio sotto gli 

occhio a quella cagnaccia!” “Voleva trargli fuori le budella dalla pancia, voleva trargli” and 

“Vorrei essere.” These examples also evidence Turiddu’s predilection for repeating phrases, 

adding to the ‘contadino’ feeling of the discourse. 

 Back to the first paragraph, the tone suddenly changes and focus shifts from Turridu to: 

“Le ragazze se lo rubavano cogli occhi mentre andavano a messa col naso dentro la mantellina, e 

i monelli gli ronzavano attorno come le mosche.”231 The shift is swift and abrupt and introduces 

the idea that this will not be an elegant story with careful segues. The diction is coarse: to 
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mention the noses of these young women is inelegant. The alliteration of the words “mantellina,” 

“monelli” and “mosche” although providing a smoothing resonance, heightens and physicalizes 

the sound and meaning of “gli ronzavano.” And the afore-mentioned juxtaposition is important. 

Throughout the story there are words that are harsh and coarse, masking complications and 

vulnerabilities. This mention of flies buzzing also has the effect of immediately setting the 

reader/listener in the countryside. The focus then shifts abruptly back to Turridu, this time 

describing physical movement: “levando la gamba, come se desse una pedata.” Not only, but the 

movement is striking a match to light a resplendent pipe: a very masculine description. “Ma con 

tutto ciò […][Lola] non si era fatta vedere.” So it is understood that Turiddu, with all of his listed 

qualities and guaranteed luck with the women, cannot get the attention of Lola. The lexicon is 

sharp, abrupt, and physical. 

 Note that the introduction of Lola begins not with any actual description of her, but the 

fact that Turiddu had not seen her, and the sentence is disjointed and run-on as if stream-of-

consciousness. Her pedigree is also established immediately: “Lola di massaro Angelo.” But then 

she is described as never being seen nor at mass, nor on her balcony, and that she married a man 

from Licodia who was a carter and had four mules from Sortino in his stable.232  

 The almost-breathless quality of these run-on thoughts is the set up for the following 

sentence: “Dapprima Turiddu come lo seppe, santo diavolone! Voleva trargli fuori le budella 

dalla pancia, voleva trargli, a quel di Licodia! Però non fece nulla, e si sfogò coll’andare a 
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cantare tutte le canzoni di sdegno che sapeva sotto la finestra della bella.”233 The punctuation 

indicates a lack of structure emphasizing the intense emotion driving the sentiment. Again, 

violent images of viscera being pulled out of the abdomen repeated for emphasis, and the verb 

“volere” used twice. Also, the quasi-religious exhortation “santo diavolone” meaning Holy Big 

Satan propels the thought into a comical, heightened realm. Then there is no full stop, no period 

before “Però non fece nulla” which accentuates the comic feel that sets up the ironic humor of 

the ending phrase.  

 As mentioned, the narration of this first paragraph (understood to be by the townspeople 

in the form of gossip) serves as an overture of sorts for the novella in the way that a musical 

overture introduces themes in an opera. Our first motif, Turiddu, is firmly established. The tone 

of the piece is also set forth: there will be no elegant long phrases or lofty language. The phrases 

are short. The descriptions are colorful and linked with animals and fire. Punctuation is at the 

mercy of the emotion, and does not always organize the text. Religion is mentioned tangentially, 

which is precisely the role that religion plays in the novella. Although Lola is mentioned, it is her 

absence that is noted. She then is described through the geographic birthplace, career, and wealth 

of her husband: “aveva quattro muli in stalla.” 

 The community is the next voice heard in the novella: “Che non ha nulla da fare Turiddu 

[…] dicevano i vicini.” Our Turiddu motif is elongated by having the chorus speak of him but in 

a fragmented, casual manner. In the dialogue that follows, Lola appears and she and Turiddu 

have a brief exchange wherein he derides her for marrying while he was away at soldiering. The 

phrase begins violently: “Finalmente s’imbattè in Lola.” Here, Verga writes that Lola was 
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coming from a visit to the Madonna del Pericolo church. Again, a tangential religious reference, 

but casually mentioned, so as to introduce the notion that religion was a quotidian fact in this 

community. 

 The first physical description of Lola is her lack of color, specifically red and white, the 

colors of the Catholic Madonna: “non si fece nè bianca nè rossa” and then later: “si faceva 

pallida e rossa.”234 As mentioned previously, Lola, although a catalyst for Turiddu’s behavior, is 

never actually physically described except as a reflection of her husband. The introduction of 

color to describe her at this point in the however, is telling. Although I will discuss the religious 

references shortly, the connection to the Blessed Virgin is subtle but clear. Not only, but later in 

the story, Santa is described as “per non farsi rossa” with no mention of the color “white” at all. 

In the rest of the color palette of the novella, there is a reference to “uva nera” that motivates 

Lola to go to confession and Alfio, when he discovers the adultery: “cambiò di colore.”235 Thus, 

our palette is stark: red, white, and black. It could be said that there is no ambient ambiguity in 

the color scheme, and therefore, the general “color” of the novella.  

 The subsequent dialogue lines are structured like an operatic recitative: there is a 

discussion regarding “la volontà di Dio” and the dialogue is matter-of-fact and direct until Lola 

says that she should go.236 

 The next paragraph is a set piece, a monologue (or aria if it were music), in which 

Turiddu exposes his feelings. It begins: “È giusto” and Turiddu goes on to repeat that Alfio has 
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four mules in his stable while Turiddu’s mother had to sell her mule and also the little vineyard 

while he was away soldiering.237 Strikingly, it is only in this set piece that a proverbial intimation 

is used: First, Turiddu uses a modo di dire: “Passò quel tempo che Berta filava” which means: 

times past, long ago, and over.238 He then says to her that she doesn’t remember that she lent him 

a handkerchief and he cried “Dio so quante lacrime” for being so far away that even the name of 

their country was lost.239 He ends with a phrase in Sicilian: “facemu cuntu ca chioppi e scampau, 

e la nostra amicizia finiu.”240 The use of the dialect at this moment is in direct counterpoint to the 

meaning. That is, Turridu is saying that it was a brief affair and now it is over, yet uses the 

intimacy of the dialect which is textually intimate in that it is their local dialect and, thus, 

emphasizes their closeness and textually and tonally expressly contradicts what he is saying. The 

geographical mention is crucial in that there is a sense of alienation in being far from one’s 

country. Turiddu is unmoored at the thought of Lola no longer “belonging” to him, just as he 

mourned the fact that the name of their country was lost to him while he was away soldiering. 

Using the dialect re-establishes his connection with his country and, by extension, Lola. 
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238 The saying is derived from the legend of Bertha, the mother of Charlemagne. As she was on 
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Nowhere else in the story is the dialect employed. 

 After his monologue aria, the focus shifts to a description of Lola: “e la domenica si 

metteva sul ballatoio, colle mani sul ventre per far vedere tutti i grossi anelli d’oro che le aveva 

regalati suo marito.”241 Again, although it is a description of Lola, it is still through the lens of 

her husband. There is no image of her in the description, only the fact that she is decorated by 

her husband’s wealth. Turiddu is irritated by her ignoring of  him: “Voglio fargliela proprio sotto 

gli occhio a quella cagnaccia!” 

 In keeping with the gender hierarchy of the peasant classes, Santa is introduced through 

the description of her father who is geographically situated in town as being “Di faccia a 

compare Alfio.”242 Massaro Cola is described as an animal: “era ricco come un maiale.”243 His 

daughter, Santa, is not named until the following lines, and it is because she speaks: “Perché non 

andate a dirle alla gnà Lola ste belle cose?”244 She follows with: “La volpe quando all’uva non 

potè arrivare” which means that you deprecate that which you cannot have, and Turiddu 

answers: “Come sei bella, racinedda mia!”245 These non sequitur responses exemplify how 

awkward the interaction is and evidence that there is much tension in what is not being said. The 

lexicon here in this recitative-style dialogue is filled with body parts (“mani “sangue” “occhi”) as 

well as the sensual double-entendre of the verb “mangiare.” There is distinct sexual tension in 
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this exchange in short phrases. For example, in the next line, Santa’s response clearly is for a 

physical gesture that Turiddu makes: “Ohè! Quelle mani, compare Turiddu.”246 He then asks her 

if she is afraid that he will eat her and she answers that she is not afraid of him nor his god. He 

counters with “vostra madre era di Licodia, lo sappiamo! Avete il sangue rissoso!” Then a 

guttural sound: Uh! And Turiddu follows that with “che vi mangerei cogli occhi.”247 Santa 

responds with “Mangiatemi pure cogli occhi, che briciole non ne faremo; ma intanto tiratemi su 

quel fascio.”248 This response is comical in its simplicity and directness. She says sure you can 

eat me with your eyes and we won’t make any crumbs (no harm done) but in the meantime, 

make yourself useful and hand me that log of wood. Turiddu responds “Per voi tirerei su tutta la 

casa, tirerei!”249 This seduction scene has a denouement: “Ella, per non farsi rossa, gli tirò un 

ceppo che aveva sottomano, e non le colse per miracolo.”250 The mention of color in this instance 

“farsi rossa” as compared with the previous mention describing Lola (“pallida e rossa”), is telling 

in that one meaning is to blush, but another meaning could be that she did not want to be 

sexually aroused and therefore seduced. Clearly, this “rossa” has all to do with the sexual tension 

and nothing at all to do with the Madonna. The sexual tension is broken or resolved by Santa 

hurling a log at Turiddu which ends the exchange and is described by narration.  

 Marriage is on everyone’s mind as they discuss the fact that Santa has a dowry “Lo 
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sappiamo che siete ricca, lo sappiamo” and there are a myriad of mentions of wealth throughout 

the story, but not with nearly the same intensity as we will see in the drama.251 

 In the subsequent paragraph where the narrative describes Santa’s father’s unhappiness 

with this turn of events there are more bodily mentions: “Il babbo cominciava a torcere il muso” 

“dentro il cuore,” and “dinanzi gli occhi.”252 The sexual physicalization is further evidenced by 

the subsequent sentence where the narrator says that although her father had thrown Turiddu out 

the door, the girl opened the window to him and stayed to speak with him every night so much 

so, that the neighbors began talking.253 

 There is a lightness in the description of how Turiddu had endeared himself to Santa: “ma 

la ragazza fingeva di non accorgersi, poiché la nappa del berretto del bersagliere gli aveva fatto il 

solletico dentro il cuore, e le ballava sempre dinanzi gli occhi” that juxtaposes the brute 

earthiness of the preceding “seduction” dialogue. This stark contrast in tone continues the 

country-like level of register of the novella. 

 The courtship follows in this manner, repeating the previous structure of short phrases as 

an operatic recitative with Santa spurning Turiddu but nonetheless listening to his protestations 

of love: “Per te impazzisco” and Santa: “Chiacchiere!” Turiddu: Vorrei essere” and Santa: 

“Chiacchiere!” Three times his blandishments are met by Santa’s “Chiacchiere!” echoing not 

only Dante’s Canto 5, with the overtones inherent in the lustful circle of hell, but also the 

thricely-repeated “mea culpa” of the Catholic Mass. So in a few short phrases, Verga has 
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invoked religion and sex, culminated in the climactic (in all senses of the word) ending of this 

recitative:  

TURIDDU: “Ah! Sull’onor mio 
SANTA: Ah! Mamma mia!”254 

 Naturally, the narration must then shift to Lola and here she is described as “nascosta 

dietro il vaso di basilico, si faceva pallida e rossa.”255 Here, she is both pale and red-faced 

perhaps in a verbal intimation of the Madonna.  

 Finally Lola realizes that she is losing Turiddu’s affection and bluntly confronts him: “gli 

amici vecchi non si salutano più?” and then, “Se avete intenzione di salutarmi, lo sapete dove sto 

di casa!”256 

 In this dialogue with Turiddu, Lola realizes she has to go to confession before Easter 

because she dreamt of “uva nera.” And besides Alfio will suspect something is amiss if she 

doesn’t have confession before Easter. While Lola is confessing, Santa swears her vendetta. 

These very earthy peasant-like beliefs in dreams and vendettas serve to presage and dramatically 

anchor the violent end of the novella.  

 Alfio returns with his mules and he is full of money as well as a new dress for Lola.  

Santa greets him with “Avete ragione di portarle dei regali […] perché mentre voi siete via 

vostra moglie vi adorna la casa!” meaning of course, with the horns of the cornuto. 257  This news 

is quite a blow: “sentir parlare in tal modo di sua moglie cambiò di colore come se l’avessero 
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accoltellato” incorporating the diction of the colors used previously and the use of the word 

“accoltellato” verbally and metaphorically foreshadowing the final stabbing scene in the novella. 

This textual technique literally mirrors the use of motifs in music. Once introduced, the idea of 

being stabbed remains in the consciousness of the reader/audience member the same way we will 

see a similar mechanism functioning in the opera. 

 Alfio exclaims “Santo diavolone” which echoes one of the first utterances by Turiddu at 

the beginning of the novella. Easter is mentioned once more, but in an offhand comical way: “La 

vigilia di Pasqua avevano sul desco un piatto di salsiccia” further concretizing the notion of 

ironically how mundane the spiritual is experienced in the village.258 

 After learning about Lola’s infidelity from Santa, Alfio goes to the piazza to confront 

Turiddu, but Turiddu already knows the situation: “soltanto dal modo in cui gli piantò gli occhi 

addosso, Turiddu comprese che era venuto per quell’affare” and then, “Turiddu strinse fra i denti 

l’orecchio del carrettiere, e così gli fece promesso solenne di non mancare.”259 This 

understanding between Turiddu and Alfio is rendered so matter-of-factly that it gives the 

impression that the participants do not realize they made these choices. In the flat tonality of 

Verga’s indirect discourse, there seems to be a lack of free will and a sense of pre-ordained 

violence that is foretold because of the precepts of the community. This feeling is also supported 

by Verga’s diction. Turiddu, in his tacit acceptance of his fate is an example of the “vinto” 

verghiano, that is, one who is resigned to his fate whether it be economic or a result of the 

transgression of the mores of the society in which he lives. Music scholar Jone Gaillard writes 
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that Turiddu assumes “una sua dignità."260 This quality will diminish in the play and the opera, 

where Turiddu will be transformed in a piccolo “don giovanni” in his comportment and attitudes.  

 The next paragraph begins comically: “Gli amici avevano lasciato la salsiccia zitti zitti, e 

accompagnarono Turiddu sino a casa.” The mention of the sausages at such a serious moment—

the moment that the men agree to fight for honor is hilarious. Further diminishing the moment is 

the repetition of the “zitti zitti.” This is another example of the continuing light/dark general 

tonal quality of the novella. 

 The prelude to the duel begins with descriptions of Lola praying. The descriptions are 

comically detailed: “premendosi sulle labbra il rosario che le aveva portato fra Bernardino dai 

Luoghi Santi, e recitava tutte le avemarie che potevano capirvi.”261 As noted previously, 

religious references in the novella are off-hand and/or comical. Unlike the prominence of 

religion in the play and the opera, Lola is the first to mention Pasqua, but only in passing to say 

that she needed to go to confession. The next mention of Pasqua is in a sentence which 

culminates in “un piatto di salsiccia.”262 Clearly, religion is part of the endemic culture of this 

community, but hardly the overshadowing incubus that appears first in the play and then, full-

blown in the opera. 

 In a last-ditch effort to avoid confrontation, Turiddu invokes his mother to Alfio in a 

short monologue/aria: “prima di venir qui ho visto la mia vecchia che si era alzata per vedermi 
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partire, col pretesto di governare il pollaio […] e quant’è vero Iddio vi ammazzerò come un cane 

per non far piangere la mia vecchierella.”263 Note the mention of animals (“pollaio” and “cane”) 

to maintain the peasant connection to the earth. There is a similar set piece in the opera, although 

the animals are not textually involved. 

 Turiddu and Alfio start the fight and suddenly Alfio launches a handful of dirt blinding 

Turiddu: “Ah! son morto.” Alfio hits him three times: dirt in the eyes, stabs in the stomach, and 

the throat: “E tre! Questa è per la casa che tu m’hai adornato.”264 Not to mention, the repetition 

in three, is, as always, a connection to not just Dante, but the Catholic Mass and the Holy Trinity.  

 The novella ends with a gloriously physical and violent description of Turiddu’s death: 

“Turiddu annaspò un pezzo di qua e di là tra i fichidindia e poi cadde come un masso. Il sangue 

gli gorgogliava spumeggiando nella gola, e non potè profferire nemmeno:—Ah, mamma 

mia!”265  

The novella ends with the exhortation: “Ah! Mamma mia!” that ended the dialogue duet 

between Santa and Turiddu during the seduction scene, thereby linking death and sex at the 

conclusion of the novella. 

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA, THE PLAY 

Cavalleria Rusticana by Giovanni Verga 
9 Scenes 
                                                
263 Ibid., 136. 
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265 In the opera Cavalleria rusticana Mascagni’s librettists also used the verb “spumeggiare” as 
we will see shortly in the analysis of the opera, but for a distinctly different purpose. It is used 
there in an aria sung by Turiddu describing the vino frizzante.  
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Turiddu Macca 
Compar Alfio di Licodio 
La Gnà Lola, sua moglie 
Santuzza 
La Gnà Nunzia, madre di Turridu 
Lo Zio Brasi, stalliere 
Compare Camilla, sua moglie 
La Zia Filomena 
Pippuzza 
 

Verga by his own admission thought that the theater was an inferior art form with respect 

to literature: “tutte le nausee che mi vengono dalla volgarità e dall’imbecillità e dalle 

scoglionature del pubblico” and moreover, had great disdain for the art form.266  In an interview 

with the writer and critic, Ugo Ojetti in August 1894, Verga noted: 

Ho scritto pel teatro, ma non lo credo certamente una forma d’arte superiore al 
romanzo, anzi lo stimo una forma inferiore e primitiva, sopra tutto per alcune 
ragioni che dirò mecchaniche. Due massimamente: la necessità dello 
intermediario tra autore e pubblico, dello attore; la necessità di scrivere non per un 
lettore ideale come avviene nel romanzo, ma per un pubblico radunato a folla così 
da dover pensare a una media di intelligenza e di gusto, a un average reader, 
come dicono gli anglesi, e questa media ha tutto fuori che gusto e intelligenza; e 
se un poco ne ha, è variabilissima col tempo e col luogo.267 

In his mentioning the “intermediario” is it clear that Verga, who championed the indirect 

discourse of the verismo style would consider a theatrical piece a passo indietro of his craft. Not 

only, but in order to dumb down his story to a theater-attending bourgeois audience “tutta fuori 

che gusto e intelligenza” or as he also describes them in the anglicism “average reader.” 

Why, then, write a play? Verga explains in his letter of October 29, 1883 to Luigi Capuana: 

Il teatro è la sola cosa che possa fruttare materialmente alla letteratura. Giacosa ha 
venduto la sua commedia La zampa del gatto in un atto lire 10,000, dico lire 
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diecimila! Ci sei? Ti parrà un sogno. Non è vero? Se la cosa va, per me, fra sei 
mesi sarò ricco come Creso.268 

And here is the rub. Verga’s necessity to make a living colored his principles and we will see this 

shift evidenced in the rhetoric he uses in the play. Gone is the tranquil cantilena overwash of the 

novella; in its stead, the play has a through-line of references to commerce, market, and money 

itself in order to cater to the gente per bene that would comprise the theater attendees of the time. 

 The fundamental difference between Cavalleria rusticana the novella and Cavalleria 

rusticana the play, however, is this: the shift of focus of the protagonist. The protagonist of the 

novella is a poor peasant named Turiddu along with his dreams, his delusions, his mistakes, and 

his ultimate fatal destiny. Instead, the protagonist of the play is his wronged lover, Santuzza. 

And, as Gaillard points out, as a result of needing to adjust the play for general audiences and 

not a reading public, the characters of the play follow the rules of the society in which they are 

set to portray but are judged by another set of rules. Hence, the silent appearance of carabinieri 

who are present in the play to legitimize the crime. That is, in the eyes of the local people where 

the murder occurs, it is justified. In the eyes of the law, of course, it is not. 

 In keeping with the mercantile vision expressed by Verga in his letters, the first word of 

Cavalleria Rusticana the play is “spesa” (Comare Camilla: “Spesa, zia Filomena?).269 Not only, 

but the play is leavened with market references, and mentions of money figure prominently 

early in the play, and then, once again in Scene VI: 

SCENE 1: 
GNÀ NUNZIA: a tre due soldi 
GNÀ NUNZIA: un soldo l’uno! Ne piglio dodici; ma uno me lo darai di giunta, in 
regalo. E te’ i danari. 
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ZIO BRASI: Pippuzza, cerchiamo di far negozio anche noi. 
COMPAR ALFIO: Che ne avete ancora di quello buono da sei soldi… 
GNÀ NUNZIA: Diciotto soldi. 
COMPAR ALFIO: Lasciatemi contare i denari.  
COMPAR ALFIO: E diciotto, a voi! 
 
SCENE 6: 
ZIA FILOMENA: ci guadagnate nulla! 
TURIDDU: Pago io, pago io coi miei denari! 

 That is much discourse of commerce on one of the holiest days of the Catholic liturgy. 

The fact that it is Easter Sunday is established in the second line of the play: Zia Filomena: Oggi 

è Pasqua, colla grazie di Dio! As will be discussed later more fully, I believe that the play 

needed to appeal to the mercantile bourgeois class that attended the theater, and the references 

to commerce and religion were a via through which to mollify and engage an audience who was 

perhaps not quite ready to witness a verismo work situated in Sicily. The recompenses are 

different between the novella and the play: in the novella, the traditional primitive rules were 

broken and the death was legitimate and justified by the logic of that society. In the play, 

however, Verga needed to legitimize the story following the societal rules of the larger society. 

Hence, the use of conventional ideas and notions that would appeal to the petit-bourgeois: 

religion and retail. 

 Gaillard observes that Verga had to make changes to adapt his novella to the stage. She 

defines these changes as two. First: “cambiamenti obbligatori,” that is, what is necessary to 

make a stage play viable instead of a story. For example, using dialogue instead of narration, 

and the abolishing of description which is then replaced with a set and costumes in a play; and 

second, “cambiamenti volontari,” that is, changing the duration of the timeframe: the novella 

takes place over time, while the play is Easter Sunday, a 24-hour period according to the 
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Aristotelian ideal of tragedy; and the addition of new characters.270 

 Therefore, unlike the novella, the play is populated with the main characters and also 

with ancillary people of the village: Zio Brasi, the stalliere, his wife, Compare Camilla, la Zia 

Filomena, and Pippuzza. Unlike the novella, which begins focusing on Turiddu, the first scene 

of the play is a brief exchange between Comare Camilla and Zia Filomena where, right at the 

outset, there is a reference to money “Spesa, zia Filomena?” and it is established that it is 

Eastern Sunday: “Oggi è Pasqua.”271 Gaillard contends that these secondary characters in the 

play substitute for the narrative voice of the novella (which is the gossip of the villagers of the 

novella) and thus, in the play, these characters contribute to the dramatic tension. Not only, but 

having the villagers onstage during the pivotal scenes of the play, they also stand in for the 

moral values of the town and, in particular during the more passionate and violent scenes, create 

a community of reality so that the scenes are culturally oriented and make dramatic sense.272 

 Unlike the novella that opens peacefully with a cantilena-style description of Turiddu, 

the play begins in medias res with the protagonist, Santuzza, already in distress. Another 

obvious change is that Turiddu’s mother now has a job. She is the proprietor of the osteria in the 

piazza. In the novella, she is only described and talked about; she never appears: 

[Turiddu a Lola]: Mia madre […] poveretta, la dovette vendere la nostra mula 
baia, e quel pezzetto di vigna sullo stradone, nel tempo ch’ero soldato.273 
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and 

La gnà Nunzia, poveretta, l’aspettava sin tardi ogni sera.274 

and 

ho visto la mia vecchia che si sera alzata per vedermi partire, col pretesto di 
governare il pollaio, quasi il cuore le parlasse, e quant’è vero iddio vi ammazzerò 
come un cane per non far piangere la mia vecchierella.275 

 Now, in the play, she is a key character in a few dramatic scenes. She is no longer the 

“poveretta” of the novella, but the proprietor of the town osteria and a shrewd shopowner. 

According to Gaillard, these character changes were necessary so as to ensure that the 

audiences’ sympathies would only be with Santuzza, perhaps as a result of having the ultra-

famous Italian actress Eleonora Duse being the first to interpret the character. 

 After the setting of the scene where the townspeople mention “spesa” and “Pasqua, in 

Scene 1, Santuzza (formerly Santa in the novella) enters and has an exchange with gnà Nunzia, 

wherein she queries her about Turiddu’s whereabouts. Santuzza tells her that as of 2:00 a.m. 

Turiddu was still in the village although his mother said he had gone to Francofonte for wine. 

Unlike the soft opening of the novella with its descriptions and narrations, the play opens with 

this fairly dramatic scene between Santuzza and gnà Nunzia who obviously know each other. 

When Nunzia invites Santuzza into her home, Santuzza replies, “No, gnà Nunzia. In casa vostra 

non ci posso entrare.”276 This, of course, is understood to mean that Santuzza is no longer a 

virgin and has lost her honor. Santuzza, by refusing to enter the house telegraphs the 
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information that she is pregnant. By stepping into her lover’s mother’s house, pregnant and 

without the blessing of a church wedding, Santuzza, in the cultural code of the times, would 

bring great dishonor. This device of course is needed in order to introduce dramatic intensity 

and potential conflict for the play. 

 This news is further instantiated by the subsequent exchange between Zio Brasi and Zia 

Filomena: Brasi: “oggi che è la Santa Pasqua, e fanno pace suocera e nuora, abbiamo da 

abbracciarci e baciarci anche noi?”277 By having Zio Brasi refer to Nunzia and Santuzza as 

“suocera e nuora” Verga announces that fact that Santuzza is literally “in a family way” i.e. 

pregnant.278 Santuzza and gnà Nunzia’s scene is further interrupted by a banal discussion of the 

buying of grapes by another ancillary, character Pippuzza. Gaillard believes that the minor 

characters become the “chorus” or community that is implicit in the novella by the indirect 

discourse. Not only but she believes these banal interruptions by the minor characters in the 

tense dialogues between the main characters serve to heighten and intensify the dramatic 

tension: 

SANTUZZA: No, gnà Nunzia. In casa vostra non ci possa entrare. 
ZIO BRASI: (dalla tettoia). O zia Filomena, oggi che è la Santa Pasqua, e fanno 
pace suocera e nuora, abbiamo da abbracciarci e baciarci anche noi? 
ZIA FILOMENA: Zitto scomunicato! (rientra in casa) 
GNÀ NUNZIA (a Santuzza): Parla dunque! Cos’è successo a mio figlio Turiddu?279 

While it is true that having the ancillary characters serve as the background community of a 
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Sicilian town sets the action, the dialogues are stilted and the interruptions distracting and worse, 

unnerving. In order to balance the relationship between the main characters who are speaking it 

is necessary that the other characters have a parallel relationship.280 Otherwise, the audience is 

distracted by the insignificant interruptions and the dramatic tone is dissipated.281 

 Returning to our analysis, Santuzza then can only blurt out how unhappy she is: “Ah, gnà 

Nunzia! Che chiodo c’è qui dentro nel mio cuore!” and suddenly Alfio enters asking Nunzia for 

the good wine.282 Note how early Alfio enters in the play, unlike the novella where he is 

introduced much later. Gnà Nunzia answers that Turiddu was bringing it from Francofonte and 

Alfio blithely declares that Turiddu is still in town and that he had seen him that morning. 

Santuzza sends gnà Nunzia to look for some good wine and the villagers engage with Compar 

Alfio: “E vostra moglie, che vi vede soltanto a Pasqua e a Natale” and Alfio responds: “Questo è 

il mio mestiere […] di fare il vetturale e di andare sempre in viaggio di qua e di là.”283 And Alfio 

further reveals his own character through a short monologue.284 

Mia moglie sa che la berretta la porto a modo mio; e qui ci porto il giudizio per 
mia moglie, e per gli altri anche […] I miei interessi me li guardo io, da me, senza 
bisogno di quelli del pennacchio. E in paese tutti lo sanno, grazie a Dio!285  

                                                
280 I am thinking specifically of the quartet of the third act of Puccini’s La Boheme wherein the 
main characters, Mimi and Rodolfo are reconciling their relationship, while Musetta and 
Marcello simultaneously are ending theirs. 

281 These ancillary characters disappear in the opera and are replaced by the chorus that fulfills 
all the dramatic duty that is necessary. 

282 Verga, Teatro di Giovanni Verga, 11. 

283 Ibid., 13. 

284 We will see a similar introduction albeit much more dramatic and showy in the opera. 

285 Verga, Teatro di Giovanni Verga, 14. 
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Through this expositional monologue/aria we learn that Alfio is his own man who is quite likely 

and that he is not governed by the carabinieri (“senza bisogno di quelli del pennacchio”).  

 When queried by gnà Nunzia “O dove l’avete visto mio figlio Turiddu, compar Alfio?” 

Santuzza whispers to her, “non gli dite nulla, per carita!”286 After Alfio leaves, gnà Nunzia asks 

Santuzza: “Perché mi hai fatto segno di star zitta” which, in the opera, is the cue for Santuzza’s 

principal aria. Here, in the play, Santuzza hints to gnà Nunzia about the relationship between 

Turiddu and Lola, then, in an extended monologue, (which is present also in the opera), 

explains how Lola at first rejected his advances, and then, when Turiddu had seduced Santuzza, 

tried to woo him back. Gnà Nunzia’s response: “Senti, va a buttarti ai piedi del Crocifisso.”287 

Santuzza responds that she cannot enter the church (because she is pregnant and has broken 

church law), but that she will stay outside and keep an eye on Nunzia’s store. The rough peasant 

attitude is maintained in the play in the use of the lexicon: “Va a buttarti ai piede del 

Crocifisso.”288 

 Continuing in the vein of “cambiamenti volontari,” it is not only gnà Nunzia whose 

characteristics have morphed and changed on the road to the play. Alfio enters immediately in 

Scene 1 of the play and his character is more involved in the plot. He is not as rich in the play as 

in the novella. Although he characterizes himself as a tough guy, as Gaillard notes, the fact that 

in the novella he throws dirt in Turiddu’s face, in the play, there is no “gesto ‘traditore” and 
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subsequently, becomes a much more sympathetic character. 289 He maintains the dignity of 

being in the right. 

 Lola is the most reduced character in the transition to the play. Although in the novella 

Lola is mentioned and described, it is always from the point of view of the community and in 

terms of her husband. Here in the play, it is Santuzza’s point of view that constitutes the 

overriding emotional arc, and thus, Lola is relegated to few phrases and reactions. This 

character will change again when transferred to the opera, where she becomes an outward 

instigation for Santuzza’s rage, and a dramatic foil. 

 As mentioned previously, in the novella, Turiddu is part-and-parcel of his Sicilian world 

where the laws may appear primitive to the petit-bourgeois or “i continentali” but are perfectly 

legitimate and justified within the society where they were implemented.290 Turiddu is an 

example of the “vinti verghiani,” those who are the tragic accidents of the fates of their lives 

and dies with a quiet dignity. In the novella, Turiddu is focused on his mother at the end. He 

vows to kill Alfio: Turiddu: “e quant’è vero Iddio vi ammazzerò come un cane per non far 

piangere la mia vecchierella.291 In the play, however, as Gaillard has written, Turiddu has 

become “un arrogante dongiovanni, colpevole senza scusanti” and no longer focusing on his 

mother, he feels penitent in his final moments.292 In Scene VII, after the deal to fight, Turiddu 

tells Alfio: 

                                                
289 Gaillard, “Cavalleria Rusticana,” 183. 

290 Ibid., 186. 

291 Verga, Tutte le novelle, 136. (emphasis mine) 

292 Gaillard, “Cavalleria Rusticana,” 185. 
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Sentite, compar Alfio, come è vero Dio so che ho torto, e mi lascierei scannare da 
voi senza dir nulla. Ma ci ho un debito di coscienza con comare Santa, chè son io 
che l’ho fatta cadere nel precipizio; e quant’è vero Dio, vi ammazzerò come un 
cane, per non lasciare quella poveretta in mezzo alla strada293 

Note that Verga used exactly the same language “vi ammazzerò come un cane” but now his 

alliances have shifted to the focus of the drama: Santuzza.  

 Probably in order to secure sympathy for the fallen Santuzza, it was dramatically 

necessary to imbue Turiddu with scoundrel-like qualities. These attributes are visible and 

reflected in his narrations and in his spoken lines: 

Scene II:  
“Colpa tua; che ti sei messa in capo non so che…e di spiare dei fatti miei, come se 
fossi ancora  un ragazzo; non sono più padrone di fare ciò che voglio?” 
“Mi far la spia in tutto e per tutto! Non sono più padrone di nulla!” 
“Ma te l’ho detto: voglio essere padrone di fare quel che mi pare e piace.” 
“Quello che m’importa è di passare per uno che non sia padrone di fare quello che 
gli pare e piace.” 
 
Scene IV:-“Non voglio essere menato per naso, intendi?” 
“Vuoi farmi l’affronto di mostrare a tutto il mondo che non son padrone di 
muovere un passo; che mi tieni sotto la tua scarpa come un ragazzo!”294 

This Turiddu is hardly recognizable compared to the man who “ogni domenica si pavoneggiava in 

piazza” in the novella.295 

 Thus, this is clearly Santuzza’s play: whether because of the dramatic exigencies or 

merely pressure on Verga to produce a starring vehicle for Duse. Per Gaillard, the fact that in the 

first scene, Santuzza seeks out gnà Nunzia to essentially provide the backstory for the subsequent 
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dramatic conflict serves to focus the drama directly on the personage and emotions of 

Santuzza.296 No longer a spoiled little girl of the novella, the Santuzza of the play is a woman 

wronged “sedotta e abbandonata” and in danger of both mortal and spiritual death. As she herself 

explains it in her monologue of the first scene: “che i miei fratelli quando lo sapranno 

m’ammazzano colle sue mani stesse!”297 

 In order to raise the cultural stakes to support the dramatic tension of the new protagonist, 

there had to be a stronger emphasis on the Catholic religion. Whereas in the novella, where the 

social mores of a small Sicilian village were understood so as to justify the ending tragedy, in 

this iteration of the story, more religion had to be invoked. Religion in the novella, as discussed 

previously, was layered into the story casually, randomly, reflecting the role that religion played 

in small Sicilian village society. Religion there and in that time was more of a cultural 

phenomenon than a spiritual component. However, here in the play, religion takes on over-

arching and mortal importance, and due to the repetitious religious language in the text, religion 

becomes the background to the drama. Gaillard observes that the church bell tolling keeps time 

not only for the Mass taking place, but beats the time of the drama taking place outside the 

church in the piazza.298 Here are religious references from Scene I alone: 

“Oggi è Pasqua, colla grazie di Dio!” 
“Signore benedetto!” 
“come Gesù Cristo a Maria Maddalena” 
“oggi è la Santa Pasqua” 
“Zitto, scomunicato!” 
“far la Pasqua” 
“oggi è Pasqua” 
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“far la Pasqua” 
“suona la messa, scomunicato!” 
“terminare le funzioni in chiesa.” 
“il tradimento di Giuda” 
“O figlia di Dio […] la santa giornata” 
“va a buttarti ai piedi del Crocifisso.” 
“No, in chiesa non ci posso andare” 
“Signore misericordioso” 
“O Signore, pensateci voi!” 
“neppure alle funzioni di Pasqua […] il santo rosario?”299 

 In Scene III, the three protagonists, Santuzza, Turiddu, and Lola have a dialogue that 

embodies the importance of the Catholic religion for these characters in the play.300 

GNÀ LOLA: Voi, che state a sentirle di qua fuori  le funzioni di Pasqua, facendo 
conversazione? 
TURIDDU: Comare Santa qui, che stava dicendomi… 
SANTUZZA: Gli dicevo che oggi è giornata grande; e il Signore, di lassù, vede ogni 
cosa! 
GNÀ LOLA: E voi che non ci andate in chiesa? 
SANTUZZA: In chiesa ci ha da andare chi ha la coscienza netta, gnà Lola. 
GNÀ LOLA: Io ringrazio Iddio, e bacio in terra. 
SANTUZZA: Ringraziatelo, gnà Lola, quand’è così. Che alle volte ti dice: ‘Quello 
nella terra su cui posa i piedi, non è degno di metterci il viso.301  

But perhaps the most poignant reference occurs in Scene 5, where Santuzza confesses: “Sono in 

peccato mortale, zio Brasi.”302 This self-awareness invites the audience to pity Santuzza, as the 

audience would know only too well that according to Catholic precepts an unconfessed peccato 

mortale sends a person directly to hell. 

 Gaillard has an interesting perspective regarding the broader reason as to why this heavy 

religiosity is integral to the drama of Cavalleria Rusticana the play. She posits that having a 
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“sacred” overlay throughout the dramatic proceedings serves to unhook the drama of Turiddu 

and Santuzza from the temporal and geographical placement of the play and broaden out the 

drama to more general outlines, just the way religious rites encourage participants to go beyond 

their reality. She further observes that having the religious “laws” simultaneous in the action 

with the civil laws exemplified by the carabinieri, underscores the sins of the characters: the 

adultery, extramarital sex, and vendetta murder that the bourgeois audiences for whom the play 

was targeted could identify with and join in condemning. In this way, the audience could identify 

more easily with characters that are distinctly different from them and would serve as a way to 

understand this alien southern Italian culture.303 Simultaneous to the celebration of the Easter 

Mass, the religious rite that is one of the focal points of the dramatic action of the play, there is 

another rite that takes place, as Italian scholar Daniela Bini has described: “a rite that also 

contemplates a communion, the sharing of wine, a kiss, and a final sacrifice. It is the last act of a 

rite of honor—the retribution of a betrayal, the most serious crime according to the honor 

code.”304 The religious rite and the societal rite mimic each other and are reinforced by the 

resonances between them. Thus the theater-going public is subliminally led into believing the 

story before them and are more able to suspend any disbelief that would preclude their 

understanding or enjoyment of the theatrical play.  

 It follows then that in order to reassure the theater-going public, Verga, in light of 

“cambiamenti volontari,” would have erased any sicilianità from the proceedings. This erasure 

belies one of the tenets of Verga’s novella writing: his use of colorful language, proverbs and 
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proverbial phrases that his characters would actually have used. In fact, there is no Sicilian 

dialect in the play, and the only modi di dire to hearken back to a more intimate form of 

expression occur in Scene I: Zia Filomena: “Il Carnevale fallo con chi vuoi. Pasqua e Natale falli 

con i tuoi” and Scene VI: Turiddu: “Lontan dagli occhi, lontan dal cuore” and once again, Zia 

Filomena: “Matrimoni e vescovati dal cielo destinati.”305  

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA, THE PLAY: TEXTUAL ANALYSIS 

 The novella takes place over time: the return of Turridu, Lola is engaged to and marries 

Alfio, Turiddu courts Santa, Lola’s jealousy, and the final duel, which itself happens over two 

days. But Verga understood the exigencies of a staged piece as he wrote to Luigi Capuana on 

July 7, 1885: 

Io non riconosco altra necessità teatrale che l’unità di tempo e di luogo 
buon’anima – che tutto quello che l’autore ti fa passare sotto gli occhi possa 
realmente passare e avvenire in quel tempo e fra quelle quattro quinte.306 

  As a result, the play, Cavalleria Rusticana, is in one act, divided into nine scenes taking 

place over one day: Easter Sunday. In order to establish the backstory the first scene is dedicated 

to exposition, and in the interest of time and drama, Santuzza, who is now the focus of the story, 

enters immediately. Also, as discussed previously, the scene opens with the word “Spesa” in the 

first line and “Pasqua” in the second line. We are thrust in a society where commerce and religion 

rule supreme. Like a shortened musical overture, the first two lines set the textual motifs and tone 

that will structure the play. 

 The ancillary characters are also present at the opening: Comare Camilla, described as 
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folding laundry; Zia Filomena, who is addressed as she was leaving from gnà Nunzia’s osteria 

with a package under her apron; and Zio Brasi, who is Comare Camilla’s husband, and addresses 

yet another unseen character, Peppi. The relationship between Santuzza and gnà Nunzia is 

established by the fourth through seventh lines of the play: 

SANTUZZA: “O gnà Nunzia”  
GNÀ NUNZIA: O tu! Che vuoi?  
SANTUZZA: Non temete, me ne vado subito. Ditemi soltanto se c’è vostro figlio 
Turiddu. 
GNÀ NUNZIA: Sin qui vieni a cercarmi mio figlio Turiddu? Non c’è. Lo sai che nei 
vostri pasticci io non voglio entrarvi.307 

 By this exchange, we can see that there is not much warmth between these two women 

but they are acquainted, and that there is something afoot (“pasticci”). At the beginning of this 

recitative/dialogue, the stage directions indicate that the “carabiniere rientra.” The background 

presence by the carabinieri theatrically situates the play in a certain cultural space that respects 

civil laws. This is much different from the emplacement of the novella and gives a subliminal idea 

that this “pasticcio” is significant.  

 Santuzza invokes Jesus Christ and Mary Magdalene in her next address to gnà Nunzia 

and begs to know where Turiddu is. After gnà Nunzia avows that he is in Francofonte buying 

wine, Santuzza informs her that he had been seen in the village at 2:00 in the morning. When gnà 

Nunzia, surprised by this news, invites Santuzza into her house, Santuzza demurs: “In casa vostra 

non ci posso entrare.”308 This is first of seven references to Santuzza’s hinted-at pregnancy: 

Scene 1: “Ora che sono in questo stato; No, in chiesa non ci posso andare gnà Nunzia; Non 
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dubitate, in casa non entrerò; Scene 2: “Lo sapete che non posso andarci; Scene 5: “Turiddu 

Macca che m’ha tolto l’onore; Sono in peccato mortale, zio Brasi!”309  

 Interrupted by the townspeople commenting on this action, there is a scene within this 

first scene that deals with both religion and retail as gnà Nunzia bargains with Pippuzza over the 

buying of grapes. Transaction finished, gnà Nunzia returns her focus to Santuzza and continues to 

pepper her with questions regarding the whereabouts of her son. Santuzza, for her part, is 

convulsed in tears. At this dramatic point, Alfio enters asking for the good 6 soldi wine and he 

too, corroborates that Turiddu was seen in town. When gnà Nunzia goes to look for his wine, 

Alfio enters into an everyday discussion with the townspeople wherein he too, is able to divulge 

some exposition and as mentioned previously, is shown to be familiar with the community. 

Prodded by Zia Filomena about having a younger wife, Alfio launches into his monologue 

(similar to his entrance aria in the opera) wherein he explains himself to them—and thus to the 

audience. 

 Bookending his monologue there is an interesting textual reference. Gnà Nunzia sells him 

his wine and matter-of-factly tells him: “Diciotto soldi.” After his monologue a few of the 

townspeople comment (as the church bells ring), and gnà Nunzia repeats: “Diciotto soldi.” Then 

finally, as Alfio prepares to exit, he gives the money to gnà Nunzia: “E diciotto, a voi!” These 

references to money continue to appear in the play consistently pushing the overview of 

commerce and religion as overarching themes. 

 After Alfio exits, gnà Nunzia says to her: “Perchè mi hai fatto segno di star zitta?” This 

phrase is repeated verbatim in the opera. Unlike the opera, which segues immediately into 
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Santuzza’s aria, here in the play, the dialogue exposition continues. Santuzza makes gnà Nunzia 

understand that Turiddu is courting Alfio’s wife, Lola. In another line directly transmitted to the 

opera: “[Turiddu] prima d’andar soldato [si parlavano colla gnà Lola].” In order to signal even 

more strongly how dangerous this is, gnà Nunzia reiterates that Alfio is considered somewhat 

violent: “compar Alfio di Licodiano” with Licodio being understood as a place where feisty 

people come from.310 Santuzza, then, has her set piece, monologue/aria wherein she explains the 

whole story to gnà Nunzia including “Ora che sono in questo stato” meaning of course, her 

pregnancy and the gravity of this situation: “che i miei fratelli quando lo sapranno m’ammazzano 

colle sue mani stesse!”311 

 To stress the importance of religion in her worldview, gnà Nunzia tells Santuzza to go to 

church. When Santuzza admits that she cannot enter (pregnancy out of wedlock), gnà Nunzia 

declares: “Le funzioni sacre non voglio perderle anch’io però.312  Santuzza volunteers to stay and 

watch the store and theatrically this allows her to be alone in the piazza, (everyone else having 

gone into the church) to have Scene II with Turiddu. 

 The most revelatory line in Scene II (which is solely between Turiddu and Santuzza) is 

the final one: Turiddu: “Quello che m’importa è di non passare per uno che non sia padrone di 

fare quello che gli pare e piace. Questo no!”313 The scene begins in short, brusque, quotidian 

phrases: “O Santuzza che fai qui? Vi aspettavo. Dov’è mia madre? È andata in chiesa.” We will 
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see a few of these phrases repeated in the duet in the opera. The brevity and speed of short phrases 

helps to build up dramatic and musical tension. The dialogue is a cat-and-mouse game with 

Santuzza confronting Turiddu about where he had been that night and Turiddu deflecting his 

answers and insisting that he needs to be his own man, while Santuzza gets more and more 

frustrated with his evasion: “No, non posso tacere, che ho la rabbia canina in cuore! Her fear is 

expressed: “Ora come farò se voi mi abbandonate?” Turiddu declares that he would not abandon 

her, but she keeps pushing and Turiddu announces: “voglio essere padrone di fare quel che mi 

pare e piace.”314 

 As the heat intensifies in this dialogue/duet, Lola enters (Scene III). This scene is also 

almost verbatim transferred to the opera. Santuzza is completely infuriated at the bald-faced Lola 

averring that she can enter in church because she has no sin: “Io ringrazio Iddio, e bacio in 

terra.”315 

 Scene IV returns us to Turiddu and Santuzza alone again and Santuzza is enraged. In her 

desperation she tells Turiddu to kill her “Ammazzami.” Instead, Turiddu changes his mind and 

tells Santuzza that he will leave her. The church bells menacingly toll as if to be marking the time 

to the inevitable ending. Turiddu continues to declare his independence and threatens to go into 

the church. He accuses Santuzza of emasculating him: “Tu piuttosto! Vuoi farmi l’affronto di 

mostrare a tutto il mondo che non son padrone di muovere un passo; che mi tieni sotto la tua 

scarpa come un ragazzo!”316 Indeed, he does sense a difference in her attitude. There has been a 
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seismic shift in the register of their dialogue. Previous to this scene, Santuzza always used the 

“voi” in addressing Turiddu, while he always used the familiar “tu.” After this showdown scene 

with Lola, Santuzza has switched to using the “tu” and continues for the duration of the play, thus 

putting herself on his ‘register’ level and unconsciously manipulating him even more.317   

 He then accuses of her being crazy: “Sei pazza!” and Santuzza retorts: “Sì è vero, son 

pazza! Non mi lasciare con quest pazzia in testa!” As Turiddu physically gets himself out of her 

grip, Santuzza hurls the final verbal blow (also in the opera) and curses him: “Ah! mala Pasqua a 

te! We are fully at the middle of the play and in the next scene (Scene V), Santuzza spits out the 

truth to Alfio. Once he understands the situation Alfio thanks Santuzza who replies: “Non mi 

ringraziate, no, che sono una scellerata!” Alfio responds: “Scellerata non siete voi, comare Santa. 

Scellerati son coloro che ci mettono questo coltello nel cuore, a voi e a me […] un coltello 

avvelenato d’aglio.” This mention of the knife in the heart is, of course, a presentiment to 

dramatically prepare the audience for what will occur in the final scene.  

 The final four scenes bring the drama to the conclusion. Scene VI brings Lola back to the 

piazza as Turiddu calls all the townspeople who have gone to church. Dramatically speaking, 

there is high tension in this scene because even though Turiddu, Lola, and the townspeople are 

drinking wine and discussing the price, there is an feeling of inevitability that casts a pallor. The 

interpolations of Zio Brasi and Comare Camilla’s “Allegria! Allegria!” are ironic and jarring and 

this is the one instance wherein I agree with Gaillard regarding the use of the ancillary characters 

in the play. They function as an obvious juxtaposing of what is dramatically inherent in the scene. 

It is this scene also, where two out of the three modi di dire is found. Turiddu speaks about the 
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women he saw while away, urged on by Lola’s questioning, and the modi di dire evidence his 

desire to be home. This desire is complicated, however, since he is abandoning the lover who is 

carrying his child out of wedlock and speaking to the woman he secretly still yearns after. The 

intensity of these conflicted emotions is seen in his final line of the scene: “Oggi vogliamo 

uccidere la malinconia.”318 Again, using a word that describes the final action dramatically 

prepares the audience for the end of the play. 

  Alfio returns in Scene VII and refuses Turiddu’s offer of a glass of wine. The stage 

directions read: “Rimangono a guadarsi un istante negli occhi” which indicates that they 

understand each other and what is about to occur. In order to clarify for the audience the dialogue 

continues: “Che avete da comandarmi qualche cosa, compar Alfio?” “Niente, compare. Quello 

che volevo dirvi lo sapete.” “Allora sono qui ai vostri comandi.”319 For those in the audience who 

still may not understand, Lola asks: “Ma che volete dire?” Turiddu tells Alfio where to meet him 

and then “gli morde lievemente l’orecchio.” To clarify that antiquated gesture (the petit-bourgeois 

audience member may not understand), Verga has Alfio say: “vuol dire che avete buona 

intenzione. Questa si chiama parola di giovane d’onore.”320 To increase the tension (now that 

everybody understands what is happening), Lola asks: “Dove andate?” and the answer is “Che te 

ne importa? Meglio sarebbe per te che non tornassi più” punctuated by Zia Filomena’s “O 

Gesummaria!” In the penultimate line, Turiddu has a mini-monologue/aria wherein he appeals to 

Alfio (just as in the novella): “mi lascierei scannare da voi senza dir nulla. Ma ci ho un debito di 
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coscienza con compare Santa.” As mentioned in the summary previously, this is remarkably like 

the text in the novella, except the emphasis has shifted from Turiddu’s mother in the novella and 

to his pregnant and abandoned lover in the play.  

  In Scene VIII Turiddu abruptly dismisses Lola from his life (“Non ci ho più nulla a fare 

con voi. Adesso è finito fra noi due. Non avete visto che ci siamo abbracciati e baciati per la vita e 

per la morte con vostro marito?”).321 He turns his attention to his mother and in a final set piece 

monologue, bids her goodbye and exhorts her to take care of Santuzza: “alla Santa, che non ha 

nessuno al mondo, pensateci voi, madre.”322 This last monologue is memorialized in a heartfelt 

aria in the opera as we will see shortly.  

  The final scene is filled with townspeople and characters asking where Turiddu is (“Ma 

dov’è andato mio figlio”) and religious exhortations (“O Gesummaria! Gesummaria!”) which 

serves to focus the audience’s attention on the drama while is happening offstage in the finest 

tradition of Greek tragedy. Bringing all the metaphors to a close, Lola declares: “Vuol dire che 

facciamo la mala Pasqua […] e il vino che abbiamo bevuto insieme ci andrà tutto in veleno!” just 

as Pippuzza runs onstage screaming: “Hanno ammazzato compare Turiddu! Hanno ammazzato 

compare Turiddu!” as two carabinieri cross the stage.323 

 Hearkening back to the idea of having the carabinieri as a background to represent the 

civil order of the society, is it possible that this explains the grammatical oddity of this final 

phrase? That is, the use of the ‘loro’ form in announcing that Turiddu has been killed: “Hanno 
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ammazzato” as opposed to simply, [Alfio] ha ammazzato. The phrase is repeated verbatim in the 

opera and it seems possible that although it may have been a colloquial and understood way of 

expressing “Turiddu has been murdered,” the use of the “loro” certainly for modern ears, makes 

one think that the entire community, and by that meaning the societal mores that govern the 

community, have murdered Turiddu. Even though it may have been a usual use of the verb, in this 

context and to alien ears, the linguistic element coincides and draws in the overall theme of 

Cavalleria rusticana.  

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA, THE OPERA 

Cavalleria rusticana by Pietro Mascagni 
Melodrama in one Act 
Prelude and Siciliana O Lola bianca (Turiddu) 
Introductory chorus: Gli aranci olezzano 
Scena: Arrival of Alfio: Dite mamma Lucia (Santuzza, Lucia; Chorus; Alfio) 
Scena and Prayer: Beato voi, compar’ Alfio (Lucia, Alfio, Santuzza, Double chorus) 
Romanza and Scena: Voi lo sapete o mamma (Santuzza, Lucia) 

a. Duet Tu qui Santuzza (Turiddu, Santuzza) 
b. Lola’s ditty Fior di giaggiolo (Lola) 
c. Duet (cont’d) Ah lo vedi (Turiddu, Santuzza) 
d. Duet  Oh! Il Signore vi manda (Santuzza, Alfio) 

Intermezzo: (orchestra, organ) 
Scena, Chorus, and Brindisi: A casa, a casa, amici! (Lola, Turiddu, Chorus) 
Finale: A voi tutti, salute! (Alfio, Turiddu, Lola, Lucia, Santuzza, Chorus) 
  

 Mascagni’s opera is considered the prototype of the verismo Italian opera, a genre which 

includes works by composers of the giovane scuola such as Leoncavallo, Giordano, Cilea, and 

Puccini, but the opera’s history is curious.324  In 1888, the editorial house Sonzogno launched a 
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competition open to all young Italian composers with unpresented operas. Pietro Mascagni, a 

twenty-six year old dropout from the Milan Conservatory and former classmate of Giacomo 

Puccini found out about this competition two months before the deadline and asked his friend, 

Giovanni Targioni-Tozzetti to write a libretto. Mascagni and his colleague, Guido Menasci 

selected the eponymous novella by Giovanni Verga upon which to base the opera. The three 

artists created the opera solely by written correspondence. It was finished in time to be submitted 

to the contest and Mascagni was selected for the presentation in Rome.325 In one of the most 

famous rags-to-riches stories in Italian opera history, the opera had a rousing success when it was 

premièred at the Teatro Costanzi on May 17 1890. It was attended by such important persons as 

Queen Margherita and Mascagni was brought back to the stage for 60 curtain calls.326 When 

Mascagni died in 1945, the opera had been staged 14,000 times in Italy alone. 

 Although it enjoys popular success even today, the opera has never really held critical 

esteem. Roman Vlad describes the history of the opera’s criticism succinctly: “Cavalleria 

rusticana è una delle opere più celebri di tutto il repertorio musicale mondiale, ma non è mai 

stata celebrata dalla cosidetta ‘critica ufficiale.’”327 And the reception of the libretto was no 

better as Sansone points out: 

On the whole, the opera was much less innovative than Verga’s play had proved 
to be a few years earlier. The essential figures of literary verismo did not pass into 
Mascagni’s Cavalleria. Verga’s formal restraint and impersonality were 
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incompatible with the emotional subjectivity of operatic singing […]. The 
operatic transposition of Cavalleria rusticana thus effaced the non-melodramatic, 
veristic peculiarities of the play.328 

 Mascagni scholar Alan Mallach, however, does not agree that there is a discrepancy 

between Verga’s play and Mascagni’s opera and in Pietro Mascagni and His Operas, writes that 

“What is notable is how much of Verga’s essence the librettists retained.”329 As Italian scholar 

Jonathan Hiller lightly points out: A middle-class settentrionale would have been baffled by the 

Darwinian struggle for survival found in Verga’s original works transposed directly to the 

operatic stage.330 

Prima la parola 

  It is exactly this “essence” of Verga that I would like trace through the opera. What I will 

argue is that the verismo of the Verga works juts up against the verismo of the music. Some of 

Verga will be retained; that which remains may be unrecognizable as it morphs from the verismo 

of literature and theatrics, and is forced to be secondary to the overwhelming influence of the 

music. Although verismo in literature and opera emerged roughly in the same time period (in 

novels and plays circa 1870s, in opera, 1890s), exactly what attributes do they share?331 

 “Spontaneity, truthfulness, emotional restraint: these were the qualities Verga tried hard 
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to retain in his plays.”332 Those very attributes, integral to textual verismo, prove difficult to 

subsume into an ongoing art form such as the opera of the 19th century. Sansone finds that the 

expression “operatic verismo” is misleading. There was a naturalistic tendency in the eroding of 

formal structures of the romantic melodramma but in order to situate ‘verismo’ in terms of opera, 

it is necessary to give a broader view to the impact and meaning of ‘verismo’ in terms of 

music.333 According to Guarnieri Corazzol verismo opera was described thusly: 

marked musical characterisation of the geographic or social milieu, simple, well-
constructed plots, vocal writing exploiting the high register of each voice type; 
irregular rhythms and phrases, spoken or shouted utterances, heavily charged 
melodies; ‘physiological’ rhythmic ideas, breathless harmonic rhythm, overall 
tonal stability; a dynamic progress through climaxes of tension, orchestral build-
ups and loud, excited vocal climaxes; and recurring themes mostly identified with 
the voice.334 

Cavalleria rusticana, the opera, according to the above description, is the quintessential verismo 

opera. Not only, but verismo opera (in one aspect that it follows verismo literature) hews to a 

narrative structure. In so doing, the orchestra contributes more strongly toward producing scenic 

events. Music scholar Adriana Guarnieri Corazzol sees the function of the orchestra in verismo 

opera as supplying the free indirect discourse that figures prominently in Verga’s work:335 

 [the orchestra provides the] free indirect discourse, echoing and in some cases 
equaling the voices. It has a dramatically active role […] symphonic vocality is at 
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335 Indirect discourse consists of not an exact quotation of a speaker’s words but a version 
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the same emotive level as that of the characters and can play host […] to an off-
stage voice; it is alone ‘on stage’ during the symphonic intermezzo […] at the 
dramatically decisive moment preceding the catastrophe; and finally it has the 
gestural and elemental character of a collective narrator.336 

As a result, as will be seen shortly in the musical analysis, the orchestra practically breathes along 

with, and also comments on, the characters. There are ebbs and flows and places where the 

orchestra “speaks” along with or in supporting the singer. In fact, as Mallach observes: “When 

Turridu says, ‘Compare Alfio,’ and stops, and the cello goes on, the music of the cello is not a 

prelude, it is the sound of Turiddu trying to figure out what to say to the man who is about to kill 

him.”337 

 Cavalleria rusticana begins with a very short prelude and then the offstage aria sung by 

Turiddu, aptly called the Siciliana. It is arguably the only literal “sicilian” attribute left from the 

passage from theatrical play to opera. The play had already attenuated the connection to Sicily, 

and we shall see what the opera maintains. Language dialect was not used in opera during the 

period in which Mascagni wrote Cavalleria rusticana at least not in the opera serie. Dialect 

operas, as Hiller points out, were common in the lesser houses of Naples where opera buffa was 

performed throughout the nineteenth century.338 

 Although it is generally agreed among scholars that the opera libretto for Cavalleria 

rusticana was taken directly from the play and not the novella, Hiller observes that at least this 

first aria, the Siciliana, has philological roots to the novella. He notes that in the novella, Turiddu 
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returns to the village to discover that his beloved Lola is engaged to Alfio. The jilted Turiddu is 

described then as singing under Lola’s window every night: “Si sfogò coll’andare a cantare tutte 

le canzoni di sdegno che sapeva sotto la finestra della bella.”339 Hiller goes on to declare that the 

novella provides the underlying imagery for the poetry that the librettists used for the Siciliana. 

He observes:  

Examining the aria’s first four lines, which I have rendered literally from the 
Sicilian into standard Italian, and comparing them to the seduction scene in 
Verga’s tale, the lexical debt owed by the former to the latter is apparent: 
O Lola ch’ai di latti al cammisa [O Lola che hai la camicia di latte] 
Si bianca e russa comu la cirasa, [Sì bianca e rossa come la ciliegia,] 
Quannu t’affacci fai la vucca a risa, [Quando ti affacci fai ridere la bocca,] 
Biato cui ti dà lu primu vasu! [Beato chi ti dà il primo bacio!]340 

Hiller believes that the second line of the Siciliana is inspired by the recurring references to Lola 

in the novella turning red and white, which I have discussed at length above: “[Lola] […] non si 

fece nè bianca nè rossa” and “Lola che ascoltava ogni sera, nascosta dietro il vaso di basilico, si 

faceva pallida e rossa.341 Hiller then further sees that: “Turiddu uses the same turn of phrase in 

the story found in the fourth line of the serenade not once, but twice. Upon first meeting Lola, he 

says, “Beato che vi vede!” and then later, “’Ma! sospirò il giovinotto, ‘beato chi può 

salutarvi!’”342 Hiller further observes:  

The image of the women presenting themselves at the window is also present in 
the tale. Describing Santa’s reaction to Turiddu’s advances, the narrator recounts: 
“Come il babbo mise Turiddu fuori dell’uscio, la figliuola gli aprì la finestra, e 
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stava a chiacchierare che lui tutta la sera.”343 

Although we shall see some direct transferring of the dialogue of the play to the libretto of the 

opera in the textual analysis, there is a distinct change in the opera libretto in the tone and 

register in the opera that must be addressed. As Luigi Dallapiccola points out in Parole e musica 

nel melodramma: 

È un fatto che in quel periodo [I primi anni del secolo xix] si sviluppò un 
linguaggio librettistico il più delle volte assolutamente negativo da un punto di 
vista letterario; un linguaggio che mai fece parte della lingua parlata, che rimase 
confinato nei limiti del libretto d’opera […]344 

This “linguaggio librettistico” (or as some people have dubbed it: “opera italian”) is noticeable, 

especially with respect to the character of Turiddu. In the play, as I previously noted, Turiddu is 

a spoiled, arrogant dongiovanni wanting to be his own man and do what he wants. Here he is in 

an argument with Santuzza: “Tu piuttosto! Vuoi farmi l’affronto di mostrare a tutto il mondo che 

non son padrone di muovere un passo, che mi tieni sotto la tua scarpa come un ragazzo.”345 

In the opera, however, he becomes a romantic hero, moved by emotion, full of high-

flown sentiment, more like (as Gaillard points out) the Duke in Rigoletto or the Conte di Luna in 

Il Trovatore in his rhetoric than an ex-soldier in a tiny village in Sicily. Here he is speaking to 

Santuzza in the opera: “Lasciami dunque, invan tenti sospire il giusto sdegno colla tua pietà.346 

 Santuzza, as well, suffers from “operatic magniloquence” as Gaillard notes. In the play 
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the phrase: “Sì compare Turiddu, siete padrone di scannarmi colle vostre mani stesse come un 

agnello, se volete; che vi leccherei le mani come un cane” becomes in the libretto of the opera, 

“Battimi, insultami, t’amo e perdono, ma è troppo forte l’angoscia mia.”347 Moreover, the word 

“Ammazzami” is formalized into “Squarciami il petto!348 There is a jarring juxtaposition of this 

high-flown language with the passion of deeply-felt “peasant” emotion. What was so consonant 

and melodically true and authentic in the novella (although much less in the play), in the opera 

becomes ludicrous in its grandiosity and lack of tonal harmony with the action. 

  We will see other traditional operatic conventions that will also serve to allay any opera 

audience anxiety. For instance, Turiddu’s drinking song: “Viva il vino spumeggiante,” and 

Alfio’s entrance aria “”Il cavallo scalpita” are both scathingly criticized by theater credit 

Edoardo Boutet published in the Rome newspaper Don Chisciotte on January 7, 1894: 

Instead, neighbour Alfio would come to the fore and sing merrily: ‘Oh, what a 
lovely job to be a carter:’ and on village squares one would find a light wine for 
‘I’ll have a toast,’ ‘I’ll have a toast,’ […] and guitars, stornelli, roses, flowers. 
Tiny tears to win the applause for the leading actress; or sufferings grouped in 
notes for the outpouring of a tenor.349 

And even Julian Budden contends that Turiddu’s brindisi aria here in the opera is particularly 

non–veristic. He writes that it is very unlikely that “Verga’s characters […] would have 

recognized themselves in the peasants […] [who] echo Turiddu’s paean to ‘foaming wine.’”350 
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Certainly that is true; however, if we remove ourselves from the need to maintain Verga’s 

verismo and replace it with the verismo of the music, this aria with its traditional structure and 

familiar operatic subject matter is a comforting set piece.351 What Hiller points out, and is 

absolutely correct is that the setting of this aria in a conventional, traditional way draws attention 

to itself and also furthers the dramatic action. As Hiller writes:  

Verga needed to contrive a way to put Turiddu, a soldier and presumably an able 
fighter, at an immediate disadvantage to the carter, thus bringing the tragedy to a 
local conclusion. His solution is to have Turiddu, unsettled by Santuzza’s jealous 
outbursts, drink to excess.352 

In the play there is a similar drinking scene that has already been referenced, which ends with 

Turiddu uttering with unconscious presentiment: “Oggi vogliamo uccidere la malinconia.”353 In 

the opera, the issue of Turiddu’s drunkenness is repeatedly uttered by Turiddu himself: 

“Mamma, quel vino è generoso, e certo oggi troppi bicchier ne ho tracannato” and in his final 

aria: “Oh! nulla, è il vino che m’ha suggerito.”354 In terms of onstage dramatic action, the 

audience must be forewarned that something might happen, just enough so that there is no total 

shock when the deed does occur. Too much preparatory information and there is no drama. Not 

enough preparatory information and there is shock that will have an unwanted effect on the 

audience. The spectators will be angry at being duped. The opera, through its libretto and its 

music, is an example of the perfect amount of preparation and enough shock to justify the drama. 
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 Bini also makes a connection to ritual with this drinking song in the opera. As mentioned 

previously, the fact that Easter Sunday is a perpetual background in the play and in the opera, 

there is a simultaneous religious ritual taking place in the slow development of the action toward 

the final ritual which is the duel. However, when Turiddu exhorts everyone in the piazza to drink 

with him, Bini observes that it is also a mirroring of the communion ritual in the Catholic Mass: 

“As the piazza fills again with town people exiting the church, Turiddu calls everybody for some 

wine. He is paying for it and wants everyone to take part in his communion.”355 She further 

notices: 

the opera is charged with an intense, Dionysiac hymn to wine. The scintillating 
drink is compared to the smile of a lover that can instill joy in the hearts. The 
sincerity of wine is praised together with its ability to turn pain into joy. It is the 
wine of Dionysus, not the blood of Christ, but of a pagan cult which is, however, 
imbued with Catholic elements.356  

This connection with Dionysus and ritual was quite endemic to the experience of the first 

performances of the opera. Previous to Cavalleria rusticana, there was no other opera with a 

single uninterrupted arc, and according to Mallach that was probably most responsible for the 

passionate audience response to the opera. According to one participant at that time, the opera 

was “an almost orgiastic festival, an almost religious rite.”357 

 Other linguistic changes from the play to the opera have to do with the major characters. 

Santa becomes Santuzza, and the use of the diminutive of the name sets up the character as a 

vulnerable woman nominally predetermined to elicit the audience’s sympathy. Yet she gains 
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textual respect at the end of the opera: first when Turiddu challenges Alfio to the duel and 

realizes that Santuzza could be abandoned; and second, when Turiddu, realizing he might be 

killed he exhorts his mother to “fare da madre a Santa.” No more the diminutive victim of his 

fickleness, Santuzza, once Turiddu confesses he was going to marry her, (“io avea giurato di 

condurla all’altare”) is legitimized and is entitled to an adult name. 

 Gnà Nunzia, in the novella is a non-speaking character for whom Turiddu has much pity: 

[Turiddu a Lola]: Mia madre… poveretta, la dovette vendere la nostra mula baia, 
e quel pezzetto di vigna sullo stradone, nel tempo ch’ero soldato.358 

And 

La gnà Nunza, poveretta, l’aspettava sin tardi ogni sera.359 

In the play, she is independent, assured, brusque, and owns the osteria of the town, right 

in the piazza across from the village church. In the opera, gnà Nunzia’s name has been changed 

to Mamma Lucia, perhaps purely for euphonic reasons: it is much easier to sing.  

 It is understood that things between Santuzza and Turiddu’s mother will be different right 

at the outset: in her name change, she has become “mamma” not just to Turiddu but generally 

and also to Santuzza. As a result, her attitude towards Santuzza is much warmer than in the play. 

What in the play for gnà Nunzia was: “Poveretta me,” in the opera becomes “miseri noi.” That is, 

the “pasticcio” that has embroiled her son now also includes her. As Bini points out, Mamma 

Lucia vicariously becomes Santuzza’s mother, and Mamma Lucia’s affection gives her courage 

to implore her to “Andate o mamma, ad implorare Iddio, e pregate per me.”360 In the opera, 
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Mamma Lucia does not doubt Santuzza, but immediately enters into her drama and prays for her. 

In addition, as Bini observes, Turiddu, in the opera, begs his mother for her blessing, further 

substantiating the maternal role of Mamma Lucia and making yet another connection to the 

Catholic religion. In the novella and the play however, Turiddu’s sin is the adultery that is 

understood to be punishable in Italian society; in the opera, the focus is on the two protagonists 

swept away by the laws of passion and battling against the laws of society and the mores of the 

time.  

 Perhaps the most egregious example of the banalizing of verismo of Verga’s work in its 

transport to the opera is the operatic chorus. Gone are the four named townspeople who observe 

as the Greek comment on the action, allegedly provide tension in the dramatic scenes (pursuant 

to Gaillard), and generally situate the play in a society that understands and condones crimes of 

honor and passion. In their stead is a chorus that Gaillard calls: “privo […] di ogni funzione 

significante, e che in ogni suo intervento riporta in scena stereotipi operistici del tutto alieni al 

mondo che Verga aveva ricreato nel suo dramma e soprattutto nella sua novella.”361 It is true that 

the chorus is quite “Disneyfied” in its caricature of Sicilian peasants, but it is also true that at 

four choral numbers, this opera has one of the largest choral presences in the canon.362 

 Although Giannotto Bastianelli maintains that: “La scena è indovinatissima. […] Pietro 

Mascagni ha mirabilmente rappresentato in quest scena introdutiva il mattino della Pasqua 

popolare italiana, the chorus in the opera provides nothing of the quotidian peasant collocation of 

the four ancillary members of the theatrical play, nor of the subliminal village voices of the 
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narration of the novella (“dicevano i vicini,” “dicevano” “che tutto il vicinato non parlava 

d’altro”).363 As Hiller rightly points out, this causes a loss of what Baldacci, Sansone and 

Guarnieri Corazzol call “coralità:” 

L’ambiente, il colore, il contorno con le sue figurine da cui il dramma dovrà 
emergere gradualmente, in altre parole la coralità verghiana, nel libretto di 
Cavalleria […] non ci sono più. È costruito all’antica, tutto sui personaggi; ci 
sono i cori, non la coralità.364 

Despite the that it has nothing to do with Verga, the opening chorus number serves a dramatic 

and musical function  and maintains in both in production and musical values the grotesque 

stereotype of southern Italian peasants. 

 However, upon closer inspection a signal of sorts from the artist, we will examine this 

much-maligned chorus more closely. The chorus is annoying in the opera: from the moment the 

curtain rises, they come in singing, the women first and then the men. Then there is a 

recitative/dialogue between Mamma Lucia and Santuzza before Alfio arrives and the chorus 

makes another appearance. Alfio and Mamma Lucia have a short dialogue and again, the chorus 

arrives to sing the Regina coeli. By the time Santuzza sings her aria to Mamma Lucia, the 

audience has become accustomed to the fact that the chorus is always around. (emphasis mine). 

The chorus has imprinted the audience with the idea that they are lurking in every corner and 

able to appear at any moment. The omnipresent shadow of the chorus is integral to the dramatic 

arc that makes the opera so successful. In the musical analysis of the opera, I will trace the 
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components that sustain this argument.  

 Hiller quite incisively observes that in the opening chorus entitled “Gli aranci olezzano,” 

Mascagni “banks upon the use of local color as a way of drawing his bourgeois audience into his 

Sicilian world in a manner that can be understood. […] Mascagni made his chorus seem more 

‘real’ by making them [sic] more stereotypical.”365 He further cites Guarnier Corazzol on what 

she views as “Verghian exoticism and Mascagnian exoticism based on the exploitation of the 

picturesque.” 

The difference between the two exoticisms resides in formal solutions to the 
treatment of the ‘other’: Verga invented a social removed language; opera […] 
used the ‘other’ as an opportunity for integration, metabolising the ‘foreign’ 
linguistic elements with an almost touristic gesture of appropriation.”366 

But to return to our lack of coralità, although Mascagni’s chorus is strictly an operatic 

convention, it functions to introduce the listening audience to the musical story that is about to 

unfold. For the opera-going audiences in the north of Italy, Mascagni and his librettists needed to 

seduce and not shock their public with alternate cultures and alien customs. As Hiller so rightly 

points out: “The response could be ugly when an Italian composer was too innovative; upsetting 

the apple cart was a very dangerous sport within the Italian operatic milieu.367 Dramatically 

speaking, there would be much passion and emotion later in the vicissitudes of the opera so at the 

beginning of the opera, the chorus must mollify and seduce the eyes and emotions of the 

spectators. In other words, there cannot be a distinct “other” in a way that would challenge the 

opera-going public on a night out.  
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 The women in the chorus of the opera make their entrance singing: “Gli aranci olezzano 

sui verdi margini, cantan le allodole tra i mirti in fior; tempo è si mormori da ognuno il tenero 

canto che i palpiti raddoppia al cor” while the men reply: “In mezzo al campo tra le spiche d’oro, 

giunge il rumore delle vostre spole; noi stanchi riposando dal lavoro a voi pensiamo, o belle 

occhi-di-sole.”368 This banal and not at all verghian text sung to very flowing and sweet music 

has seemingly nothing to do with the textual spirit of Verga’s novella. However, as Verga 

biographer Alfred Alexander observes: “when the curtain rises and brilliant sunshine unveils the 

morning mist in the Piazzetta S. Teresa, it also unveils that a line of the first chorus is lifted from 

a poem by Severino Ferrari, a poet of the Carducci school who in one of his Nuovi versi of 1888 

uses the turn of phrase “belle occhi-di-sole” so our exotically Sicilian chorus sings the pastoral 

lyric of a comfortingly familiar, thoroughly Northern poet.369 In this subtle overlaying of 

northern poetry and familiar music, the Italian opera-going public of 1890 could relax and enter 

into a not-quite-so familiar world in a very familiar way. This is excellent theater. The audience 

must be relaxed and open to receive the action (and music) without already fighting the 

challenges of an off-putting introduction. Not only, but as we will see in the musical/textual 

analysis of the opera, the chorus as a unit provides a significant dramatic background to the 

dramatic goings-on.  

Poi la musica 

 Although on first listening the score for Cavalleria rusticana seems simple and 

straightforward, it is succinctly communicative in its conciseness. Mascagni hewed to the idea of 

                                                
368 Mascagni, Menasci, and Targioni-Tozzetti, Cavalleria Rusticana, Piano & Vocal Score, 14. 

369 Alfred Alexander, Giovanni Verga: A Great Writer and His World (London: Grant and 
Cutler, 1972), 159. 
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one syllable per note and his melodies are familiar and vivid. Moreover, vocal ornamentation is 

non-existent so that the music is truly at the service of the libretto and the dramatic action. 

Analyzing the music, the seemingly simple and straightforward quality of the music is cached in 

a complex trove of character information that helps drive the action and give depth and meaning 

to the protagonists. 

 The prelude to the opera begins quietly and slowly crescendos, ebbing and flowing. This 

establishes the character of the orchestra itself.370 In fact, in tonal quality, it has much in common 

with the matter-of-fact narration that begins the Verga novella. Unlike the novella, however, the 

music suddenly accelerates in intensity, climaxes, and is then subdued into the “love theme” of 

Santuzza and Turiddu: “la tua Santuzza, piange e t’implora. This is followed by more ebb and 

flow, in the same style, accelerating once again, but instead of the expected climax, the 

orchestral music ceases and only the harp accompaniment continues to accompany Turiddu in 

the Siciliana. Contributing to the overall tonal quality of the piece, the key of F is used at the 

crucial moments, from the preludio (in the major) to the central series of numbers and the 

Intermezzo, and to the final statement, in the minor, of Santuzza’s motif. 

 The Siciliana finishes and the orchestra explodes with the chords of the ending of the 

opera in a passionate reaction to the singing and a presentiment to the end. Before the choristers 

enter, the orchestra ebbs and flows once again, this time playing the motifs of the duets between 

Santuzza and Turiddu: “No, no Turiddu, rimani, rimani ancora” and “la tua Santuzza piange e 

t’implora.”371 Musically, because these are the phrases and leitmotifs of Santuzza and Turiddu, 

                                                
370 For a technical musical explanation of the themes present in the Preludio, see Roman Vlad, 
“Modernità di Cavalleria rusticana in Baldacci, “I libretti di Mascagni,” 19. 

371 Mascagni, Menasci, and Targioni-Tozzetti, Cavalleria Rusticana, Piano & Vocal Score, 92–
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there leaves no doubt as to whom the protagonists are. 

 Church bells chime twice in the opera; the first is in this second scene - the introduction 

of the chorus. The women begin the singing: “Gli aranci olezzano sui verdi margini.”372 The 

women sing this in 3/4 time. To note, the entire score up to this point is in 3/4 time, or 6/8, which 

is a variant of the 3/4 meter. Not until the men enter singing: “In mezzo al campo tra le spiche 

d’oro does the meter change to 4/4.373 This is important because as the opera unfolds there is a 

definite correlation between these particular time signatures and the genders who are singing. 

The chorus women return to sing again after the men, and the meter reverts to 3/4. The men and 

women then sing together, each in their different meters, in a symbolic aural indication of the 

difference between the genders. As if to acknowledge their differences and to appease their men, 

the women then switch to the 4/4 meter. The men and women sing together, the women in 6/4 

and the men in 6/8, that is, the women are approaching the time of the men, and the men are 

trying out the women’s meter. In ending, men and women all sing “ah!” as if to resign 

themselves to their differences, but the “ah” is in 3/4 as they fade away.374 

 Scene 3 begins with the tragic Santuzza’s theme which is deep heavy strings symbolizing 

the heaviness that weighs on her because of her sin of adultery. Also, a heartbeat-like rhythm 

underscores the strings further emphasizing the corporeal quality of the music and the 

                                                
93. 

372 Ibid., 14. 

373 Ibid., 16. 

374 The notion of “chorus as character” also appears in Chapter 1 of this dissertation with 
Giuseppe Verdi’s Va pensiero chorus from the opera, Nabucco. 
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corresponding action. There are traces of the melodies of Santuzza’s aria and before the 

recitative dialogue with Mamma Lucia begins, we hear a key change. Aurally, this signals that 

something is about to occur. In the third line, Santuzza asks: “Turiddu ove’è?” and there is a 

flutter in the orchestra as if she had butterflies in her stomach and then an ominous dramatic 

swell. 375After Lucia irritatedly responds brusquely twice: “non lo so, non lo so,” Santuzza has an 

outburst singing “Mamma Lucia” while the orchestra plays heartbeat chords in sympathy.376 

Santuzza repeats insistently: “Ditemi per pietà dov’è Turiddu” going up in scale each time and 

finally singing repetitive high pitches, aurally driving her point.377 When she confesses her sin to 

Lucia, “Sono scomunicata,” the “sono” starts on a high A-flat and as she finishes the phrase, and 

repeats it, the pitches fall lower and lower, as if to symbolically mimic her fall into hell to pay 

for her sin.378 The orchestra comments with Santuzza’s dark theme.  

 The key changes to minor as the audience hears a whip and spurs jingling to introduce 

Alfio’s aria, “Il cavallo scalpita, i sonagli squillano, schiocchi la frusta. Ehi là!”379 The use of the 

whip establishes Alfio as a tough guy. The whip is used throughout the aria and is a jarring 

sound, as jarring as the rhythm of the aria, which is syncopated and the words land off the beat. 

The chorus in this aria is very ironic. Just as in the opening chorus (as mentioned in the textual 

analysis), the words are idyllic and picturesque but juxtaposed to a man singing to his adulterous 

                                                
375 Mascagni, Menasci, and Targioni-Tozzetti, Cavalleria Rusticana, Piano & Vocal Score, 25. 

376 Ibid., 26. 

377 Ibid., 26–27. 

378 Ibid., 28. 

379 Ibid., 30. 
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lover, the words of this chorus: “O che bel mestiere, fare il carrettiere, andar di quà e di là” are 

ludicrous in that they are contrasted with a man who is introduced snapping a whip and being 

cuckholded as a result of his not being at home.380 

 Alfio’s second verse begins with the phrase “M’aspetta a casa Lola, che m’ama e mi 

consola, ch’è tutta fedeltà.”381 At this expression, the chorus knowingly sighs: “Ah” commenting 

on Alfio’s unconscious error; the audience and the chorus know that Lola is not waiting for Alfio 

alone at home; she may be at home but she is not at all faithful—she is with Turiddu.  

 Alfio continues, twice asserting: “È Pasqua ed io son qua” but it is somewhat 

disconcerting that he is invoking one of the holiest holidays in the Catholic liturgy while 

cracking a whip.382 Moreover, the driving insistence of the phrase belies the wording of the text. 

The rhythm and phrasing are intense and punishing not joyous nor religious. The chorus 

repeating “O che bel mestiere” takes on a sinister quality as they accompany Alfio to finish his 

frenetic aria.383 

 There is a distinct change in tone as Alfio then encounters Mamma Lucia and they have a 

dialogue. When Alfio informs her that Turiddu is still in town: “Se è sempre qui! L’ho visto 

stammatina” he is accompanied by ominous chords; dark and sinister.384 Mamma Lucia responds 

quickly “Come?” almost cutting him off and Santuzza tells her to be silent. 

                                                
380 Ibid., 31. 

381 Ibid., 33. 

382 Ibid., 34. 

383 Ibid., 35. 
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 There are sounds of the organ beginning the choral piece Regina coeli emanating from 

the church, and this prompts Alfio to intone: “Io me ne vado, ite voi altre in chiesa” accompanied 

by the organ.385 The use of the word “ite” in the phrase has distinct sound of the Catholic priests 

who intoned the Catholic Mass years ago when it was still celebrated in Latin. At the end of the 

Mass in the old Roman rite liturgy the priest intones: “ite miss est” indicating that the sacrament 

of the Mass has finished, the spirit has filled the public, and the faithful people were free to leave 

the church. In this instance, however, Alfio is still smarting from the previous scene and is 

exhorting the women to go into the church. It is the converse of the meaning of the religious 

ritual. After this faintly sacrilegious phrase, the orchestra continues amplifying the theme from 

the Regina coeli chorus. 

 In the third Chorus appearance the complicated harmonies seem almost discordant; then 

there is a harmonic shift as they begin to sing the Regina coeli: “Inneggiamo il Signor non è 

morto.”386 There is a driving insistent rhythm and the second iteration has even more crescendo 

cresting on “risorto” and “gloria del ciel” musically describing the resurrection and the joy that 

true believers feel on Easter Sunday.387 Again, very ironic and juxtaposed to the drama unfolding 

among the protagonists.  

 Then, silence and organ music. Santuzza begins to sing the theme alone: “Inneggiamo il 

Signor non è morto” and the chorus joins her.388 There is a fugue-like structure, with both men 
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and women singing together. This chorus is in 12/8 which is counted similarly to 3/4, so a 

feminine meter for our analysis purposes. As Santuzza and the chorus are singing together, there 

is a large rallentando on the word “oggi” pointing out the importance of the day, not only 

liturgically speaking, but in the timeframe of the opera as all of the drama takes place within the 

day of Easter Sunday.389 

 The choral hymn ends with everyone singing “oh Signor” three times, the liturgical 

number. After the singing subsides, the orchestra continues the accompaniment, repeats the 

choral climax, then changes with strident strings perhaps signaling that although the entire choral 

number was in perfect harmony, all is not well in the drama. The organ quiets down and finally 

resolves. 

 In a quasi-verbatim lift from the play, Santuzza’s aria begins: “Voi lo sapete, o mamma, 

prima d’andar soldato, “Turiddu aveva a Lola eterna fè giurato” and Santuzza sings the name 

“Turiddu” on a high note, as if just saying his name makes her emotional.390 She then repeats the 

phrase “aveva Lola eterna fè giurato” as if to quiet herself down to continue.391 She continues her 

confession simply: “M’amò” and repeats, “l’amai, l’amai, ah! l’amai” dramatically singing an A-

natural high note on the “Ah!”392 The orchestra continues with agitated strings, mirroring 

Santuzza’s anxiety before she blurts out: “Quell’invida” and, as if it were too much to continue a 

legato phrase, continues her thought in different choppy phrases and twice repeats: “arse di 
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gelosia” before erupting on a high G for “me l’ha rapito.”393 She repeats “me l’ha rapito” with 

the orchestra doubling her pitches as if providing commentary and support. The following 

phrase: “Priva dell’amor mio” is accompanied by string plucks, which have the effect of tears 

dropping. Moreover, to tie her musically to Turiddu, they are very slow imitations of the string 

plucks that begin Turiddu’s Siciliana and are also used to introduce his aria saying goodbye to 

his mother. This motif shows that Santuzza is musically connected to Turiddu, albeit tenuously. 

 She continues in agitation by repeating: “Lola e Turiddu s’amano” twice, culminating in 

“Io piango, io piango, io piango.”394 In her aria, wherein she describes her situation and 

confesses her abjectness, further indicating her lack of agency, is composed in 2/4, which is a 

martial reduction of the men’s meter. So she is literally singing in a time which adheres to the 

male structure and paradigm of her world.  

 Lucia comments with “Miseri noi, che cosa vieni a dirmi in questo santo giorno?”—thus 

solidifying her position with Santuzza since she uses the pronoun “noi.” This warmth prompts 

Santuzza to burst out in “io son dannata” on a high A-natural and, ironically, the music shifts to a 

major key.395 The orchestra provides supporting hopeful chords for Santuzza as she implores 

Mamma Lucia to help her get Turiddu to speak to her. The orchestra, content with helping 

Santuzza through this aria, finally resolves. 

 Santuzza and Turiddu’s duet begins in 2/4 time, the men’s meter, and Santuzza’s lines are 

brusque and short, quite different from the preceding scene. In contrast, Turiddu’s lines are 
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legato. Knowingly, the orchestra expresses ominous chords for “Dove sei stato” and as Turiddu 

lies and patronizingly tries to calm her down: “Santuzza credimi” the orchestra drops out of the 

accompaniment. It is as if the orchestra is literally not supportive of what is occurring on 

stage.396 After Santuzza tells him to stop lying, she takes back agency and the duet switches to ¾ 

time, the women’s key signature. Santuzza and Turiddu sing a climactic high note almost 

together as he says: “Vuoi che m’uccida” and she sings: “Oh! Questo non lo dire.”397 Following 

arrhythmic chords, Santuzza asks: “Tu l’ami dunque” and, as Turiddu lies again, “Taci non 

l’amo,” the orchestra holds a chord in suspension.398 As the reality hits her, Santuzza intones in a 

quasi-monotone “Quella cattiva femmina ti tolse a me!” and the orchestra starts slowly, as if also 

realizing this fact, and gets more and more agitated.399  Finally, Turiddu reasserts himself in 4/4 

time and threatens Santuzza: “Bada Santuzza, schiavo non sono di questa vana tua gelosia.” 

Santuzza responds, also in 4/4 as he has established dominance. She sings in low notes, 

mirroring her diminished state: “Battimi insultami t’amo e perdono” but mid-phrase “ma è 

troppo forte l’angoscia mia” Santuzza finishes in 3/4 time, thus we know she has taken back 

agency.400 

 The orchestra stops suddenly and barely plunks out a rhythm for Lola’s jaunty 
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Stornello.401  Lola sings in 6/8 of course. She is brazen and her own person and has no need to 

submit to the masculine meter. She finishes her verse and sings “ah” three times before stopping 

abruptly to address Santuzza and Turiddu. Lola later mimics Santuzza twice: once when 

Santuzza warns her: “ci deve andar che sa di non aver peccato!” and Lola responds with the 

same pitches: “e bacio in terra” and then: Santuzza: “ho da parlarti ancora;” Lola: “E v’assista il 

Signore.”402 Lola further taunts Santuzza by very slow ritardando on the word: “vado.”403 A 

single flute plays the stornello theme to escort Lola offstage but breaks off mid-phrase to let the 

protagonists continue their duet. 

 This Stornello is in the center of the opera. Musically, the lines in the Stornello can be 

traced to the Preludio, and the interruption of this song symbolizes the rupture that Lola has put 

between Santuzza and Turiddu. Her music quite literally stops the action, which takes up exactly 

as it ended once she leaves. Her music is completely different from the angst that precedes and 

segues. There is no doubt she is the catalyst for the tragedy that is about to unfold. 

 After Lola exits, Santuzza exhorts Turiddu to listen to her (in 2/4 time), perhaps hoping 

that he might recognize his time signature, and then implores him using Lola’s 6/8 time: “No, no, 

Turiddu, rimani, rimani ancora.”404 Turiddu joins her in this duet and both end the final phrase 

singing the same notes. The orchestra repeats the theme to encourage them with 

high appassionato phrases in the first violins doubled at various octaves by the orchestra, and 
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Santuzza returns to plead in 2/4 time, but they quickly switch back to 6/8 as their duet accelerates 

in intensity. They are singing the same melodic line in the feminine 6/8 and Turiddu cannot stand 

the pressure: “Dell’ira tua non mi curo!” and Santuzza curses him: “A te la mala Pasqua, 

spergiuro.”405 This phrase, although written with musical pitches by Mascagni is most often 

screamed out in performance. It is dramatic for two reasons: one, the sound of speaking or 

intoning after passionate singing draws attention to the phrase simply by virtue of the change in 

sound. The subliminal message is that this curse is the expression of an emotion that is so out-

sized it cannot be contained by the musical structure that forms the opera. Secondly, it serves as 

a presentiment for the final announcement: “Hanno ammazzato compare Turiddu” that was 

written without pitches and meant to be declaimed and/or screamed. Again, the audience is 

aurally prepared for the ending.406 

 The orchestra roils and then calms down playing quietly the theme that precedes 

Santuzza’s aria in solidarity with her anguish. Suddenly we hear Alfio’s theme as he arrives. 

 As the orchestra prompts Santuzza by playing her aria (the music that has the words 

“Quell’invida” referring to Lola) Santuzza betrays Lola to Alfio: “Che mentre correte.”407 As 

Santuzza explains to Alfio what happened (in 2/4, so that Alfio will take her seriously): “Turiddu 

mi tolse, mi tolse l’onore,” the orchestra provides support.408 We know she feels stronger in “Per 

la vergogna mia” because she is again in 3/4 time until the phrase wherein she invokes Turiddu 
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again, and shifts to 2/4 time to finish her thought: “Turiddu mi tolse l’onore.”409 Alfio vows 

revenge (in 4/4 of course) and Santuzza joins him but reluctantly in a frenetic duet “Infame io 

son” where in Alfio swears his revenge.410 

 Having established that the orchestra functions like a protagonist in this opera, the 

orchestra now has a solo. The tension that has accumulated up to this point subsides into the 

Intermezzo, which is based on the melody of the Regina coeli. The themes are the themes of the 

preceding action, and are in the opening key of F, but the themes are sweeter, with the violins 

doubled in a chorale-like harmony structure. It is as if the orchestra were trying to put distance 

and harmony on the proceedings. Practically speaking, it probably was necessary to provide the 

singers with a much needed break at this point in the evening so that they could regroup in order 

to physically finish the opera. Moreover, a quiet respite is dramatically necessary after the 

intensity of the preceding scenes. In following on the idea of the ebb and flow of the orchestra as 

a living character, the Intermezzo is a chance for the audience to relax, for the singers to have a 

glass of water, and more importantly, to have the dramatic tension re-set in order to be fully 

ready for the culminating drama. 

 The fourth choral number follows the Intermezzo. There is the second instance of church 

bells (perhaps signaling a new start?). The men sing in the 2/4 meter of their quotidian return 

home and unlike the beginning of the opera, where the women staked out their own ¾ meter, the 

women sing the same words as the men, and in the same meter. The community is in total 

harmony: textually and musically, in direct and stark contrast to the protagonists of the opera. 
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 Turiddu exhorts all the community to drink with him (in 2/4 of course). The aria is light 

and contrasts sharply with the emotional arc. The phrases of the aria are legato and seemingly 

innocuous as Turiddu invites all to drink. The chorus interjects “Viva” as Turiddu speaks to 

Lola, and then just before she replies. This exchange is brusque and not-quite-right in its 

rhythmic structure and draws attention to the underlying tensions. The chorus is frenetic at the 

end of the aria, which sets up Alfio for his entrance. After a few terse exchanges between Alfio 

and Turiddu, the chorus women, in their wisdom, escort Lola offstage. After she leaves, the men 

have their pivotal exchange and the orchestra alerts us to the importance by implement complete 

silence. Turiddu and Alfio sing: “Avete altro a dirmi” “Io, nulla” “Allora sono agli ordini vostri” 

“or ora” “or ora” that are all recitative without any orchestral accompaniment at all.411 After an 

ominous punctuating chord by the orchestra, Alfio declares: “Compar Turiddu, avete morso a 

buono” again, without musical accompaniment.412 And, as has been established, the orchestra, as 

character, has weighed in. By the omission of orchestral accompaniment to support these 

characters’ interaction, Mascagni is commenting on the action. This serves two purposes: one, 

the silence draws attention to the drama of the moment; and two, there is a subliminal message 

that the community in the personage of the orchestra does not support the duel. In this example, 

the opera is being driven by the libretto; in doing a close reading—which is a literary 

technique—of the opera, the opera yields unexpected and serendipitous results. 

 Turiddu begins to sing: “Compar Alfio” and stops while the orchestra continues his 
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thought.413 When Turiddu sings again, he uses the melody that the orchestra suggested to him. 

As he continues his statements, “resta abbandonata, povera Santa” the orchestra doubles him as 

if to give support and the orchestra fills in music from the Santuzza/Turiddu duet to remind 

Turiddu (and the audience) of their love.414 

 There is great tremolo in the string section before Turiddu’s final aria to his mother 

which is sung in 4/4 as Turiddu is getting ready to fight. The orchestral introduction to the aria 

has the same string bow plucking as preceded the Siciliana aria that began the opera. The 

orchestra is signaling the end of the opera.  

 The ending screams are not written in pitches.415 That is, often phrases that are declaimed 

in operatic pieces have pitches that the singers ignore and declaim the phrase instead, either 

through tradition or breaking from tradition. The ending of La traviata for example: “È strano. 

Cessarono gli spasimi del dolor. In me rinasce, rinasce m’agita in solito vigor” has pitches 

written in and moreover, there are other vocal lines to be sung by the other characters on stage.416 

Violetta’s lines are always declaimed for the same reason the curse is declaimed in this opera. 

There is much more drama inherent in the absence of singing. In this instance, however, 

Mascagni meant all along for the phrases to be declaimed or screamed: “Hanno ammazzato 

compare Turiddu! Hanno ammazzato compare Turiddu!”417 
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Conclusion 

 Although accessible and tuneful, the score of Cavalleria rusticana is complex, deep, 

dramatic, and vivid and these are some of the characteristics of literary verismo as well. The 

Preludio of the opera is grounded in a network of leitmotifs and thematic connections that carry 

through to the final chord, so that the audience senses the overall cohesion and unity of the work, 

which thus provides the dramatic catharsis. One of the keys of the extraordinary success of this 

opera is the chorus. As composer Stephen Oliver incisively notes in the journal Opera: 

The brilliant stroke in all this is that nowhere in the opera is the community 
ostensibly threatening in the least. It celebrates every public act one can imagine – 
work, recreation, travel, worship, and drink – and in the pursuit of these we see it 
only innocently happy […] But the people we meet understand well enough the 
peril they face in defying their neighbors’ conventions.418 

The chorus as background is one of the major characters of the opera. It is the physicalizing of 

Verga’s narrative in the novella and the attenuated minor characters of the play. The orchestra, as 

well, literally and figuratively accompanies the chorus throughout the opera. So much so that the 

omnipresence of the chorus seems to hearken all the way back to the beginning of the Verga’s 

novella, where: “Le ragazze se lo rubavano cogli occhi, mentre andavano a messa col naso 

dentro la mantellina, e i monelli gli ronzavano attorno come le mosche.” It is the existential 

‘buzzing’ of the chorus, all around and through the drama and the music that gives an even more 

dramatic weight to the final screams: “Hanno ammazzato compare Turiddu.” Perhaps the use of 

the third-person plural “loro” was an unconscious but accurate reading. It amplifies the crime as 

happening not just to two characters but the entire choral community that has been in complicit 

and testimonial witness throughout these tragic proceedings.  
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INVISIBLE CITIES 

The intermedialities gleaned from the analysis of Cavalleria rusticana revealed that, in tracing 

the literary authenticity of the novella and the play to the opera, the technique of close reading of 

the libretto bled over into a close reading of the music. This action opened a new insight in 

understanding the opera and we had an example of the libretto driving the artistic thrust of the 

music.  

In the next juxtaposition, that of Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities and Christopher 

Cerrone’s opera of the same name, there is a different dynamic. The art forms are much more on 

parity in terms of their similarity and, as a result, both are similarly enhanced by their collusion. 

Lecturing on his book, Invisible Cities (1972) to the students of the Graduate Writing 

Division at Columbia University on March 29, 1983, Italo Calvino said:  

A book […] is a space which the reader must enter, wander round, maybe lose his 
way in, and then eventually find an exit, or perhaps even several exits.419 

On an unseasonably chilly night in October of 2013, a group of people wearing headphones at 

Union Station in downtown Los Angeles, wandered around, lost their way, found several exits – 

not reading – but listening to music: the opera Invisible Cities. This first-hand experience of 

Christopher Cerrone’s unique opera, staged brilliantly by Yuval Sharon and choreographed by 

Danielle Agami, exemplified just one of the new and fresh ways that opera is being re-imagined 

for the 21st century. And the catalyst: the Italo Calvino novel of the same name. 

 What was distinctly unique about this opera production is that in an innovative 

collaboration with the German electronic company, Sennheimer, the wildly-successful Invisible 
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Cities gave audience members wireless headphones. With the live orchestra in a former 

restaurant and singers scattered throughout the historic building, the opera invited the audience to 

move freely and create their own experience. 

The production was a runaway success; the run was extended three times after the first 13 

performances sold out prior to opening night. The production was named in the Top 10 lists for 

both Music and Architecture in The Los Angeles Times and was covered in international outlets 

such as Vogue magazine, The New York Times, Wired magazine, Forbes magazine, Gizmodo, La 

Repubblica (Italy), ZDF Heute Journal (Germany), and many more. Christopher Cerrone’s score 

was a finalist for the 2014 Pulitzer Prize in Music, and KCET’s house-long behind-the-scenes 

documentary won an Emmy Award for Entertainment Programming. Cerrone, Sharon, and 

Agami were nominated for Ovation Awards from LA’s theater community.420  

Cerrone’s Invisible Cities is an opera in one act (seven scenes and an overture) for four 

solo voices, vocal ensemble, 11 players, and electronics. The running time is approximately 70 

minutes. The scenes are as follows:  

Overture: 5:35 
Scene 1: Prologue 
Scene 2: Isidora 
Scene 3: Language 
Scene 4: Armilla 
Scene 5: Venice 
Scene 6: Adelma 
Scene 7: Epilogue 

 The performance is attended thusly: the audience members arrive at Union Station and go 

to a kiosk where they are issued small headphones, not unlike the ubiquitous earbuds that 

everyone uses to listen to their cell phones. Then they are shepherded into an anteroom of Union 
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Station where two identical orchestras are set up. The audience members are able to stand 

anywhere around the orchestra members who are also electronically joined together. There are, 

of course, musical instruments and electronic instruments strewn about. All of this is occurring 

while Union Station is going about its daily business. Regular Amtrak train passengers are 

commingling with audience members. Some non-audience members stop by the anteroom out of 

curiosity; most are rushing to catch a train or meet an arriving passenger. The sights and sounds 

in Union Station are the same as if there were no opera performance about to occur. This is no 

performative ‘aura,’ no sense of focus on any particular stage. Most people, audience members, 

Union Station pedestrians, even homeless people, are wearing headphones. 

 The audience is then addressed by the opera director who explains that the orchestra will 

begin the Overture, after which the audience members will be released to wander wherever they 

wish through Union Station. The protagonists of the opera are sometimes identifiable by their 

slightly-more outlandish outfits, but in 2013 Los Angeles, there are many interesting and oddly-

dressed people wandering in such a liminal place as a train station so one is never sure if the 

person you are observing is part of the opera performance. The singer portraying Kublai Khan is 

attired in mundane men’s clothes but is moved around in a wheelchair by attendants as a symbol 

of his elevated status. Marco Polo is dressed in non-descript khaki pants, a sweatshirt, and, as an 

emblem of his peripatetic life, a backpack.  

 The two women who represent the cities usually appear together in diaphanous dresses 

but in one scene, they don the apparel of Union Station janitors and mop the floor of the main 

room of the Station. They too, become indistinguishable from the people who populate the daily 

goings-on of the train station. 

 Some scenes, for example, Language, take place in the courtyard garden of the Station so 
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that there is more room for the chorus to sing and dance. The dancers mainly wear mainstream 

athleisure attire so, again, it is never clear if the audience is seeing a member of the Invisible 

Cities ensemble or merely some people who decided to dress comfortably for their journey. 

 As the opera proceeds, the scenes become more centralized. In Adelma, the dancers and 

chorus are costumed in ashy, camouflage-inspired street clothes, including bags and briefcases. 

They coalesce in the antechamber opposite the room where the orchestras as situated where the 

fugue-like Epilogue takes place. Finally we are all in one place: audience, singers, dancers. Here, 

too, geographically, the opera ends almost exactly where it begins, paralleling the underlying 

structure of both the text and music. 

Thomas Kuhn observed that intellectual progress is not gradual but marked by sudden 

paradigm shifts, and I find a striking parallel in today’s opera world.421 In Kuhn’s theory, during 

a revolutionary phase there is a willingness to try various approaches to fill in the void left by the 

moribund paradigm. Traditional opera has been losing audiences, and Invisible Cities, and the 

production company that produced it, The Industry, are hardly the only new small opera 

company re-thinking opera productions. There has been a veritable groundswell of re-inventive 

opera performances recently. 

As early as 2008 in Germany, the conductor and director Christoph Hagel presented 

Mozart’s Die Zaüberflote in the Reichstag subway station. In Britain, the Birmingham Opera has 

                                                
421 Thomas Kuhn was an American physicist, historian, and philosopher of science. In his 
controversial 1962 book The Structure of Scientific Revolutions he introduced the term 
“paradigm shift;” that is, scientific fields progress quickly (paradigm shift) rather than 
progressing in a linear pattern. There is a period of normality when the established paradigm 
seems to work. Then there is a model drift and the model begins to show flaws. See Thomas S. 
Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, ed. Ian Hacking, Fourth edition (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 2012). 
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been presenting works in alternative venues since 2001, including Berg’s Wozzeck in a 

warehouse, Beethoven’s Fidelio in a tent, and Bernstein’s Candide in a factory. The Birmingham 

Opera wants to “re-write the rules of engagement between audiences and performer, and in so 

doing, engages the audiences as more than simple observers.”422 

The National Sawdust company that opened in Williamsburg, Brooklyn in October 2015 

recently presented Orphic Moments, which pairs a new cantata by the composer Matthew Aucoin 

with an innovative staging of Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice. At the end of Orphic Moments, at the 

instant that Orpheus loses Eurydice for the second time, the audience was served a minibanquet: 

little servings of food placed onto long wooden panels poised on the audience’s knees, 

simulating participation in the wedding feast for Orpheus and Eurydice. A definite throwback to 

the time of early opera spectacle. 

Even more recently, the LoftOpera, also housed in Brooklyn, performed Puccini’s Tosca. 

This production took place in a former bus-repair facility in Bushwick, Brooklyn. The audience 

sat on two sides of the space, a few feet from the action. The New York Times reviewer Anthony 

Tommasini spoke of the fact that it was “thrilling, even sometimes frightening” to be so close to 

powerful full-out opera singing. 

Probably some of more outrageous venues however take place through the OnSite Opera 

(founded in 2012), which is dedicated to producing site-specific opera in non-traditional venues 

throughout New York. One recent production was Rameau’s Pygmalion at Madame Tussauds 

wax museum in Times Square, New York as well as in the Lifestyle-Trimco, a mannequin 

showroom. This company has also experimented with delivering subtitles via Google Glass. 

                                                
422 For more information about the Birmingham Opera Company see 
https://www.birminghamopera.org.uk/. 
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It is important to mention these recent productions to evidence this burgeoning milieu of 

new operas that include Invisible Cities. What is it that these productions have as their guiding 

impetus? What are new opera audiences craving that is ostensibly satisfied by site-specific 

productions? Invisible Cities for instance, is a distinctly precise synthesis of text, music, and 

staging. The stage director Yuval Sharon sees the headphone opera, with its personalized nature 

and disembodied voices, as the latest link in a long chain of operatic advancement. “When you 

can divorce the voice from the person singing,” he suggests, “the ear can watch and the eyes can 

listen, and the headphones are an ideal tool for that. It’s a new way of creating an opera.”423 This 

is in direct contrast with another traditional form of presenting opera in the 21st century, that of 

the live-feed transmissions to cinema houses from opera houses. In those instances, the converse 

occurs: the singers are so close to the camera that the viewer can be distracted by the facial 

contortions necessary to produce the operatic sound. 

Another obvious answer is the immediacy of the drama. Historically, opera was the “sex, 

drugs, and rock and roll” of its respective times. The earliest operas were under the purview of 

royalty and in 1607, Duke Vincenzo Gonzaga of Mantua engaged an ensemble of singers and 

acquired elaborate stage machinery to provide the necessary conditions for the creation  of 

opera’s first masterpiece, Monteverdi’s Orfeo.424 In fact, many royal opera theaters served as 

transitional spaces between the royal court and the public sphere so that monarchs could display 

themselves to their subjects. The Medici in Florence also preferred spectacular opera 

                                                
423 Jeffrey Marlow, “Is This the Opera of the Future?,” WIRED, October 22, 2013. 

424 Nicholas Till, “The Operatic Event: Opera Houses and Opera Audiences,” in The Cambridge 
Companion to Opera Studies, ed. Nicholas Till (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 
54. 
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performances. Among the most extravagant spectacles of the entire 16th century were 

commissioned to celebrate the wedding of Christina of Lorraine to Grand Duke Francesco I de’ 

Medici in 1589. Celebrated by a month of elaborate pageantry that required a full year of 

preparations, the wedding mobilized the combined artistic, intellectual, and administrative forces 

of Tuscany at the zenith of its wealth, power, and cultural prestige. The festivities began with a 

triumphal entry of the bride into the city; a sumptuous ceremony in the cathedral; banquets, balls 

and various indoor and outdoor entertainments, including spectacular jousts and tournaments; a 

naval battle in the flooded courtyard of the Pitti Palace; a sacra rappresentazione; and two 

performances of Girolamo Bargagli’s play La pellegrina with magnificent intermedi (the latter 

were repeated during a performance of another comedy, La pazzia d’Isabella, performed by 

Isabella Andreini and her commedia dell’arte company known as the Gelosi).425 Not only, but as 

musicologist Gary Tomlinson points out, “the stages of the late Renaissance were mobile, 

provisional, and impermanent […] princely gardens, chambers, […] or indeed on the streets and 

plazas of the city itself.426 

The first public opera house was opened in Venice in 1637 and attendance at these early 

seventeenth-century performances was more a social event than a “theatrical attendance” event. 

The theaters were designed with the audience seating in a horseshoe shape so that the members 

of the audience could see each other. The opera house was an important social focus for city 

dwellers and scholars have argued that these public musical rituals offered a secular substitute 

                                                
425 For a comprehensive study of this topic see James M. Saslow, The Medici Wedding of 1589: 
Florentine Festival as Theatrum Mundi (Yale University Press, 1996). 

426 Gary Tomlinson, Metaphysical Song: An Essay on Opera (Princeton, N.J: Princeton 
University Press, 1999), 68. 
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for religious rituals that once structured social civilization patterns. This convention of the opera 

as primarily a social occasion continued into the 18th century as described by the Italian author 

and patriot, Antonio Gallenga: 

In the pit, in the gallery, in the six tiers of boxes, there are other interests at stake 
than the catastrophe on stage. Everywhere there is nodding and smiling, and 
flirting and waving of fans and handkerchiefs; two-thirds at least of the 
performance are drowned out by the murmur of a general conversation, until 
occasionally, a burst of applause, or the strokes of the director of the orchestra 
announce the entrance of a favourite singer, or the prelude to a popular air; when, 
as if by common accord that confused roar of 6,000 voices is instantly hushed; all 
laughing, cocquetting, and iced-champagne-drinking, are broken short; and all the 
actors in the minor stages submit themselves for five minutes to behave like a 
well behaved audience.427 

Although early in the 19th century, in 1816, the French novelist Stendhal described the 

boxes at La Scala (Milano) as “two hundred miniature salons [ … ] each with its curtain-draped 

window [ … ] sufficient to contain all that is of worth and value in Milanese society,” in was in 

the later 19th century, with the advent of Bayreuth and Wagner, that the attendance paradigm 

shifted.428  Unlike the traditional European opera house setup of stage and horseshoe-shaped 

opera boxes, Wagner had Bayreuth built so that all the seats faced the stage in a semicircle. Not 

only, but the seats were tightly packed so that the audience could not freely circulate throughout 

the performance. The theater house lights were dimmed so that any social interaction among 

audience members was discouraged and attention was focused on the staged musical event. 

Contrasted with Bayreuth, the year before, Charles Garnier opened the Paris Opéra: there, the 

architectural elements of the foyer and public spaces were grand and theatrical. In Italian opera 

                                                
427 Nicholas Till, Rossini, His Life and Times (Tunbridge Wells, Kent: Midas; Hippocrene 
Books, 1983), 22. 

428 Stendhal, Rome, Naples, and Florence (New York: G. Braziller, 1960), 22, 68. 
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houses the foyer spaces were relatively small because the presumption was that the social 

interaction would happen inside the opera house. Garnier described his theater as a place where 

the foyers and staircases would be like a symphony orchestra to be listened to on its own, and 

that the auditorium should be more restrained, playing second fiddle to the spectacle on stage 

like the orchestra that accompanies the opera.429 

This opera, Invisible Cities and this defining production, incorporates all of these 

historical elements of opera. As ontology recapitulates phylogeny, so too, does Invisible Cities 

carry within its genetic makeup the spectacle, the social, the event, the reverence, and the 

irreverence, inherent in the platonic ideal of opera. What has changed of course is our modern 

society. Opera remains relevant now but not as a means of social interaction: we have Twitter 

and Facebook; not as a means of display: we have Instagram and Snapchat. Nor is it a via for 

social modeling. Our society is no longer vertical. That is, there is no artistic auctoritas dictating 

high art. We are a horizontal world—and as such—we experience our authentic artistic events 

literally on the same plane, whether physical or virtual, and usually, wearing earphones.  

Not only, but as Richard Sennett has pointed out in The Fall of Public Man, “the member 

of the modern audience comes to the theater not to interact socially with other people but to 

replenish his or her interior world.” This is what Sennett describes as “the paradox of visibility 

and isolation” in modern public life: “the public man as passive spectator.”430 Here in this 

production, the audience members nominally interact not only with each other, but with people 

                                                
429 Victoria Johnson, Jane F. Fulcher, and Thomas Ertman, eds., Opera and Society in Italy and 
France from Monteverdi to Bourdieu, Cambridge Studies in Opera (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007), 250. 

430 Richard Sennett, The Fall of Public Man (New York: W.W. Norton, 1992), 27, 212. 
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outside the live event. All audience members, cast members, instrumentalists are visible. All are 

isolated. And yet, there is a visceral emotional pull inherent in the text and music that distills the 

operatic performance to its purest form: authentic communication. 

In order to re-create the excitement and thrill of some of the basic historical attributes of 

opera, we in the 21st century need intimacy and more physical interaction. It could be argued that 

the spectacle of the past has mutated in our more self-conscious times. In our age of selfies and 

social media, one has not had an experience if the experience has not been interactive—

documented and projected. Recently audiences are invited to interact in a physical and visceral 

way with the production. Nowhere is this kind of immediacy more apparent than in this 

production and in this specific opera Invisible Cities.  

Prima la parola 

 When asked about the beginnings or inspirations for using Calvino’s text, the composer, 

Christopher Cerrone, cites the opening sentence of the book: 

In the lives of emperors there is a moment which follows pride in the boundless 
extension of the territories we have conquered, and the melancholy and relief of 
knowing we shall soon give up any thought of knowing and understanding 
them.431 

He then explains:  

After reading that sentence—so pregnant with meaning, lyricism, mood—I 
immediately began composing. I imagined the sound of an unearthly resonant and 
gong-like prepared piano, the ringing of bells, and wind players gently blowing 
air through their instruments. All of this would support a lyrical and deep voiced 
Kublai Khan who is slow moving and sings with gravitas. I imagined there would 
be two women, two high sopranos, who always sing together in harmony; they 
would be the musical personification of the cities that pervade the novel. And of 
course, our Italian explorer would be tenor, light and quick moving, melismatic, 

                                                
431 Industry, “Invisible Cities {Recording},” liner notes. 
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and deft.432 

Cerrone started the opera in 2008 and submitted it to the New York City Opera VOX Festival 

and it was accepted by Yuval Sharon who was the head of the program at the time. Cerrone felt 

that the tone of his opera can be characterized as “decay within lushness” and Sharon was 

unconvinced at the start that it was a subject that could be translated into traditional operatic 

form.433  

There are striking similarities in the way Calvino approached writing the book and in the 

way Cerrone responded to the book and, subsequently, composed the music. He speaks about 

how his opera would closely hew to the structure of the book: two main characters, one a 

traveler, one not, and their interchanges. Sharon sees the movement and transience of Union 

Station as a perfect site to situate an opera that concerns travel, yet the protagonists never move. 

This ironic dichotomy defines one of the underlying tensions that create the conflict that is not 

inherent in the storyline.  

 To begin with, Calvino, in explaining his process of writing Invisible Cities, wrote that is 

was a synthesis of organization and chaos. That is, although the book was eventually composed 

of outlined and defined chapters, it was created in a very different way. In the introduction he 

explains how Invisible Cities was formed out of little pieces of ideas and visions and that his role 

was as an organizer. He further elucidates: 

The book was born a little at a time, with considerable intervals between one 
piece and the next, rather as if I were writing poems, one by one, following up 
varying inspirations […] this is how I carried on […] the book over the years, 
writing a piece every now and then, passing through a number of different phases 

                                                
432 Industry, “Invisible Cities {Recording},” liner notes. 

433 The Industry, The Story and Music of Invisible Cities, video recording, 2014. 
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[…] everything ended up being transformed into images of cities […] 434 

Cerrone’s first impression of Invisible Cities seems as casual as Calvino’s early jottings: 

I didn’t have a really clear idea that I was actually going to write a whole opera on 
it. I thought, ‘This is a beautiful book. I love the language, let me try something 
with this.’ It was very low commitment at the time.435 

Cerrone, once taken in by the opening sentence tells a story of how he began composing: 

I know this sounds kind of like a corny story, but I remember very distinctly 
opening to the first page, and sitting down to the piano in graduate school and 
playing the first few notes of it. It really came to me in a way […] and my music 
really changed in that moment. It was denser, and more complicated. And I felt 
like that music and the need to evoke the melancholy of that opening—something 
changed in terms of what I do as a composer.436 

In tracing and comparing the text of the book with the musical text of the opera, we will see how 

closely Cerrone replicates the book in tone, structure, and intention that make a work of art 

uniquely itself. 

 This composer is text-driven: that is, he is inspired by language. The music that  he 

composes that has no text “is on the austere side, a little bit more on the minimal side, and then it 

tends to be much more about drama and architecture. But I feel like I’m drawn to a much wider 

range of music when I need to illustrate language.”437 

 Interestingly, Cerrone says that he read the book essentially the way Calvino wrote the 

book: 

I read one page a day, or one story a day, for a summer. Because I felt as though 
there was no other way for me to actually understand all the depth of that book 

                                                
434 Calvino, “Italo Calvino on Invisible Cities,” 37. 

435 Tim Horvath, “Invisible Cities: An Interview with Christopher Cerrone | Tin House,” 2014. 

436 Ibid. 

437 Ibid. 
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unless I read it really slowly. I was like, ‘I can only handle one story per day, I’m 
going read three pages and I’m really going to think very hard about those three 
pages.’438 

Cerrone started composing only after he had read the whole novel and started to summarize the 

text and pull out the sections that seemed the most emblematic of the entire work: the cities that 

encompassed desire, memory, and death. The opera begins in wonder and desire (Isidora), 

moves on to Armilla, which is an abandoned city and there is a sense of loss and decay); Venice a 

personal element for Marco Polo; and then Adelma (approaching death). For Cerrone, Isidora 

was most emblematic of all of the “Cities and the Dead”; Armilla of all the “Thin Cities”; and 

Adelma of all the “Cities and the Dead.” Cerrone further says that these particular cities recreate 

his personal experience of reading the novel and he references the “lightness” and “white space” 

of Calvino’s text that Cerrone felt he was expressing in the “whiteness in cutting it [the text] 

down.”439 

The opera is purposely not a long work; Cerrone wanted to musically express the 

lightness that he read in the Calvino.440 That said, Cerrone credits Calvino for helping him grow 

as a composer: 

I thought that I would write seven minutes of music, and, worst-case scenario, it 
doesn’t come out well. But quite the opposite, I found that there was this thing in 
the language that brought something completely different out in what I was 
writing. It was a huge, huge catalyst for me as a composer.441 

                                                
438 Ibid. 

439 KCETOnline, Invisible Cities: An Invisible Opera, n.d. 

440 Christopher Cerrone and Erika Marina Nadir, Interview with composer Christopher Cerrone, 
Skype, February 5, 2016. 

441 Tim Horvath, “Invisible Cities: An Interview with Christopher Cerrone | Tin House.” 
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Cerrone was also moved by the architecture of the book; the dichotomy expressed by Calvino 

himself. The fact that the stories are fanciful and were conceived so erratically and yet Calvino 

had strict ideas about how a book should be structured. Calvino wrote: “a book of this sort, if it is 

to be a real book, must have a structure of some kind […] one must be able to find a plot, a route, 

a ‘solution.’”442 This notion resonated with Cerrone: 

For years before, I had been trying to write the kind of music I wrote in Invisible 
Cities, but I had been unable to bridge categories of music, thinking that a work 
could be either lyrical or conceptually rigorous, but not both. Calvino taught me 
that a work could be both intellectual, but also ravishingly beautiful. And this, 
beyond all else, drew me to adapt Invisible Cities.443 

Even though have literary and philosophical worlds have grappled with the dichotomy between 

logic and beauty and in the 20th and 21st centuries there has been a melding and fusion of these 

concepts, it is interesting that the musical world has lagged somewhat behind. 

 Not just the binary of lyricism and structure appealed to Cerrone, but also the alternations 

of the cities and the interstitial interactions between Marco Polo and Kublai Kahn. In order to 

achieve the musical representation of that concept, Cerrone has the orchestra, which is in the 

vestibule of Union Station in this production, split into two halves (left and right) to signify 

Kublai Kahn and Marco Polo. 

 Mimicking the always-returning of Invisible Cities to the city of Venice, the music also 

repeats rendering a homologous patina to the work. This was observed by the music critic Tim 

Horvath:  

The whole opera really just repeats musical ideas over and over again. So the 
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443Christopher Cerrone, “PSNY: Christopher Cerrone Works,” PSNY, 2014, 
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prologue scene really becomes the Venice scene—it’s really just the same ideas. 
The opening of the overture, the big loud brass blasts, come back in the fifth 
scene, and they come back again in the sixth scene.444 

Not only, but there are repetitions within the narration and dialogue of Kublai Khan and Marco 

Polo, even two entire paragraphs (on pages 123 and 131) that discuss Kublai Khan’s playing of 

chess where there are differences in intention: “The Great Khan tried to concentrate on the game: 

but now it was the game’s purpose that eluded him” contrasting with the later reference: “The 

Great Khan tried to concentrate on the game: but now it was the game’s reason that eluded 

him.”445 The subsequent paragraphs that follow both these citations are also similar but with a 

slight difference in word order. Beginning the narration on p. 131, moreover, is an ellipsis which 

gives the visual indication of a continued thought and indeed the sense conveyed is that of a 

woozy, opium-infused, late-in-the-night philosophical discussion between Marco Polo and 

Kublai Khan. These paragraphs are not included in the opera, but the dramatic intention is there. 

As will be shown in the analysis of the music, Cerrone translates the evanescent wash of the text 

into music that can only be described as scintillating and shimmering. 

Although he read the text mainly in the masterful William Weaver English translation, 

Cerrone also read Invisible Cities in the original Italian. In his music, Cerrone always kept in 

mind the original Italian text. He found the original “more fluid and less verbose” than the 

translation.446 Cerrone is highly attuned to the sounds of language, so much so that, in the section 
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where people are speaking in different idioms, Cerrone has the libretto translated into all the 

languages that Calvino cites in the text including the original Italian: 

In the scene, they’re all real texts. I think I represented all the foreign languages 
Calvino points at […] I used Turkish, Coptic, and Persian, all languages that 
Calvino actually cites. But there’s also the idea of being overwhelmed. It is very 
much described in the book as a kind of information overload, too, so I felt like I 
was doing a very straight adaptation.447 

Ultimately however, it was what Cerrone describes as the “visceral” quality of Calvino’s 

work that inspired him: 

The visceral attractiveness—my biggest musical influence might be Calvino, 
because he really taught me that when you’re viscerally attractive, you can be 
intellectual, you can play games, you can do all this stuff. You can be humane 
[ … ] it just allows for so much more […] I wound up whittling it down to the 
things that I had the most musical inspiration for, and the things that created an 
emotional arc throughout the piece, and that was really important for me.448 

This production of the opera staged so innovatively with headphones and movement is borne out 

of the text and music. A fan of Janet Cardiff, Cerrone was intrigued by the idea of movement and 

music.449 He also references Mark Morris’ 2015 staging of Dido and Aeneas. In this production, 

the singers were offstage and the opera was physically performed by dancers. Cerrone’s music 

was also inspired by this movement-directed performance. His vision of the opera Invisible 

Cities always had a strong physical component. He found the ideal partner in the stage director, 
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448 Ibid. 
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Yuval Sharon, and the Israeli choreographer, Danielle Agami.  

Yuval Sharon, the director, speaks of the movement inherent in Invisible Cities and the 

choice of Union Station as the venue, yet there is no movement on the part of Marco Polo and 

Kublai Kahn in the book; the movement is all in the fanciful descriptions of the cities. As Teresa 

De Lauretis points out, Marco Polo’s accounts and descriptions of cities are familiar tropes from 

the literary genres of travel stories and adventure sagas, however, in Invisible Cities there are no 

real adventures and the travels are not depicted in the traditional ways.450 So in the opera, the 

movement of the staging, the following around of the singers and the action and choreography is 

really the converse of the text. This direct tension, as if the audience were the propelling impetus 

for the text, physicalizes Calvino’s notion of his work as an opera aperta. According to de 

Lauretis, Calvino’s text   

Is a question-producing mechanism […] that exposes the contradictions internal 
to its own system and to the cultural codes it assumes rather than a closed text 
[…] an answer-producing mechanism […] used to resolve contradictions, to 
pacify the intellect.451  

These questions are highlighted by the underscoring in the music. Although we will see a 

musical arc that defines the opera, as we analyze the music and text, we will see how the music 

at first exemplifies the words, and, then, subtly, at other times, clearly contradicts the words in 

some cases. Or rather, in other cases, expresses the un-said, the unconscious meaning or tension 

that lingers underneath, alongside, or hovering over the words. 

Umberto Eco in his book on the poetics of the open work describes the design which is 

explicit in the idea of contemporary art work: techniques of discontinuity and indetermination for 
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the purpose of generating open series of performances or interpretations by the 

reader/listener/viewer:  

The tendency to ensure that every performance of the work will never coincide 
with an ultimate definition of it; every performance realizes the work but all 
performances are complementary to one another; every performance […] renders 
the work in a complete and satisfying manner but at the same time also renders it 
incomplete.452 

And indeed, with this unique staging in Union Station, “Everyone will miss something; 

everyone will have a perfect view,” according to director Yuval Sharon.453 In addition, Cerrone 

felt that this freedom of movement is reminiscent of what Calvino exhorted from his readers: “to 

look beyond the everyday […] to witness the underlying beauty of human beings 

communing.”454  

In describing the overall mood of the text, the composer and director mention melancholy 

and decay. And yet, when he described the setting of the opera in Union Station, Sharon spoke 

about the beauty and optimism that is inherent in the venue: the history of Los Angeles and the 

forward-looking vision of the city in the 1930s.455 This, too, has a corollary in the text. As de 

Lauretis observes, Marco Polo is the ancestor of today’s space travelers and is the symbol of an 

open-frontier society. Yet, she also points out this dichotomy: “Marco Polo represents the 

positive, creative forces and Kublai Khan symbolizes their antithesis, the moment of negativity, 
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their dialogue, in which Marco succeeds in having the last word […] a dynamic model for the 

dialectics of history,” and, I would, suggest this dynamic tension is mirrored not only in the 

music of the opera, but also the characteristics of this particular production. 456   

Psychological estrangement is another aspect that Calvino evidences in his text which is 

symbolized in the fragmented and dialectic interplay between Marco Polo and Kublai Khan. This 

estrangement is translated into sharp dissonances and empty chords in the music. Cerrone admits 

that anything that musically happens in the piece is intentional; the harmonic dissonances are 

throughout the piece, yet dissipate at the end: if not literal resolution, there is a form of peace 

attained through the chanting of the ultimate phrase: “Make them endure. Give them space.”457 

In moving through the present reality, sensing the positive history of the geographic 

venue, and listening to the decay and melancholy of the music, the audience is drawn even 

further into a multiple sensory operatic experience. 

In an interview in the blog Tinhouse, critic Tim Horvath gave Cerrone the highest 

compliment a writer can give to a composer: 

he’d taken Calvino’s spirit and the words in Weaver’s English translation, and 
made it seem like the most natural thing in the world, brought it into musical 
being as though music were merely one more language in which Calvino could 
speak. But what a language! What dialects, and what morphemes, and what 
unfamiliar, haunting inflections.458 

Indeed, Cerrone himself constructed the opera with the aural paradigm that the author 

                                                
456 Teresa de Lauretis, “Semiotic Models, Invisible Cities,” 32. 

457 Christopher Cerrone and Erika Marina Nadir, Interview with composer Christopher Cerrone. 

458 Tim Horvath, “Invisible Cities: An Interview with Christopher Cerrone | Tin House.” 
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leaves something out of the story that must be filled in with the music.459 The musical aspects of 

the text have been notated elsewhere, specifically by Teresa de Lauretis. She observes: 

The syntagmatic sequence of the images, interspersed with fragments of the 
circular dialogue between Marco Polo and Kublai Kahn, has the movement of a 
fugue: 55 sections (the cities) each containing one of eleven different and 
recurring motifs or musical phrases (e.g. cities and memory, thin cities, cities and 
the dead, etc.) spaced unevenly across the nine parts of the composition (the nine 
chapters of the narrative), and each part is preceded and followed by connective 
“bars” of dialogue […]460 

In the subsequent textual/musical analysis, I will address not only the motifs in the music 

that correspond to the text; I will also address the not so obvious connections among the sounds 

and the movements that make the argument of synchronicity between music and text so 

compelling in this piece. 

Poi la musica 

Cerrone sets the tone for the opera in this first 90 seconds: The overture begins 

tentatively with an upward arpeggio and then silence. Then another upward arpeggio that 

disintegrates into a slight dissonance, and then, silence. Four times this occurs, each time with an 

added instrument, and eerie unrecognizable dissonances. This beginning section gives the feeling 

of an entity slowing coming to life attendant with glimmers of odd tangential sounds and 

intimations.461 Due to the nature of the repetition inherent in the piece, we will re-visit this 

beginning statement section at the beginning of the Epilogue. 

                                                
459 Christopher Cerrone, “Christopher Cerrone’s Seductive Headphone Opera ‘Invisible Cities’ - 
WQXR,” 2014. 

460 Teresa de Lauretis, “Semiotic Models, Invisible Cities,” 20. 

461 Christopher Cerrone, Invisible Cities, 2014, 1–4. 
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The section culminates in a large dissonant, vulgar downbeat of brass instruments, that 

again dissipates in a vague uncomfortable dissonance.462 There is a slow heartbeat rhythm, both 

in the upward arpeggi and then the heavy brass downbeats. The heartbeat motif is established 

here, as is the delineation of the aural difference between Marco Polo (high notes) and Kublai 

Khan (low notes). In my Skype inverview with Cerrone I asked him whether the binary rhythm 

that mimics a heartbeat was a conscious choice since it pervades the entire opera. He answered 

that he felt instead that the rhythm evidenced pangs of anxiety. Further in this vein of 

representations of anxiety, the initial brass blasts of the first minutes of the Overture repeat in 

Scene 5 and 6 of the opera. They serve to anchor the dire and fearsome edges of the unknown 

and the chaos that are subliminally ever-present in the text.  

In sharp contrast, less than two minutes into the piece, there are crotales bells. As will be 

apparent as the opera is analyzed, the bells are a significant signpost. The actual sounds of the 

crotales bells are light bells, very reminiscent of the bells traditionally used during the 

Transubstantiation section in the pre-Second Vatican Council (1959–1965) Catholic Mass 

conducted in Latin.463  For practicing Catholics, this sound indicates the most sacred part of the 

Mass. In the Mass “choreography,” it was necessary to kneel, bow one’s head, and beat one’s 

breast three times (three being the symbol of the Holy Trinity). It was forbidden to lift one’s eyes 

to witness the miracle. So for those who are familiar with the sound, there is deep import and 

connection. Also, the bells punctuated the beginning and end of the transubstantiation miracle.  

For Cerrone (although he is Catholic, he is only 30 years old and does not remember the 

                                                
462 Ibid., 5. 

463 The conversion of the Eucharistic elements into the body and blood of Christ at consecration, 
only the appearances of bread and wine still remaining. 
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Latin Mass), the bells represent the soundscape of Italy. When he lived in Siena, he could hear 

three churches pealing the hourly bells simultaneously but always in non-coordinated rhythms 

and pitches. Although these bells don’t appear in the opera in any obviously patterned way, they 

do provide demarcations and are nonetheless significant: the Overture ends with the bells and so, 

too, does the Epilogue of the entire opera. It is difficult not to make the connection with Dante’s 

use of the word stelle that punctuates the ending of each canticle of the Divina Commedia.  

 As we see further in the piece, the part of Marco Polo is sung by a high tenor voice and 

Kublai Khan is sung by a deep bass. Two high sopranos represent the cities. The vocal ensemble 

fill in the various chorus. I will analyze each scene with respect to textual and musical 

synchronicity and composer intention.   

 The Prologue begins with the bells that punctuated the end of the Overture and a 

heartbeat/anxiety rhythm and immediately Kublai Khan begins the sung portion of the opera: 

“There is a sense of emptiness that comes over us at evening.”464 That sung line, always 

underscored by the heartbeat/anxiety rhythm is again punctuated by the bells and is followed by 

the strings playing the first orchestral appearance of the leitmotif that Cerrone uses for Kublai 

Khan. There is a short interstitial space of orchestral music that is vague and shimmering before 

Kublai Khan sings again. Once again the rhythm re-starts, Kublai Khan sings: “In the lives of the 

emperors there is a moment which follows pride” and on the word “pride” the two sopranos sing 

the previously-established “Kublai Khan theme” that is, literally singing the words “Kublai 

Khan” in a pattern that is always sung twice in succession throughout the opera.465 As the 

                                                
464 Christopher Cerrone, Invisible Cities, 22. 

465 Ibid., 27. 
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character Kublai Khan sings the phrase “and the melancholy and the relief of knowing,” the 

heartbeat/anxiety rhythm is constant in the piano accompaniment but the accents on the words 

are all off-kilter.466 It gives an uneasy feeling of estrangement. At this point there are bells and 

the chorus sings in discordant harmony that eventually resolves: “Kublai Khan does not believe 

what Marco Polo says. But he does listen with great attention. And greater curiosity than he has 

shown any other explorer of his.”467 As the chorus is repeating that phrase, Marco Polo is heard 

soaring over them: “But this city does not tell its past, but contains it like the lines of a hand.”468 

Again, this phrase is out of rhythm and also the tenor line is very high and dramatic, calling 

attention to the text. There is another interstitial instrumental space where everything seems to 

calm down. Then Kublai Khan begins to sing: “It is that desperate moment” and Marco Polo 

joins him as if in a round or fugue: “when we discover that our empire is an endless, formless 

ruin;” and the two women’s voices join the fugue as the lines are repeated, with increasing pitch 

and intensity.469 The women continue to sing “Only in Marco Polo’s accounts was Kublai Khan 

able to discern the tracery of a pattern so subtle it could escape the termites’ gnaw” as the music 

fades out in bell-like impulses and breathing sound washes in.470 Yet, the sung phrase is 

awkward in its rhythms, again the beats in the wrong places for the text, again creating 

dissonance and alienation. 
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 The image of the “tracery of a pattern so subtle it could escape the termites’ gnaw” 

pervades the entire opera. Although the text, and subsequently the opera, can be seen as being 

structured as a peripatetic work in that there are separate and discrete stories of cities, Cerrone 

took an overarching and unifying approach to the music. He saw it as one meditative experience, 

one cosmos.471 This overarching approach will be evident as we continue to focus on each scene. 

 The end of the Prologue segues right into pounding versions of our heartbeat/anxiety 

theme, also invoking the idea of forcefully striding. The score is marked “like a Venetian boat 

song, lilting.”472 The two sopranos are heard singing non-verbally mimicking the beats. “Isidora 

is a city where buildings have spiral staircases with spiral seashells encrusted.”473 The women 

sing in spiral scales, four notes in a row separated by a half-step. This gives the effect of a 

circular quality to the music but the scale doesn’t actually repeat; it spirals. Marco Polo sings the 

first phrase: “Isidora.”474 Again, the rhythm continues as if in another world, oblivious to the 

singers singing the text. The words and rhythms slip and slide past each other as would probably 

be physically happening in a “city with spiral staircases.” As Marco Polo sings “Where the 

foreigner hesitating between two women always encounters a third,” on “third” is joined by 

another man’s voice at a dissonant interval, aurally pushing his way into the threesome.475 The 

women continue their spiraling cantilena, looping around and back and forth. It is important to 
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note that the interval that begins this scene “Isidora” is the same as “Kublai Khan.” In the 

phrase, “Isidora […] contains him as a young man” there is a leap to a high note on “young” 

which connotes a yearning for youth, and the word is repeated—first by the women, and then by 

Kublai Khan.476 The melodic line goes lower and lower “He arrives in Isidora in his old age” and 

by the end of the phrase, the pitch is almost too low for Marco Polo, giving the feeling of 

extreme aging.477 The rhythmic steps continue and the womens’ cantilena, dissonant and 

spiraling on and on and on and end the scene. 

 Crude squawks, grunts, yelps, and violent string plucks begin the next scene (Language) 

with a frantic orchestral accompaniment.478 As mentioned previously, all the languages 

mentioned in the text are given something to sing in this scene and overlap consistently. This 

gives the overall impression of all the ambassadors trying to gain the attention of Kublai Khan. 

 The Italian male singer is singing “io parlo, parlo ma chi m’ascolta ritiene solo le parole 

che aspetta.”479 The score indicates that the women “omniscient but sometimes mischievous 

narrators, whisper their instructions to the Bass and Tenor ambassadors” and the ambassadors 

(chorus members) should “breathe as necessary, with halting, gasping breaths.”480 The different 

ambassadors growing ever more exaggerated and “with growing bravado” interrupting each 
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other and interjecting with an ever-more frantic orchestration.481 Cerrone wanted to give the 

feeling of an overwhelming situation for Kublai Khan. The Italian singer finishes his section 

with “Chi comanda al racconto non è la voce: è l’orecchio.482 At this point, Kublai Khan abruptly 

interrupts and agitatedly sings: “You are newly arrived and quite ignorant of our tongue.”483 As 

Marco Polo exhibits artifacts for the Khan, the women whisper and the Khan tries to guess the 

import of the objects, using the same heartbeat/anxiety rhythm. The women moan and then sing 

a cantilena in harmonic synthesis. The bells make another aural appearance: Marco Polo is trying 

to learn the Emperor’s tongue and there are three bell rings to introduce Marco Polo’s first words 

in the newly-acquired tongue. There is a lush melodic line worthy of Puccini on the phrase: “I 

must go to another city […] where I find another past awaits me.”484 At the denouement of the 

phrase the women begin once again to moan. Uncharacteristically, Kublai Khan asks in very 

high-pitched tones, almost straining: “On the day when I know all these emblems, shall I possess 

my empire at last?” with the highest note on “possess.”485 Marco Polo responds in low tones, 

almost straining: “Sire, on that day” and then flips back up to his natural register and using the 

same pitches as Khan: “You shall be an emblem among emblems.”486 The orchestra resolves, 

calms down with resolutions but also slight dissonances. 
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 Armilla begins with hollow, coarse, open big wind chime sounds evoking a forgotten, 

oneiric quality. The light orchestration suggests the “wall-less” quality of this city and the little 

open wind chimes suggest the dripping of the water droplets. The opening phrase: “Abandoned 

before or after it was inhabited” uses the same tonal pitches as Isidora tying the cities together 

notwithstanding the Language scene in between.487  

 The women sing together in open, cold harmonies while the piano plays water droplet 

sounds. Armilla ends with the same sounds it began with: empty pipe sounds and air. There are 

gusts of wind and empty sounds like breaths.488 This continues for about one minute and is 

notated in the score as “Breath interlude.” It seemed odd that there was this “white” sound 

coming right before Venice. I checked with the composer, before opining on the Calvino-like 

symbolism. When I queried him there was a dead silence at the other end of the phone. Then he 

started to laugh. The stage director had merely asked for some ‘vamping’ time for a costume 

change.489  

 Venice opens with slightly out-of-tune piano in the heartbeat/anxiety rhythm. Kublai 

Khan starts his query in high, vulnerable pitches. Marco Polo responds in kind.490 The chorus 

sings “Marco” repetitively, in a dreamy calling out, with a sea-soundscape accompaniment.491 

Just as Kublai Khan sings: “there is still one [city] you never speak of” and the women whisper 
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sing: “Venice” repeating it in ghostly tones with the piano heartbeat and seascape 

accompaniment.492 This culminates in Kublai Khan singing “Venice” on a very high pitch 

shocking the women and Marco Polo by uttering the name of Polo’s birthplace.493 There is a key 

change when Khan utters the city name and it is the first time that that key appears in the score. 

 Also, at this point the heartbeat/anxiety rhythm stops for the first time in the opera. By 

the time Marco Polo sings: “Or perhaps, speaking of other cities, I have already lost it [Venice], 

little by little,” “lost it” is on a very low note and “little by little” the music slows dramatically 

and there is a long exhalation of breath.494 The piano begins to re-introduce the heartbeat/anxiety 

rhythm in very high pitches but slowly. The Venice scene is musically similar to the Prologue, 

yet it is the only scene where there are no instances of bells. 

 Cerrone declares that Marco Polo is all about the show or display. For Cerrone, the city 

of Adelma is where Marco Polo is most honest. There is a stripping away of artfulness. 

Moreover, it is the scene where the singers and dancers interact the most in the opera. For the 

choreographer, Danielle Agami, this scene is emblematic of the whole opera production: the 

dancers, singers, and the travelers at the train station are in equally intimate positions.495 The idea 

of immediacy is supreme. Each moment will never happen again in the same way due to the 

changing nature of the train station. It is the perfect physicalization for the story that deals with 

Marco Polo recognizing all the people he sees, and then realizing that they are all dead. 
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 Adelma begins without singing; there is spoken recitative, for the first time, not 

considering the alien grunts and squawks of the Language scene. The score marking reads: 

“There is a long pause, and Polo is a changed man. He is white as a ghost. The lighting is 

focused on him. Let the silences hang in the air.”496 There is a slight bell hearing but small and 

diminished. The women sing roughly behind Marco Polo, grossly and coarsely. Cerrone told 

them to “sing like a man.”497 In the score it is marked “a grido del venditore di pesce.”498 

Ominous chords are throughout that resonate and hearken back to the Overture. Marco Polo 

begins singing again: “I thought if Adelma is a city one only sees in a dream, then that dream 

frightens me.”499 The women sing the same melodic line as in the Prologue but coarsely and 

drunkenly. Marco Polo sings again: “I thought: you reach a moment in life when, among the 

people you have known, the dead outnumber the living. And the mind refuses to accept new 

faces, more expressions.”500 The out-of-tune pianos begin the heartbeat/anxiety rhythm as the 

women sing even more dissonantly. Marco Polo sings again: “I thought: perhaps Adelma is the 

city where you arrive dying and where each finds again the people he has known. This means I, 

too, am dead. And it also means.”501 The theme continues in the piano but now the tempo is 

completely reckless and unchecked, gaining momentum until all the notes crowd together. 
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Kublai Khan interjects singing in a binary rhythm: “This means the end is not” and then speaks 

the word: “happy.”502 Orchestration breaks loose into the strange sounds that began the 

Language scene and there is no break going into the Epilogue.  

 The Epilogue is the textual and musical culmination of the opera. Although the text is 

minimal, the ultimate phrase: “Kublai Khan, seek and find, who and what in the midst of the 

inferno are not the inferno. Make them endure. Give them space” is the textual basis for the 

fugue structure that ends the opera. According to Cerrone, musically, the entire Epilogue is a 

way back to the original opening of the opera.503  

 Specifically, it is the fugue that begins the segue back to the beginning. The fugue begins 

exactly halfway through the Epilogue, ironically following on a quote of T.S. Eliot that Cerrone 

felt was right on point for this part of the opera:  

We shall not cease from exploration 
And the end of our exploring 
Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the first time.504 

Textually we have stepped out of Calvino in a parallel work that for Cerrone was a 

satisfying summing-up of the opera up to this point.505 Continuing on in the theme of 

movement both in Calvino’s text and in Cerrone’s musical adaptation, it is really quite 

apt for the libretto to “exit” Calvino’s world for a moment, causing a break, a re-set, 
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and a re-entry back into Invisible Cities. And, here invoking Leo Spitzer’s notions on 

anomaly in texts, is a decisive moment—a splitting, a rupture in this opera aperta 

which indeed calls attention to what follows immediately—the culminating fugue that 

musically returns the listener/spectator to the beginning of the opera while the text 

returns to the ending text of the novel.  

 The Epilogue begins in dissonant disarray hearkening back to the Language section, 

signaling a total lack of organization and harmony. This orchestral disarray is interrupted and 

punctuated twice by the women who sing discordantly but insistently “Kublai Khan.” The piano 

begins the heartbeat/anxiety rhythm as Khan begins to sing in a monotone: When you return to 

the West, will you repeat to your people the same tales you tell me?”506 Marco Polo replies using 

the same phrase expressed by the Italian speaker in the Language scene of the opera: “I speak 

and speak but the listener retains what he is expecting. It is not the voice that commands the 

story: it is the ear.”507 We hear a ghostly appearance of bells on the phrase “it is the ear.” This 

exchange between Kublai Khan and Marco Polo uses virtually the same pitches and melodic line 

for both—a first for the opera. 

 The subsequent line of dialogue for Kublai Khan “Marco Polo, towards what future are 

the favoring winds driving us?” follows the same melodic line as the beginning of Isidora as 

sung by Marco Polo.508  We are beginning our return to the beginning. Marco Polo’s response: 

“For this, all I need is a brief glimpse, an opening in the mist, a light in the fog. Setting out from 
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there, I will put together the perfect city made of fragments of the rest” repeats motifs from the 

scenes of Armilla and Adelma.509 There are four ominous downbeats in the bass of the piano: 

Kublai Khan on a monotone with the piano chords under him: “But it is all useless, if the last 

landing place can only be the infernal city.”510 This is the final vocal expression by Kublai Khan. 

He remains silent through the rest of the fugue, although physically still present. 

 Marco Polo responds on the same pitch, using the same monotone as he begins the Eliot 

quote: “We shall not cease” but on the word “cease” there is an octave leap, the same interval 

that is consistently used in the “Kublai Khan” motif sung by the women throughout the opera.511 

This musically inserts Khan in the text. The pianos begin the heartbeat/anxiety rhythm and the 

structure is repeated: “And the end […]”with the same octave leap on the word “end” re-

inserting Kublai Khan a little more insistently.512 Same structure repeats: “Will be to arrive […]” 

with the same octave leap on the word “arrive.”513 Here the pattern changes and the melody 

drops in steps starting with: “And to know the place” and suddenly ascends: “for the first 

time.”514 

 Immediately following the Eliot quote, the pianos begin in earnest the heartbeat/anxiety 

rhythm that begins the Prologue. Musically we are starting over although we are exactly in the 

middle of the final Epilogue scene. Marco Polo begins the fugue where at first the male chorus 
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joins in, then the female chorus, and then finally the two sopranos. As each voice sings “inferno” 

the word is on three pitches and they are the same pitches used for the motif “Kublai Khan.” Not 

only, but the repetition of the word during the fugue on these pitches give the aural impression of 

flames that spark up, conjuring the never-ending flames of the inferno. As the fugue winds down, 

all are chanting “Make them endure. Give them space.” 

 Harmonically this section resolves the opera. In the first scene of the opera the downbeats 

are on the off-beats; in the Epilogue the downbeats are even and in the same meter, so that 

aurally we are getting closer to a harmonic resolution. Cerrone deals with the Kublai Khan motif 

in an interesting way: he formally drops out the dissonant notes one by one. Technically, he 

covers the Kublai Khan motif major seventh chords with an added minor 6th, then an augmented 

chord with a major 7th. Then as he adds one of the notes of the Kublai Khan motif, he then drops 

out the other notes one by one. The last time is the original Kublai Khan motif. In layman’s 

terms what this means is that the music gradually divests itself of dissonance and ancillary 

pitches. It achieves clarity by paring itself down. Per Cerrone, it is the musical via to going back 

to the original opening. 

 The fugue winds down as the singing ceases. The piano continues to play the single key, 

the monotonous tone of the ending phrase. There are light chords behind this structure of eight 

patterns during which the crotales bells are furtively making an appearance. At the very last 

downbeat, we hear the crotales bells for the last time.   

 There is a meditative quality to the fugue—perhaps evoking the chants of medieval 

monks. They, too, chanted while singing to maintain their focus. 

 Cerrone not only musically connected the Epilogue of the opera with the opening scenes, 

but also, true to his idea of an over-arching meditative experience, I believe that the significant 
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appearances of the crotales bells underscore the image of one of the opening lines of the text and 

the opera: “tracery of a pattern so subtle it could escape the termites’ gnaw.” De Lauretis speaks 

of it as “a pattern like a filigree, so delicate and subtle and immaterial, yet perceptible, 

discernible.”515 The pattern of the bells is quite subtle but, as we have analyzed, significant. The 

instances of the crotales bells are delicate, subtle (and fairly immaterial), yet, on close listening, 

quite perceptible and discernible. Another slight and subtle connection is the re-use of the 

phrase: “I speak and speak but the listener retains what he is expecting. It is not the voice that 

commands the story: it is the ear.” It is the same phrase sung in Italian in the Language section: 

the Italian singer finishes his section with “Chi comanda al racconto non è la voce: è l’orecchio.” 

In a further connection between these musical and textual occurrences, there is a ghostly 

appearance of crotales bells on the phrase “it is the ear.” In Cerrone’s Invisible Cities the “tracery 

[…]  so subtle” is clearly evidenced by music and text. 

Conclusion 

 Inasmuch as Invisible Cities departs from the traditions of historic opera, in its synthesis 

of text, music, and production it actually hews more closely to the original roots of opera 

performance. As Richard Sennett observes in The Fall of Public Man: 

Where theatre was once a space of the public modeling of the subject as citizen, it 
now serves as a place where the private individual goes to gain emotional 
experiences; the member of the modern audiences comes to the theatre not to 
interact socially with other people but to replenish his or her interior world […] 
“the paradox of visibility and isolation” in modern public life: the public man as 
passive spectator.’516 

Not only, but the text and the opera operate in a parallel fashion. Cerrone’s music recalls the only 
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some of the lexical particularities of Calvino’s text but the waxing and waning of the atmosphere 

evoked by the structure of the book. Also, this particular production of the opera literally 

physicalizes Calvino’s specific musings with regard to his written work: and to hearken back to 

Calvino’s quote to the Columbia graduate students:  

a book [or this opera] is a space which the reader must enter, wander round, 
maybe lose his way in, and then eventually find an exit, or perhaps even several 
exits.517 

It is a lovely and serendipitous confluence of ideas beautifully captured by Catherine Clément:  

The words give rise to the music and the music develops the language, gives it 
dialect, envelops it, thwarts or reinforces it. Conscious and unconscious: the 
words are aligned with the legible, rational side of a conscious discourse, and the 
music is the unconscious of the text, that which gives it depth of field and relief, 
that which attributes a past to the text, a memory, one perceptible not to the 
listener’s consciousness but to his enchanted unconsciousness.518 

In channeling the text into music, Cerrone re-invents and expands Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities. 

A perfect synthesis of parola e musica.
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Chapter 3: Opera Used Intermedially in Italian Cinema 

The world of opera is built upon premises which radically defy those of the cinematic 
approach […] Opera on the screen is a collision of two worlds detrimental to either. 

–Siegfried Kracauer519  

INTRODUCTION 

Italian opera can shape film as well as literature. Chapter 3 of this dissertation is the 

analysis of set pieces of Giuseppe Verdi’s opera La traviata (1853) that are used both 

diegetically (a banda is playing, the characters put a record on the record player); and 

nondiegetically (music that is part of the soundtrack that is not emanating from the film). The 

four different Italian films used in this chapter span 1960-1972: Mimì metallurgico 1972; I pugni 

in tasca 1965; Divorzio all’italiana 1961; and La ricotta 1963. This order begins with the most 

traditional use of the music spanning to the most untraditional use. 

Looking back historically, music and theater have been linked since recorded time. In a 

description of the Greek drama Suppliants, by Aeschylus there is historical evidence that music 

was an intrinsic part of the production. As scholar William Fleming observes: 

We were seeing only the libretto of an opera to which all music, dances, and 
stages directions are missing. It is so clearly a lyric drama that the music itself 
must have been the principal means by which the poet conveyed his meaning. 
Euripedes’ The Bacchae […] has far greater intrinsic substance, but even here the 
emotional intensity of the individual scenes often rises to such a pitch that music 
had to take over where the words left off; just as when a person is so overcome 
with feeling that words fail, and he resorts to inarticulate sounds and gestures. 520  

So even at the beginning of theatrical production, spoken theatrical text has been aided, and 
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520 William Fleming, Arts and Ideas (New York: Holt, 1955), 31. 
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amplified through the use of music. Film is a natural extension for the use of music in this way. 

Further, Nietzsche argues that the myths expressed in Greek tragedies required music to have 

their full impact; that the words were a secondary expression and the music expressed the 

Dionysian truths. “Music is the true idea of the world, drama only a reflection of that idea, an 

isolated, shadowy image of it.”521  

Therefore, music can be used to expand emotion and in some cases, express the feelings 

of on-screen characters that cannot be easily articulated in words. The film scholar Claudia 

Gorbman observes that “Music, especially lushly scored late Romantic music, can trigger a 

response of “epic feeling.” In tandem with the visual film narrative, it elevates the individuality 

of the represented characters to universal significance, makes them bigger than life, and suggests 

transcendence, destiny.”522 In so doing, it achieves the essence of the linguaggio unitario that 

Vittorini spoke of in his aspirations for literature. 

Not only, but in his discussions regarding montage, the film expert Eisenstein has 

noticed: “two film pieces of any kind, placed together, inevitably combine into a new concept, a 

new quality, arising out of that juxtaposition.”523 Eisler and Adorno, noting this observation, 

remark that “This applies not only to the clash of heterogeneous pictorial elements, but also to 

that of music and picture, particularly when they are not assimilated to each other.”524 
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Music has served as part of the film experience since the Lumière Brothers and has 

changed only in the different and complex ways in which it complements the celluloid. As 

previously noted, music can be diegetic or nondiegetic, used as background, setting, comment, 

plot point, plot continuity, character expansion, plot and even character. Moreover, music can 

free the image from strict realism. Maurice Jaubert stated in 1936: 

We do not go to the cinema to hear music. We require it to deepen and prolong in 
us the screen’s visual impressions […] It ought, like the script, the cutting, the 
décor and the shooting, to play its own particular part in making clear, logical, 
truthfully realistic that telling of a good story which is above all the function of a 
film. So much the better if, discreetly, it adds the gift of a poetry all its own.525 

In order to function in this manner, music was codified to assist in easing the fusion between the 

two means of expression. Claudia Gorbman wrote about the codification of musical usages in 

film:526 

Even before 1925, film-music lexicons (e.g. Giuseppe Becce’s 1919 
Kinobibliothek), which aided in compiling cue sheets for individual films, enjoyed 
popularity and profit; indeed, they became instrumental to the efficient 
functioning of the musical staff of movie houses. Musical “meaning” was codified 
and institutionalized well before the coming of sound. In turn, these meanings 
were inherited from a long European tradition whose most recent forebears 
included theatrical, operatic, and popular music of the latter nineteenth century. 
Erno Rapee compiled the definitive lexicon of film-musical connotation in 1925, 
the Motion Picture Moods for Pianists and Organists: A Rapid Reference 
Collection of Selected Pieces Adapted to Fifty-Two Moods and Situations. The 
fifty-two subjects ranged from Aeroplane, Band, Battle, Birds, calls, and Chase, 
through National, Neutral, Orgies, and Oriental, to Sea-Storm, sinister, Wedding, 
and Western. The accompanist needing to supply “Sadness” during a film 
projection could select from among ten pieces, which included the first movement 
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of Beethoven’s Sonata no. 2 (Op. 27), Chopin Preludes 4 or 20 (Op. 28), Grieg’s 
“Elegie” (Op. 47), and Gaston Borch’s “Andante Patetico e Doloroso.”527 

In an effort to systematize the uses of music and film, Gorbman has schematized the 

semiological notions of music and film into three different levels or codes: pure musical codes, 

cultural musical codes, and cinematic musical codes.528  

Pure musical codes subordinate cinematic logic to musical logic; that is, they function in 

a limited way in cinema where the narrative is usually dominant. Cultural musical codes are 

those that would be the descendants of the previously delineated schema for silent films. The 

music used in this way has a cultural signification, an identification, that bluntly fleshes out a 

film script. Gorbman’s third level—cinematic musical codes—are those that are specific to a 

film and that refer to the film. This notion, based on Richard Wagner’s (1813–1883) principles 

of motifs and leitmotifs, a musical theme in a film: “becomes associated with a character, a 

place, a situation, or an emotion. It may have a fixed and static designation, or it can evolve and 

contribute to the dynamic flow of the narrative by carrying its meaning into a new realm of 

signification.”529 In other words, these third level musical themes in cinema are usually short, 

melodic phrases that become sensorially related to a character or situation. Used this way, a 

character might be represented on film by simply playing the music associated with them. 

Musical themes can be used in many other ways including: to add additional information to the 

image, to reiterate what is already embedded in the image, to be used humorously juxtaposing to 

the character or image. 
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In terms of using music to juxtapose the action, the early years of operatic performances 

in the early 17th century started the trend. The first operas had intermedi or intermezzos that were 

meant to be diversions within the opera: 

A relationship was sometimes claimed between these allegorical intermedi and 
the naturalistic world of the plays they framed. The intermedi were understood to 
give a metaphysical explanation of the action, as the scenes of divinities were to 
do in 17th century opera […] as to make it appear that those things which the 
Gods performed in the plot of the intermedi were also done, as if under constraint 
of some higher power, by the mortals in the comedy.530  

In a way, the use of opera in some of the cinematographic examples to follow can be likened to 

the use of the intermedi of the early operas. In situations of heightened emotion, where the 

cinematic structure needs an extra boost, the music can be used as an emotional extension. The 

narrative through-line in the film can be supported and expanded upon. 

Among film scholars there is some debate regarding the possible narrative/music 

relationships. Some are limited to the broad concepts of parallelism and counterpoint. “Either the 

music ‘resembles’ or it ‘contradicts’ the action or mood on the screen.”531  

Following on that theme, Siegfried Kracauer writes that: “counterpoint occurs when 

music and picture convey different meanings that meet in a montage effect.” That it is the very 

discrepancy between the image and sound that renders a further and different sensorial image. 532 

This concept is limiting however, and Gorbman proposes another point of view, the “mutual 

implication” of music and picture. Eisler and Adorno, in further condemnation of the 
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“parallelism or counterpoint” argument, comment: 

From an esthetic point of view, this relation is not one of similarity, but […] one 
of question and answer, affirmation and negation, appearance and essence. This is 
dictated by the divergence of the media in question and the specific nature of 
each.533 

Eisenstein’s idea was that the music was: 

but one element in montage construction […] and whether a certain montage of 
elements is intended or not (surrealist wordgames v. traditional poetic activity) 
their corroboration will generate meaning […] they form a combinatoire of 
expression.”534 

Montage became a means of achieving a unity of a higher order—a means through the montage 

image of achieving an organic embodiment of a single idea conception, embracing all elements, 

arts, details of the film-work. This concept harkens back to Verdi’s musings concerning the 

direct connection of the music to a deeper, universal verità. 

But not every critic is united in the idea of using pre-existing classical music in film: 

Roger Manvell and John Huntley discuss the issue of using classical music in film and see 

problems: 

The chief disadvantage is that it [classical music] has an artistic vitality 
independent of the film. Its familiarity to the public has already made it into a 
breeding-ground for emotional responses which may or may not help the 
particular atmosphere or situation in the film […] Another main disadvantage of 
using established music with strong emotional appeal is that the timing of those 
sections of the score which the film-maker wishes to use can seldom be made to 
fit correctly to individual scenes in the film.535 
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Furthermore, film critic Michel Chion was struck by film’s use of diegetic music for 

ironic effects. He writes about how music is “unaware” or “indifferent” to the dramatic situation, 

what he terms anemphatic: 

Musical time is abstract time; once begun, a piece’s musical logic demands to 
work itself through to the finish. This is what can put music at odds with dramatic 
human time […] its very emotionlessness, juxtaposed with ensuing human 
catastrophe is what provides our emotional response.536 

On a more practical level, in order to have synchronization of music in film, Max Steiner 

invented the click-track technique in the early 1930s for the animated cartoon. The action of 

musically imitating the on-screen direction or rhythm is called “mickey-mousing” and it is yet 

another technical and artistic via for usage with music in film. 537 

 

OPERA IN FILM 

Curiously, the American inventor Thomas Edison first thought of his ground-breaking invention 

as a tool for presenting opera. As early as 1893, he stated in The New York Times that he hoped 

“to have such a happy combination of photography and electricity that a man can sit in his own 

parlor, see depicted upon a curtain the forms of the players in opera upon a distant stage and hear 

the voices of the singers.”538 In 1910 he declared: “We’ll be ready for the moving picture shows 

in a couple of months, but I’m not satisfied with that. I want to give grand opera.”539 Also, 
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Stanley Cavell has written extensively on film theory and takes the film/opera dialectic even 

further:  

the connection I would go on to draw between film and opera was to analogize 
the camera’s powers of transfiguration to those of music, each providing settings 
of words and persons that unpredictably take them into a new medium with laws 
of its own—each as different from theater […] as air from water. Both film and 
opera […] were discovered or invented at datable, placeable moments in Western 
culture; this at once makes their origins and existences both more knowable and 
more mysterious than those of the ancient great arts.540 

Opera is paradoxically the highest of aulic arts and simultaneously commonly known in Italy and 

often associated with film. The director Carmine Gallone had made a movie about Giuseppe 

Verdi in 1938 and followed that with Rigoletto (1946), La Forza del Destino (1949) and a film 

about the great opera tenor, Enrico Caruso in 1951. Aside from live opera being quite common in 

Italy, three of the highest-grossing films of 1953 were operatic musicals: Giuseppe Verdi (1953), 

Puccini (1953) and Aida (1953).541 The film, Giuseppe Verdi included arias and scenes from La 

traviata. Therefore, the movie-going italian public would be quite familiar with this work.  

 As film scholar Jeongwon Joe reports, cinema’s engagement with opera has a long 

history, starting at the very beginning of the motion picture fulfilling Edison’s dream. In 1904, 

Georges Méliès produced La Damnation du Docteur Faust (1904), a thirteen-minute silent film 

based on Gounod’s opera. In May 1908 alone, Pathé, a French film company founded in 1896, 

produced scenes from numerous operas, including I pagliacci, Otello, Die Meistersinger, La 

traviata, Lohengrin, Manon Lescaut, Rigoletto, Don Giovanni, and Lucia di Lammermoor.542 
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 One of the salient attributes that made opera attractive to film makers is the quality of 

suggesting the limit of vocal expression. Michal Grover-Friedlander discusses the contrast of the 

silent film and opera: the silence beyond the music: “the way voice is ‘absent’ in silent film can 

be associated with the way opera attempts to ‘transcend’ voice [ … ] the relation between the 

two media [ … ] is based on analogy rather than compensation.”543 Jeongwon Joe explains these 

limits: 

Opera is revealed to be constantly aspiring towards the edge or extremity of song, 
of something beyond song, whether a cry or silence; that is, operatic singing 
derives its force not simply from the extravagance of the singing voice, but rather 
from its pointing to the limits of vocal expression, to the limits of meaning.544  

This straining towards the limits of expression is intrinsic in the opera experience and can be 

illuminating when placed in juxtaposition with film. This attribute is extant in the analysis of 

Bellocchio’s I pugni in tasca where, indeed, it is precisely the limits of the opera that are a 

deciding factor in the plot as will be seen when the film is analyzed below. 

There is also another element when we consider the usage of opera in cinema: that of the 

mystical or magical dimension. Concerning the use of music as accompaniment to silent film 

Adorno wrote: 

The magic function of music […] probably consisted in appeasing the evil spirits 
unconsciously dreaded. Music was introduced as a kind of antidote against the 
picture. The need was felt to spare the spectator an unpleasantness involved in 
seeing effigies of living, acting, and even speaking persons, who were at the same 
time silent[…] music was introduced not to supply with the life they lacked[…] 
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but to exorcise fear or help the spectator absorb the shock.545 

Eisler and Adorno draw a celebrated contrast between Hollywood practice in which music is 

disciplined to the needs of narrative, notably through the use of the leitmotif and direct musical 

mimicry (mickey-mousing) […] their preferred practice, which emphasizes disjuncture between 

filmic and musical agendas to create (in principle) counterpoint between film and music.546 

Opera could be used to “double” situations and emotions that occurred onscreen: reinforcing 

story lines or creating character patterns and relationships. 

Theatrically speaking, one of the most extreme and successful plot lines has always been 

death and opera’s obsession with death was manifested at the very birth of the genre. The earliest 

two extant operas, Jacopo Peri’s Euridice (1600) and Claudio Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo (1607) are 

both based on the Orphic myth that centers on the death of Euridice. In the original myth, 

music—Orpheus’ song— has the power of redeeming death, and it is the gaze that brings 

Euridice back to death.547 Intrinsically opera brings a set of experiences that can amplify, 

expand, and imbue a film with more than its component parts. Claudia Gorbman expressed the 

same concept but in a slightly different point of view: 

Music has persisted as an integral part of the sound film because it accomplishes 
so many things at once. Its freedom from the explicitness of language or 
photographic images, its useful denotative and expressive values easily 
comprehended by listeners raised in the nineteenth-century orchestral tradition, its 
malleability, its spatial, rhythmic, and temporal values, give it a special and 
complex status in the narrative film experience. If the advent of diegetic sound 
narrowed the possibilities of temporality into a sort of relentless linearity, music 
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could return as the one sound element capable of freeing up that temporal 
representation (thus music normally accompanies montage and slow-motion 
sequences, initiates flashbacks, and so on). Film music is at once a gel, a space, a 
language, a cradle, a beat, a signifier of internal depth and emotion as well as a 
provider of emphasis on visual movement and spectacle.548 

Concerning the ludic function of opera that involves two of the films analyzed in this chapter, 

Adorno wrote about the estranging quality of music in comic film: 

Music that has merely to begin in order to define itself as an exception to 
normalized life, as a more elevated extreme [music] has become comic in the 
present phase primarily because something so completely useless is carried on 
with all the visible signs of the strain of serious work. By being alien to solid 
people, music reveals their alienation from one another, and the consciousness of 
alienation vents itself in laughter.549 

This notion is quite apparent in the analysis that follows of Pietro Germi’s film Divorzio 

all’italiana. However, it is not only in the Italian comedies of the 1950s and 1960s, that opera 

plays a complex and significant role. These comedies (three of the four films examined here are 

considered commedie all’italiana) have not been assiduously researched as they have just 

recently been considered serious enough for scholarly interest. One of the salient characteristics 

of the commedia all’italiana is irony, ironic situations, and characters. Tragic opera, of course, is 

a perfect accompaniment because of the disparate difference in the sensibilities happening 

simultaneously on screen. 

Adorno’s notions of extremity dovetail with the usage of La traviata in Divorzio 

all’italiana where the opera is squarely juxtaposed to Mastroianni’s character (Fefè)’s 

shenanigans. The inherent sweep and drama of the instrumental La traviata themes wafting in 
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and around Fefè’s ridiculous machinations are a well-articulated setup for humor. This concept 

will be expanded upon in the analysis of Rustichelli’s score for Divorzio all’italiana.  

Conversely, these extreme qualities work in accentuating (rather than contrasting) the 

drama of the last scene of Marco Bellocchio’s film, I pugni in tasca. Nowhere is this concept of 

accentuation better embodied than in the final five minutes of Bellocchio’s film. Not only does 

the operatic aria accompanying the action culminate in an extremely high note, the musical 

velocity that precedes it—coupled with the manic repetition of the music and text—exemplify 

the limits of vocal expression. Juxtaposed to a parallel drama onscreen, the music provides the 

orderly motor and setup to the final breakthrough and revelation concerning the end of this film. 

Therefore, in I pugni in tasca, the most dramatic intensity of the opera is employed to 

heighten and extend an already dark and tragic film. However, in Divorzio all’italiana and Pier 

Paolo Pasolini’s La ricotta, the tone of the film and the use of the opera is light and jocular, and, 

in terms of La ricotta, even to the point of being reductive and trivialized. In Lina Wertmuller’s 

Mimì metallurgico, the drama of the film and the drama of the opera are almost in sync. The 

main themes of the opera are cleverly super-imposed in a schematic that can be explained using 

the supplementary interpretive theoretical framework of German musicologist Werner Wolf’s 

theory of overt intermediality, that is, a schema for categorizing interrelationships in hybrid 

media.550 For Wolf: “In overt intermediality, both media are directly present with their typical or 

conventional signifiers and [ … ] consequently each medium remains distinct and is in principle 
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‘quotable’ separately.”551 However, unlike overt intermediality, covert intermediality is:  

the participation of (at least) two conventionally distinct media in the signification 
of an artefact in which, however, only one of the media appears directly with its 
typical or conventional signifiers and hence may be called the dominant medium, 
while another one (the non-dominant medium) is indirectly present ‘within’ the 
first medium.552  

Although the first three films can be said to use covert intermediality in their combination of 

cinema and opera (in that the film story is dominant and the music in the score is accompaniment 

or comment), in Mimì metallurgico, there are many scenes where the opera, La traviata presents 

a homologous counterpart.  

LA TRAVIATA (1853) 

Verdi’s opera La traviata figures significantly in the following four films, in varying ways and 

for varying filmic reasons.553 Why does this opera lend itself to these particular films? And what 

attributes does the opera bring to these four films in such differing ways? 

To begin these analyses, it is necessary to parse the text of the play La Dame aux 

camélias by Alexandre Dumas, fils, that Francesco Piave, the librettist, used for Verdi’s opera La 

traviata, and then examine the opera itself.  

Giuseppe Verdi’s 19th and most famous opera, La traviata (1853) is based on the play by 
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Alexandre Dumas, fils entitled La Dame aux camélias. The play was adapted from Dumas’ novel 

of the same title, which was published in the summer of 1848. The play premièred on 

February 2, 1852 and was very well-received. Twenty thousand printed copies of the text of the 

play were sold almost overnight. Verdi’s opera, re-named La traviata, generally follows the 

same storyline, and is the recounting of a demi-mondaine with a heart of gold. La traviata also 

contains one of the most famous death scenes in all of the operatic canon. 

 The opera was written by Giuseppe Verdi with a libretto by Francesco Maria Piave, and 

first performed at the Teatro La Fenice di Venezia on March 6, 1853. Together, Verdi and Piave 

worked on ten operas between 1844 and 1862. According to Verdi expert Julian Budden, today 

La traviata “is not only Verdi’s best-loved opera, but the most popular piece in the entire 

repertory.”554  

As previously mentioned, the libretto of the opera generally tracks the storyline of the 

play. However, one of the salient overall dramatic truths of the play not present in the libretto of 

the opera is uttered in Act III by the character, Gustave: “D’ailleurs, la virginité des femmes 

appartient à leur premier amour, et non à leur premier amant.”555 This is one of the declarations 

that holds the key to the attractions of this story not only for the opera, but also for these Italian 

films in which the opera is commingled. The other key phrase is said by Marguerite herself in 

Act V, right before she dies: “la créature humaine doit mourir de ce qui l’a fait vivre. J’ai vécu 

de l’amour, j’en meurs.”556 The notion that a woman’s virginity is not tied to her body, but is 
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intrinsic to her emotions is both enlightened and nuanced. In the opera, of course, this idea serves 

to cast the protagonist, Violetta, in a decidedly favorable light. Although she lived as a demi-

mondaine for years and already had taken lovers, the fact that she had never been in love before 

meeting Alfredo–her lover in the opera–renders her an emotional virgin. Not only, but her 

admission that she zealously “lived for love” renders makes her an emotionally pure character, 

along the lines of the character trope “whore with a heart of gold.” Under this rubric and with the 

addition of gloriously romantic themes, a complicated lost young woman (“traviata”) is 

redeemed. These previously-quoted words of the play are not literally copied into the libretto of 

the opera, but the music, in its various leitmotifs, conveys the meaning. This intrinsically 

emotionally complex character study of Violetta, sustained by Verdi’s music, is a perfect 

example of Verdi’s verità that he strove for as expressed in his letter to Countess Maffei. It is 

this very quality of the verità or authenticity that redeems what could have been a seemingly 

simple, slightly risqué love story that also lends itself to interplay in vastly different ways in 

these four Italian films. 

As each film is analyzed, we will see how La traviata is used to accentuate, accompany, 

or distract from the plot lines. 

MIMÌ METALLURGICO FERITO NELL’ONORE (1972) 

Mimì Metallurgico ferito nell’onore premièred in 1972, was written and directed by Lina 

Wertmuller, and stars Giancarlo Giannini and Mariangela Melato, with original music by Piero 

Piccioni. It was released in the United States as The Seduction of Mimi. Wertmuller was 

nominated for the Palmes d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival in 1972. 
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Mimì metallurgico—Plot 

In Sicily, the mine worker Carmelo “Mimì” Mardocheo votes for the Communist Party 

candidate instead of the Mafia candidate believing that the voting is secret. After the elections, 

he loses his job and cannot find any other job in his village that is not controlled by the mobster 

Don Calogero. He leaves his wife Rosalia with his family and travels to Turin to look for work. 

He finally finds an illegal position in civil construction that is also controlled by the Mafia. 

When a coworker dies in an accident, Mimì finds that the mobsters have dumped his body on the 

road. He does not report the crime to the police and lies to the mobster Salvatore Tricarico telling 

him that he, Mimì belongs to the family of a powerful mobster. Thinking that Mimì is part of the 

Mafia, Tricarico procures a metallurgic position for Mimì. Mimì, however, joins the Communist 

Party. He falls in love with the virgin Trotskyite street vendor, Fiorella Meneghini, and they 

eventually have a son. When Mimì witnesses the mobster Tricarico executing several men in a 

hotel, he survives but, again, he does not report it to the police. Mimì is then transferred to 

Catania in a supervisory position against his will. He secretly brings Fiore and their son to Sicily 

installs them in an apartment, and he moves back in with his wife Rosalia. When he is with 

Rosalia he claims to be ill and does not have sex with her. When Mimì learns that Rosalia is 

pregnant, he realizes that he is a cuckold and plots a scheme to seduce and impregnate Amalia 

Finocchiaro, who is the wife of Rosalia’s lover. But his revenge does not work as planned. Mimì 

wants Finocchiaro to shoot him so that he, Mimì is the wronged party. However, Mimì confronts 

Finocchiaro on the church steps after his Rosalia’s child is born, and in front of the gathering 

crowd, he brazenly suggests that they switch the babies in order that the correct baby go with the 

correct father. The fact that he is not the father of Amalia’s child is news to Finocchiaro. As 

Mimì is taunting Finocchiaro to shoot him, a mafioso from behind Mimì shoots Finocchiaro 
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dead. The mafioso thrusts the gun into Mimì’s hand and instead of Finocchiaro, Mimì goes to 

jail. 

Although Mimì metallurgico has the most use of the opera La traviata in its score of the 

four films profiled here, what is also striking in this film is the use of silence. The musical 

sections are discrete, associated with characters and, in the case of the musical references to La 

traviata, comically tragic. The main musical motifs—among those that are not written by the 

composer of the film, Piero Piccioni—are: L’Inno di Mameli (the Italian national anthem); La 

Cumparsita, the most popular tango music in the world; and Verdi’s opera, La traviata. To note: 

there are also scenes that are not underscored by music. These are scenes in which there is no 

irony or grandstanding by the characters. Clearly, the most authentic filmic interactions do not 

need musical accompaniment.  

Why then is the operatic overlay so prevalent in the film? To answer that question, we 

will first focus on the music that is not the opera La traviata and then analyze the interplay 

among all the themes. 

 The film begins with a simple languid whistled ballad written by the film composer, 

Piero Piccioni, considered “Mimì’s theme.” Beginning the film using the protagonist’s theme 

makes perfect cinematic sense, but also follows musical sense in that it becomes the overture, or 

introduction to the character and the film. The film is about Mimì’s character arc through a series 

of life experiences and this first theme sets that tone. It introduces the notion that the film 

concerns one man, alone, whistling a sad and plaintive tune that will sharply contrast to all of the 

bombastic opera to come. This ballad at the onset of the film also contrasts with the same 

cinematic scenario that appears at the end of the film. That similar scene has a decidedly 

different musical accompaniment that will be discussed below. 
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 This ballad, which follows Mimì as he is walking alone, is interrupted by ominous low 

chords–the Mafia boss threatening Mimì as a result of Mimì’s voting for the wrong candidate. In 

underscoring this scene, the ballad marks a shift in Mimì’s life and this is the last time we hear 

the ballad until the end of the film, symbolizing perhaps the loss of Mimì’s central identity and 

any inner peace that he might have had. 

 A small orchestral arrangement joins the whistler through the opening credits (text letters 

over the white sand that is also the scene at the end of the film). It has the effect of an aural “this 

is how this is going to go” feeling as the credits roll. Brusquely interrupting this reverie we hear 

the Italian national anthem, which is visually tied throughout the film with Mafia bosses, 

elections, and politics. This rendition of Inno di Mameli is in the typical small-town banda style; 

that is, coarse, badly-played instruments almost comically rendered. In an early reference to the 

overriding opera in the film, the pattern of a minor-key doleful overture interrupted by a banda-

style motif is also the way the opera La traviata begins. Not only, but in the film, the banda 

introduces the visual aspect of live music, opening the film-viewers’ psyche to accept the usage 

of operatic music. 

Twice more we hear the same banda version of Inno di Mameli, again tied-in to 

discussions about politics. These instances are usually accompanied with extreme close-ups of 

the Mafia bosses who are speaking, who apparently all have three distinguishing moles on their 

right cheeks. This camera technique is comical and matches the circus-like tone of the 

accompanying banda anthem. There is an ambush and Mimì survives the gunfire from the 

mafiosi. As the camera closes in on the Mafia dons’ three-moled faces, we hear the by-now usual 

leitmotif of Inno di Mameli, again, very ironically evidencing the love of country that is nowhere 

to be found in any of the characters. 
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As Mimì stalks Amalia, the wife Rosalia’s lover, through town in his mission to seduce 

and impregnate her, we hear one of Piccioni’s original songs for the film, Lotta e vinci per 

l’onore, a tango-style song that here is tellingly, interspersed with a woman’s screams. Tellingly 

because it presages Amalia’s screams at the murder of her husband later in the film. This song is 

a grotesque and exaggerated accompaniment for the excessively silly scene and is a precursor to 

the diegetic tango music that follows.557 Amalia is found at work by Mimì as she is singing 

Dicitencello vuje, a popular Neapolitan love song. Amalia is Neapolitan and the text is ironically 

descriptive of her future situation: “I love her so much, tell them I will never forget her.”558 

 As Mimì tries to seduce Amalia and Amalia speaks about her miserable life, the diegetic 

music playing on the phonograph is the most famous and recognizable tango songs ever 

recorded, La Cumparsita. She mentions that listening to the music is a beautiful way to spend the 

afternoon, however the phrase: “the little parade of endless miseries” is part of the text of the 

song, further extending the absurdity of the scene.559 All of these non-operatic musical instances 

provide the aural stages for the operas. They also set the musical parameters for the film: the tone 

of the film vacillates from ridiculous to tragic. The music prepares the viewing and listening 

public. 

                                                
557 The last phrase in the opera Cavalleria rusticana, an opera that is also included in this 
soundtrack, is preceded by a woman’s scream: “hanno ammazzato Cumpare Turiddu” (they 
killed Compare Turiddu). 

558 Amalia resists Mimì’s advances violently but eventually succumbs. Until she discovers the 
truth, she poignantly thinks she is in love with him. 

559 There is some discrepancy surrounding the origin of the music for La Cumparsita but 
according to some sources, motifs in the third part of the tango echo the Miserere from the Verdi 
opera Il trovatore (1853) furthering the connection to the opera in the film. 
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Il trovatore 

 The introduction of opera occurs in the first scene between Mimì and his co-workers and 

then Mimì’s family. However, this scene is operatic in tone only, and not accompanied by music. 

The characters speak in a heightened, pitched Sicilian. The language is so exaggerated and 

musical that it is possible to write it out on a musical staff. In addition, the accentuated quality 

makes it sound very like operatic recitative. At one point in the scene, at 4:45 of the Criterion 

DVD, Mimì asks a question and all three of the older women answer at once. This patterned, 

rapid crossfire could be taken from any opera buffa of the 18th or 19th century.560 This heightened 

exaggerated language borders on the comically grotesque, especially when it is coupled with a 

scene, for example, where the men are getting their feet washed by the women. The twinning of 

this quotidian and realistic scene with no music is significant. As has been pointed out 

previously, the scenes of real emotion or interaction do not require, nor do they have, a musical 

component in this film. 

The first operatic theme in the film is not La traviata but a few measures of Verdi’s Il 

trovatore. Contrasted with the previous scenes taking place in crumbling but beautiful Catanian 

palazzo in the blazing Sicilian sun, this scene opens with Mimì at a veritable crossroads in 

Torino, engulfed by fog, and with a scarf around his face to keep warm. The music is sung: 

“Siam giunti; ecco la torre, ove di Stato gemono i prigionieri. Ah! L’infelice ivi fu tratto.”561 

This phrase begins the fourth act of Il trovatore and in the opera provides a similar function as 

for this section of the film; that is, it begins the scene after the protagonists have traveled and 

                                                
560 For example, The Barber of Seville by Gioacchino Rossini. 

561 Giuseppe Verdi, Il trovatore: dramma in quattro parti. Piano/vocal score. (Chicago; Milano: 
University of Chicago Press; Ricordi, 2002), Act IV, scene 1. 
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found themselves in a new place. In the film it underscores what is happening to the main 

character of the film, Mimì. Linking the music to the film even more is the fact that although it is 

a busy intersection, there is no diegetic sound. No cars, no horns, no other noises. The scene 

takes approximately one full minute and the ambiance is similar to that in the opera. The two 

characters in Il trovatore, Ruiz and Leonora, are muffled in cloaks and it is dark night. In the 

film, as the tenor sings “Ah l’infelice,” the camera, which has been close on Mimì, pulls back 

and we see him dwarfed by a boulevard teeming with cars and a very large war memorial, tying 

in the ideas of  “torre” and “prigioniero.”562 The theme finishes and the chord resolves before the 

next scene. In the span of just a few minutes we have had an entire tone shift from the ultra-

serious Il trovatore introduction from the ridiculous banda playing the national anthem, that at 

this point, has begun assuming the trappings of a running vaudeville gag. Again, these are audio-

visual echoes to begin the idea of opera. 

Cavalleria rusticana  

Cavalleria rusticana is an opera written in 1890 by Pietro Mascagni with a libretto by 

Giovanni Targioni-Tozzetti and Guido Menasci. Briefly, it is a story deeply rooted in betrayal 

and a couple of love triangles.563 These are the plot highlights to keep in mind when Peppino (a 

                                                
562 Ibid. 

563 Cavalleria rusticana by Pietro Mascagni (1890), is based on the novella and play by Giovanni 
Verga. It takes place in a small Sicilian village. Cavalleria rusticana follows Turiddu and his 
abandoned lover, Santuzza. Turiddu had returned home from military service to find that his 
fiancée, Lola, had married another man. In his revenge, he seduced Santuzza to make Lola 
jealous. Now, discarded, Santuzza is sorrowful and devastated as she sees Turiddu and Lola re-
kindle their affair. In a moment of jealousy, she tells Lola’s husband, Alfio, about the infidelity, 
but immediately regrets her actions. Alfio and Turiddu agree to a formal duel while Santuzza 
remains behind with Turiddu’s mother for the results. Shouts are heard, and Turiddu is 
announced as having been killed. 
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friend of Mimì) tells him, when they are back in Sicily, that Rosalia is three months pregnant. 

Peppino tells him “non ti metti a fare compare Turiddu.” The character of Turiddu in the opera is 

a quintessential Sicilian peasant where honor was everything and any hint of impropriety had to 

be challenged. In fact, in the opera, that challenge leads to Turiddu’s death. So Peppino was 

warning him, using the opera as cultural shorthand, to not overreact. 

Similarly, there is another mention of this opera later in the film when Fiore tells Mimì: 

“non fare la cavalleria rusticana.” This is another example of opera’s infiltration and 

expansiveness in the popular culture. Here, as the opera is quite well-known to the film 

spectators, the verbal reference is used as a form of metonymy to invoke the overwash of rustic 

Sicilian narrow-mindedness regarding interpersonal relationships and the idea of “honor.” 

 Cavalleria rusticana is mentioned again in a subsequent scene when Fiore confronts 

Mimì and tells him that he is merely getting revenge on his wife, Rosalia, because she 

cuckholded him: “sei qui che muori della voglia di fare la cavalleria rusticana […] sparaci così 

che facciamo finito.” The scene where Amalia’s husband is shot on the church steps by the 

mafioso is also a visual reference to Cavalleria rusticana because at the end of the opera, a duel 

takes place offstage. A woman is then heard screaming: “hanno ammazzatto cumpare Turiddu.”  

Unlike the opera, the murder in Mimì Metallurgico occurs onscreen, but the women screaming in 

the piazza is unmistakably reminiscent of the final scene of the opera. 

La bohème 

One of the first scenes after Fiore and Mimì meet is in a restaurant and Fiore is chatting 

incessantly. Mimì is quiet and just stares at her. She finally asks Mimì what his name is. When 

he replies, “mi chiamano Mimì,” Fiore laughs and says “allora dovresti chiamarti Lucia.” This 

refers to the first act of Giacomo Puccini’s opera La bohème. In that opera, the female 
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protagonist is called “Mimì” and in her first-act aria she divulges, “Mi chiamano Mimì, ma il 

mio nome è Lucia.” In this passing reference to the opera in the film, Fiore shows herself to be 

relatively cultured in order to retort so quickly to Mimì’s statement with a reference to the opera 

lyrics. Not only, but this Puccini opera is tangentially referenced throughout this film. As 

previously noted, Mimì is the name of the female protagonist. Mimì in La bohème embroiders 

flowers on fabric which refers to the film protagonist, “Fiore.” Also, Fiore lives in a garret 

strewn with her artistic creations (sweaters that she knits) analogously to the four bohemian men 

in La bohème who also live in a garret. Shortly after the scene in the restaurant, there is another 

parallel to La bohème. After Mimì tries to make a pass, they have an exchange which parallels 

the end of the third act of La bohème. In the opera, Musetta, the coquette, and Marcello, the 

painter, have an argument wherein Musetta tells Marcello “all’altare non siamo uniti” and “fo 

all’amor con chi mi piace.” It is a short intermedial distance to Fiore’s actual words in the film: 

“a matrimonio non ci credo” and “ma all’amore sì; e lo voglio fare soltanto coll’uomo che amerò 

quando verrà.” Musetta and Marcello punctuate their leave-taking with: “Pittore da bottega,” 

“vipera” “rospo” and “strega” while in the film, Fiore departs with an angry: “pedàla, aria, va 

all’inferno, terrùn.” Mimì responds with “m’affaccia a te, cretina.”  

There are also similarities in the settings. In La bohème the scene is set outside in an open 

area behind the tavern where the painter works, while in the film, Mimì and Fiore are also 

outside, in a park. A minor intermedial overlay perhaps, but it makes a deeper parallel 

construction and it inserts another layer of connection to opera in the film.  

La traviata 

 The first La traviata music enters the film as Mimì spies Fiore sitting on the sidewalk, 

selling her wares. It begins with the orchestral theme of the first act which precedes the cabaletta, 
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“Sempre libera” and it draws attention because although the scene is visually very busy and takes 

place on a city street, there is no diegetic sound.564 Just as the soprano Maria Callas (in the 1953 

recording used in the film) begins singing, in the film we see Fiore and her friend, Violetta.565 

Some of La traviata’s words seem to visually sync with Fiore’s speaking to her friend (which is 

silent for the film audience). As the tenor begins singing the interruption in Violetta’s aria in the 

opera, the camera shifts to Mimì, who has been staring at Fiore, thereby establishing a visual 

connection between Mimì in the film, and Alfredo, the tenor role, and lover of Violetta. The 

camera shifts to Fiore as the soprano sings “Oh!” perfectly synced.566 Moreover, the diegetic 

sounds are much reduced in this scene, in the same way they are non-existent in the introductory 

Trovatore scene. As the tenor sings “croce e delizia,” which is one of the recurring themes of the 

aria, Mimì approaches Fiore and asks to see what she is selling.567 Incongruously, street thugs 

come to attack the film character Violetta as the soprano sings “gioire.”568 The aria stops here. In 

these scenes, the opera is not only being clearly used in a covertly intermedial way as an musical 

emotional wash, but as the film scholar Royal S. Brown has observed about opera in other art 

forms, it “exists as a kind of parallel emotional/aesthetic universe […] helping the audience read 

the film’s other images as such rather than as a replacement for or imitation of objective 

                                                
564 Verdi and Piave, La Traviata, 64. 

565 Note that Fiore’s friend, Violetta, has the same name as the protagonist of the opera. Not 
only, but Fiore’s name (flower) is also an echo of the camellias of  La dame aux camélias, the 
source of the opera La traviata. 

566 Alfredo: “Amor, amor è palpito”; Violetta: “Oh!” 

567 Verdi and Piave, La Traviata, 66. 

568 Ibid., 66–67. 
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reality.”569 

 Immediately following this scene, the instrumental overture to La traviata is heard while 

Mimì stalks Fiore in a scene without words or diegetic sound. They have an entire conversation 

in gesture with the music overlay. Mimì declares his love and Fiore keeps telling him to go 

away. The final shot is Fiore with her friend, Violetta. Then, when the camera cuts to Mimì 

walking in the snow alone, the orchestra plays the music that is sung later in the opera by the 

soprano Violetta: “Amami Alfredo.”570 As the music continues to the words “quant’io t’amo,” 

Fiore and Mimì are seen walking together. And when Mimì is alone, back to: “Amami, 

Alfredo.”571 The lovers continue to be seen together and apart for the duration of the musical 

overture and Fiore walks off and Mimì is left alone on a park bench as the overture ends. 

 The next scene in which Mimì declaring his love to Fiore—being one of the most 

emotionally authentic—has no musical accompaniment. As Mimì continues his speech to Fiore, 

the overture to the opera begins again as he begins crying and telling her that he will stop 

pursuing her since she doesn’t requite his love. Instead, Fiore declares her love for him. “Amami 

Alfredo” plays as Fiore says: “Son proprio innamorata e voglio te, come te vuoi me.” When the 

music is “quant’io amo” Fiore is saying: “questo qua l’è una roba grossa, importante; perché io e 

te, perché per me è tutto oppure ciao, niente. Finche dura l’amore lo voglio perfetto.”572 Mimì 

responds: “Te lo giuro.” Mimì begins weeping and as the overture winds down again, Mimì 

                                                
569 Royal S. Brown, Overtones and Undertones Reading Film Music (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1994), 239–40. 

570 Verdi and Piave, La Traviata, 108. 

571 Ibid. 

572 Ibid. 
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asserts: “ti massacro d’amore.”  

 Apparently not, because in the subsequent scene, it is clear that Mimì was unable to 

perform sexually. As Fiore comforts him, the overture to Act 3 of the opera begins. We are in a 

different musical place. In the opera, the lovers have parted because Alfredo’s father has come to 

ask Violetta to leave him. Alfredo’s sister is to be married and Alfredo’s cavorting with Violetta 

is sullying the family name. The theme of the third act of the opera is darker and more cynical. In 

the film, now Fiore is seducing Mimì in a reversal, and they can finally make love as the violins 

sweep in the themes of the third act of the opera. Mimicking the deeper feelings of Mimì and 

Fiore who finally are able to consummate their relationship, the third act also alerts the spectators 

that a more complex plot is about to unfold. Homologously, the emotional tones of the opera and 

the film are in sync. All of the operatic backstory informs the gravity of the rapprochement of the 

two characters in the film. 

 In the next scene, all seems to have been successful. Mimì is primping his hair in the 

mirror, whistling (hearkening back to the beginning of the film and “Mimì’s theme”). The tune 

he whistles is from the parts of the opera that correspond to the lyrics of the first act aria of 

opera: “misterioso.”573 Mimì actually sings the word “misterioso” and then continues whistling 

the aria to “croce e delizia.”574 He takes a moment to assess his face, and then takes a puff of his 

cigarette, accompanying himself with “croce e delizia.”575 He takes the letter from his wife in 

                                                
573 Ibid., 66. 

574 Like the principal character in the film Divorzio all’italiana, Mimì hums while fixing his face 
in the mirror. 

575 Verdi and Piave, La Traviata, 66. 
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Sicily, Rosalia, from his pocket and pours a cup of coffee. Tellingly, there is no musical 

accompaniment. We hear the voiceover of Rosalia reading her own letter to Mimì. 

 Fiore is pregnant. As Mimì feels his baby kick he starts speaking to the child through 

Fiore’s body. We hear the instrumental sections that correspond to the words “amor, amor è 

palpito; dell’universo […] misterioso” from the first act of the opera. 576 Mimì tells the baby 

“dormi [ … ] ti compro un triciclo” and Fiore worries that Mimì will bend to the capitalist way 

of thinking: “inserirlo nella societa’ dei consumi” while the music that underscores this crucial 

difference in their relationship: the music that corresponds to the words from the aria: “croce e 

delizia.”577 Here, the music is commenting on the scene taking place in the film. This interaction 

is both a great happiness but portends bad things (“croce”). Mimì finishes with “a mio figlio non 

ci dovrebbe mancare niente—un re dev’essere mio figlio.” This change in the thinking of Mimì’s 

character is noted in the music because the chords resolve; that is, the musical phrase ends. This 

occurs simultaneously to the ending of the scene, signaling a resolution in the character as well. 

 There is a sharp cut next in the film using the Brindisi or “drinking song” of La traviata’s 

first act.578 Fittingly, the scene is the party celebrating the baptism of the baby. The champagne 

corks fly and a (nondiegetic) tenor begins singing “Libiamo nei lieti calici” that is the beginning 

of the Brindisi.579 This is an ironic use of the brindisi, because in the opera it is a musical signal 

of the happiness that Alfredo feels he will have with Violetta, while here it is to celebrate the 

                                                
576 Ibid. 

577 Ibid. 

578 Ibid., 18. 

579 Ibid. 
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birth of a bastard child of Fiore and Mimì, who already has a legal wife in Sicily. 

 At approximately the midway point of the film, after the baby is born, there is a rupture 

in Mimì’s trajectory and it is reflected in the music. We don’t hear any themes of La traviata 

again until the end of the film. At this halfway point of the film, Mimì no longer goes to the 

leftist political meetings and the people there accuse him of going to the “other side.” He 

admonishes the men that work for him telling them not to be “lazy southerners.” Even the 

original music (written by Piccioni) changes. Mimì is transferred to Catania and brings Fiore and 

his son. They are dressed as Arabs, wearing black hijabs, and sunglasses. Instead of opera, the 

music accompanying this scene is original and is vaguely Arabic as Fiore asks Mimì if he is 

taking precaution a little too far while he adjusts her headscarf. 

 The themes of La traviata do not return again until Mimì is released from jail. As the 

door of the jail opens, the overture from the opera begins yet again: “Amami Alfredo.”580 On 

“quant’io t’amo,” a small army of children rushes towards him yelling “papà.” The children 

include Rosalia’s child, Finocchiaro’s child, plus all the rest of the Finocchiaro children. They 

engulf him and Mimì is overcome by his (and Finocchiaro) progeny.  

The Inno di Mameli quickly replaces the opera in a jump shot to Mimì canvassing for the 

Mafia. His descent is complete. He is no longer a leftist communist fighting for the common 

man. He is working for the Mafia. He sees Fiore, his son, and Peppino. There is a sound of wind 

howling as the Inno fades out. Mimì babbles “io ci posso spiegare.” He desperately runs after the 

car that is taking his family away. The camera pulls back and we see the desolate landscape that 

began the film. Mimì and the car are mere pinpoints on the screen. As Mimì falls to his knees in 

                                                
580 Ibid., 108. 
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desolation, we hear a searing high note. It is the last few measures of Violetta’s final aria in La 

traviata: “Ah, tutto finì.”581 The film ends with the resolution of this aria as we see Mimì 

crumpled on the ground, emotionally crushed. 

 The major theme of the opera, a pure love and a woman exonerated from past sins for her 

sacrifice, is used as satire in this film. Mimì espouses the communist tenets, but only while it is 

comfortable for him. It is difficult for Mimì to “do the right thing.” And when he acts on 

seemingly noble impulses, it ends up being revenge-motivated and not at all noble, i.e. 

impregnating Amalia as retaliation for Rosalia’s bastard child. The female protagonist, Fiore, is 

true in her love and steady in her fidelity and loses her lover. Rosalia, too, tries to adhere to the 

precepts of her society and is pilloried for living for love. And Amalia is yet another victim of 

her own mistaken love for Mimì. It is as if the themes of La traviata were expressing for the 

women their varying degrees of pure love. The other opera interludes serve to balance the aural 

field and accentuate the heightened emotions of this extreme story. And the popular music and 

Italian anthem anchor the politics and Mimì’s fluid morals.  

The film, using long stretches of the operatic themes, sets itself up as structured as if it 

were an opera. Even the arc of the character of Mimì is ennobled, almost in spite of himself, 

thanks to the romantic swells of the music underneath the action. In this case, the music is 

actually expressing the sound that is in Mimì’s heart. The obvious mimicking and synchronicity 

of the operatic orchestral score and Mimì and Fiore’s courtship bear this out. For the first time in 

his life, Mimì falls in love. The music opens his heart, and the film. Of course, the opera 

vanishes when poor Mimì cannot live up to his own internal standards. And, the opera returns, 

                                                
581 Ibid., 199. 
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tragically, with the last few measures of the final aria of the opera marking the tragedy of his life. 

I PUGNI IN TASCA (1965) 

Unlike the dispersed and generous use of La traviata in Mimì metallurgico, I pugni in tasca has 

the least amount of influence of the opera, but it is the most dramatic of the four films. 

 Bellocchio’s debut film I pugni in tasca caused a revolution in film-making when it was 

released in 1965. It won Best Director prizes at Locarno and Rio de Janeiro, and the Nastro 

D’Argento (the Italian Oscar) for the most original screenplay of the year. Moreover, it has a 

highly-regarded original musical soundtrack by Ennio Morricone. As film critic Paolo 

Mereghetti wrote regarding the film, “When it came out, it ripped the collective film imagination 

to shreds. And nothing in Italian cinema would ever be the same again.”582 Yet, this ground-

breaking avant-garde film ends with the highly recognizable first act aria of a very classical and 

traditional opera: Verdi’s La traviata.  

 If this film was such a trailblazer, why would Bellocchio and Morricone compromise on 

the music? Why not have ground-breaking avant-garde music instead of a popular operatic 

warhorse?  

 Ennio Morricone has written music for more than 500 motion pictures and television 

series, and his music has been used in more than 60 award-winning films. Thus, Morricone, 

being a savvy and sophisticated musician, clearly meant to incorporate Giuseppe Verdi’s La 

traviata, in the film. Why would he utilize such a familiar, quasi-cliched piece of music to end 

such an artistic ground-breaking film?  

                                                
582 “Fists in the Pocket: Ripped to Shreds,” The Criterion Collection, 2006, 8. 
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 One answer of course is Marco Bellocchio’s history of opera.583 Bellocchio was raised by 

a mother passionate about Verdi operas and Bellocchio, himself, directed Rigoletto from Mantua 

in 2011, a film broadcast live worldwide. It was conceived and produced in 2010 by Andrea 

Andermann who, together with RAI, the Italian public broadcaster, transmitted Giuseppe Verdi’s 

opera at the exact places and times of day of the libretto down to the very hour, and starred 

Placido Domingo. His film Addio del passato in 2002, whose title is taken from the fourth act 

aria of the opera, La traviata, is his homage to the composer, Giuseppe Verdi. In an interview 

with Alberto Crespi, Bellocchio confessed that the La traviata arias “mi sono entrate nel 

sangue.”584 Indeed, the use of the first act aria from the opera in this film is visceral and primal. 

I pugni in tasca—Plot 

 In brief, I pugni in tasca concerns the troubled family of the protagonist, Alessandro. He 

has four siblings: a sister and three brothers, and they all live with their blind mother in an Italian 

villa. Three of the siblings suffer from epilepsy; the eldest son, Augusto does not. Augusto is the 

only provider for the family. Alessandro decides that Augusto would be free to live his life as he 

pleases if the mother and other siblings were killed. He connives to be allowed to drive his 

mother and the other siblings on their periodic trip to a cemetery. Alessandro intended to drive 

all of them off a cliff, but does not, and they all return home safely. Later, however, Alessandro 

takes his mother for a drive; they stop at an overlook, and Alessandro pushes his mother off the 

cliff to her death. After his mother’s funeral, he kills his epileptic brother Leone by having him 

                                                
583 For a comprehensive study of Bellocchio and the uses of Italian opera in his films see Daniela 
Bini, “Operatic Appearances in Marco Bellocchio,” Esperienze Letterarie XXXVII, no. 3 
(2012): 43–54. 

584 Crespi, Alberto, “Tutti pazzi per Verdi,” L’Unità, August 24, 2002. 
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drink an overdose of his medication. The sister, Giulia, realizes that Alessandro killed Leone and 

their mother; Alessandro has an epileptic attack, and Giulia does not come to his aid. By not 

helping him, she ensures his death.  

 In this film, I propose that the aria “Sempre libera” from the first act of La traviata not 

only functions on primary sonic levels (i.e. general emotional background wash), but actually 

serves the director in another less obvious but intriguing manner. In this case, the intermedial use 

of the music goes beyond the fixed filmic text and communicates the artistic intent of the 

director. How does this film really end? And how does the aria resolve or not resolve it? 

 The poet T.S Eliot wrote: “It is a function of all art to give us some perception of an order 

in life, by imposing an order upon it […] At such moments, we touch the border of those feelings 

which only music can express.”585 The notion of “order” figures prominently in Pugni, almost as 

a visual leitmotif.  

 In an interview captured in the Criterion DVD Collection of the film in 2006, Bellocchio 

talks about a particular gesture the protagonist, Alessandro, makes at key moments. It is a hand 

gesture that Alessandro makes putting his thumb to his nose and twirling his fingers. Although it 

is a typical child’s gesture that indicates disdain (“cippirimerlo”), the gesture used in the film by 

the protagonist is a slower version. Bellocchio asserts that this gesture is a symbol for the wish 

for order that is, in part, realized in the film: a wish by the protagonist to organize his lunatic, 

crazy family. That may be true, but the organic popular meaning of the gesture is also extant so 

there is a conflict that exists throughout. This symbolism-heavy gesture is repeated throughout 

the film but especially during the aria at the end. 

                                                
585 Eliot, Poetry And Drama, 33–34. 
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Perhaps opera is in the film to impose order. Bellocchio has spoken about the fact that the 

film is quite autobiographical. The villa that serves as the family house in the film was actually 

the house in which he grew up in Bobbio, Italy. Moreover, Bellocchio’s mother was an ardent 

opera fan and Bellocchio confessed that his passion for opera came from listening to his mother 

singing Verdi arias.586 In Lacanian psycho-analysis, sound in general, and voice in particular, 

take a special position in the formation of the subject, because aural experience is anterior to 

visual and other sensorial experiences. The prenatal infant hears its mother’s voice and her non-

vocal sounds while within her body.587 According to French psychoanalyst Guy Rosolato, the 

maternal voice provides the first auditory pleasure and the sense of blissful plenitude, and he 

locates the roots of musical pleasure and our nostalgic yearning for the return to the sonorous 

womb, a murmuring house—or music of the spheres.588 As Claudia Gorbman observes:  

The imaginary longing for bodily fusion with the mother is never erased; the 
terms of this original illusion are defined in large part by the voice […] primary 
experiences of sound may account for the characteristics of depth and inwardness, 
and of an ineffable, preverbal attachment to the music.589  

The influence of the mother cannot be understated. As Michel Chion has written:  

In the beginning, in the uterine darkness, was the voice, the Mother’s voice. For 
the child once born, the other is more an olfactory and vocal continuum than an 
image. Her voice originates in all points of space, while her form enters and 
leaves the visual field […] we can imagine the voice of the Mother weaving 
around the child a network of connections it is tempting to call the umbilical 

                                                
586 Bini, “Operatic Appearances in Marco Bellocchio,” 43. 
 
587 Kaja Silverman, The Acoustic Mirror: The Female Voice in Psychoanalysis and Cinema 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988). 

588 Guy Rosolato, “La Voix: Entre Corps et Langage,” Revue Francaise de Psychanalyse 38, no. 
1 (1974): 81. 

589 Gorbman, Unheard Melodies, 6. 
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web.590  

Although the film the film portrays a very odd relationship between son and mother and there are 

elements that may hearken back to Bellocchio’s real-life experience, we do know that Bellocchio 

did not murder his mother! Whether there is truth or not with respect to these notions of the 

mother, there are some elements in this relationship that may have been inspired by Bellocchio’s 

personal experience. It is further possible, therefore, to posit, as Grover-Friedlander has, that 

both film and opera can be characterized as an inherently doomed attempt to return or restore an 

original lost object, the state of pleasure and cohesion.591 

Rigoletto 

 The protagonist’s mother introduces opera early in the film by softly singing the 

beginning of a duet from Verdi’s opera, Rigoletto: Tutte le feste al tempio, during which 

Alessandro makes the “ordine” gesture described above—making the first visual connection of 

order brought about by opera.592 This is the only opera used in the film other than the spectacular 

finale with La traviata. 

 In the same Criterion DVD Collection, the editor of the film Silvano Agosti, gives an 

interview discussing his role in the making of the film. He divulges that originally Bellocchio did 

not want the protagonist, Alessandro, to die at the end of the film. One of the uses of the aria 

from La traviata allows Bellocchio to achieve his desire, at least in a metaphorical sense. The 

                                                
590 Michel Chion, Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1994), 61. 

591 Michal Grover-Friedlander, “The Phantom of the Opera: The Lost Voice of Opera in Silent 
Film,” Cambridge Opera Journal 11, no. 2 (July 1, 1999): 185. 

592 The character Alessandro puts his thumb to his nose and folds his fingers. 
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aria accompanying the death scene never finishes; the penultimate note lingers unusually long 

and the final note is never sung. So that, in a way, although the character literally dies, the sound 

or cry of the soul remains. This scene will be parsed at length below. 

La traviata 

 The aria used (in the film) occurs (in the opera) at the end of the first act. It is made up of 

two parts: the first part cantabile “Ah for’s è lui” and the second, the cabaletta “Sempre 

libera.”593 In the opera, Alfredo is a guest at Violetta’s (the protagonist of La traviata) house 

party celebrating her (temporary) return to health, and he makes his love known to her. She 

laughs off his devotion. After her guests depart, Violetta has a moment of introspection and sings 

the first half of the aria “Ah fors’è lui” maybe it is he that my soul is yearning for.594  She muses 

on the mysteries of love ending with the notion “croce e delizia” equating love with pain and 

delight.595 This parsing of the cantilena portion of this aria is essential to understanding the 

placement and choice of this aria for I pugni in tasca because it mirrors the complex pain 

inherent in Alessandro’s life: his conflicted but ultimately seminal feelings for his mother and his 

incestuous love for his sister Giulia. 

 Then, in the “Sempre libera” cabaletta, the music begins slowly while Violetta ruminates 

on her position. Then it takes off in a blazing roulade of coloratura singing, as if she were willing 

and forcing herself to enjoy her life. The tempo speeds up and drives the cabaletta in a quasi-

frenetic pace, matching the manic words of the libretto. The vocal coloratura is dizzying as 

                                                
593 Verdi and Piave, La Traviata, 58–69. 

594 Ibid., 59. 

595 Ibid., 60. 
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Violetta tries to push Alfredo’s voice and words out of her memory. She wrenches herself away 

from those thoughts and even more forcefully—with even more coloratura fireworks—reiterates 

that she is independent and doesn’t need his love. The aria concludes with her demonically 

repeating her mantra “a diletti sempre nuovi deve volare il mio pensier.”596 Focusing on the 

conclusion of the cabaletta is important because this well-known aria ends on a (written) high B-

flat note, and sometimes (by tradition) an interpolated high E-flat note, and then resolves on the 

tonic note. Resolution of the cadence in music is when you can hear and feel the phrase finish 

and this information is crucial to understand the intermedial use of the aria in the film. On the 

operatic stage, not only does this aria resolve solidly and definitely, but in opera circles, there is 

always a discussion about whether the interpolated high E-flat should be allowed in the live 

renditions.597 It was not written by Verdi in the score and is vocally difficult to execute. It is a 

tradition for the sopranos to exhibit their agility and range and causes great excitement for the 

audience. Among the opera-going cognoscenti, there is always a virtual (and often literal) intake 

of breath in the audience as people wait to see which ending the particular soprano will opt for. 

In other words, this is not a quotidian ending of an aria. Attention is traditionally paid.598 

                                                
596 Ibid., 67. 

597 The controversy continues to this day. This is a cite to a chat room wherein singers give 
advice to other singers: “If you sing the E-flat in performance, be prepared for one critic to say, 
“Instead of respecting Verdi’s score, Miss Cortigiana screeched out an unwritten high note in a 
blatant attempt to win cheap applause. If you don’t sing the E-flat, someone will write, “Miss 
Cortigiana avoided the climactic note of the aria, so the entire scene fell flat. A soprano who 
cannot sing all the notes has no business singing Violetta.” TotenAugen, “Looking for Some 
Opinions on Ending Sempre Libera with an E-Flat,” The New Forum for Classical Singers, 
December 11, 2004, http://www.network54.com/Forum/171220/message/1102776791.  

598 Claudia Gorbman makes an observation about this technique in her book: “In Jean-Luc 
Godard’s Vivre sa vie (1962), music cues by Michel Legrand are often interrupted in mid-phrase, 
before the tonal resolution one expects of its pseudoclassical style. This technique of robbing the 
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 In the opera, the aria serves as Violetta’s manifesto wherein she declares her disdain and 

independence from love, yet those beliefs are belied by the freneticism and extremity of the 

music, which is describing her true feelings. Unlike the position of the aria in the opera—that is, 

at the end of the first act—which sets up Violetta’s internal conflict regarding love, in I pugni in 

tasca, the aria is diegetic music for the last five minutes of the film. Alessandro is seen putting a 

record on the turntable and begins to listen. 

 The aria in the film begins with the “Gioire” section that initiates the cabaletta “Sempre 

libera.”599 Alessandro smiles and the camera cuts to Giulia in the next room and then back. As 

the cabaletta begins in earnest, the camera cuts back and forth between Giulia and Alessandro as 

he begins singing with the recording “folleggiare di gioia in gioia.”600 The camera cuts between 

his singing along with the recording and Giulia sleeping in the next room. Then, as Violetta is 

heard singing “sempre lieta nei ritrovi” the camera shifts to Alessandro making the “ordine” 

gesture. He falls to his feet with his arms up in a crucifixion posture as the camera shifts back to 

Giulia who is now awake.601 Back to Alessandro as he sings and dances totally out of sync with 

the music and in his own world. There is no diegetic sound from Alessandro until the end of the 

interruption of the aria by the tenor, Alfredo, as we hear Alessandro laughing. At the end of the 

tenor’s interruption, Alessandro seems to have calmed down and the aria and the film 

                                                
musical statement of its closure has the effect of drawing attention to the score” in Gorbman, 
Unheard Melodies, 14. 
 
599 Verdi and Piave, La Traviata, 64. 

600 Ibid. 

601 Ibid., 65. 
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emotionally converge for a moment—the text at that convergence: “croce e delizia.”602  

 As Violetta again begins “Follie, follie” there is an odd interstitial shot of a blurry face 

and suddenly as the soprano sings a high note, Alessandro screams “Giulia” and the camera 

jumps to Giulia’s face as she bolts up in her bed. As the aria continues, Alessandro cries and 

calls Giulia’s name. As the soprano is singing “gioire” Alessandro, conversely, is crushed by 

paroxysms of crying.603 The soprano then holds an “ah” vowel while Alessandro holds the “ah” 

syllable of Giulia’s name.  

 At this point the cabaletta is off and running and Alessandro falls to the floor, again in the 

crucifixion posture, weeping and calling Giulia’s name. The contrast here is quite marked and 

highly-charged with the operatic text calling for happiness and joy, the music frenetic and manic, 

and Alessandro crying out and flailing on the floor. While the soprano is singing: “A diletti 

sempre nuovi,” Alessandro cries out “Giulia tienimi la testa Giulia” and we understand that 

Alessandro is embarking on an epileptic seizure and that in the past, Giulia would hold his head 

to help him.604 

 The camera shifts to Giulia who is physically holding on to the back of the bed headboard 

so as to stop herself from moving to help her brother. Alessandro is now flailing, contorting, and 

bumping into furniture, constantly calling Giulia’s name. The camera shifts to Giulia who is 

getting out of her bed. As the aria hurtles towards its manic conclusion, Alessandro is in a full 

epileptic fit. He is in the crucifixion position on the floor, gasping for air, and calling out 

                                                
602 Ibid., 66. 

603 Ibid. 

604 Ibid., 67. 
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“Giulia.”  

 As the soprano hits the penultimate note, Alessandro’s gasps come more slowly. The 

opera cognoscenti watching the film are waiting to hear if the soprano will hit the high E-flat. 

The non-cognoscenti watching the film are waiting for the aria, as well as the film, to finish and 

for the death of Alessandro. The camera closes in on Alessandro’s face, and after a few more 

sobs and gasps, he dies. The music however, lingers. The penultimate note goes on and on and 

on. The cadence is never resolved. 

 In the opera, the aria “Sempre libera” serves as cry for life as the heroine makes a 

manifesto for high and loose living, while the music tells the truth of her emotional complication. 

Here in I pugni in tasca, the aria, loaded with its own meaning, is used as an extension to express 

the outsized emotions that culminate at the end of this volatile and grotesquely expressive film. 

Agosti tells us that Bellocchio said he didn’t want the character of Alessandro to die at the end of 

the film. By not resolving the chord at the end of this familiar operatic aria, Bellocchio has his 

wish. The cry of Alessandro’s anguished soul, which is expressed through the overlay of the aria, 

is never appeased. Thanks to the brilliance of using a well-known aria with built-in connotation, 

at every viewing of this ground-breaking film, Alessandro’s grief remains ongoing and 

Bellocchio’s artistic vision is communicated and preserved. 

DIVORZIO ALL’ITALIANA (1961) 

In testament to the universality of the opera La traviata, the musical distance from I pugni in 

tasca to Divorzio all’italiana is quantum leap.605 Divorzio all’italiana is a 1961 Italian comedy 

                                                
605 In a case of art imitating art, in 2008, the composer Giorgio Battistelli wrote an operatic 
interpretation of the film. He wrote the libretto as well, but noted: “libero adattamento da Pietro 
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film directed by Pietro Germi with music by Carlo Rustichelli. The screenplay was written 

by Ennio De Concini, Pietro Germi, Alfredo Giannetti, and Agenore Incrocci and is based on the 

novel Un delitto d’onore (Crime of Honor) by Giovanni Arpino.  

Divorzio all’italiana—Plot 

 Ferdinando Cefalù (Fefè) an impoverished Sicilian nobleman is desperate to marry his 

cousin, Angela, a very much younger and attractive woman whom he sees only during the 

summers as she lives in a convent for schooling. But he is married to Rosalia and divorce was 

illegal in Italy at that time. Besides his wife, he shares his life with his elderly parents, 

his unmarried sister, and her fiancé who runs a funeral business.  

 After a chance encounter alone with Angela during a family trip, he discovers that she 

shares his feelings. With this knowledge, he resolves to carry out his plans to kill Rosalia and is 

inspired by a local story of a woman who killed her husband in a rage of jealousy. Having very 

carefully studied the Italian Criminal Code, he starts plotting to make his wife have an affair so 

that he can catch her in flagrante delicto, murder her, and receive a light sentence for committing 

an honor killing, Proceeding with his plan, he first needs to find a suitable man for his wife’s 

lover, which he finds in the local priest’s godson, Carmelo Patanè. Patanè has had feelings for 

Rosalia for years but was presumed dead in Africa during World War II and is now back in 

                                                
Germi, Alfredo Giannetti, Ennio De Concini.” The opera premièred in France and was generally 
well-received. It is entitled: Divorzio all’italiana: azione musicale per il crepuscolo della 
famiglia. Interestingly, all the roles in the opera are written for male voices except for one 
soprano, the character “Angela.” In an essay contained within the libretto of the opera, Marco 
Maria Tosolini opines on the fact that because dialogue of the film was so brilliantly written: “la 
parola è la vera musica portante della narrazione, il suo trasfigurato reinserimento in un contesto 
musical orchestrale lo rigenera semanticamente e ne aumenta ulteriormente la potenza 
comunicativa.” Battistelli, Giorgio, Divorzio all’italiana (Bologna: Edizioni Pendragon srl, 
2013). 
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town. Fefè persuades the painter to lure his wife into an affair, but Rosalia proves to be more 

faithful than he expected. 

 The plan takes a while to get off the ground, because Carmelo is very shy and Rosalia is a 

faithful wife. Fefè is aware of the development of his plan because he has been taping all their 

conversations and has to ward off the maid’s infatuation with Carmelo. During his monitoring of 

the entire plan, Fefè discovers that Carmelo is actually married with three children and is 

a philanderer who could be easily distracted. However, his plan turns out better than expected 

when Rosalia and Carmelo finally give in to their passion; but as he eavesdrops, the tape runs out 

at the precise moment the adulterers arrange for their next illicit meeting. All Fefè knows is that 

it will take place the next evening. 

 Rosalia feigns to have a terrible headache and remains home while the rest of the family 

go out to the theater to see the première of La Dolce Vita, a film so scandalous in the Sicily of 

that time that no one wishes to miss it. Fefè sneaks out of the theater and goes back to the house, 

arriving just in time to see Rosalia running to the train station. He initially has to run out after her 

but still has to retrieve the gun to kill the couple; and as a result he misses the train and the lovers 

in it. He revisits his plan and the Criminal Code, which calls for a crime of passion to be 

executed in the heat of the moment or in defense of one’s honor; this then means changing his 

plan and passing off as the cuckold. 

 Meanwhile Angela has been writing to Fefè to assure him of her undying love no matter 

what. However, one of her letters is misdelivered to her father who dies of a stroke upon reading 

it. At the funeral, Fefè is approached by Mrs. Carmelo Patanè who demands to know what he 

will do to avenge their situation. Since Fefè is still doing nothing, she spits in his face in front of 

the entire town, which gives him all that he needed: an open insult to the family’s honor due to 
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his wife’s elopement. The local Mafia boss offers to find the lovers within 24 hours, which he 

does. As Fefè goes to the lovers’ hideout, he comes across Mrs. Patanè, who has just shot her 

husband, which actually leaves him in a worse position than before. As he sees no other choice, 

he follows in Mrs. Patanè’s footsteps and finally kills his wife. During the trial, his defense 

lawyer blames the whole case on Fefè’s father and his lack of love for his son. He spends no 

more than three years in jail and finally comes back home to find a loving Angela waiting for 

him. 

 In the film’s epilogue, Fefè and Angela are sunning themselves on a sailboat, ostensibly 

happily. Fefè states “life begins at 40” as the camera pans down, revealing Angela seductively 

rubbing her feet against the skipper steering the boat. 

Divorzio all’italiana—Musical Themes 

As reported by musicologist Susanna Buffa in her biography of Carlo Rustichelli, the 

composer of the film, there are three musical themes in Divorzio all’Italiana that are introduced 

during the opening credits of the film. I would add that there is a fourth musical theme based on 

the fourth act of the opera La traviata that figures quite prominently in the last third of the film.   

Carlo Rustichelli was an opera conductor when Germi discovered him and asked him to 

work on his films.606 In Rustichelli’s own words: “dirigevo opere liriche: Tosca, Traviata […] la 

mia indole era portata per il lirismo, per questo genere di musica che […] ha influenzato la mia 

produzione per il cinema.”607 It is important to note how ingrained the strains of these operas 

                                                
606 Carlo Rustichelli (24 December 1916–13 November 2004) was an Italian film composer 
whose career spanned the 1940s to about 1990. His prolific output included about 250 film 
compositions, as well as arrangements for other films, and music for television. His sister sang in 
the opera chorus of the Rome Opera and his brother was a violinist for the opera as well. 

607 Susanna Buffa, Un musicista per il cinema: Carlo Rustichelli, un profilo artistico (Roma: 
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were in Rustichelli’s training. The nuance with which the music of La traviata is used is delicate 

and textured. Buffa writes:  

Egli stesso definisce la sua vera vocazione, la direzione d’orchestra, lo porta a 
immergersi in un mondo sonoro fortemente influenzato dalla lirica e, di 
conseguenza, ad attuare una personale connessione tra melodramma e cinema. I 
suoi genitori nutrono entrambi una grande passione per la musica, soprattutto 
operistica […] Sappiamo infatti che una sorella di Carlo, Iolanda, entra presto a 
far parte del coro tel Teatro dell’Opera di Roma e che il fratello Umberto è 
violinista nell’Orchestra della Rai […] l’opera è il filo conduttore della sua 
formazione e dei primi anni di lavoro, durante i quali è impegnato come maestro 
sostituto di palcoscenico presso alcuni teatri di provincia […] È proprio durante  
un’esecuzione della Tosca al Teatro Comunale di Terni, nel 1947, che riceve la 
visita di Pietro Germi.608 

No doubt, then, that Rustichelli was steeped in operatic themes and continued his love for that art 

through his work in film. In fact, he compared his work in film with that of an opera librettist in 

that he tried to find the balance between sound and silence. It is precisely this nuanced viewpoint 

as to the use of music in a film that made his musical selections so particular and important. 

Moreover, he likened silence in film to recitative in an opera; that is, times and spaces to create 

an organic whole of the film, the same way he would do when composing an opera.609 

Much of the music that comprises Divorzio is music that represents Fefè’s vision, his 

personality, and his reasoning. It is quite clearly meant to be the soundtrack of his life. Instead of 

making smooth musical lap-dissolves and seamless shifts, Rustichelli and Germi opt to make 

sharp cuts and abrupt changes, sometimes synchronized with Fefè’s voiced thoughts. It is a 

conceit which accentuates the comedy of the film and causes the music to function as comment 

                                                
Carocci, 2004), 107.  

608 Ibid. 

609 Ibid., 25–26. 
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and an aural sidekick to the thoughts and actions.  

Rustichelli and Germi introduce the opening music as if it were being announced along 

with the actors’ names in the opening credits. The shifts among the musical themes are un-

nuanced. Obviously we are meant to be jolted by the changes. In one way, this sets up the music 

in the film to be a comedic foil to the action. In another, it establishes the notion that the music is 

calling attention to itself and will also be used to comment on the action.  

Visually as well as musically, in line with at least two of Verdi’s operas, Rigoletto and La 

traviata, the film begins with a banda (local band). In both operas, however, it is a jaunty tune 

that is played. In Divorzio all’italiana the film begins and ends with a banda playing a funeral 

march that is introduced in the credits. It is predominant in the second half of the film after the 

character of Carmelo Patanè has been introduced, and it is last music we hear in the film. Clearly 

it is meant as a presentiment of the deaths to follow this significant intrusion in Fefè’s life. In 

fact, the march is the background music when Fefè reads the letters Carmelo writes to Rosalia. 

As the scenes evoked in the letters shift, the march changes slightly, but it still underscores the 

introduction of Carmelo. The next time the march figures in the score is diegetically in the actual 

funeral march of Angela’s father Calogero. Then, because the death/march connection has been 

established, the march is heard again as Fefè goes to the trysting place in which he has 

discovered Rosalia and Carmelo. In the penultimate use of the march, Fefè is on the train 

returning to his town after being imprisoned and he hears the march as he passes the town 

cemetery. This leads his character to wonder whether Angela is still really waiting for him, since 

he has not heard that much from her. The music underlines his panic. Is the death of his 

emotional life waiting for him? We as the audience know that the answer to that question is yes, 

but not until the final time we hear the funeral march: on the yacht, after Fefè opines on how life 
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begins at 40 and kisses his young bride/cousin as the camera pans down her beautiful leg to show 

her playing footsie with the skipper. Yes, indeed, Fefè does not yet know what is in store for 

him, but the music has cued us right in. This story starts with death and ends with death and as 

lighthearted as the treatment is, the no-nonsense chord progression of the funeral march 

designates the certainty of death, whether it is a literal death or the emotional and spiritual deaths 

suffered by people who adhere to a strict provincial code in this baroque backwater village. 

The same baroque quality that can be linked to a place so antiquated in its thoughts and 

traditions is also echoed in the leitmotif attached to the character of Angela. This theme, too, is 

introduced in the opening credits and it is the only true leitmotif of the film. The original song 

composed by Rustichelli, is the aptly-named Canto d’Amore and is played every time the 

character of Angela appears, or when she is presented through Fefè’s voiceover. The song itself 

is exquisite and perfectly written for its place and time. The song is an echo of Sicilian folk 

songs of the previous century and is first heard in the film after the introduction of the opening 

credits as Fefè’s voiceover speaks of the beauty of his homeland yet we are being shown pictures 

of an arid, bleak land. This juxtaposition, right at the start of the film cues us in to how to pair the 

music with the action in the film. The musical theme is plaintive and romantic and the non-

instrumental version ends with the vocalises “ah, ah, ah, ah” in a cantilena style, suggesting a 

rocking or caressing motion. Meanwhile, the film plot is clueing the spectators to not believe the 

romantic hype. 

The beginning of the song is oddly formal as if it were a medieval pavane. This stately 

dance aspect of the song further accentuates the comedy. It is strange that a courtly theme would 

underscore a banal coupling as Fefè and his much-younger cousin, but the courtly feeling also 

has the faint air of the devolved nobility that once imbued Fefè’s family crest and reflects as well 
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the architecture of town in which the film takes place. We are physically, emotionally, and 

aurally in an environment of decaying glory. 

The bedroom scenes between Rosalia and Fefè are always without music, an aural bas-

relief which describes as eloquently as a noisy soundtrack the literal lack of resonance between 

these two characters. It is here that Rustichelli’s respect for the silent is paramount. Silent too, 

are the scenes between Agnese, Fefè’s sister and Rosario, her fiancé who seem to be constantly 

disturbed in their furtive lovemaking by an indifferent Fefè. There is no music during the family 

fight scene where Angela’s diary is discovered and it is learned that she has a lover. When Fefè 

is traveling in his car to Catania, there is also no music involved. There is a funny short bit of no 

music in between tremolos when Fefè is figuring out how many years he might be in jail. There 

is also no music in the scenes between Carmelo and Rosalia (as Fefè is trying to spy on their 

tête-à-têtes), as there is no music when the three are together. There are only diegetic sounds: the 

clinking of spoons against cups, the squeaking of the sofa springs. These sounds are accentuated 

precisely because of the lack of music to surround them. What unifies these non-musical scenes 

is their basis in reality. There is no need for Fefè to mentally musically underscore these 

interactions. They are real and authentic interactions and hold no romance for the superficial 

Fefè. Ever so subtly, Rustichelli and Germi are deftly incising Fefè’s character. Gradually, the 

characters’ shadowy natures show through. Fefè is nothing without his overblown, operatic and 

grotesque soundtrack. These other characters have no need of aural trappings and they are 

securely themselves and not interesting to our narcissistic protagonist. Only his sainted Angela 

needs music; these other characters are tangential to Fefè and have no need of a musical 

soundtrack. 

The third main musical theme of the film is a lively marcetta that accompanies Fefè 
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during his flights of fancy as he hatches his plots and ruminates. The theme is 2/4, which is the 

marching meter, and is cartoon-like and bouncy. It can be characterized as traveling music, 

following our Fefè as he bumbles along in his fantasy life. 

As Fefè ruminates on losing his wife, he has three imagined death scenes for her. These 

scenes are preceded by violin tremolos. The string tremolo according to Chion, is a “device 

traditionally employed in opera […] to create a feeling of dramatic tension, suspence, or 

alarm.”610 He goes on to clarify that film has other methods to create the same effects. Here, 

however, Germi has decided to use the old-fashioned conceit that introduces an operatic aspect 

to the film. The tremolo is used later when Fefè follows Rosalia to the attic and she reads her 

love letters. Also, before the viewing of La Dolce Vita, and the scene toward the end of the film 

when more and more evidence is piling up that Fefè is cornuto, the tremolo works emotionally 

just as it does in the opera: to give the feeling of anticipation. Using such an old-fashioned sound 

further marks the tone of the film as baroque and prepares the listener for the opera references to 

come.   

There are two instances wherein Rosalia plays the piano in the film. Germi and 

Rustichelli abruptly insert this aural palate-cleanser of diegetic music in order to cover Fefè’s 

drilling through the thick walls of the castello in one of his schemes to catch Rosalia with her 

lover. In these instances, not only does the image of Rosalia pumping away at the piano lighten 

and trivialize her character as seen through the eyes of Fefè, but the simultaneity of Fefè 

“drilling” while she is literally “pumping” at the piano has obvious sexual overtones and is an 

example of music accentuating the emotional disconnection between the two characters, yet 

                                                
610 Chion, Audio-Vision, 20. 
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providing continuity of what is happening unconsciously within them. Rosalia is heard playing 

the same tune, the same way, on Fefè’s tape recorder with decidedly different results as we hear 

her lover’s voice urging her with his passion. Presumably, this time, her passion will have a 

physical and emotional connection, unlike with Fefè. However, the fact that Rosalia plays the 

piano, says Buffa: “mette in risalto la passione per la musica e l’arte e la sensibilità dell’unico 

personaggio positivo della storia.”611 Rosalia is the only person in the film with any legitimate 

connection to music by playing the piano, and therefore, it can be construed that she is the only 

person with depth. 

Divorzio all’italiana—Opera 

Opera is introduced in a couple of different ways in the film. About a third into the 

movie, Fefè’s lawyer is introduced as he is defending a client, a woman who shot her lover. As 

the lawyer declaims “disonorata” and “onore, che cos’è?,” the first strains of the La traviata 

theme begin to appear. The use of the opera as reference especially with regard to the lawyer is 

further manifested when Fefè describes the lawyer’s defense of Fefè. Here, the lawyer verbally 

references the characters from the 1887 Verdi opera, Otello, and Compare Turiddu of the 1890 

Mascagni opera, Cavalleria rusticana. Otello, the protagonist of the eponymous opera, commits 

murder out of jealousy, and Turiddu, the protagonist of Cavalleria rusticana, is killed by a 

jealous husband. 

Shortly thereafter, Fefè is wanting to find a lover for his wife and takes her to the opera 

where there is a performance of Donizetti’s L’elisir d’amore. Fefè and Rosalia are in their opera 

box while the tenor is singing the aria “Una furtiva lagrima.” In this aria, the character Nemorino 

                                                
611 Buffa, Un musicista per il cinema: Carlo Rustichelli, un profilo artistico, 83. 
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explains that he sees that the woman he loves requites his love, because he sees the tears in her 

eyes.612 Nemorino sings: “che più cercando io vò?” as Fefè is glancing around the theater. Here 

the music is literally describing the action: Fefè too is looking around.613 Just as Nemorino 

reaches the climax of the aria: “m’ama, si m’ama, lo vedo,” Fefè locates Tonino, a local guy, and 

decides he is the lover for Rosalia.614 This obvious, banal, and comedic use of parallel opera 

further opens the aural door for the overlay of La traviata in the ensuing scenes. 

Divorzio all’Italiana—La traviata 

The first presentiment of the use of the opera La traviata, however, is when Angela’s 

diary is found by her father. In the entry, her voiceover divulges that she has a lover, underscored 

by her leitmotif theme. In the first voiceover of Angela reading a letter sent to Fefè, he hears 

Angela reading the letter: “Sarò tua per tutta la vita” and there is Angela’s theme music, but 

given the influence of La traviata later in the film, I posit that it is used as a foreboding, a visual 

introduction to the aural integration of the opera. This scene in the film uses the same production 

conceits as the scene in La traviata, that is, a serious reading of a letter, but in the film, the scene 

in the film ends with the visual of a lipstick kiss on the letter and then Angela’s silly postscript 

which is seen but not read aloud: “by the way my friend lent me her lipstick.” Seen and heard 

with the overlay of the similar although highly dramatic La traviata letter-reading scene, the 

humor of the Divorzio scene comes from the grotesque juxtaposition of the highly romantic and 

tragic La traviata against such a banal, mundane love letter. Yet, the emotional moment in Fefè’s 

                                                
612 Gaetano Donizetti and Felice Romani, L’elisir d’amore (New York: G. Schirmer, 1961), 349. 

613 Ibid., 350. 

614 Ibid. 
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inner soundtrack, in the film is the same as opera in high dudgeon.  

Not only, but the first time the judge is shown defending an adulterous woman, he is 

pawing through letters calling the husband cornuto, a scene that is repeated similarly later in the 

film when people write letters to the Cefalù family calling Fefè cornuto. Angela’s father, 

Calogero, has a heart attack towards the end of the film when Angela’s letter to Fefè is 

mistakenly sent to her parents. Once again, with Angela voicing the entry, she expresses her love 

to Fefè:  

Ferdinando mio adorato, ho saputo oggi da una mia compagna quello che è 
successo [ … ] Forse questo è il castigo per il nostro peccato. Questo forse è il 
segno che il nostro amore non sarà mai benedetto del Signore. Tua per sempre 
qualunque cosa accada, Angela. 

These presentiments prepare the audience for the analogous letter-reading scene of Verdi’s La 

traviata.   

To further the connection between the opera and film, as more and more of the villagers 

are getting angry with Fefè for not defending his family’s honor, even Rosario breaks off his 

engagement with Agnese, Fefè’s sister. This too, is a direct reference to the opera, La traviata. In 

the second act of the opera, the father of the male protagonist (and Violetta’s lover), Giorgio 

Germont, visits Violetta to ask her to break off with Alfredo for this very reason: she is sullying 

the family name and Alfredo’s sister cannot make a good marriage. Alfredo’s consorting with 

Violetta, a known courtesan, was besmirching the family honor, and his younger sister could not 

be married until Violetta is out of the picture. 

However, the most impactful dramatic usage of La traviata are the strains of music that 

underscore the lawyer’s scenes in the film. These are a subtle homage to the scene of the aria, 

“Teneste la promessa” which takes place in the beginning of Act IV of the opera.  

The text of the opera letter is highly dramatic and, without the music, would be grotesque 
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and very funny. We, the audience, know that Violetta is dying and we are subject to the classic 

theatrical conceit: we know that Violetta did what she did for love, but the other protagonist, 

Alfredo, her lover, does not know. This scene is particularly poignant because Alfredo’s father, 

Giorgio Germont informs Violetta (via the letter) that he has revealed all to Alfredo and that they 

are both on their way to ask her forgiveness. In the opera, the letter is read-not-sung by Violetta, 

and is underscored by the string section of the orchestra using the leitmotif of the first-act aria, 

the love duet, and the second act outburst of love—that is, all of the music associated with 

Violetta and her lover. This is the text: 

Teneste la promessa, la disfida ebbe luogo. 
Il barone fu ferito, però migliora. Alfredo è 
in stranio suolo. Il vostro sacrifizio io 
stesso gli ho svelato. Egli a voi tornerà pel 
suo perdono; io pur verrò. Curatevi, 
mertate un avvenir migliore. Giorgio 
Germont È tardi! 

You kept your promise and the duel took 
place. The baron was wounded but 
recovers. Alfredo is away. I told him of 
your sacrifice. He will come to you to ask 
your pardon and so will I. Get well; you 
deserve a better future. Giorgio Germont 
It’s too late!615 

 

This is the textual overlay that we must keep in mind while watching the lawyer scenes of the 

film for it is this complete other musical work, operating on another plane, that informs the film. 

This theme is repeated under Fefè thoughts that are dramatized with voiceover in the 

film. After Fefè implants the microphone in order to capture his wife’s seduction plans, the La 

traviata theme starts and the lawyer’s voice is heard in voiceover opining on Fefè’s defense. 

Here is where the direct mimesis occurs from the opera. As we have established previously, in 

the opera, the letter reading is brief and terse with short sentences. But in Fefè’s mental 

soundtrack, the lawyer bloviates and expounds. The music abruptly stops as Fefè, in the 

voiceover reverie, has the lawyer chattily change his mind about the whereabouts of the murder 

                                                
615 Translation mine. 
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weapon, and surmising that the other hiding place was a “desk of 18th century provenance and 

probably rococo.” This voiceover is extremely funny in its pettiness and banality especially when 

juxtaposed to the terseness and drama of the corresponding La traviata reference. It is an 

example of what Michel Chion defines as “synchresis,” when something is “the spontaneous and 

irresistible mental fusion, completely free of any logic, that happens between a sound and a 

visual when these occur at exactly the same time.”616  

What occurs in the opera at this moment is a recognition by the character, Violetta, that 

she will soon die. She exclaims: È tardi! meaning that she knows it is too late and her life is over. 

What occurs in the film is that Fefè looks at himself in the mirror and does the character-defining 

smile tic, the “nonzi” where he assures himself that he is on the way to success.617 It is just this 

side of a cartoon: the comedic point of synchronization. The audience anticipating a grave 

decision and ominous downbeat in the orchestra is instead literally faced with Fefè looking in the 

mirror and smirking. 

The end of the letter scene in the opera is punctuated by the orchestral downbeat and 

great tremolo and the declaimed: “È tardi.” In the opera, the singer goes on to sing an aria saying 

goodbye to her life: “Addio del passato.” In the film, however, there is the same musical setup: 

there is the downbeat, the tremolo in the strings, but the film a distinctly different ending to the 

scene: the nonzi and the smirk. 

                                                
616 Chion, Audio-Vision, xix. 

617 Battistelli, Giorgio, Divorzio all’italiana, 83. In a written interview with the composer he 
notes that in doing research for the opera he consulted with many Sicilian friends. This sound 
(which Mastroianni used instinctively when preparing for the film) is called a “nonzi,” an 
onomatopoeiac sound used to indicate either “yes” or “no.” 
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At the end of the opera, with the same violin tremolo that underscores the beginning of 

the lawyer’s voiceover in the film, Violetta, in the opera, speaks these words: “È strano […] 

cessarono gli spasimi del dolore; in me rinasce, rinasce m’agita, in solito vigor. Ah, ma io ritorno 

a viver, o gioia!” right before she falls dead to the ground.618 Were it not for the emotional setup 

of the first three acts and, of course, the heart-wrenchingly beautiful music that underlines and 

sustains the drama in the opera this ending would be dramatically untenable. 

When we juxtapose the tragic and sentimental La traviata with the scene in Divorzio 

all’italiana, the outcome is comical because, as Milan Kundera observes: “a reality is abruptly 

revealed; the result is ambiguous and things lose their apparent meaning.”619 Germi and 

Rustichelli contrast the high aulic soaring grandeur of Verdi’s heroine with Fefè’s petty murder 

plots. The music, already invoking the classic tragedy, both underscores Fefè’s mental 

monologue in a way that evokes the opera’s plot lines, but in so doing, it also comments on and 

accentuates the silliness and futility of Fefè’s actions. In the opera, Violetta will die (as Rosalia 

will die in the film), but Violetta will die with honor and for love, whereas Fefè will kill Rosalia 

for a venal and menial reason, to marry his younger cousin. A small and petty murder compared 

with a tragic sacrifice for love. In a Pirandellian fashion, it is the sentiment of the contrary: Fefè 

sees himself as a grandiose character, when in fact, when placed against this soaring music, he is 

the absolute opposite.620 

                                                
618 Verdi and Piave, La Traviata, 230–31. 

619 Milan Kundera, The Curtain: An Essay in Seven Parts (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 
2006), 109. 

620Luigi Pirandello, On Humor, trans. Antonio Illiano and Daniel P. Testa (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1974). 
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Film scholar Peter Bondadella has written about Divorzio all’italiana:  

The voice of Fefè’s lawyer as Fefè imagines it during his future trial: his 
summation before the court is humorously juxtaposed to the objective account of 
events rendered by Germi’s camera to underscore the absurdity of Fefè’s reliance 
upon a code of honor to justify a premeditated murder. The disparity between 
these various narrative perspectives forces the spectator into a viewpoint highly 
critical of Sicilian life.621 

This disparity is further incised by the use of the evocative and dramatic music underneath. 

Using the music covertly intermedially in this way, there is no need for another character in the 

film to voice an opinion—the contrast shown by the intermediality of the music does so for us. In 

the same way that Germi’s camera is evidencing the absurdity, the music is used as a translation 

of the emotional truth of the scene and becomes a commenting device. Being literally 

underscored by a genuinely tragic story further sets apart the absurdity of Fefè’s plotting. 

With this omaggio to Verdi, Germi and Rustichelli contrast the grandeur of Verdi’s 

heroine with Fefè’s petty murder plots. In invoking the strains of the familiar yet highly dramatic 

La traviata, Germi and Rustichelli provide for the viewer/listener an aural emotional safety net. 

Yes, our eyes know that Fefè is performing unconscionable acts onscreen, preparing to commit 

murder, but our ears hear the resonances of the story of a woman who is dying for honor and for 

love. The greater the tension in this dialectic, the greater the relief, and therefore, the humor.   

In subtly invoking the unmistakable themes of the opera La traviata Germi and 

Rustichelli expand the inquadratura or setting of the film. In so doing, a complex layer of 

juxtaposition is added to further accentuate the plot points, characters, and humor in the film 

scene. Subtly, the aural textuality invoked by a concurrent art form creates the metaphorical 

                                                
621 Peter E. Bondanella, ed., The Italian Cinema Book (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 151. 
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space that Chion calls “en creux.”622 That is, the tension that arises from juxtaposing two existing 

art forms that creates visual and aural metaphors. The greater the disparity between these 

metaphors—the stronger the distinctions between these two art forms: the music and the film, the 

deeper and richer the visual and aural experience. 

LA RICOTTA (1963) 

La ricotta is a short film written and directed by Pier Paolo Pasolini in 1962 and is part of the 

four-film anthology called Ro.Go.Pa.G, a condensation of the first syllables of the last names of 

the four directors involved: Roberto Rossellini, Jean-Luc Godard, Pasolini and Ugo Gregoretti. 

La ricotta is often considered the most memorable portion of Ro.Go.Pa.G and the height of 

Pasolini’s creative powers and social criticism. Paolo Rustichelli is the composer on this film as 

well. However, from Divorzio all’italiana to La ricotta, the use of the opera, although still 

comedic, is quite different as will be seen in the analysis below. 

La ricotta—Plot 

 The plot of La ricotta is simple: it tells the story of the filming of a movie about the 

crucifixion at a slightly hilly waste ground near a residential area. A poor man named Stracci 

(translation: “rags”) has been cast in the role of the Good Thief, condemned to be crucified 

alongside Christ. In the biblical story, the Good Thief repents and Christ tells him that he will be 

redeemed. Though his part in the film is relatively minor, it is not without significance. Still, for 

unknown reasons, Stracci is rudely taunted and scorned by the various cast members and crew of 

the production, who seem oblivious to both his poverty and his ravenous hunger. 

                                                
622 Chion, Audio-Vision, 218. 
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 In spite of his starved condition, Stracci remains generous, giving what little food comes 

his way first, to his wife and children, who are just as economically deprived as their father, but 

better fed thanks to his sacrifices. Still, he neglects to take care of himself, resorting to a 

desperate ruse to get a lunch that wasn’t meant for him. Before he can eat it however, he has to 

film his scene, and so hides it, only to have it eaten by a dog who discovers the hiding place in 

which he stashed his meal. In retaliation, he sells the dog to a reporter and buys enough ricotta 

and bread to feed himself. He desperately gobbles it up to the delight of his fellow actors and 

crew members who spy on him and who dub the incident the “Stracci-show.” They mockingly 

offer him up a portion of their own dinners which he wolfs down voraciously just before he is 

called upon to shoot his pivotal scene where he is mounted upon a cross and ready to deliver his 

one memorable line. But the sudden intake of food on an empty stomach, the hot afternoon sun, 

and the strain on his crucified body make a fatal combination. Ironically however, even the 

tragedy of a death happening right there on the set only serves to satisfy the director’s wish for 

some event that will generate additional publicity for the film: “Povero Stracci. Crepare, non 

aveva alcun’altro modo per ricordarci che anche lui era vivo.” 

Pasolini and Music 

 Pasolini was very involved with Rustichelli’s music for his films and had his own ideas 

regarding music in film. For Pasolini, there were two applications for music in film: one was 

“horizontal” wherein the music followed the rhythm and linearity of the narrative. The second 

musical approach was “vertical.” Using music vertically entailed tracing the depth and texture of 

the filmic images; the poetic truth.623 As Pasolini put it:  

                                                
623 Ennio Morricone, Sergio Miceli, and Laura Gallenga, Comporre per il cinema: teoria e prassi 
della musica nel film (Venezia: Marsilio, 2001), 94. 
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Questo aver contaminato una musica coltissima, raffinata come quella di Bach 
[speaking of Accattone], con queste immagini corrisponde nei romanzi ad unire 
insieme il dialetto, il gergo della borghesia con un linguaggio letterario […] 
Un’opera è educativa se urta, non se si immedesima, se pone una aprioristica 
simpatia con il pubblico.624 

Film scholar Antonio Bertini posits that after Mamma Roma, Pasolini further refined his ideas 

about music in film. Besides his initial notions of “horizontal” and “vertical,” Pasolini defined 

the musical aspects as fiancheggiatrice (“flanking; supporting”) the dialogue and images. As we 

shall see, in the use of music in La ricotta, the notion of fiancheggiare is evident.625 

La ricotta—Music 

 Verdi’s opera La traviata is involved in this film in a very ludic manner, and it is not the 

only piece of classical music in the film. But the film, however, opens with popular music: a 

diegetic twist (the “Rogopa twist” by Rustichelli) that accompanies two handsome young men 

dancing in between the takes of the crucifixion film-within-the-film. The credits roll while the 

two men dance in front of, and behind, the property table on the set. It is a perfect musical segue 

from Pasolini’s caveat that prefaces the film (there is text onscreen with a voiceover by the 

director):  

Non è difficile prevedere per questo mio racconto dei giudizi interessati, ambigui, 
scandalizzati. Ebbene, io voglio qui dichiarare che, comunque si prenda “La 
ricotta,” la Storia della Passione—che indirettamente “La ricotta” rievoca—è per 
me la più grande che sia mai accaduta, e i Testi che la raccontano i più sublimi 
che siano mai stati scritti.626 

Even though the film-within-the-film is a biblical re-creation of two paintings by the 

Renaissance painters, Jacopo Pontormo and Rosso Fiorentino, the aulic and religious tone is 

                                                
624 Enrico Magrelli, Con Pier Paolo Pasolini (Roma: Bulzoni, 1977), 36–38. 

625 Morricone, Miceli, and Gallenga, Comporre per il cinema, 98. 

626 Pier Paolo Pasolini, Mamma Roma and La ricotta (The Criterion Collection, 1962). 
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mitigated by the story of povero Stracci, an extra who just needs to make a living. The use of the 

popular dance music, the twist (in the beginning of the film and in comic juxtapositions, while 

they are trying to film the painting scenes) roughly undercuts any pretension and sets the aural 

tone for the film. This is the first impression of the Pasolinian “vertical” tonal montage. The film 

shots of the paintings are in color, while the “real life” action is shot in black and white, a 

symmetrical corollary to the music choices.  

 The first time we see the paintings being filmed, the director calls for the music and the 

Rustichelli Rogopa twist is played. After his admonishments, we hear yet another twist, the 

Eclisse by Giovanni Fusco. Finally, he yells for the Scarlatti and we hear the “sinfonia” of the 

cantata profana Su le sponde del Tebro of Alessandro Scarlatti. Even though the music plays 

throughout, again, the filmic tone is business-like and quasi vulgar. The director is yelling 

instructions and insulting his actors “Amorosi smetta di scaccolarsi.” The actors laugh coarsely 

and carry on. It is a complete disconnect from the seriousness and beauty of the music. 

 The second piece of classical music in the film is heard twice. Once, while Stracci is 

feeding his family and the second time, while Stracci is frantically trying to eat everything that is 

given to him during the “Stracci-show.” This is the Dies Irae (Sequenza per la Messa dei 

defunti) of Tommaso Celano. It was written in the 13th century and is a plainchant (or Gregorian 

chant) written for men’s voices and was to be sung a cappella. In La Ricotta, however, the 

arrangement is for accordion, giving the tune a haunting peasant-like feeling, like musical home-

baked bread. Again, it is a use of somber classical music, but rendered trivial in its arrangement. 

This is completely in sync with the overall dramatic force and juxtapositions of the elements of 

the film. 

 The use of this music for this first scene where Stracci’s family is eating on the grass, and 
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the second scene, while Stracci is unwittingly eating himself to his death is appropriate, and is a 

good example of covert intermediality. The Dies irae is one of the oldest religious pieces of 

music, a hymn that describes the day of judgment when the last trumpet calls all the souls before 

God. Some will be saved and others will be cast into hell. It is also part of the Catholic funeral 

mass. This matching up of action and music is the only congruous one in the film. Not 

surprisingly, it accompanies the most touching and authentic parts of the film.  

 Francesco Biscogli’s Largo of the Concerto in D major for oboe, trumpet e bassoon 

accompanies the scene in which the thieves already nailed on the crosses are unceremoniously 

carried up the hill and laid on the ground. Again, the tone would seem to be accurate, but instead 

this, also, is uncomfortably wrong and incongruous. Instead of serious and heroic action, the 

crosses stay laying on the ground and the lead actress has a temper tantrum. She has a 

supernumerary accompany her to speak to the director. The super is bumbling and is following 

her while the actors are all laughing and talking amongst themselves. While the music is coming 

to a cadence to resolve, the director orders: “Fare l’altra scena” and Pasolini has a chain of actors 

repeat the order, culminating with a shot of a German Shepherd dog barking the voiced-over 

order. The segment is ridiculous and made even more ludic with the lugubrious and sober 

accompaniment. The crosses are finally moved, and in a grotesque counterpoint to the scene in 

the film-within-the-film, Stracci, still nailed to the cross, still on the ground, remarks to the actor 

playing Christ right next to him, instead of “remember me in Paradise,” he says: “I’m hungry.” 

The subsequent dialogue concerning the rewards of this life versus heaven, and the political 

parties in charge at the time in Italy, have all to do with Pasolini’s politics and are better dealt 

with in another platform. Suffice it to say that the stately stentorian musical accompaniment only 

substantiates the ludicrous positions, literally and figuratively, in the film. 
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 The last classical piece before we deal with La traviata comes right after another 

insertion of the Eclisse repeating the same joke as previously. Again, the director scolds and we 

hear the strains of a Viola d’amore #5 in E minor.627 

La ricotta—La traviata 

 La traviata occurs approximately six times and is by no means meant to be taken 

seriously. The piece of the opera used is the first-act aria “Sempre libera” and always the same 

measures. The arrangement of the aria is also not to be taken seriously as the (almost always 

non-diegetic) music is played by a small town banda.   

 Unlike the usage of La traviata in Divorzio all’italiana, Rustichelli wrote about his 

placing this music in La ricotta, and specifically in its degraded state: “La deformazione è 

applicata col chiaro intento di creare un’atmosfera grottesca a marcare ulteriormente la cifra di 

Pasolini-autore totale della sua opera [ … ]”628 Unlike La traviata in the previous three films, 

and certainly in Divorzio where there was an homage to its romantic grandeur, here is it merely 

used as an instrument of Pasolinian estrangement. 

 The first time the Traviata theme is heard is after the Dies irae of the family picnic. It is a 

banda version and it is accompanied on the screen by a parade with one of the supernumeraries 

portraying a saint. One of Stracci’s sons sits transfixed as the camera pans the actor walking in 

his grotesque saint’s costume. The music finishes and the mother asks: “dove vai” and the young 

                                                
627 In researching exactly why Pasolini and/or Rustichelli chose these particular pieces of 
classical music, as they happen to be rather obscure, I happened on a serendipitous discovery that 
might explain it. All of these 4 pieces were issued in 1957 on four discs of a French record 
collection entitled “BNF (Bibliothèque Nationale de France).” These discs are currently out of 
print. 

628 Buffa, Un musicista per il cinema: Carlo Rustichelli, un profilo artistico, 98. 
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man replies: “C’ho da fare; voglio lavorare come comparsa.” Again the Traviata theme starts 

while the actors dressed as saints, and the same boys who were dancing the twist, are seen 

running and chatting in the grass. Another son gets up and has the same conversation with his 

mother. He, too, wants to be an supernumerary. “Always free” (Sempre libera) perhaps as a siren 

call?  

 Stracci steals a wig and a gown from one of the wardrobe trailers and he too is 

accompanied by La traviata as he slips out to steal some food. The subsequent two times the 

music is played, it is in an accelerated, cartoon-like arrangement as if for a music box or child’s 

toy. These accompany a fast-motion Stracci running to buy ricotta and then running back again 

to stash his food in a cave just before he is called to the set.  

 There is one diegetic use of the theme, and it is by a small-town banda that accompanies 

the arrival of the celebrities and press to the film space. This penultimate time that the music is 

heard finishes just before Stracci rehearses his line and is the last time he is alive: “Quando sei 

nel regno dei cieli ricordimi al padre tuo,” and is followed by a clap of thunder. After he is 

discovered dead, and the director says: “Povero Stracci; Crepare, non aveva alcun’altro modo per 

ricordarci che anche lui era vivo,” the La traviata theme begins but is it accelerated and arranged 

in the reductive, cartoon version of the music. An apt comment on the foregoing tragic, 

grotesque shenanigans.  

 According to Sergio Bassetti, the commingling of the aulic and popular, the sublime and 

the grotesque reflected in the music, bears the brand of Pasolini. The discordance between the 

images and the music create the Pasolinian alienation: separately, the music and the images 

conserve their cinematic function; together, they form a further, deeper, cinematic truth 
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exemplifying Pasolini’s point of view regarding reality, art, and mankind.629 

 Mixing music from the aulic, classic canon with popular tunes enables Pasolini to 

spotlight his idea of the poetry that exists in every person no matter how miserable and wretched. 

Also, in classical antiquity a topic, notion, or idea had to be cast in a form that was congruent to 

the rhetorical tone.630 Our times are different. We cast topics in non-congruent containers 

because it is precisely the contrast and juxtaposition between the form and the content that 

communicates the dramatic or comedic thrust and intention. Pasolini and Rustichelli’s mix of 

music contrasting with and among his characters aurally delivers Pasolini’s artistic vision.  

 By employing the strains of La traviata, each of these films invoke the idea of an 

autenticità, the attribute that Verdi prized above all others in his art. In employing the gravitas of 

the opera either as comic foil for the plot points as it is in varying degrees of three of the films, or 

to further accentuate the extreme drama of the fourth film, the film directions and composers 

begin with a touchstone, an authentic anchoring to either contrast against or build upon.  

 Not only, but in using precisely the opera that Vittorini credited for his literary epiphany, 

the films further his idea of achieving the “beyond” quality that only opera brings to any art 

combination or intermediality. Using La traviata in these films guarantees a level of artistic 

authority, an imprimatur that imbues the films with the tools to achieve their communicative 

goals.

 

  

                                                
629 S. Bassetti, “Produzione discografica e musica per lo schermo,” in Ciclo di conferenze presso 
l’Istituto di Ricerca per il Teatro Musicale (Roma, 2000). 

630 See Dante Alighieri’s discussion in Dante Alighieri, De vulgari eloquentia, ed. Sergio 
Cecchin (Milano: Editori associati, 1988). 
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Conclusion 

Is it the words that move my heart, or is it the music that speaks more strongly? […] 
Fruitless effort to separate the two. Words and Music are fused into one […] bound in a 

new synthesis […] one art redeemed by the other! 
–Richard Strauss631 

Studies of the intermedialities of music and literature from the point of view of musicology have 

been done by Susan McClary, Werner Wolf, Steven Paul Scher, Rose Rosengard Subotnik, 

Lawrence Kramer, Joseph Kerman, Lawrence Zbikowski, and Carolyn Abbate among many 

other scholars.632 More recently, Emily Petermann deals specifically with this subgenre in her 

2014 book “The Musical Novel,” and in 2009, the “Word and Music Association Forum” was 

created by Mario Dunkel, Emily Petermann, and Beate Schirrmacher to deal with musical 

intermedial issues.633 There has been broad research on operatic intermediality in non-Italian 

film by film scholars such as: Marcia J. Citron, Royal S. Brown, Jeongwon Joe, Rose Theresa, 

Michal Grover-Friedlander, Daniela Bini, and David P. Schroeder, Bernard Kuhn, and C.J. 

                                                
631 Strauss, Richard, Capriccio, 1942, final scene. 

632 See Susan McClary, Conventional Wisdom: The Content of Musical Form, Bloch Lectures 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000); Wolf, The Musicalization of Fiction; Steven 
Paul Scher, “Literature and Music”; Rose Rosengard Subotnik, Developing Variations: Style and 
Ideology in Western Music (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1991); Rose Rosengard 
Subotnik, Deconstructive Variations: Music and Reason in Western Society (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1996); Lawrence Kramer, Interpreting Music (Berkeley ; Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 2011); Lawrence Kramer, Opera and Modern Culture: 
Wagner and Strauss (Berkeley ; Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2004); Joseph 
Kerman, Opera as Drama (Westport, C.T.: Greenwood Press, 1981); Joseph Kerman, Write All 
These down: Essays on Music (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994); Zbikowski, 
Lawrence M., “Music, Language, and Multimodal Metaphor,” in Multimodal Metaphor (Walter 
de Gruyter, 2009). 

633 Emily Petermann, The Musical Novel: Imitation of Musical Structure, Performance, and 
Reception in Contemporary Fiction (Rochester, New York: Camden House, 2014). 
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Partridge among others.634  

However, the narratological aspect of Italian literature and film vis-à-vis Italian opera has 

been scant. Operatic intermediality with Italian literature and Italian film has not been addressed 

directly and was the focus of this dissertation. I parsed the varying degrees by which opera was 

the modus scribendi as well as modus legendi in widely divergent narratives and films. Opera 

serves homologously as inspiration, influence, rhythm, thrust, and dialogue, and, as opera 

continually evolves and changes in form and structure, it remains extant and quite viable with 

respect to an increasingly evolving narratological and cinematic experience. Music and literature 

(and film) run on parallel tracks as they are creative processes requiring realization (using 

Scher’s definition).635 These creative processes are evolving and changing, and the tension that is 

created between and among them opens a liminal space rife with intermedial possibilities. As 

these individual artistic modes contemporaneously morph and mutate, there will be even more 

potential for intersection, integration, or both.  

Opera as inspiration and thrust was evidenced in Chapter 1: Vittorini’s novel Uomini e no 

is a work filled with operatic sensibilities that imbue the text with the linguaggio unitario to 

which Vittorini aspired. As a result of the operatic influence, the literary drama is intensified and 

                                                
634 See Marcia J. Citron, Opera on Screen (New Haven [Conn.]: Yale University Press, 2000); 
Brown, Overtones and Undertones Reading Film Music; Joe and Theresa, Between Opera and 
Cinema; Grover-Friedlander, Vocal Apparitions; Joe, Opera as Soundtrack; Bini, “Operatic 
Appearances in Marco Bellocchio”; Schroeder, Cinema’s Illusions, Opera’s Allure; Bernhard 
Kuhn, Die Oper im italienischen Film (Essen: Verlag Die Blaue Eule, 2005); C. J. Partridge, 
Senso: Visconti’s Film and Bioto’s Novella: A Case Study in the Relation between Literature and 
Film (Lewiston N.Y.: E. Mellen Press, 1991). 

635 Steven Paul Scher, “Literature and Music,” 38. 
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tightened. Even more operatic influence is in evidence in Atzeni, although in a deconstructed 

sense. The rhythms and thrust of contemporary opera are echoed in Atzeni’s soundscape 

Passavamo sulla terra leggeri. This work homologously reflects the rhythmic minimalism of the 

works of Philip Glass. In Atzeni, the rhythm of the words leads the narrative in the same way 

that the musical rhythm in Philip Glass’ works propels his operas. In an even deeper scrutiny of 

the operatic influence, the tracing of the more traditional operatic characteristics in the book 

(arias and choruses) exposes other layers of texture and reveals meanings that might be lost 

without the operatic point of view.  

The appreciation for the unlikely chiasmus of Manzoni and Verdi is enhanced by a side-

to-side comparison of the narrative and musical texts. In these works, as they are both 19th 

century art forms, the opera comparisons function more broadly; we see the influence of thrust, 

rhythm, cadence, inspiration and dialogue. Although there is no specific musical reference in I 

promessi sposi, the sound of the words manifests Verdi’s aspiration of artistic truth. Not only, 

but the analysis of two of Verdi’s operatic choral pieces and their homologous counterparts in 

Manzoni’s text attests to Verdi’s and Manzoni’s shared artistic vision—an observation that 

would be missed if given only a cursory overview and the operatic intermediality were ignored.  

 In Chapter 2, there is a deviation of the comparison: a close reading of the time signatures 

in Mascagni’s Cavalleria rusticana throughout the opera exposes a previously unseen nuance in 

the drama of the composition. In this case, it is the literature influencing the opera by tracing the 

essential elements of Verga’s novella and play as they segue to Mascagni’s opera. The close-

reading of the rhythms of the opera reveal the in-plain-sight characteristic contributing to its 

musical and emotional communicative success. That is, by tracing the time signatures ascribed to 

the men and to the women through to the love duets shows the shifting of agency of the 
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protagonists. This discovery exemplifies the attributes that were less crucial in the novella and 

play, (i.e. the love relationship) and I analyzed how these attributes translated into the opera 

form.  

In almost direct contrast, in the Calvino/Cerrone juxtaposition there is a counterpoise and 

dialogue of equals—the opera and text are balanced and each brings to the other a furtherance of 

their respective discrete artistic attributes. As an example of the tension between ever-changing 

artistic modes, Cerrone’s and Sharon’s adaption of Calvino’s text belongs to the 21st century, yet 

Calvino’s work was written in the 20th. However, because Calvino’s novel is open and oneiric, 

Cerrone’s music and characters homologously match the thrust and overall tone of the novel. All 

of the musical and production values address not only the language in Calvino’s text, but also, 

and perhaps more importantly, address the themes, silences, and literal and metaphorical rhythms 

implied by the text. The result is a sensory experience that musically embodies Calvino’s 

expressed notions regarding this specific novel and the reading of his literature generally. 

 Besides it being the inspiration for Vittorini in Chapter 1, Verdi’s La traviata was also 

used as the operatic leitmotif to analyze the Italian films in Chapter 3. Joseph Kerman has 

described the character of Violetta in Verdi’s La traviata as an “intermediate,” that is, a character 

who belongs to the “demi-mondaine” class and not to the traditional upper nor lower classes.636 

Verdi (and Piave) further substantiate this notion by calling her traviata (the one who strayed). 

Although Kerman means for the character to be viewed through a moral lens, the fact that she is 

considered “intermediate” perfectly positions her to be a transitional figure and, as such, can 

easily be used for contrast and intermedial analysis. Kerman also believes that the drama of this 

                                                
636 Kerman, Opera as Drama, 157. 
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particular opera depends on the “conflict of sentimentality and reality.”637 It is this outsider role 

Violetta plays in the story, combined with the inherent conflict of the opera, that lends it to many 

interpretations and multimedialities. As seen in Chapter 3, this opera was employed in a myriad 

of ways as a catalyst, inspiration, stimulus, dialogue, character, and comment in the films. 

Further research is required as this multi-faceted opera figures prominently in many more Italian 

and non-Italian films as well; two American films, for example, are Garry Marshall’s Pretty 

Woman (1990), and Woody Allen’s Hannah and Her Sisters (1986).  

It would also be worth studying recent work in cognitive science, especially developed by 

cognitive linguists and cognitive psychologists, that is used to explain how we understand music. 

Musicology scholar Zbikowski in Conceptualizing Music focuses on three cognitive processes—

categorization, cross-domain mapping, and the use of conceptual models—and explores the part 

these play in theories of musical organization.638 Neurologist and author Oliver Sacks has also 

written copiously about the importance of music and the cognitive functions, misfunctions, and 

connections of music and the brain.639  

Opera has been our unifying theme and so I conclude with the words of opera scholar, 

Joseph Kerman: 

The arts are encroaching one upon another, and from a proper use of this 
encroachment will rise the art that is truly monumental. Every man who steeps 
himself in the spiritual possibilities of his art is a valuable helper in the building 

                                                
637 Ibid. 

638 Lawrence Michael Zbikowski, Conceptualizing Music: Cognitive Structure, Theory, and 
Analysis (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002). 

639 See Oliver W. Sacks, Musicophilia: Tales of Music and the Brain (New York: Vintage 
Books, 2008). 
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of the spiritual pyramid which will some day reach to heaven.640 

The mention of spirituality and pyramids returns us full circle to Dante Alighieri, Plato, 

Pythagoras and the “music of the spheres” alluded to in the Introduction. The importance of 

intermediality as a critical issue combining the discourses of literature, film, and opera is clear. 

The critical points of view of each of the art forms are still in their nascency and more research is 

needed if we are to reach Dante’s stelle. 

  

                                                
640 Kerman, Opera as Drama, 59. 
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Appendix 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS: 

Aria: solo vocal composition usually narrative wherein a singer explains their inner thoughts; a 

monologue. In contraposition to the recitative, the aria is a suspended musical form during the 

performance of which the character involved expresses his/her feelings about the plot in which 

he/she is involved. During the sixteenth century two part arias (A-B or A-A) were usual and in 

the 17th century these developed into aria col da capo (aria with a repetition of the first part) (A-

B-A) where, after different first and second sections, an “embellished” and “differently 

developed” third part is performed. Towards the 19th century the rather freer comic operas again 

introduced arias in two movements – often a first very melodic part followed by a brighter 

second movement, joined together by a short middle section. 

Attitidus: S’ard mourning song. 

Cabaletta: A final virtuosistic and brilliant section of an aria, usually in a quick tempo with 

repetitions of the principal text. 

Cadence: the beat, rate, or measure of any rhythmic movement. 

Cantabile: A somewhat static section in an aria in which the character explains his/her thoughts 

using a calm, unembellished vocal line, often including strong dramatic tension, or before a 

cabaletta in which, due to a change in events, it is necessary to describe a completely different 

series of emotions. 

Capriccio (synopsis): Composed by Richard Strauss with a libretto by Strauss and Clemens 

Krauss in 1941, this opera within an opera begins as the Countess Madeleine is forced to choose 

between two suitors: Flamand, a composer, and Olivier, a poet. The opera opens at the 

Countess’s birthday party. Her guests include a poet, composer, actress, dancer and director, who 
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banter on the respective merits of the arts. The slightly aggressive arguments among the men 

culminate with the Countess’ brother, the Count, declaring that “Opera is an absurd thing.” As 

the two suitors attempt to woo the Countess with poems and song, the guests decide that as a gift 

for the Countess, the theater director, La Roche, must direct an opera about the events of the day. 

Flamand will set a text by Olivier to music, and the ending will be decided by the Countess. The 

opera ends dramatically when she is forced to choose between her suitors, who are waiting in the 

library in the morning to learn the ending of the opera within the opera. Still undecided as to both 

the ending of the opera and her choice of lover she asks, “Is there any ending that isn't trivial?” 

as the major-domo calls her to supper. The score and libretto reference Gluck’s Iphigénie en 

Aulide which was itself the focus of a polemic of the balance of music and words in opera. The 

set piece used by Strauss and his librettist, Clemens Krauss, for the Countess to express her 

existential dilemma is a sonnet by the 16th century French poet Pierre de Ronsard. 

Chorus: In the opera house a chorus has a clear dramatic role; sometimes it represents an army, 

a people or a group of courtiers. It can be a mixed chorus (male and female voices) or only male 

or only female voices. From the beginning of the 18th century choral works became as popular 

as the arias for soloists. 

Concertato: more than 2 singers singing one piece of music, usually with different harmonies 

and texts and part of a scene or an act where more characters are present on stage, often backed 

by the chorus. The singers interact with each other generating dramatic emotional tension before 

ending in a swift final part. 

Finale: The end of an act in the presence of different characters or the entire cast and the choir 

on stage, depending upon the plot of the opera, each one representing different dramatic 

situations. Characters may be at odds with each other, in a usually slow concerted movement, 
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when they each reflect upon what has happened, or in a section with a slightly moving tempo 

which means that a new event has taken place. The ensemble can also end in a section for solo 

voices, in a somewhat contemplative mood, before a Grand finale with a faster tempo. 

Launeddas: Sardinian musical instrument made of pipes. 

Leitmotif: a recurrent theme throughout a musical or literary composition, associated with a 

particular person, idea, or situation. 

Libretto: A text written in verses and adapted for music. The libretto is divided into musical 

numbers (arias, duets, trios, concertato) that are linked together with recitative. Most librettos are 

based on pre-extant literary works and during the 18th century authors chose to rework stories 

from classic theatrical repertoire in French, German or English. 

Opera buffa: (literally: comic opera) Arising out of the intermezzi that were often performed 

during the act breaks of opere serie, the opera buffa is a genre of comic opera that originated in 

Naples in the 1700s. Loosely based on the commedia dell’arte paradigm, opera buffa plots 

usually consist of two stock groups of characters: a comic group of male and female characters 

and a pair (or more) of lovers, and the plot lines usually concerned mistaken identities and love 

stories that ended happily. These are short operas, sometimes in the local dialect.  

Opera seria: (literally: serious opera) Opera seria was the dominant style of Italian opera in the 

1700s throughout Europe. Music and text were structured as: recitative, which were dialogues 

accompanied by music that were used to propel the action; and arias that were solo pieces the 

allowed the characters to express their deeper reflections and feelings. The music was called the 

bel canto style. The great composers of opera seria were George Frederick Handel and Niccolò 

Jommelli, while two of the leading librettists were Apostolo Zeno and Pietro Metastasio. The 

plots usually involved classical mythology and had no comic components.  
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Pitch: the pitch of a note is the quality that makes it possible to judge sounds as "higher" and 

"lower."  

Recitative: This is an essential element in opera and is used to link scenes with dialogue or 

monologues by using a style of singing similar to the spoken voice. Its rhythm is defined by 

words and a regular pulsation. The text may be in free verse or in a mixture of verse and free 

text. The recitative was accompanied by a solo keyboard instrument—originally a harpsichord—

and from the beginning of the 18th century even by a fortepiano, sometimes with a violoncello or 

double bass as basso continuo. Accompanied recitative is the term given to a similar vocal line 

involving more instruments or all of the orchestra. 

Soundscape: A soundscape is a sound or combination of sounds that forms or arises from an 

immersive environment.  
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